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Abstract 

This research considers the role of crgonornics in consumer safety. The aim was to 

encourage and improve the input of ergonomics, and thus safety, into the design 

process. The research has resulted in a series of publications targeted specifically at 
designers and producers of consumer goods, with the aim of encouraging their 

adoption of ergonomics principles, data and methods. These publications have been 

produced and distributed to industry by the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) 

Consumer Safety Unit: 

CHILDATA: The Handbook of Child Measurement and Capabilties - Data for 

Design Safety 

Designing Safety into Products: Making ergonon&s evaluation a part of the 
design process (presented as an appendix to this thesis). 

The background to the research is a review of the influences on consumer safety, and 
the exploration of a role for ergonomics. European consumer legislation states that 

to be safe a product must meet the expectations of the user, hence the title of this 

thesis. This user-centred premise indicates the importance of product design and 

ergonomics in consumer safety, within the context of the other influences on safety 

such as safiý-guarding, mitigation of accidents and education. Theoretically this 

places ergonomics as a central influence on safety. A review of the existing 

contributors to safety, such as governance, standards and education was undertaken 

and again design was found to be central. With the potential contribution of 

ergonomics to safety demonstrated, evidence of a formal relationship between 

ergonomics and the design process was sought from the literature. Despite many 

years of calls for improvements in the input of ergonomics to design, little evidence 

was found in the ergonomics fiterature of support or guidance for designers of 

consumer products on either of these aspects. Two main routes to improving this 
input of ergonomics to design were identified: the use of ergonomics data and 

guidelines, and the use of ergonomics evaluation methods. This research focuses on 
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these two routes to product design safety with the hypothesis that these inputs could 
be improved, eventually allowing better design safety to be realised. Tbe aims of the 

rcscarch wcrc thcrcforc to invcstigatc and improvc thcsc inputs. 

Ile first stage of the research considered the use of ergonomics data and guidelines 
in design. 71c limitations of ergonomics data and the barricrs to effective knowledge 

transfer were idcntiricd. Work was undertaken to address these problems, in the first 

instance specifically for designers of children's products. Ilis resulted in the 

production of "Childsts', a handbook of ergonomics data on children, and its 

production and content arc described. Four thousand copies of this handbook have 

been published and distributed free of charge to industry by the DTL Tbc success of 
Childata has resulted in sibling publications on adults (now published) and the elderly 
(in preparation). 

Ile next stage of the research was to consider the use of ergonomics evaluation 

methods by designers. A review of the literature on ergonomics methods and on 

guidance for their use found that there was a dearth of practical advice for designers. 

Also, that most guidance on evaluation methods concentrates on usability with very 
little reference specificaUy to safety. Ibc feasibility of producing guidance for 

designers to encourage their use of evaluation was therefore considered. A series of 
four product safety evaluations were undertaken, presented here as case studies, and 

these form the major experimental part of the research. The aim of the case studies 

was to investigate the most useful and common methods for evaluating product 

safety and to generalise these into guidance for designers, as well as producing formal 

reports and recommendations for improvements in the safety of the individual 

products. The products investigated were swimming pool covers, carbonated drinks 

bottles, all terrain bicycles and stepladders. 

The case studies showed however that a diversity of methods were needed to carry 
out the evaluations, many of which were novel methods or which drew on a mixture 
of ergonomics, technical and market research expertise. The only commonality found 

was in the sequence of stages that each evaluation followed, namely the identification 
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of the products' users and hazards, the setting of performance criteria and selection 

of measurement variables, and the subsequent choicc of methods. The initial concept 
behind the fundamental research to producing prescriptive advice on methods was 
therefore rejected. Instead a framework ror a generic evaluation process was 
developed, based on the findings from the case studies and with rcfcrcncc to the 
literature. This framework formed the basis of a guidance document for designers: 

Tesigning Sarety Into Products'. Ilis was also published and distributed to 
industry by the DTL 'Me publication establishes and encourages a generic evaluation 

process, but also concentrates on embedding ergonomics principles into the design 

process by exploring the relationship between evaluation and safety and stressing flic 

need to move past the use of ergonomics data, as well as providing methodological 

guidance. 

71c research reported in this thesis has shown that the problems with the transfer of 
knowledge and methods from the ergonomics discipline are long standing. Ibc 

reasons for this arc discussed and recommendations are made to improve the fink 

between dcsign and ergonomics, including furthering this pragmatic approach to 

empowering designers by the production of similar design tools. 

Ibc research programme has been a pragmatic approach to improving ergonomics 

and safety in design: improving the accessibifity of ergonomics data for designers and 

promoting ergonomics evaluation methods during the product development process. 
The publications that have resulted from the research represent pragmatic steps 

which it is hoped may make some contribution to the rcalisation of safety. 
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Chapter I- Accidents with consumer products 

Chapter I- Accidents with consumer products 

Chapter I considers the need for research to reduce the number of accidental 
injuries in the home and at leisure. and finds that there arc more accidental 
injuries and deaths associated with the use of consumer products than 

occupational and traffic accidents combined. Sonic definitions of accidents, 
hazard and risk are offered to set the boundaries for the research. In order to 

explore the potential relationship between ergonomics and consumer safety, 

accident causation models and accident research are reviewed. identifying the 

contributory factors in consumer accidents and particularly the role of the 

'product'. The need for an impetus for improvements is discussed and the 

ainis of the research described. 

1.1 The need for research 

Four thousand people die every year in the United Kingdom and at least three 

million are injured seriously enough to seek hospital medical attention (DTI, 

199.5). 

Across the Eurvpean Commhvion this has previously been estimated av 30,000 

deaths and 40 million injuries annually, across the (then) twelve member states 

(Falke, 1989). 

These phenomenal numbers of deaths and injuries are not caused by road traffic 

accidents. dangerous work environments or malicious acts, but are accidents 
happening at home and at leisure. Ile Consumer Safety Unit (CSU) of the 

Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) defines home as: 'any type of dwelling and 
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Chapter 1- Accidents with consumer products 

its boundaries except hotels, hospitals and prisons' and leisure as: 'any environment 

or activity other than the home, paid work, motorised vehicles on the public highway 

but includes public transport, cycling, shopping and sport' (DTI, 1995). Accidents in 

the home and at leisure account for far more medically treated injuries (including 

those also treated by GPs) than mJjuries at work and on the road combined and 

accidents in the home alone account for around 40% of all fatal accidents in Great 

Britain (DTI, 1995). 

In 1989 the cost of home and leisure accidents to the twelve members of the 
European Community was then estimated to be 60 billion ECU (Rogmans, 19 89). 
Regardless of any moral duty to protect people from injury, it might be assumed that 
these economic implications would be impetus for remedial action. 

1.2 Definitions of relevant terms 

71iis Chapter will consider accident causation, but prior to any analysis of accidents 

some definitions are required. 

Definitions of an accident vary according to the domain of interest: 

'a mishap, an unforeseen event or one uithout apparent cause'(Collins English 

Dictionary, 1990) 

'an unintentional injury or suspected ttju? )ý no matter ho iv caused, except 
deliberately sey*-inflicted or byphysical attacks by otherpersons'(DTI, 1992) 

'the occun-ence of immediate personal injury orpersonal damage duping the use 

of a product'(Weegels, 1996, aftr Leplat 1984 and Surry, 1974) 

It maybe of use to further defme the following components of accidents': 
* hazard: 

I Further discussion of these definitions is given in Chapter 10. 
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Chapter 1- Accidents with consumer products 

9 "an act orphenomenonposes a hazard Wim it has thcpolmlial to 

produce harm or other undesirable consequences to a person or thing' 
(NRC, 1989) 

* 'a set oftircumstances that has associated Wth it thcpotentialfor injury 

ord, eath'(Christmen, 1980) 

f *the disposition to produce ham' (EC Machincry Dircctivc 89/392) 
# risk- "the probability that harm still be rcalised'(NRC, 1989) 

9 injury - 'the effects ofan external energy source on the bod)p, such as mechanical, 
clectrical, chemical or mdiation cncW" (DTI, 1992) 

it is rccognised that not all accidents will result in injury, but for the purposes of this i 

thcsis, an accidcnt wiU bc considcrcd as 'an unplanned and hamfut event associated 
itith the use ofa consumerproduct. 

If iiýury is the effect of an external energy source on the body, the sources of this 

energy are suggested as 'the products that surround people in their everyday lives 

architectural features, furniture, tools, domestic goods, toys' (DTI, 1992). So 

injuries in the home and at leisure can be considered to be associated with consumer 

products. T1cse have been defined as: 

9 'koods and senices .... Wth ithich the gencralpublic come into contact' (Wilson, 

1983a) 

9 "ordinarily intendedforprime use or consumption' (except for food, medicines, 

unprocessed agricultural products and motor vehicles - Consumer Protection Act 

1987) 

Safety can be interpreted in a number of ways. A product is safe if it: 

* 'meets consumers'expectations, during use and misuse' (Consumer Protection 

Act, 1987) 

# 'can be used ufthout resen-ation2 " (Thomas et aL 1990). 

I Criterion for the 'GS' mark in Germany, equivalent to the BSI Kitemark in the UK 
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Chapter 1- Accidents with consu"w products 

1.3 Accident causation 

Before ways of improving consumer safety can be explored, the process of accident 

causation should be given some consideration. Therc has bccn much analysis and 

there are many theories about this process. 

ne contributory role of any product in an accident frequently remains unproven 

despite costly accident monitoring systems (see Chapter 2) and the efforts of accident 

investigation (see Weegels, 1992). Wilson (I 983a) said that at the root of all 

accidents is a product-person interaction which has in some way failed. and either the 

product. person. circumstances or environment has precipitated this failure. 

Unfortunately. the vast majority of the work analysing accident causation from an 

ergonomics perspective is concerned with occupational accidents, such as that of 

Ramsey 1985 whose model of accident causation in shown in figure 1.1 (see Pimble 

and O'Toole 1982.. Woodcock Webb 1988, Kusukami and Ikeda 1989. Reason 

1995). There is less work on accidents with consumer accidents, a view supported 

by Kams and Weegles; (1990) and Weegels (1992). 

pcrccp(jon of hazard 

T- 

rocognition of dangcr 

decision to avoid 

i 

No IoI ability to avoid 

ACCIDENT If NO ACCIDENT 

* sensory perception 

infonnation 
prtw, L, Ssmg 

* attitudcAxhaviour 

antluopommy, 
biomechanics and 
motorskills 

Figure 1.1 - Ramsey's accident sequence model (after Ramsey, 1985) 
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Chapter 1- Accidents with consumer products 

Given the lack of accident causation models applicable to consumer safety, Wccgcls 

(1996) examined the popular theories of accident causation with a view to applying 

them to consumer accidents. She interprets and summariscs the available theories 

and perspectives into the following list: 

1) Atono-causal Accidents have only one cause, such as accident proneness or 
failure of the product. 

ii) Chain of multiple Tbcsc theories rccognisc that accidents have more than one 

events cause, and in particular a chain of events. A most well 

rccogniscd one of these is the domino theory developed in the 

1950'sbylicinrich(1959). Ile chain of events or'dominoes' 

arc, in the following order: social environment; personal 
influence; an unsafe act /mechanical and physical hazards; 

resulting in an accident and then injury. Accident prevention is 

achieved by removing one of the dominoes or events; the unsafe 

act/mechanical and physical hazards are the easiest to remove 

according to Heinrich. 

iii) Epidemiological An accident is the result of the interaction of three factors: the 

perspective inflicting agent (physical, chemical or biological), the recipient 

sulýcct or o1ject (the host) and the environment in which they 

meet. An accident only occurs in a particular combination of 

agent, host and environment if the equilibrium between the host 

and environment is disturbed. 

iv) EnerV ivrchange As quoted by the DTI (1992) injury is caused by an abnormal 

model energy exchange. 

V) Sý, stems approach This approach emphasises the interaction between 'man' and 

machine. Ibc system elements interact with each other, and an 

accident is seen as a result of imbalance in the system. 

Vi) Concept of Based within a systems approach, accidents arise from a change, 
deWations deviation or disturbance in the normal functioning of a system. 

Ile probability of an accident can be reduced if deviations can 
be eliminated or controlled. 
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III) Technical 

approaches 
viii) Belunioural 

apprvaches 

Lr) Combinations of 
the above 

Ibcsc comprise a systems perspective but identify tcchnical 
failures. 
7besc cmphasise the relevance of the infonnation processing, 
decision tnaking and cognitive aspects of bchaviour. The hurnan 

is seen as an inforniation processor with fitnited capacity, and 

the probability of an accident increases if a dcricicncy in one of 
the infonnation, processing phases occurs. 

Kanis and Wccgcls (1990) have suggested that these theories, whflc much quoted, 

arc divergent, fragmentary, difficult to 'operationaae' and vary in their applicability 

and Wecgels (1996) concludes that a single approach to accident causation is 

unsatisfactory and that an approach more attuned to consumer products is needed. 

1.4 Human error theory and 'misuse' 

Schoone-Harmsen (1990) categorised accident theories into two approaches: theories 

concentrating on technical failures leading to unwanted situations and those based on 
human error. Ile former allows probabilities of technical failure to be quantified and 
the latter probabilities of human failure. Ryan (1983), looking specificallyat 

consumer accidents, said that traditional accident causation models (and quotes from 

the 1930s through to 1980) all identified 'improper human acts' as the primary factor 

in personal injury. Schoone-Harmsen however cites Wagenaar's (1983) proposition 
that estimates of the probability of human failure are unrealistic and that as 

ergonomists we maintain that products should be adapted to the user and therefore 
are opponents to the human-error theory. This leads to the idea that design should 

account for the ways in which a product is used and misused. Indeed, the concept of 
design accounting for foreseeable misuse has been adopted in current legislation (see 

Chaptcr2). Ryan (1983) offers a definition of this as: 'the reasonable ways in which 

a product can be used, or misused, by a prudent person'. Importantly, Weegels 
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(1996) says that the preoccupation with the term 'misusc' in consumer safety, which 
is rarely used in other sarcty ficids, demonstrates the lack of recognition of the 

freedom of use surrounding consumer products, factors such as the diversity of the 

user population and the lack of control over where, how and by whom the products 

are used. Thcsc factors arc common to consumer accidents but are oflcn ignored or 
irrelevant in the analysis of other accidents (traffic or occupational) from which many 

accident causation theories originate. Designers therefore need to be encouraged 
towards a uscr-ccritred approach, although the rcalisation of design safety is difficult 

because as Babcr and Mirza (1996) point out, the model of how a product works is 

often different in the mind of the user and the mind of the designer. 

1.5 Accident investigations 

While theonsts argue about the accident causation model most appropriate to 

consumer products, a more pragmatic approach my be to look for evidence of 

causation in order to find a starting point for remedial action by designers and 

producers. As well as accident causation theories, Weegcls (1996) also assessed 

available accident investigation methods for their applicability to investigating 

accidents with consumer products. She found that most techniques arc not explicit 

on the causes or contnibutory factors and set out to produce a method to assist 

product designers in identifying accident causes and so set safety criteria for their 

products. 

Weegels investigated forty-two accidents using a number of methods: interviewing 

victims within two weeks of injury; assessing the accident scene, product and user 
involved in the incident; and using these to re-construct accidents. 77he important 

differences between this and other methods were the lack of delay between the 
incident and the follow-up and the lack of reliance on the victim's interpretation of 

the cause of the accident. Possible limitations of the study were cited as the small 

number of accidents investigated; that the method was concerned with existing 

products only and could not be used in Prospective design; and that the accidents 
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studied were biased as the sample was self-sclcctcd victinu who agreed to 

participate. 71c method of analysis was considered costly in terms of time and 
money because each accident analysis was detailed and, in the author's own words, 
laborious, with no obvious Way of cutting time without losing validity. 

Based on this mcthod, Wccgcls here and previously (1992) produced a list (with 

albcit linýtcd examples) of contributory factors in accidcnts with consumcr products, 
which echoed the contributory factors idcntiried previously by Wilson (I 983a). 
IIcsc have been adapted here as follows: 

9 user cg physical characteristics, perceptual and cognitive factors, temporary and 

permanent conditions 

# use eg appropriateness of task, combination with other products 

9 product cg structure, moving parts, power sources, controls, displays, packaging, 
instructions, Ungs, maintainability, ancillary equipment 

* environment cg physical (eg noise, lighting, temperature) and social (eg home versus 

playground) 

Wecgels found that in most accidents more than one of her five factors (user, use, 

pro<luct, situation and social conditions) were indicated, no particular combinations 

were predominant and when the factors were considered separately, all featured only 
in a minority of cases. The most consistent finding was that 'there is no consistency 
in the causes of accidents, they are 'largely unpredictable', with Weegels concluding 

that accidents are intractable (p198). 

Of relevance here is the theory of risk horneostasis, which states that a person's 
behaviour reflects the acceptance of a fixed level of risk (Cushman and Rosenberg, 
1991). As products become 'safer' the way in which they will be used will be less 

safe. Most of this work has addressed driving behaviour, with the example of the 
effect of wearing seat belts on driving aggression (Wilde, 1984). With regard to 

consumer safety, a similar issue is the effect of child resistant containers (CRCS) for 
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medicines on the attitudes of carcrs' to the storage of medicines. Ilie potential child 

resistance bcncrits of the packaging could be said to encourage carcrs, to be less 

concerned about storing medicine containers away from children and would allow 

children to have increased exposure to the packaging, with the possibility of the child 

exploring the packaging and eventually gaining access. Another example would be 

the inherent safety of a product such as a bath scat, which allows an infant to be 

supported in a bath for easier washing but does not prevent them toppling over, but 

the perceived level of increased safety from the product could encourage a carer to 

momentarily leave the child when they would not do so if the product was not used. 
This theory suggests that any attempts to improve safety will probably become 

incffectivc over time, and could be seen to negate the need for this research, however 

while its relevance is not underestimated it should not rule out the need for attempts 

to understand accident causation and is possibly most constructive in the economic 

assessment of intervention strategies. 

1.6 The role of the product in accidents 

Wecgels found that of the five factors she quotes as contributing to accidents, the 

'product' was indicated in the fewest. Ile aim of this research is to examine whether 

product design, and ultimately ergonomics, can be used to reduce accidents at home 

and at leisure. Ile role of the product in accident causation is therefore of interest. 

Other authors have similarly found the product to be 'the cause' in a minority of 

accidents: 
9 410% ofproduct-involvedinjFury episodes are affributabk to 4unsafeproducts-' 

(Somers, 1994); a study of 16,000 injuries recorded by the National injury 

Surveillance and Prevention Project NIS PP in Australia carried out by the Industry 

Commission and supporting earlier estimates by the Australian Consumers' 

Association. 
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12% of Injuries In all home and leisure accidents could have been prevented 
theproduct had not been atfault'(Abbott and Tyler, 1997); invcstigations of 
Accident and Emergency admissions in the UK, USA and Netherlands. 
in '20S of all accidentsfaulo, appliances were a 'potential cause p but In 

practice on1j, 2% ofinjuries were due to ! faulo, I appliances and only 0.5% Jr 

old appliances and incorrect usage were disregarded' (Mertens, 1986); a study 
by insurance companies in the Federal Republic of Germany using interviews with 
victims. 

Schoone-Harmsen (1990) also asserts that only a small number of consumer product 

accidents are due to technical failure alone. Ryan (1985) quotes but disputes the 

'85/15% ratio of accident causation' - that 85% of accidents arc caused by human 

error and 15% by product or environmental defects - and suggests instead that a 

'primary causation factor' in consumer product injury is a lack of product 

safeguarding. 

While the research revicwed here suggests that the majority of accidents are not 

a fibutable to one single factor and that 'the product' (or deficiencies in the product) ttn 
is not the primary cause of injury, the methods of accident investigation on which 

these results are based have been criticised for their reliance on victims' 
interpretations of the accident scenario and the likchhood that blame is often self- 

attributed (Wecgels, 1996). Moreover, the research above does not distinguish 

between accidents due to product 'construction' defects and defects in product 
design. Accidents due to product construction defects are linked to inadequacies in 

materials, structures and manufacturing quality procedures. Accidents due to design 

'defects' are due to the product not accommodating the user, or how the product will 
be used, including human error. To achieve safety, product development must 

account for both of these aspects of the product's presentation, but product design 

safety is the focus of this research. 
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1.7 Impetus for Improvements 

11c sheer numbers of home and leisure injuries should be argument enough that 
improvements in the consumer safety arc necessary-, according to the National 

Consumer Council three percent of the UK population claim that they have been 

injured by an 'unsafc' product, excluding cars (NCC, 1995). 11crc must however be 

an impetus for improvements. Ergonomists have been suggesting for some time that 

consumers arc increasingly intolerant of poor design, and look for indicators of good 
design (Bullock, 1994,11omas et al 1990, Wilson and Whittington 1982). If we 

assume safe design to be a component of good design, then safety should be an 

expectation and a purchase critcriorL Safety is much more of a 'visible' entity in 

vehicle design than in consumer products - safety is now one of the primary selling 

points of cars. The impetus for these improvements in vehicle safety could be one of 

many - legislation, competition or consumer demand. Yet the very real risk of injury 

or even death in the home and in our leisure time, demonstrated by the statistics, does 

not appear to have had such an impact on the design safety of consumer products. 

71"his may be due to the perception that one is less likely to be injured at home than on 

the road or any injury would be less severe. Also the NCC suggest that consumers 

are Rely to attribute blame for an injury at home to their own actions, suggesting a 

greater 'locus of control' (one's perceived ability to exert control over circumstances 

and events) over domestic accidents than those outside the home. 

Whatever the reasons - familiarity with domestic products and tasks, the perception 

of less severe potential mijunes, or lower unit cost - it appears that the impetus for 

improvements in safety is unhIclyto be consumer driven. Schoone-Harmsen(1990), 

in discussing the potential for improvements in product safety, points out that 

concerns by manufacturers for safety should always have been justified because of 

ethical motives, but that recent product liability legislation should provide an added 

economic motive for them to scrutimse product safety. However the NCC suggest 

that under the present legislative system consumers arc unlikely to take action against 

a manufacturer of a product if that product injures them, as their awareness of 

consumer safety legislation is low. Without this threat of litigation, perhaps the only 
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impctus for manufacturcrs, and cvcn for govcmment, to work towards 
improvcmcnts, would bc compctitivc advantagc. 

1.8 Alms of the research 

A need for improvements in home and leisure safety is demonstrated by the high 

number of injuries in these domains. 7bis Chapter has considered the mechanisms of 

accident causation and although a plethora of accident models have been produced, 
few appear to have been found useful in consumer safety. Instead a combination of 
factors have been identified as contributing to an accident: the user, the product, the 

use of the product or task, and the environment. An ergonomics approach to 

consumer safcty is concerned with ensuring that product design has accounted for the 
interaction of these factors, yet the accident investigations reviewed in this Chapter 

imptcated product 'defects' in only a minority of cases, suggesting that ergonomics 
interventions are Rely to have fittle impact on safety. However, the reliance of these 

investigations on victims' perceptions of accident is rccognised as an important 

limitation, as well as potential biases in those responsible for accident records. The 

possible contribution of product design to safety is explored in detail in the next 
Chapter. 

Ile research reported in this thesis is underpinned by the issues raised in this Chapter 

and had the foHowing ainis: 

1. to investigate the routes and contributions to improvements in consumer safety 

and identify a role for ergonomics in these improvements 

2. to specify the ways in which ergonomics can contribute to design 

3. to investigate the limitations of the ergonomics inputs to product design safety 
4. to identify remedies for these limitations 

S. to improve the input of ergonomics to product design safety. 
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Ile research carried out in this thesis was funded by the Department of Tradc and 
Industry Consumer Safety Unit3.11c rcscarch included investigations of spccific 

product safety issues and the feasibility of pro spectivc sa fcty initiatives. Asaresult 

of this work reports were distributed to industry on the results of the product sarcty 

evaluations and two nmjor publications have been produced as part of an overall 

proactivc approach. TIc production of these publications is described in this thesis 
and thcY are subýnittcd in support of this research. The publications arc: 

Beverley Norris and John R Wilson. CIIILDA TA: The Handbook of Child 

Measurement and Capabilties - DataforDcsign Safct),. Department of Trade 

and Industry, London. June 1995. ISBN 0 952257114. 

Beverley Norris and John R Wilson. Designing Safety into Products: Making 

ergonomics evaluation apart ofthe design pmcess. Department of Trade and 
Industry, London. October 1997. ISBN 0 95225712 2. 

Ilese publications represent a proactive initiative on behalf of the government to 

encourage ergonomics and safety within design and industry. 11cy have been 

produced and distributed by the DTI world-wide and free of charge to the design 

community, manufacturers, research organisations, standards bodies, safety groups 

and other interested bodies. 

3 Except the first two, phascs of the production of Childata which was ftmded by the European 
Commission DG xIV: Directorate General Consumer Policy. 
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Chapter 2- Contributions to consumer safety 

With a need for improvements in consumer safety Identified, the potential 

contribution of product design and ergonomics needs to be considered This 

Chapter investigates the theoretical routes to consumer safety and the existent 

contributors. such as governance and education. The Chapter concentrates on 

these influences and suggests a model of their interactions. Their effectiveness 

is discussed, and as a result. product design is established as the most 

influential factor in safety. By establishing the importance of design, a 

potential role for ergonontics is identified. 

2.1 Routes to safety 

number of theoretical routes to improving safety have been suggested in the 

literature, as shown in figure 2.1. 

Hale and Glendon. 1987 
0 eliminatc the luvird 
* isolate the hazard 
0 protect against injur. % 

and damagc 
0 roducc injury and 

darnage 
0 impny%-c sy'Stcm 

recavcry aftcr hazard 

Wilson. 1983b (after 
Haddon. 1973) 
* rcnimc or isolate the 

0 rcmo%-c the uscr 
* barricr 
0 reducc the 

consoquenccs 
0 education or training 

Cu3hman and 
Rownburg, 1"I 
0 design 

* isolate 
* barrier 

0 active/passive warning 
0 instructions/training 

Figure 2.1 - Routes to consumer safety 

These routes have been consolidated here by this author as follows: 

# eliminate the haza d (through desig7i) 
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s isolate the hazmd (orprotcct the uscr) 
* mitigatc the conscqucnccs of an accidcnt 

,p educate the users to be aware of the hazard and how to avoid it. 

It is suggested that the pffinary route to consumer safcty should be eliminating the 

hazard through product design. Isolation of the hazard is also achicved through 
design measures. All others arc secondary approaches, to be used in situations 

when product design can only reduce risk, such as products with inherent hazards, 

for instance knives or stairs. Design is therefore the central route to safety. 

2.2 Model of consumer safety 

With this system of potential routes to improved safety in mind, a review of the 

existent contributions to, or influences on, consumer safety was carried out, to 

assess their effectiveness. A model of the factors influencing the safety of people 

in their homes and at leisure is proposed and is shown in figure 2.2. 

There are three immediate influences on consumer safety: 

# the product design 

* the behaviour of the consumer (how the product is used) 

9 the conditions in which it used (where and when it is used and the product's 

condition). 

It is suggested that the latter two are at a 'micro' level of influences in that they 

vary from one instance of use to another and, beyond a certain level, are difficult 

to predict or control. 71fis is an important aspect of consumer safety which 
distinguishes it froni, say, occupational or transport safety. 

The product design - its form, materials, construction and presentation - is a 

central contributor in that it is influenced by each of the 'macro' level 
'butors. Ile 'macro' influences on consumer safety can be thought of as contri 
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those activities that are remote from the actual use of the product. Ilicy exert a 

direct influence on design. and on the general level of safety in which the 

consumer market operates, and indirectly on the consumer. These macro 
influences are from governance (in the general sense), product safety standards. 

manufacturers, and. as a subsidiary of all these, safety information. 

m xqfeý), jqformlim 

a 

C governance+---* standards manufacturers 

r 

design 
m 
i 
C conditions ohise user behaviour < 
r 

CINSINIF Safi III 

Figure 2.2 - Influences on consumer safety 

Manufacturers have an obvious role to play in the level of safety they decide to 

design and build into their products, the pressure they exert on governance, the 

level of safety they foster generally in the market and the influence on standards. 
Standards are considered a separate function since they directly influence design 

and are not a responsibifity of governance. They are however directly influenced 

by both governance and manufacturers. 
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Safety information can be produced or influenced by all these bodies - 
governance, standards bodies and manufacturers - and can include general public 
awareness through to instructions and labelling. Safety information, or 
knowledge, affects the micro-lcvcI of safety in that it can influcncc each instance 

of use, differences occurring between users and between each time of use. 

There is support for the tiered approach proposed here from Stoop (I 990b, page 
53), who uses a similar classification but dcrines three rather than two levels of 

safety intervention: 

s micro - users, in their direct interaction with the product 
0 meso - manufacturers 

macro - legislators, government, professional organisation and an 'industrial 

branch' such as insurance companies and Health and Safety Executive. 

Cushman and Rosenburg (199 1) suggest influences on consumer safety come 
from manufacturers, designers, lawyers, insurance companies, standards, 

government regulatory offices, and consumer groups. 

The way in which some of these influences operate, and their effectiveness, are 
discussed in this Chapter. 

2.3 The role of governance In consumer safety 

Governance can be considered to consist of anything influencing the consumer 

market: legislation, government activities such control and monitoring of the 

market, public training and awareness initiatives, through to consumer groups. 

The effectiveness of legislation and the monitoring of safety are considered the 

main activities and are discussed here. 
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2.3.1 Legislation 

Consumer sarcty legislation in the UK opmtcs on both gcncric and specific 
levels. Spccific legislation is in the form of regulations relating to particular 

groups of products, such as the Pedal Cycle Regulations (1984). Generic 

legislation was introduced in its present form in 1987 (the Consumer Protection 

Act or CPA) and followed by the 1994 General Product Safety Regulations 

(GPSR), both enacting European directives and a result of a move towards 
harmonisation across the European Union (85/374/EEC and 92/S9/EEC 

respectively). Lc&lation has changed radically in the last ten years and the 
importance of this new generic approach is twofold; the CPA introduced for the 

first time a comprehensive general sarely requirement - for all products to offer 
'a reasonable level of sarcty"- and introduced strict liability. 

Strict liability - Part I of the CPA introduced civil liability for consumer products, 

allowing manufacturers (or suppliers or importers) to be sued directly by any 

person injured by a 'defective' product -a product being defective when 'the 

safety of the product Is not such as people generally are entitled to erpect' 
(Section 3). T'his introduced the concept of 'strict liability' for the first time in 

consumer law: that damages could be sought without having to prove the 

manufacturer negligent, the onus now being on the manufacturer to prove their 

product was safe and that they were not ncgfigcnt. 

General safety requiranent - In Part 2, the CPA extended the existing criminal 

liability for product safety by introducing a new concept in safety legislation which 
had only been used once before in the UK, under the Health and Safety at Work 

Act. This concept was a new, broad approach, that all consumer goods should 

satisfy a test of being 'reasonably safe'. Ile specification and interpretation of 

the concept of reasonably safe is obviously cruciaL The Act defines safe as: 

'no risk; or no risk apartfrvm one reduced to a minimum, that 

the goods, their keeping, use or consumption, or assembly, etc, 
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itill (ithether immediately or aj? cr a definite or indefinite period) 

cause the death of, or pcrsonatinjury to, any person it halsoever. ' 

In intcrprcting this requirement the manufacturer was to take into account any 

rclcvant published standards of safety and the existence of any reasonable means 
for the goods to have been made safcr. Ile GPSR followed in 1994 to 'fill the 

gaps' (Abbott and Tyler. 1997) that remained after the CPA. Ilis extended the 

CPA to include second hand goods and extended the dcrmition of a safe product 

as (Article 2b): 

'Safe product shall mean any product ishich, under normal or 

reasonablyforesecable conditions of use, including duration, 

does not present any risk or only the minimum risks compatible 

isith the prvduct's w4 considered as acceptable and consistent 

uith a high level ofprolectionfor the safety and health of 

persons, taking into account thefolloning points in parficular. - 

# the characteristics of the product, including its composition, 

packaging, instructionsfOr assembly and maintenance, - 

0 the effect on otherproducts, ishere it is reasonablyforesecable 

that it uill be used uith otherprvducts, - 

# the presentation of the product, the labelling, any instructionsfOr 

its use and disposal and any other indication or information 

protided by theprvduca7 

0 the categories ofconsumers at serious risk ithen using the 

product, in particular children. 

71efeasibility of obtaining higher levels of safety or the in-ailability 

of otherproducts presenting lesser degree of risk shall not 

constitute groundsfor considering theprvduct to be 'unsafe'or 

'dangerous' 

Of importance here is that the feasibility of nWdng safer products is now 

excluded as a reason for deciding if a Product is safe or not. Also compliance 
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with standards can be disregarded as a dcfcncc if products don't meet the level of 

protcction that consumcrs arc cntitlcd to cxpcct. Tlc cmphasis onvulncrablc 
uscrs, espcciaUy childrcn, is also of intcrcst. 

The CPA introduced another important concept, which was expected to cause 

manufacturers most difficulty, that offorrseeabIc m1susc (Jenkins and Davies, 

1989). Ibis meant that the level of safety a product attains should account for 

how the product could be reasonably used, and for all intended and potential 

users. This new requirement was hoped to instil in manufacturers a 'greater and 

continuing responsibility and for their products and encourage more attention to 

the design, product testing and assessment stages' (Jenkins and Davies, 1989). 

In the United States, litigation now refies heavily on the ability of the 

manufacturer to warn of potential hazards as what the user knows about the 

product is considered critical. Ile perception of what is 'reasonable' is 

fundamental to the legislation there also, whether it be what is a reasonable 

consumer, reasonable use or what is reasonably dangerous. Courts issue 

guidelines to juries to consider in pcrsonal injury cases: 
1. the degree of risk acccptanec by consumer 
2. the state-of-art in the product 
3. the technical and economic feasibility of eliminating or minimising the risk of 

injury 

4. the extent to which the manufacturer warned the consumer of the hazard 

(including specific aspects of warning design) 

5. the Mcchlood and seriousness of injury 

6. the usefulness and availability of a Safer replacement product 
7. the consumer's expectation and general knowledge of the product in 

reasonable and foreseeable u-se 
8. the bargaining power of the manufacturer compared to that of the consumer, 

Legislation to improve the safety of products has moved forward considerably in 

the last twenty years, with product safety legislation raised as an area in need of 
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attention by the European Council in the carly 1970's, apparently driven by 

conccm ovcr the rcquircmcnt that under existing legislation fault had to be proven 

although it took until 1985 for the Product Liability Dircctivc to emerge (it is 

interesting to note that while the UK had implemented this directive under the 
Consumer Protection Act by 1987, France still have not - Abbot and Tyler, 1997). 

It has bccn commcntcd that the drive has come from the European single market 
and the need for a harmonised legislative framework across Europe, with 
4consumer policy only bcing formally rccogniscd as an cnd in itself aftcr the 1992 

Maastricht treaty' (Abbott and Tyler, 1997, page 8 1). Ibis is considered by 

sonic working in consumer safcty as long overdue, coming much later than 

regulations govcming industrial or traffic safcty (Rogmans, 1989) and only now 

catching up with that of pharmaceuticals, chemicals and food (Abbott and Tyler, 

1997). Meanwhile consumer organisations, have criticiscd the reliance of the 
Icgislation on standards with no evidence of improvcmcnts in safcty (NCC, 1995). 

2.3.2 Monitoring of consumer safety 

The Government monitors consumer safety and uses the results to highlight areas 

of concern, to stimulate standards activity, prioritise public awareness initiatives, 

influence manufacturers and even legislate on specific products (cg Fireworks 

Regulations, October 1997). Ile monitoring system (HASS - the Home Accident 

Surveillance System) was developed in the UK in 1976 by the Consumer Safety 

Unit (CSU) of the DTI (Warne, 1982), following the example of the United States 

(Hayward, 1988). Ile DTI have added to it LASS (the Leisure Accident 

Surveillance System) and HADD (the Home Accident Deaths Database). Ile UK 

was the fht country in Europe to produce statistics on home accidents and the 

format of HASS has been the basis for other systems developed across Europe. 

The European Home Accident Surveillance System (EHLASS) collates statistics 
from the comparable systems in the European Union. Summary statistics of 

recorded and estimated injury and fatality rates from HASS, LASS and HADD 

from 1984 to 1995 are shown in table 2.1. 
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f rec(irdLdq cascs ,c 'k national cqllllatc,. ý 
984 a/al f, n/a 4.591 

nýJa n/a 4.485 
1986 99.4X9* 1.999. (XX)o 4.388 
1987 136.22700 5.026. (X)o n/a 
1988 226 18H 's. 694. (X)O n/a 
1989 249.157 6.242.000 3.968 
1990 249.513 5.5X7. (XX) 3.949 
1991 251.969 3. W)3,000 3.970 
1992 216. 

, 
357 3.424.000 3.941 

1993 209.526 i. 845. (X)O 1. (, ()l 
1994 
- - 

185.363 6.397. (X)o 1 S69 
51 IW 217.303 5.442. (X)O 
HASS only, 
LASS data estimatedfrom 6 months data 

Table 2.1 - HASS, LASS and HADD statistics for the period 1984 - 1995 

The data are collected as follows: 

HILA, SS- HASS and LASS record medically attended injunes reporting to hospital 

Accident and Emergency (A & E) departments. Recorded cases and 

estimates of national injury rates according to product types are pubfished 

annuafly based on a sample of eighteen hospitals in the UK out of an 

eligible 300 (routinely rotated for the first eleven years of the system but 

not now). 
HADD: The Office of National Statistics (ONS) publishes death statistics. Since 

1983 the DTJ has filtered deaths in the home in England and Wales into 

HADD. which uses information kom death certificates. 

EHLASS. - This was established in 1986 to provide a comparative and standardised 

cross-European monitoring of consumer safety. Only the UK and the 
Netherlands had a surveillance system before this. Each of the twelve 

member states at that time took pan ' except Germany whose system is 

based on interViews in the home. Only a selection of the systems' 
hospitals in each country are used, for mistance II out of the 18 UK 

'UK. Luxembourg. Ireland. Denmark, Greece, Belgium, Portugal, Netherlands, Spain, France, 
Italy, Federal Republic of Germany 
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hospitals, giving difl*crcnt recorded statistics to the national systems 

although the national estimatcs arc the samc. 

There are other, somewhat less comprehensive accidcnt-monitoring systems. 

Trading Standards authorities investigate product-relatcd incidents but it is not a 

monitoring system and Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA) 

collates press reports of accidents. 

R/LASS monitors medically attended injuries only and this leaves important gaps 
in the monitoring of consumer safety, notably GP or scif -treated injuries and non- 
injury accidents, for which expensive prospective recording systems would be 

required. The data provided by I LILASS arc oflen too brief to allow any more 

than a superficial study of product type and involvement and there is a significant 
delay in producing annual data (usually twelve months after the year's end), which 

means that detailed invcsfigations of accidents by following up incidents are 
difficult because of victims' poor recall of events. There is also a suspected bias 

in the sample as A&E staff have reported confidentially to the author that there 

is some informal pre-selection of interviewees, caused by a reluctance to interview 

some A&E attendees, such as parents of Nured children or aggressive male 

patients. 

There are serious shortcomings in the monitoring and analysis of accidental deaths 

in the home or at leisure in the UK Any death in the UK due to unnatural causes 
is subject to a coroner's inquest. The coroner's report can provide information on 

the possible involvement of any consumer product but they are not routinely open 

to the public. Coroners' reports are an obvious medium for recording and 

centralising details of accidents, however as has been pointed out by Levene 

(1991), there are barriers to using the information in consumer safety. Thereisno 

central data collection and area coroners have to be contacted individually. Not 

all coroners allow access to their records and some that do levy a charge. There 

are gaps in the information available such as lack of victims' details and the use of 

safety measures and safety training (as identified by Levene in an investigation of 
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children's accidents). Research described in this thesis found that it is often 
difficult to tell what typc of product was involved, the location of the incident, 

what tasks were being carried out, and if the accident was occupational or 
domestic (see Chapters 6 to 9). Levcnc calls for a contribution to safcty by 

coroners opening their records and I layward (1988) in describing the 
development of I IADD called for a fundamental changc in the method of data 

collection on fatal honv and leisure accidents. 

EIILASS is continuing to be evaluated, but it has been found that, counter to one 

of its olýcctivcs, third party data analysis has been excluded and access is by 

European Commission staff only (Mulder and Rogmans, 199 1). 

2.4 Standards 

Standards for products arc thought to date back to the 15th Century (prescribing 

methods for processing wool), but it was not until the 1920s (at least in the 
United States) that the conformity of standards rccognised today developed 

(Ryan 1985). Comprehensive product safety standards now exist at national and 
international levels with the aim of bringing about a comparable and minimum 
level of safety across a product group, but these are still developing. Safety 

standards are diverse and can comprise specifications for the design, materials, 

construction, labelling and performance of a product, for test methods and the 
definitions and classifications of products. 

A committee of those considered expert in a product will be asscmbled to draw 

up a standard. Expcrts will consist of representatives of manufacturers, 

government. and consumer/safcty/scientific bodies, although this, latter group are 

rcportedly included onlY on an ad hoc basis and upon the request of the other 

parties (Rogmans, 1989). 
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Standards arc voluntary, unless referred to specifically in legislation - ror example 

the Pedal Cycle Safety Regulations (1984) in the UK requires that all bicycles 

meet the British Standard for Pedal Cycles (BS6102). However, they have in 

effect become mandatory as a result of the 1987 CPA's requirement ror all 

products to be 'reasonably safe' as existing standards serve as a reference for the 

minimum level of safety expected of that product. 

Standards for a product will often differ between countries in their requirements 
for testing, materials or performance, as is the case for swimming pool covers 
(Chapter 6) and stepladders (Chapter 9). Ile effort of international standards 

organisations such as IS02 and CEN3 is to harmonisc product development and 
to provide a benchmark where countries do not have their own national standards, 

although this can produce conflict (see Chapter 9). TWs lack of co-operation 
between countries has been identified as a barrier to hannonisation by Van 

Wepercn (1993). 

As well as the problems of harmonisation, shortcomings in the standardisation 

process in general have been identified. Rather than serving to protect 
consumers, some consider that standards are often written to be most useful to 

their prime users - manufacturers, certification bodies and test houses - who are 
the ones invited to draft the standard (Van Weperen, 1993). The role that 

standards could play in consumer protection has apparently been recognised by 

both government and consumers for some time now (Rogmans, 1989), however, 

while it is important to have industry represented on standards committees so that 

standards are easy to apply, it is suggested that these representatives alone may 

not be suffiLient to impartially apply the rigour, and push the criteria for safety, 
that consumers might expect. 

With regards to the inclusion of ergonon&s in standards, few references to 
ergonomics criteria are thought to be made. Baber and Mirza (1996) surveyed 

I ISO - International Organisation for Standards 
-'CEN - Conunit6 Europ6en de Normalisation 
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the proccdurcs uscd in tcst laboratorics (which tcst products for standards 
ccrtirication) and found that no crgonomics factors wcrc tcsted. 

2.5 Public information and labelling 

Some products pose intrinsic hazards and the options for safcty to be improved 

through design arc limited; for instance, stepladders take users away from ground 
lcvcI, cookers have hot surfaces and knives have sharp edges. In these cases the 

other approaches to safcty may have to be employed: isolating the hazard 

(guarding for hot surfaces) or mitigating the consequcnccs of a hazard being 

rcafiscd (ovcr-rcaching on a stepladder leading to a topple rather than a fall), but 

when residual risk rcmains educating or informing consumers is a common 

approach to the management of consumer injuries. 

In the UK, the majority of consumer safety education is undertaken by public 

agencies such as government and campaigning consumer groups (for example the 
DTI's recent initiative on stcpladder safety produced as a result of work described 
latcr in this thesis (Chapter 9). Industry (either individual manufacturers or 
representative organisations) is rarely seen to carry out public awareness 
initiatives and certainly not on a national scale. Rare examples may be a recent 
initiative by the Baby Products Association to alert consumers to the hazards of 
second hand goods (BPA 1997) or safety leaflets distributed to consumers by the 
Association of Cycle Traders (ACT, 1994). 

By far the most frequently used medium of consumer education is on-product 
information, such as warnings. The impetus for manufacturers to provide 

%%-arnings is thought unlikely to be a concern for safety, but rather a fear of 
litigation (Lchto, 1992). TIiis is particularly so in the United States, where strict 
liability has existed for much longer and providing warnings has been seen an easy 

route to avoiding or reducing liability. Research literature suggests that the drive 

to provide warning labels often comes from the legal profession and the concern 
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to exhaustively wam against all hazards. Ilis is despite research which indicates 

that warnings applied in this way arc likely to lose their cffectivcncss (Lelito and 

Miller, 1986). 1 lowevcr the reliance on warnings to compensate for product risk 
Lis been much criticised (McCarthy ct al, 1995), not least because of the debate 

over warning cffcctivcness. A whole body of research has focused on warnings 

cffcctivcncss, idcntifying their limitations and the conditions under which they can 

and should be used to best cffect. Warnings are aimed at modifying users! 
behaviour in some way, and the concept of warning cffcctivcncss should therefore 

be considered in terms of whether or not an appropriate cluangc in behaviour is 

achicvcd. Research has shown that cffcctivencss is diflicult to measure, and a 

variety of mcasurcmcnt methods have been developed, namely (Dcjoy, 1989): 

* comprehension - the level of understanding of a conveyed message 
0 warning detection - the time to notice a warning message in-situ on packaging 

0 reading thdratc - the time to understand or the rate of processing of a 

warning message 

0 recall - the retained learning of a warning message over time 

0 hazard perception - the awareness of a hazard and h1clihood, to comply with a 

warning 

0 behavioural, compfiance -a measure of changed bchaviour as a result of a 

warning. 

A 1989 review of research into the effectiveness of consumer product warnings 

found that the majority of studies had been based on laboratory research using 

college students, there had been comparatively few field studies, and work 

examining existing warnings through representative user populations was non- 

existent (Dejoy, 1989). 

Even with these limitations in mind, research has shown that just because a 

warning is provided it shouldn't be assumed that people will change their 
behaviour accordingly (Ayres et al, 1989). The factors suggested as contributing 
towards the effectivcncss of a warning are: 
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0 uscrs'pcrccptions of the risk associated with a product - it has been suggested 
that the more hazardous a consumer thinks a product is, the more likely that a 

warning will be looked for, noticed, read, recalled, and acted upon 
(Trommcicn, 1994). Perceived risk can be thought of consisting of the 

perceived sewfity of injury and the perceived UA-clihood of injury (Vaubcl & 

Young, 1992). 

* familiarity - the more familiar someone is with a product the less likely they arc 
to sce it as hazardous and take notice of a warning (Wogaltcr ct al, 1986) 

0 the cost of compliance - there is evidence, although limited to spCcific 

circumstances, that compliance is increased if the cffort involved is decreased 

such as supplying gloves where their use is recommended (Jaynes and BoIcs, 

1990). 

11cre is certainly adrop-ofr cffect for warnings. A number of studies have 

shown that of those who notice a waming, only some will read it and even less 

will act on it (Friedmann, 1988). Also as the amount of consumer information 

presented increases, the likelihood of reading and complying with warnings 
decreases due to information overload (McCarthy et aL 1995). However no 

research presently exists to identify what is a reasonable number of warnings and 

equally when too many have been provided. It has been argued therefore that 

warnings should be used judiciously, with priority given to those that involve the 

most serious risks and where there is a reasonable chance of changing users' 
behaviour (McCarthy et aL 1995). Supplementary to this, and sometimes 

overshadowing the fundamental question of whether or not warnings work, is the 

debate over warning design (see for example Mayer and Laux, 1989; Lchto 1992; 

Lchto & Miller 1986). Within warning design is the concern over the recent 

proliferation of pictograms as a warning medium, and their cffectivcness (Davies et 
A 1998; Norris 1997; Lehto and Miller, 1986; Freidmann, 1988; Eastcrby and 
Hakiel, 198 1; Cairney and Sless, 1982; Akcrboom, 1993). 
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2.6 Discussion 

s Chapter cons dcred the theoretical routes to consumer safety: removing the 
hazard through product design, isolating the haza d through design, mitigating the 

consequences of the hazard or cducating/training. Design was seen to be a 

primary route to consumer safety. These are however theoretical models. 17he 

existent contributors which operate to influence consumer sarety in the 'real 

world', such as the activities and influences of governance, standards and safcty 
inrormation were reviewed to assess their cffectivcness. 

Governance, in its wider sense, has the potential to influence and control 

consumer safety in the UK, through legislation. Consumer safety legislation has 

been seen to move forward substantially in the last ten years, offcdng more 

protection to consumers, and it is interesting to note that it has concentrated on 
desigit as a route to improving safety. The anticipation of the cffccts of the 

legislation was well documented (cg Jenkins and Davies, 1989; Falkc, 1989), 

although it is thought that consumers are still loathe to take civil action against 

manufacturers and there appears to have been little subsequent assessment of the 

impact of legislative changes. A au-sory review of UK accident statistics (see 

table 2.1) shows that there is no evidence that changes in legislation have made an 
impactonsafety. Ryan (1983) suggested that in the United States in the ten years 

since the US Consumer Protection and Safety Act there had not been a reduction 
in personal injury cases associated with consumer products and Moll et al (1985) 

suggested that there was no way of knowing whether the changes in products 
fiabifity law made there over the preceding 20 or 30 years had made any impact. 

Steps to improve safety cannot be assessed without adequate monitoring systems, 

needed to provide an overview of saf: ty. The monitoring of consumer safety in 

the UK is limited to Accident and Emergency admissions, and serious gaps and 
limitations to the monitoring systems have been described, most notably a lack of 
information in HASS/LASS records, the lack of monitoring of non-A&E 

accidents, ineffective European co-ordination of comparable data, a lack of 
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information from coroners' and the need for coroners' data to be centrally 
promsed. 

Product standards have developed internationally to offer a benchmark of 
minimum safety requirements for consumer products, but there is common 
misunderstanding of the fact that these arc minimum requirements only and arc 
not a guarantee of safety (as rccogniscd by Ryan, 1983 and Cushman and 
Roscnburg, 1991). 71cy arc seen by sonic to be slow to rcact and perhaps to be 

compromised by manufacturers interests. Sonic of the problems of product 
standardisation and its influence on safety my be combated by the 'New 
Approach' adopted by the European Union (Rogmans, 1989). Under this 
approach, product safety legislation spccifics the sarcty requirements to be met in 

general terms only - the 'essential requirements' - increasing harnionisation of 
standards across the Union. This horizontal approach would mean that standards 
addressing specific hazards (such as entrapment or choking) would be drawn up 
to apply across, rather than within, product groups (Van Wcpercn, 1993). 

Rogmans has also caUed for the increased participation of consumers in the 

standards making process. Ilowcvcr, Ryan (1985) has said that manufacturers 
need to go beyond minimum safety standards and says that this is now rccognised 
in legislation, where conformance with standards is no longer recognised as a 
defence against a product found to bedefcctivc. 11c suggests that safety 
standards should be improved by the inclusion of human factors principles. 

Ile role of safety information, particularly in the form of on-product warnings, 
has been the focus of much research, and results are inconclusive on the 

effectiveness of warnings to affect an behaviowul change. Wamings should be 

used selectively when no other routes arc available to avoid 'information 

overload' as the proliferation of warnings will only serve to negate the effect of 
those abrady in use, and they should not be used to compensate for dcflciencies in 

design, akin to 'bolting the stable door'. 
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7bcrc is one other main contributor to sarcty which has not been discussed and 

this is the role played by manuracturcrs and the level or sarcty they design into 

their products. Government and standards havc been seen to set minimum sarcty 

requirements but these cannot be expected to keep pace with technological 

developments and new product trends, thcrcrorc manufacturers can be seen to 

have its own potential independent contribution. Evidence (in Chapter 1) 

suggests that dcricicncics in product design arc responsible for only a minority of 

accidents, but in the models of both the rvutcs (figurc 2.1 ) and the contributors 
(figurc 2.2) to consumer safety presented in this Chapter, product design has 

figurcd as the most central influential factor. I lowcvcr Wccgcls (1996) in Cliaptcr 

I suggests that in most cases there is a combination of more than one of her 'five 

factors' (product, user, use, environment and circumstances of use) indicated in 

any accident and similaxly Wilson's (I 983a) tcnct, that a failure in the product- 

person interaction is the root of all accidents, suggests that product design cannot 

be considered an independent element in accident causation but that the four 

elements of the interaction are inter-dcpcndcnt. Product design, and the 

interaction of the product with the user and the environment is the rcmit of 

ergonomics; ergonomics can therefore be seen to have a pivotal influence on 

consumer safety. flow this influence can be rcalised is therefore the focus of this 

research. 
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Chapter 3- Ergonomics and product esign: 
a review of literature 

Chapter 2 argued that product design. and therefore ergonomics. are 

significant potential contributors to consumer safety. Chapter 3 now looks at 

the relationship between ergonomics, safety and design, as demonstrated by 

the literature. to review the extent to which ergonomics is realised in product 

design. The Chapter looks at the theoretical links between ergonomics and 

design. at reasons for a lack of recognition of ergonomics and at attempts that 

have been made to transfer ergonomics to design generally and especially to 

formalising its input to safety. The Chapter ends with a proposed model of the 

design process, with ergonomics contributions. and suggests that there are two 

main inputs to the design process: the use of ergonomics data and guidelines, 

and ergonomics evaluation methods. The feasibility of improving and 

formalising these inputs is identified as the hypothesis of the research. 

3.1 Product design 

Before the realisation of ergonomics in design is considered, a brief review of what is 

meant and understood by product design is presented. This reviews the definitions of 

design, the design process. consumer products and product design safety, as well as 

reviewing available models of the design process. 
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3.1.1 A definition of design 

The design process has been the subject of much analysis and published research. 
Definitions of design and the design process are varied, and Cross, Christiaans and 
Dorst (1996) highlight the somewhat revered and abstruse nature of design: 

Design activity encompasses some of the highest cognitim abilities of human 

beings, including creativity. 3)71thests ividprobkm solift'. 

3.1.2 A definition of the design process 

Numerous definitions of the process of designing consumer products have been 

offcrcd, including: 

'Product design is the process of devising mid /a 
. )*tg down the p1wis that are needed 

for the manufacturing ofa product' Roozcnburg and Eekels (1995) page 3. 

Designingaprocluct is a goal-directedthinkingprocess by u-Itich problems are 

wialysct4 objectitvs are defined arid adjusted, proposals for solutions are 
dew-eloped wid the tpiality of those solutions Is assessed' also Roozenburg and 
Eekels (1995). 

'FiTineering design is the rise of scientific principles, lecludques, information wul 

imagination in the definition ofa mechanical sinicture, machine or System to 

perform pre-Vecifiedfunctions with the maximum economy mid efficiency (FeUden, 

1963). 

Design is 'the process of establishitig requirentetits based ott humatt tiecds, 

tratuforming them inloperformwice specification wulfwictiotts, which are then 

mapped cuid coinvried (stibJect to coitstraints) into desig? i solutiolls (using 

creativity, scietilific principles wid technical kiowledge) that cwi be economicallY 
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mmitifacturcdwull)rodticcd'Evbuomwan ct al (1996), taking kcy words from 

ddinitions in a rcvicw of dcsign philosophics and mcthods. 

Rcfcrring specifically to the design of consumer products, Roozcnburg and Eckcls, 

1995, page 4) talk of the product deivIolmictit process rather than the product design 

process, and it perhaps within a development context that an ergonomics input would 
bebctterput. McClelland (1990) intcrprcts a description of the product development 

process from Carroll and Rosson (1985), originally applied to computer applications: 

Design Is a process, a t4wamic socio-technical activity, his-olOig both 'bottom 111) 

wid 'top dmi-Wapproaches; thc process is radically Irwisformational', inw/vIng 

the development of interim orpartial solutlow which may never be part of thefinal 

design'; designing to a particular set of goals almost alwa)-s remilts it) different 

goals emeqing a! r afinal design solution evolves'. 

3.1.3 A definition of consumer products 

In Chapter I consumer products were defined according to a legislative perspective. 

Galer and Page (1996) suggest a product can be anything from a television to an 

investment plan. For the purposes of analysing the design process a more specific 

definition is required. Roozenburg and Eekels (1995) describe products 

as... 'artefacts conceAvd, prochtcet4 trwisacted atul used by people becmise of their 

properties wul thefunctions they mayperforni'. Butters and Tetm-Dixon (1998) say 

that consumer products have to cater for the broadest range of users. Meyer (1979), 

quoted in Wilson (1983a), categorises consumer products into the following 

categories: 

4 those for the satisfaction of human wants and needs, but not used for further 

production (eg household appliances, furnishings) 

* specialised products (eg toys) 

# dual role of capital or consumer products (eg hand tools, transportation) 
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A detailed but not exclusive categorisation of consumer products is suggested in 

table 3.1 . 

tiirjj 
- 

! uhirur 

IIaI Is I) kIII Ný \k Ic., I, Ij (, i'11111ow'. 1i 11,111"polt 1114,1V illsO DC 

considered as separate from consumer safetyl 
architecture and fittings windows and locks, cupboards, stairs, steps. electric sockets 

fumiture chairs, beds, tables 
powered 'white' and 'black' goods, power tools, kitchen appliances, 

heating 
do-it-yourself products tools. stepladders. 
leisure products sports eq! ýpment, camping equipment 
products for further 
production 

kitchen appliances. hand tools, materials 

capital products furnishings. ornamental products 
products for special 
groups 

toys, products for the elderly or disabled 

safety products stair gates, residual circuit devices (RCDs), fire guards 
associated products cycle carriers, swimming pool covers 

Table 3.1 - Categories of consumer products 

3.1.4 Product design safety 

Ryan (1983) says that to ensure safety, as opposed to functionality, efficiency and 

useftdness. design must integrate the foHowing criteria: 

- reliability - the probability that the product will perform its intended function 

for a specific interval of time under stated conditions 

mamtainability - the probability that the product wilI be retained in, or restored to, 

a specific condition within a period of time 

* quality - the totality of properties, features and characteristics of a 

product which bears on its ability to satisfy the consmner's need. 

He quotes Shooman (1968) who states that catastrophic product failures can occur m 

three stages of product hfe: 

-, early (because of design defect) 
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# Hddle (bccause of cnviroruncntal stresses) 
s latc (bccausc of matcrial wcar-out). 

Design defects are said to be related to inadequate strength or improper materials, 

and Ryan says that injury can be caused by improper material, material failure caused 
by lack of strength and a lack of, or inadequacy of, safeguarding. Howevcr it is 

suggcstcd here that these causes of injury arc considered as material failures or lack 

of safeguarding. Ryan's list importantly omits injury caused by design, which from 

an ergonomics perspective would be considcrcd due to a fundamental mis-match 
between the design and either the user, the task or envirorunent to which it is 

exposed. A distinction is therefore made for the purposes of this research between 

aspects of product safety, namely product design safcty and construction safety: 

# design safety - the conccpt and presentation of a product should provide 

anyone who may come in contact with it a level of safcty 

that night reasonably be expected 
4 construction safety - the matedals, components, construction and functioning of a 

product, including chemical and electrical components, 

should meet the requirements of the design throughout the 

product Ufe. 

3.1.5 Models of the design process 

The analysis of the cognitive processes that take place during design dominate the 

design literature, which is littered with models of the design process. The methods 

used to produce these models are themselves the subject of research, for instance the 

use of protocol analysis by Cross et al, (1996), the focus of this work being how best 

to interrogate what is, as earlier defined, a cognitive process. Evbuomwan et al 
(1996) review the many available models of the design process. They interpret the 

models in terms of design activities, which they say represent the different facets of 
the design process, the design activities being: 
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4 opportunistic 

# incrcmental 

4 exploratory 

0 investigative 

0 creative 

0 rational (logic based) 

0 decision making 

0 iterative 

4 interactive. 

They categorise the available models of the design process as either prescriptive or 
descriptive, the former being algorithmic, systcmatic, describing how the dcsign 

process should be carried out and the lattcr focusing on designers' actions and 

activities. 

Roozenburg and Eckcls (1993) comment that while the variety of models can give 

the impression that there is disagreement on the structure of the design process, the 

differences are actually mostly terminological. They distinguish three types of model. 
These have been interpreted here as: 
1. Cyclical -a series of problcm-solving steps describing the most logical sequence-, 

the most fundamental type of model 
2. Abstraction - the design is worked out in different levels of abstraction, each level 

relating to a different form in which the product can be represented 
3. Phase - these are activities of the design process and represent the problems the 

designer has to solve and the best sequence in which to solve them. 

Roozenburg and Eekels also use the prescriptiveldescriptive distinction of models, 

suggesting that descriptive methodology is a way of explaining the structure of the 
design process and prescriptive methodology is a way of approaching the design 

process to make it more effective and efficient. 
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11crc arc numcrous modcls of the dcsign proccss which could be rcproduccd lim, 

but some of thcsc arc sumnmrised in figurc 3.1. llowcvcr, this Chaptcr is not 
intcnded to be a rcvicw of the dcsign proccss, but an cxamination of how the dcsign 

proccss can bc madc to focus on safcty, and how crgonornics can contributc. An 

altcmativc modcl of the dcsign proccss is thcrcfore proposcd, and prcscnted at the 

cnd of this Chaptcr bascd on this rcvicw. 

3.2 Evidence of ergonomics In design 

We have been told that manufacturers rccognisc the potential bcncrits of ergonomics. 
Abedini (1989) quoted an article nearly ten years ago inNewswcck' (14/3/88)in 

which industrial design fmns said the use of human factors leads directly to better 

quality products which are readily acceptable by their general market and Ilomas ct 

al (1990) said that poor design was becoming less tolerated. 7bis recognition of the 

potential of ergonomics is not however evidence of its rcalisation. Unfortunately the 

use of ergonomics in product design is often more rccognisablc by its absence than 

presence. Even so, isolated products would not be evidence of ergonomics being 

formaUy established as part of the design process. Roozcnburg and Eckcls (1995) 

suggest that design requires a multi-disciplinary approach and that while different 

products require different disciplines they nearly always involve engineering design, 

industrial design, ergonomics, marketing and innovation management. This 

recognition of the involvement of ergonomics in design is encouraging, however the 
issue of lip service to ergonomics has been much discussed (cg Chapanis, 1995). 

It is suggested here that the principles of ergonomics were not invented with the 

term, a view supported by the likes of Van Cott ct al (1978, page 3). Functionhas 

always been a requisite of design and a product that doesn't take account of its user 
is unlikely to be successfuL Ergonomics is therefore a concept, but as a discipline 

came about because the process of applying its principles was informal and 

unsupported. Ile reasons for the lack of formaHty of ergonomics in design have 

often been laid at the feet of the ergonomics discipline. 
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Chapter 3- Reallslialt safety In product desilto 

If wc considcr sonic dcrinitions of agonornics (of which Goldsmith (1985a) suggcsts 
there arc almost as many as authors), a common factor is usually the transfer and 

application of knowledge to design: 

'ergonondes is the study oftuman abilities and characteristics uhich affect 
the design of cquipnicni, systwu andjobs ... Wth the aim ofimpro0ig 
efficiency, safety and operator urll-bcing ' (Corictt and Clark, 1995, pagc 2) 

McClelland (1995, page 249) suggests that crgonon&s is based on two 

principles, that 'the interaction bentren people and the products, equipment 

and senices they use can be measurcd and in isays ishich can be used to 

guide the specification, design and evaluation of that interaction. 

It is not necessary, or probably practicaL to list here the authors that have identified 

the relationship between design and ergonoi: nics but by definition a tmnsfer of 
knowledge is intended. It is suggested that if crgononucs knowledge is not being 

used during the design process (as McClcHand says) then it is not achieving its goals. 
This is not a new concern. 

Chapanis (1995), writing on the sulýcct of using crgonon&s methods in product 
design differentiates between ergonomics as a discipline and what crgonomists do. 

He dcfines ergonomics as 4a body of knowledge' as opposed to the practice of 

ergonomics, 'the application of that knowledge to the design of products'. Hcstatcs 

that ergonomics, unusually as an acadcnic discipline, has the aim not to just add to a 
body of knowledge but to apply it. He considers those adding to the body of 
knowledge as carrying out 'basic ergonomics research'. Chapanis suggests that only 

a minority of crgono mists are probably involved in actually applying ergonon&s 

techniques to the process of designing or improving products. Instead, the outcome 

of the 'basic ergonomics research' activities are 'general statements which wind up in 

any of a large number of published guidelines'. Examples of these are given as reach 
fin*s, control-&play relationships and guidelines on the use of colour. He states 
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however that for design purposes these generic guidelines are 'not good enough' and 

that more precise infonnation and specification is needed. 

3.3 Encouraging ergonomics In product design 

Two conference series took place in the 1980s concerned with integrating 

ergonomics into the design process - interface (in the USA) and Ergodcsign (in 

Europe); the latter apparently seen as a step towards integrating the ergonomics and 
design professions (Grandjcan, 1984). In the early 1980s, Wilson and Whittington 

(1982) talked of the evident growth over the preceding ten years of 'consumer 

ergonomics' (which they defined as 'research, and application of that research, such 

that the goods and services used by the general public are safe, convenient, efficient, 

comfortable and aesthetically satisfying, under conditions of normal use and 
foreseeable misuse, and in the light of economic, technical and legal criteria' page 

25). They said that at that time in the UK the discipline had failed to get ergonomics 

systematically applied in the design process and that overt human factors input into 

design of most new products was minimal, criticisms being levelled at the quality of 

research and the lack of adequate methodologies, techniques and data. Their 

recommendations to redress this were to: 

* promote an integrated approach to design and convince manufacturers that 

ergonomists should be involved as early as possible in the design process 

4 promote an adequate interface with other professionals (eg designers) 

# generalise research 

evaluate studies (eg for cost cffectiveness, to improve methods) 

provide data in a usable form and improve communication. 

While they said that there was little evidence that the impact of ergonomics was 

changing, the need for ergonomics was likely to grow because of increasing 

technological complexity of products, increasing consumer expectations, and the 

possible introduction (although it was still five years away) of strict liability for 
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consumer goods; in fact, the authors predicted that the introduction of strict liability 

would make ergonomics input to the dcsign process 'imperative'. 

Ward (1994), less positive about the growing role of consumer crgonornics, 

corruncntcd that the majority of ergonomics research was oriented to occupational 

safety and performance, and the explanation for this was that the relationship 
between designers and crgonornists was uneasy, a view supported also by Kanis 

(1987). Kanis' reasons werc that: 

0 teamwork training between crgonornists and designers was needed 
0 there was a lack of a conunon language between designers and ergonornists 
0 there was a lack of understanding between the professions with no mechanism to 

learn. 

Interviews with designers gave him evidence that when it comes to ergonomics issues 

most rely on intuition and common sense, which has been suggested elsewhere (cg 

Bullock 1994). He suggests that testing for ergonomics should be incorporated into 

the product testing procedure, maintaining that most products are 'tested' during 

their development and that incorporating tests for ergonomics aspects would be 

simple. 

Kanis also identified the following reasons for the difficulties that designers 

experience in applying ergonomics: 

* lack of a common language 

# lack of easy to use data sources 
doubts about the applicability of research to practical problems 

a mismatch between the design data needed and research output. 

McClelland (1987) recommended, from the perspective of a large organisation 
(Philips), that the solution to encouraging ergonomics is designer and ergonomist 

working together in a common cnviroruncnt. Dockery and Neuman (1994) also 

suggested that it is organisational structure - management support and accountability, 
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concurrent cnginccring, appropriate time and resources - that is needed to ensure 
crgonornics is rcprcscnted in dcsign. 

3.4 Designing for safety 

Wilson and Whittington (1982) said that consumer products should be safe, 

convenient, efficicnt, comfortable and aesthetically pleasing; safety being the first 

criterion on their list. Whilst safety may be a proffered criterion for a successful 

product, it may not ahvays be an priority in design, for practitioners or theorists. For 

example, Roozcnburg and Eckels' text (1995), purportedly on the fundamentals and 

methods of product design, has no entry in the subject index for safety. 

A review of the design and ergonomics fitcraturc has found Ettle evidence of attempts 
to formalisc the relationship bctween product design and product safcty, and in the 
&consumer ergonomics' fiteraturc most reference was made to designing for usabifity. 
11c concept of usability has been around for at least 25 years (the rust authors to 

write about it were Eason (1984) and Shackcl (1986), quoted in Jordan, 1998) and it 

has now been formally rccognised. as a criterion by ISO with respect to officc 
environments and specifically visual display terminals (ISO DIS 9241 -11). ISO derme 

usability as: 

'the effectiveness, ejfIciency and satisfaction it ith it hichspecifled users can achieve 
0 specified goals in particular entironments. 

Stanton and Babcr (1996) have been concerned with derming usability, particularly 
they say since it has now become a legal requirement for some products (presumably 

referring to ISO 924 1). While they say that most evaluators will define usability 
according to what they arc doing (which is true surely of all dcruýtions) they define 
the scope of usability, based on what they say is a decade of work by others (such as 
Shackel, Eason and Booth), as including eight factors: 
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1. Learriability - reach an acceptable performance with. in a spccified time 
2. Effectiveness - acceptable performance (defined proportion of users, spccified 

range of tasks, specified range of environmcnts) 
3. Attitude - performance achieved within acceptable human costs (fatigue, strcss, 

frustration, discomfort and satisfaction) 
4. Flexibility - deal with a range of tasks beyond those first specificd 

(I to 4 criteria referred to as Ilto LEAFj)recej)ts) 
S. perceived usefulness or utility -a product must be used 
6. task match - match between the functions of the system and user needs and 

requirements 
7. task characteristics - frequency with which a task can be performed and degree to 

which it can be modified 
8. user characteristics - knowledge, slalls and motivation of users. 

Safety is most noticeably omitted from tWs list. 

A 1994 conference aimed specifically at producing practical guidance for industry to 
incorporate usability into design brought together practitioners from industry with 
experiences of human factors work (Jordan et al, 1996a). The resulting proceedings 
contains twenty-six papers, none of which address evaluation methods for safety and 
the only reference to safety is in the editors' introduction. Jordan et a] (1996b) 

proposes that usability should be expanded to recognýise the attitudinal components of 
usability, and goes on to promote 'pleasure' as an important and ignored component 
of usability (also Jordaii, 1998), yet safety is ignored by the whole discipline of 
practitioners as represented in these proceedings. Galer and Page (1996) dcfine 

usability as 'ease of use, comfort and acceptability' only. They suggest that trying to 
dcfine usability was difficult but if compared to a definition of intelligence it would be 
'that measured by intelligence tests; which can be interpreted that, without a 
measure, safety cannot be defined. 

The limited work that has been published on designing for safety in consumer 
products has however been reviewed and is summarised in the following sections. 
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3.4.1 'Safety and the design process' (Stoop, 1990b) 

Stoop (I 990b) attempted to structure the input of safety to the design process, 

particularly for application to the design of consumer products. The method 

proposed was 'a dynamic decision making process' involving the application of 'use- 

scenarios and hazard patterns'. His approach was based on a basic problem solving 

model by Hale (1985). shown in figure 3.2. 

analysis generation synthesis evaluation Hof 
solutionsFI H 

Figure 3-21 - Basic cycle of problem solving (Stoop 1990, after Hale. 1985) 

He suggests that 'selection of solutions is facilitated by ordering through a matrix 

scheme which links technical design options and measures of a social and 

organisational nature into a set of coherent safety measures'. This is taken to mean 

that a systematic and ordered approach is needed, to ensure that all relevant factors 

are considered, whether they be technical, social or organisational. Stoop then 

attempts to elucidate the steps in the problem solving cycle as they relate to design, 

his description requiring substantial interpretation: 

1. Information collection 

An information collection strategy is needed, to produce a model of the system in 

which the product is used. The infomiation to be collected should consist of 

* historical ( of the product's development) 

9 the product life cycle (development through to disposal) 

* use 

, the system in which the product will be used. 
2. Analysis 

This should generate a set of relevant accident factors. Stoop comments here that 

a problem description is often lacking; these may be a lack of detailed accident 

information. a lack of specific knowledge on a particular accident mechanism. or 
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an accident description that is too broad. 11cproposcstwomainapproachcsto 

these problems: 'usc-sccnarios' and hazard patterns. Use scenarios arc used to 
break the problem into managcablc 'sub-problcms'; an example for a chain saw is 

shown in table 3.3, where identified hazards arc matched to potential uses. 

HAZARDS USE SCENARIOS 

forestry public green construction fruit-growcrs famcrs DlY 

posiurc 00 0 0 
accidmts 0 00 99 00 00 00 

cxluust fumes 00 00 00 

noise 00 00 so so of 
vibrations 00 0 

Table 3.2 - Use-sccnarios for a chain saw (from Stoop, 1990) 

The 'hazard pattern' concept is used to identify the precise sequence of events, the 

mechanism and causality of accidents, and is based on ideas by Drury (1983). 

Stoop brushes over the methods and techniques that might be used to rcalisc these 

outcomes. In a sentence each he describes the way in which these 'concepts' arc 

produced: 

# use scenarios - accident data bases, expert opinions functional and task 

analysis 
# hazard patterns - observation, Min. or photographs, questionnaires, 

checklists, on-the-spot investigation, expert opinions, task and product 

analysis and 'dose-cffect measurements'. 
3. Generation of solutions 

A matrix is used to organist possible solutions according to levels of intervention 

(he uses Hale and Glendon's (19 87) 'routes to safety' - shown in Chapter 2) and 
to aid selection. Solutions are generated by 'literature survey, expert 
consultancy .. known principles and experience'. 

4. Synthesis 
This is where, according to Stoop, 'safety becomes explicitly visible in the design 

process'. It becomes visible in the selection of relevant use-scenarios, which 
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technological principle and energy source to select for further investigation, and 

which hazards arc to be dealt with. Again, no techniques arc offered. 7bis 

appears to be a decision nmking process, aided by the use of a mtrix. 
5. Evaluation 

7bc solutions can bc rated for their effectiveness: 

which hazards are eliminated? 
is there any forcsccabic misuse? 
arc there any ncw hazards introduced? 

what are the residual risks? 
how can these be coped with? 

Taken from a consumer products design perspective, Stoop offers a method with 

which to introduce safety into the design process, but is predominantly an academic 

cxploration of the design process which offers little practical, usable guidance for the 

designer or design management. 

3.4.2 'The Product Safety Method' (Schoone-Harmson, 1990) 

Schoone-Harmscn (1990) published the 'Product Safety Method, a method to detect 

and solve product safety problems. Tbc criteria for her method were that it was to 

predict hazards and identify solutions. The method she proposed has four stages and 
is shown in figure 3.3. The method operates as a schema which can be used to 

stimulate and structure the consideration of safety in the design process and offers a 

taxonomy of potential solutions, akin to the approaches to product safety fisted at the 

start of Chapter 2. The crucial process of identifying hazards is not addressed; the 

system relics on accident data which Schoone-Ilarmsen admits is not available for 

new products. For these she suggests instead that hazards must be predicted and for 

this she adapts the accident analYSiS tool of Kanis and Wccgels (1990). This is the 
'Product Safety Matrix' in which hazards are broken down into those associated with 

the product, the actions of the user and the situation of use, according to each phase 
in the use of the product (see table 3.4). This again, serves as a schema for de- 

constructing the use of the product. 
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stage 1: stage 2: stage 3: stage 4: 
analysis identification synthesis (qfs(dulitms) 
evaluation 

descnp(ion --* product 
of pcm, -. ihlc fcaturcs 
J(Xldcnts 

-*cnlical product 
fcaturc. r. 

sclecuon of a diffactil 
working princir4c 

actions 
of the 
uscr 

-*critical action 
of the uscr the 

deWivation dunng ww Mom 
damagc and injury occurs 

scpantion of the uscir 
from the sourec of dangcr 

limitation of the possAwlity of safcr 
modification of the product situation 
bý the uscr or acccp( 

risk 
influcrice the actions of the 
uscr through the product 

-* sclcclion of the uscr tiý 
anthroponwAnc or cognltl%, c 
characicristics 

cn-. -ironmcntal critical influcnce the scicction of the 
conditions -*cn%ironmcntal placc of usc through the product 

conditions 

Figure 3.3 - Product Safety Method (adapted from Schoone-Harmsen. 1990) 

Relevant factors connected with: 
Phases in the use of the product: product actions Of User situation 
fletch product. 
bnng prcAuct to place of use 
make product ready for use 
use prcduct 
interrupt task 
refill product 
clean product L 

store product I 

Table 3.3 - Product Safety Matrix (from Schoone-Harmsen, 1990 and Kanis and 

Weegels. 1990) 
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At the time of publication the method had only been used by students and had yet to 
be proved in industry. Most importantly the Product Safcty Method relics on the 
designer's or the design team's ability to predict and foresee hazards. 

3.4.3 Hoofnagels and Schoone-Harmsen (1992) 

Ilocfhagels and Schoone-Harmscn (1992) raised the issue of the need for cffective 

testing methods for evaluating product safety. Their method is based on accident 

reports, which were analysed to establish characteristic factors, then classified into 

'scenarios' and a testing method formulated for each scenario. The criteria for the 

tests were based on human factors data. Using the example of trapping hazards in 

playground equipment, the two main accident factors were established as product 

characteristic (the part of the product inwhich entrapment could occur) and the part 

of the body trapped. The two factors were combined into a matrix, shown in figure 

3.4, and used to identify the potential hazards in each piece of equipment. 

The authors admit that the method is dependent on accident data. However with 

some adaptation and expansion this method could be a useful tool for visualising the 

possible combinations of factors contributing to accidents. It is suggested that all 

possible features of a product, features of use, environment and the user can be 

combined in matrices similar to this to identify the combination of factors likely to 

lead to hazards. 

3.4.4 Zurwelle (1993) 

Zurwelle (1993) suggests the following steps in designing-in safety for existing or 

similar products: 
identify all users 

test the product with members of the design team 

gather all user reports such as customer complaints. 
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0 identify positive design features of similar/compctitor products for minimum 
design criteria 

# compare all features in user trials 

0 evaluate new design %vith focus groups 

# compare new design with the best of existing designs in user trials. 

3.5 Discussion 

This Chapter has considered the relationship between ergonomics and product safety. 

There has been much published analysis of the design process, resulting in the 

production of many models. Ergonomics has long since established a potential role 

for itself as a contributing to design, and %vith the design process the subject of so 

much analysis it is suggested that the input should by now be formal. Little evidence 

of this has been produced. It has been found also that in much of the published 

research on ergonomics and product design, safety is rarely a focus of either practical 

research or theoretical models, the discipline and Utcrature concentrating on usability 

rather than on safety. In fact it has been suggested that safety is oflen seen as a 

negative or constraining factor in the creative design process (RoSPA 1987; 

Fraquel. 14 1996). The attempts at structuring safety in the design process that have 

been described in this Chapter offer little in the way of techniques or methods. 

Ergonornics is a vehicle by which safety could be promoted. McClelland (1990) sees 

ergonomics as a 'product' to be marketed to designers. He has suggested that while 

there is a marketable product and the potential for contribution to design was 

excellent, there was need to look further and to understand how the ergonomist's 

skills can be used to complement those of designers. He advocated that ergonomics 

should be developed as part of a design strategy, to change it from that of a remedial 

role to a more prospective, process oriented way of thinking. Problems in the 

adoption of ergonomics have been described and recommendations to improve this 

have included: 

# promote an integrated approach to design 
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# ensure crgonomists are involved as early as possible in tile design process 

# promote an interface between designers, ergonomists and other professionals to 

improve understanding and a common language 

# gcncralise research and improve applicability to practical problems 

# provide applicable, usable data 

# improve evaluation methods studies. 

Building on these considerations, and on the analysis of the design process earlier in 

the Chapter, a model of the design process with a provision for ergonomics input and 
focused on saky is proposed in figure 3.5. Rcfcrring to the analyses of design 

models earlier in section 3.1.4, the proposed model is prescriptive in that it is 

attempting to improve the design process by formalising the inclusion of crgononfics 

and safety considerations. It is a phase model in that it is a series of problem solving 

steps as well as indicating the necessary activities. 

Market research and intelligence, and a specification of user and safety needs chifify 

the objectives of the design brief Requirements and constraints arc considered in 

terms of manufacturing and engineering processes, safety protocols (standards, 

regulations and legislation), accident statistics and a user profile. The concept design 

is fi-amed by a hazard analysis (produced by a detailed study of accident statistics and 

scenarios). It is at this stage that ergonomics effort is first incorporated, by inputting 

ergonomics data and guidelines and carrying out initial ergonomics evaluation. 
Evaluation can be carried at this stage, but is most vitally carried out during detailed 

design, when all aspects of the design can be incorporated. 
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Figure 3.5 - Simplified consumer design process focused on safety and ergonomics 

Based on this model there are two main ergonomics inputs to the design process: 

1. Ergonomics data and guidelines 

Ergonomics data should be the building blocks of design, anthropometric, 

strength, psychological and performance data describing human 

characteristics and abilities should be the starting point for a safe design. 

Ergonomics guidelines are the output of ergonomics studies which rather than 

measure human functioning they describe it in a way that is intended to most 

Evaluation and 
Iteration 
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useful to designers, such as recommended workplace layouts, movement 

spaces and control-&splay relationships. 
2. Ergonomics evaluation 

Ergonon&s evaluation is any process by which a design is assessed against 

ergonomics criteria. 

Ile hypothesis of this research is that these inputs can be improved and formaliscd as 

a route to ensuring that design sarcty is better achieved (as opposed to construction 

or materials safety as outlined above). Ile way in which these inputs can contribute 

to design safety, and obstacles to their inclusion in the design process will be the 

subject of the remainder of this thesis. Work was carried out in two parts. Firstly the 

input of ergonomics data and guidelines to design sarcty was considered and this is 

described in Chapter 4. Secondly the processes of crgonorl&s evaluation was 

examined and arc addressed in Chapters 5- 11. 
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Chapter 4- Ergonomics dote in design 

Chapter 4- Improving the use of ergonomics 
data in design 

Chapter 3 proposed that there are two main crgononiics inputs to the design 

process: ergonomics data/guidelines and ergonomics evaluation methods. 

Chapter 4 now discusses the way in which ergonomics data can contribute to 

product design safety and identifies some of the problems with the input of 

data to the design process. The Chapter then describes research carried out to 

remedy some of the problems identified, namely the production of Childata: 

The Handbook of Child Afeasurementv and Capabilities. a publication 

aimed at encouraging the use of ergononUcs data in designing safer products 

for children and one of the outputs of this research. 

4.1 Ergonomics data in design 

Ergonomics begins with studies of how people interact with their environment. the 

products and tools they use. the buildings they work and five in, the information they 

receive. and of how aU of these activities are organised. The aim of ergonomics is to 

improve every level of this interaction, to enhance people's safety, comfort, 

satisfaction and the usability and effectiveness of their tools, products and 

environments. The product of these studies are 'ergonomics data' - qualitative and 

quantitative information on human characteristics and abilities which are fundamental 

to ensuring that products and environments 'fit' their users. These data are the 

'building blocks' of design. 'Me types of data that can be used in product design are 

shown in table 4.1, and examples of the ways in which such data can be applied to 

product safety are shown Mi table 4.2. 
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7 SEX 

- - - - -- , -, Rii IR Oi 30 7M 

A 
ETR IC9 static body measurements cg stature. %%-eight. limb Icngths. 

CHARACTERISTICS head sitc. hand wc. centre of gravity 
0 dynamicanthro mctF N cg reach, movement . STRENGTH static (apiin%t a fixed oblml) cg gnp strength. bitc strength 

dynamic (force ownhined with movemont) eg opcninp 
strength. punching strength 

ENDURANCE %1 momcntar% or sustainod force,. that can be cxcried ot wt h ood 
BIOMECHANICAL - - gmý % motor skill cg movement. balance 
CHARACTERISTICS fine motor skills cj; hand-cr co-otJýmauon. psychomotor skills 

manual handling 
SENSORY oral 
C14ARACTERISTICS aural 

olfactory 
tactile 
thermal 

0 vibratorv 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 0 perceptual abilities cg %isual and auditory sensitivity and 
CHARACTERISTICS proccming 

cognitive abiliti" cg information processing, decision making 
personality eg motivabon. nsk taking. pcTscvcmnce, 

inquisinveness 
9 intc1hgcnoccgprobIcm solNing. literacy and numcracy 

SKILL. BEHAVIOUR AND at Usks specific to a product cg keyboard skills. usc of tools. 
PERFORMANCE equipment and machincn, 
CULTURAL DIFFERENCES physical. social. lingual 
DISABILMES physical and mental abilities of all potential users include 

pcrtinancrit and temporary cociditions (eg pregnancy. fatigue. 
alcohol. drugs ctc) 

EXPERIENCE AND to the producL cm-ironment or tasks cg years of driving. usc of 
EXPOSURE tools 

Table 4.1 - Ergonomics data to be used in product desi&m 
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l1R( )D1 ("I niý kfiý inc% and makc khild rc-oki. int olW11111), %W11), 111 p%%ýllolnolof 
lNickaging (lilt llxýlablc oI %kill,,. (ogntiivc ahtlilic% of all 

unattradive) whilst potential wwrs 
accessible to adults. 
cldcrl% and dt%ablcd 

infant soother prc%-cni "vallowing b, ý mouth and throat We 
or pocificr child 
bic% c1c reach to pedals and am length. lcg length. sitting 

handlebars. site of height. hand svv 
handlebars 

PERSONAL machine prc%-cnt access to hazard maximum and minimum adult 
SPACE guarding through or around guard finger sitc. hand si/v. pushinp 

and pulling strength 
stairs prc%-cnt triffnng and falls s1cp height. balance. foot length 
fireguard prc%-cnt access or childrcn*s finger si/c. hand 

operation of catch by %ii-ength. pushing and pulling 
children %irength. specific abrilitic% 

related to mechanism 
PHYSICAL %indow and make usaNc tn adults. o%-crhead reach height. opening 
ENVIRONMENT door handles el4k-riv and disabled but strength. sTwcific ahlitics 

nnopc4le bý- children related to window handles 

public opumal movement space general ergonomics guidelines 
rnowmerit for general usc and in for general gwdclincs and 
areas cmcrgcncics national building regulations 

SOCIAL supervision recognition of child adult's and children's safct. -, 
ENVIRONMENT hazards by adWts. warning knowledge and behaviour 

sNvcnris 
shift work changes in pci-forntance at attention changes during shifl 

I ion tasks work 
INFORMATION sakly signs recognition and understanding of colour codcs. 

compreherisum by all symbols. percA. 1xion ol'bazards 
users 

warning recognition and auditorý perception 
alams curnprebensitm by specific 

occupational Users 

Table 4.2 - Application of ergonomics data to the safe design of products 

4.2 The need for knowledge transfer 

As stated in Chapter 3. Chapanis (1995) has differentiated between ergonomics ('a 

body of knowledge') and the practice of ergonornics ('the application of that 

knowledge to the design of products') and suggested that only a minority of 
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crgonomists arc probably involved in actually applying ergonomics techniques to the 

process of designing or improving products. One would assume from this that the 

majority of ergonomists arc involved instead in producing ergonomics data and that 

the major output of the discipline arc ergonomics data and guidelines, to be used in 

the design of products or environments. With a presumably large output of data, we 

would hope to see these fundamental 'building blocks' of good and sarc design used 
by designers. Unfortunately it has been generally rccognised and accepted that the 

transfer of knowledge from the ergonomics discipline to the design profession has 

never fully matcrialiscd (Van Cott ct at 1978; Wilson and Whittington, 1982; Wilson, 

1984; Kanis, 1987; Norris and Wilson, 1988; Wilson and Norris, 1992), and is at best 

inconsistent and unreliable. If, as Chapanis (1995) suggests, few crgonomists arc 
involved in applying ergonomics in design, then it is presumably incumbent on 
designers to seek out, interpret and apply data. 

One of the main causes of the lack of transfer of information has been suggested to 

be intrinsic problems with the data themselves, such that data arc difficult to use and 
do not match the needs of designers. In 1970 Chapanis said that experimental criteria 

examined in ergonomics research had little bearing on design criteria, and could not 
be related (p344). A survey of Australian industrial design courses found that much 

of the data that could be used for design projects was lacking or was in a form 

difficult to use, the only exceptions being Drcyfuss (197 1) and Diffrient ct al (1974), 

although these contain old, out of date data and were compiled by designers 

themselves (Ward, 1994). Much ergonomics advice is in the form of 'general 

statements which wind up in any of a large number of published guidelines', such as 

reach limits, control-display relationships and guidelines on the use of colour and for 

design purposes more precise information and specification is needed (Chapanis, 

1995). 

Because of these problems of transfer of knowledge, a need was identified for work 

to address the barriers to the application of crgonoinics data to the design of 

consumer products, and specifically to designing for safety. This was addressed as 

part of this research. Work to produce a resource of ergonotnics data for use by 
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designers was proposed and funded by the Directorate General XI of the European 

Commission and managed in conjunction with the Child Accident I'rcvcntion Trust, a 

charity promoting research aimed at reducing children's accidents. A subsequent 12 

month period research was funded by the UK Department of Trade and Industry. 
The work was to produce a handbook of data on children, as it was Ht the need for 

work to improve the safety of children's products was greater than other age groups 
due to their vulnerabifity to injuryý. The remainder of this Chapter describes this 

research: 
Section 4.3 describes survey work to establish which data were already in use by 

designers 

Section 4.4 describes the requirements of the handbook on children 
Section 4.5 describes the procedure to produce the handbook 

Section 4.6 describes the findings of the work 
Section 4.7 describes the format of the handbook 

Section 4.8 describes the gaps in data which were identified. 

4.3 Survey of the use of ergonomics data in designing for 

children 

A questionnaire survey was carried out in 1993 to examine the use of ergonomics 
data by producers of baby and children's products (see Appendix 4.1 for a copy of 

the questionnaire). Seventy three UK companies manufacturing and designing child 

care products and toys were contacted. Iley were selected to represent a range of 

sizes of company and type of products. Seventeen completed questionnaires were 

returned and just eight of the designers who responded said that they were in 

possession of and used ergonomics data resources. Tbree had acquired the resources 

as a result of working on standards committees, one happened upon the data by 

chance, one had the information already on file in the company when they arrived, 

I The production of has been fOHOwed by subsequent research to produce sibling 
publications on adults and the elderly, Adultdata and Elderlydata, but these are not 
reported here. 
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and two had sourced the infonnation themselves. The resources used were as 
follows: 

0 BSI publications (used by two designers) 

4a publication from TNO (a Dutch research institute) 

4 Dreyfass (1971) 

0 'data from the USA' 

0 Brockoff ct al (1976) (anthropometric dimensions for scat restraints) 

0 Bioastranautics Data Book (Parker and West, 1973) 

0 Tanner and Whitehouse growth charts 

0 information kept from a University course. 

All but five of the designers said that they had cxpcricneed difficulties finding data 

and that they were still unable to find some data that they nccdcd. One of the 

respondents used an ergonomics consultancy to provide data as and when it was 

required. 

These results, together with the low response rate, provide some evidence that the 

problems of under-use of ergonomics data, reported by other authors for other 

domains, exist similarly in the domain of designing for children, as had been 

anticipatcd (Wilson, 1984). 

4.4 Requirements of an ergonomics resource for designing 

for children 

As long ago as the early 1960s calls were being made by the Human Factors Society 

for improvements in information transfer (Ronco, 1963) and in 1978 Van Cott ct al 

(1978) caUed for an co-ordinated information dissemination system to be established 

- the Standard Ergonomics Reference Data System (SERDS). 

Successful communication of not only data but also underlying ergonomics principles 

(how the data are applied) requires careful consideration of the needs of the potential 
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end user. Itis relics on clients being able to cxprcss such needs. In addition, the 

form and content of data often set their own constraints on communications 

mechanisms. Added to these intrinsic difficultics in meeting data needs is the reported 

scepticism and ignorance of data by designers, which means that any knowledge 

transfer mechanism has to be palatable to a pro fcssion potentially recalcitrant about 

any data that limits their creativity. WiLson (1984) suggests the reasons for low 

utilisation of ergonomics data arc: 

9 ignorancc of the cxistcncc or potential value of ergonomics data 

9a perception of them as irrelevant (half of Wilson's sample of manufacturing 

companies and dcsigncrs named instinct, experience or common-scnsc as their 

source of 'crgonomics) 

0 apparent cost of use 

0 confusion with market intclfigcncc or test data 

* inadequacy of the data or thcir presentation in terms of application. 

At the time of writing there is still no accepted central reference system for 

ergonomics data. The lack of a data resource has particular repercussions in the case 

of designing products for children, where design safety is ever more important 

because of chfldrcn's increased vulnerability to injury. Ergonomics data have a 

relevance to a particularly wide range of products when child safety is of interest: 

* products used actively by children cg toys 

0 products used passively by children cg cots 

0 products used non-exclusively by both adults and children eg furniture 

4 products used to prevent children's access to a hazard eg fire guard 

# products used to enhance safety eg soft playground surfaces 

0 environments used by children eg stairs, playgrounds. 

The aims of the research described here were therefore to: 
1. identify, colIect and collate the existing data on children's physical, perceptual and 

sensory characteristics, relevant to design 

2. assess the data collated in tcmis of reliability, validity and applicability to design 
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3. classify and present the assessed data in a way that will increase its usability and 
applicability 

4. increase the accessibility of the infortnation by distribution as a hard-copy data 

resource. 

4.5 Procedure for production of a handbook of children's 
ergonomics data 

A systematic literature search %ýms carried out covcring the pcriod 1980 to 1992 using 

on-line database systems. Scientific Indices were used for before 1980. Litcraturc 

from the crgonomics, medical, psychological, cnginccring, child development, 

education, occupational therapy and physiotherapy ficids was trawlod, and 

publications back to the 1940's were collated. Contact was made with individuals 

and organisations world-wide working in the ficld of ergonomics, child development, 

child sarcty and design to identify the 'grey' or unpublished literature, such as in- 

company, commercial and student research. Publications and reports were reviewed 
for inclusion in the handbook, collated, and data classified hierarchically into a 

computer database (using FoxBase-Mac). 

A draft structure and format of the handbook was proposed and reviewed. Ile 

review process involved regular liaison with the Child Accident Prcvcntion Trust and 

the sponsor. The handbook was reviewed by othcr ergonomists and most 
importantly designers, the intcnded users. Designers were those contacted in the 

survey described in section 4.3 plus those who had contacted the author during the 

production of the handbook requesting data. 
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4.6 Findings 

IMe production of the handbook highlighted some important dcricicncics in 

crgonomics data which havc rcpc=ssions for the succcssful transfcr of knowlcdgc 
from the crgonon&s disciplinc to the dcsign profcssion. 

One of the objectives of the work was to translate rcpctitious but oflcn conflicting 

sources of data (for instance, rive sources of hand-grip strcngth) into usable gencric 
design pararnmrs, with the intention of increasing the usability of the data collated. 
A number of difficulties were found in attempting to collapse data from different 

sources into succinct design criteria, some of which had been anticipated (Wilson 

1984). Some of these problems could be described as inadequacies in the original 
data, as described in the following sections. 

4.6.1 Lack of reporting 

What can only be deemed a lack of responsible reporting of research details and of 
foresight of the possible applications of data arc responsible for a range of problems. 
Reports often lack details of the way in which a measurement was collected or of the 

sample on which it was collected. Spccific omissions arc, for example, the posture or 
the number of hands used in strength testing. All of which me= data arc difficult to 

apply and their validity and rcliability cannot be assessed. 

4.6.2 Lack of standardisation 

Non-conformity and lack of standardisation between authors makes comparison 
difficult. 17his demonstrates itself in differences in units of measurements, 

classification of age groups, definition and execution of measurements and 

presentation of results. 
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4.6.3 Difficulties In application to design 

Diflicultics were found in using the data contained in many reports which supposedly 

pertained to an aspect of human functioning with potential for ergonomics 

applications. Ibis was often because the data had been collected without 

consideration of other applications. Examples of this arc studies that arc primarily 

methodological to compare measurement techniques, tools or equipment where the 
data produced will be a cursory adjunct to the report. 71c data arc collected arc 

often ignored, or results collapsed into incrcn=tal changes and not related to age. 
Performance is often measured in arbitrary or abstract units, particularly in the 

measurement of motor skills in children, where scoring systems will be devised and 

reported (perhaps to assess an impairment) rather than demonstration of concrete 

existence of a developmental AM Strength data may be difficult, to apply because 

o flcn only 'classical' measurements arc recorded, dictated by the established 
instrumentation available, for instance in the measurement of hand grip strength. 
(Chapters 6 and 7 dcrnonstrate the lack of applicable strength data on children). 
Devclopmcntal studies oficn use subject groupings that rcndcr the data unusable, 

such as longitudinal data (ic changes in individuals over time), skeletal age rather than 

chronological age (used in growth studies) and comparing fuU-tcnn and early infants. 

4.6.4 Specific versus generic data 

The conflict between producing specific and generic data is a characteristic of 

ergonomics research gencraUy. Data produced in highly specific contexts are difficult 

to generalise as the conditions in which data arc coUected have to be the similar to 

those in which they wiU be appficd - environmental conditions (cg lighting, 

temperature, noise) and task conditions (cg size and position of controls). For 

instance, torque strength measured on a 50 mm diameter horizontal door handle 

cannot be apphed with confidence to assessing the torque required to open a 20 mm 

screw-top on a drugs container. Yet it is this very sort of product-rclated 

performance data (for instance opening torque) that is much requested by designers. 

'nie other extreme is research which is either summarised or gcneralised to make it 
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widely applicabic, such as guidancc on forcc capabilities, but end up too generic to 

apply with any conridcncc. Indccd, Chapanis (1995) commcnts that much crgonomics 
knowlcdgc cnds up as gencral guidclincs. 

4.7 Format of the handbook 

As a result of these difficultics with data, and the lack of confidence in collapsing data 

into gcncral guidclincs, it was decided that the forinat the I landbook would take 

would be to strictly rcproducc original data from original rcports, but in a consistent 
format and with criough supplcmcntary information to aid their intcrprctation and 

application. In June 1995 'alILDA M: The 11andbook of Childifeasurements 

and Capabilides'2was published (figurc 4.1). 11c handbook contains data on 187 

measurements on chBdrcn aged from birth to 18 years: 140 antropoinctric 

measurements and 40 strength, performance and psychological attributes. World- 

wide data arc included, with the main sources bcirig from the UK, USA, Netherlands, 

Germany and Austmlia. Data arc organiscd in sections according to a hierarchical 

classification and anthropometric data according to body part. Data on the sample 

size, age range, mean, standard deviation, Sth and 9Sth percentiles arc presented. 
Figure 4.2 shows sample pages from CIRLDATA and the Handbook's introductory 

inforrnation on the interpretation and application of ergonomics data on children is 

reproducod. in Appendix 4.2. 

I Published by the Consumer Safety Unit of the Department of Trade and Industry 
and distributed fi-ce of the charge to industry, research organisations, standards 
bodies and safety organisations. To date 4,000 copies have been published. 
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CONSUMER SAFETY UNIT 

CHILDA 
Fhe liatulbook ol'Child Nicamirometit% atid Capahilitir% 

dt' 

Figure 4.1 - Childata 
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4.7.1 Choice of data 

Where data existed from more than one source for a measurcmcnt, these are 

presented alongside each other. It was initially intended to assist users in choosing 

the most suitable source of data by providing ajudgcmcnt of 'quality'. 71iswasto, 

be based on an estimation of reliability and validity of the data, using mainly sample 

size. the level of detail of rcporting of the sample and the mcthods used, and the 

rigour of the measurement proccdurc. Ilowcvcr, the arbitrarynaturc of this 
judgement, together with a lack of comparability between many of the sources meant 

that eventually the inclusion of a judgement of quality in the handbook was 

abandoned. Instead, the most rcputablc sources of anthropornctric data audged on 

sample size and year of nicasurcmcnt) were presented alongside each other for the 

user to comparc, and an attempt was made at assessing the validity of each 

anthropomctric source for use with a UK population, as described in the next section. 

4.7.2 Validity of anthropometric data 

Some direction was needed in choosing the most appropriate source of 

anthropometric data when data on the target country did not exist (the target 

population being the UK). Tbc validity of the data sources for use in the UK was 

assessed by a comparison of international differences in stature and weight. In 

addition, an assessment was made of any influence of secular trend since the 

production of the most recent UK data, those of Pheasant (1986). flisdatasctwas 

estimated from stature data collected in 1970. 

4.7.2.1 Adjustment factors 

Adjustment factors of percentage differences in stature and weight between the major 

sources in the handbook and the most up-to-date stature data available for the UK 

(the newly estimated UK Growth Reference Curves - Freeman et al, 1995) were 

presented (as reproduced in table 4.3). 
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Country Source Age 
(years) 

% difference fr 

male 

om cut-re 

fcmale 

wIK (in 

"ICIS41, t 
male 

to: 

aic 
Bntain Pheasant 1986 2-18 -1.40% -1.27 +099 - 031 
Bntain BSI 1990 5-16 

. -0.97 -0.37 - 1.14 - 2.49 
USA Snvder 1977 4-19 -0.31 -0.31 44.42 +1.02 
Germany DIN 1980 3-17 +144 +1.79 n/a a 
NL Steenbekkers 1993 2-12 +3.17 +3.16 48.07 +7.14 

-ve value data aresmaller thatt current I IK Ix)pulation 
+ ve value = data are greater than current UK population 

Table 4.3 - Comparison of mean stature and weight between major Childata sources 

and most recent UK stature and weight 

4.7.2.2 Secular trend in stature 
The secular trend in stature had been thought to have hailed in UK children (Chinn et 

al. 1989, Chinn and Rona. 1994). however increases have been found from the mid- 

1980s to early 1990s in Scottish girls and boys and in English girls (Chinn and Rona, 

1994). The 1970s stature data used by Pheasant to produce his estimated dataset 

(probably the most widely used anthropornetric data on children in the UK before 

Childata) was found to be around I% smaller than children measured in 1990, the 

real differences in stature at age II being approximately 20 mm and 14 mm (boys and 

girls mean stature respectively). (Similarly. a secular increase in UK adult stature had 

been assumed to have halted [Pheasant, 1996]. Current work by this author to 

produce a sibling publication to Childata on adults has shown that the secular trend is 

continuing in the UK: mean adult stature has increased by 17 mm and 12 mm from 

1981 to 1995 [Peebles and NoMs, 1998]). 

4.7.3 Choice of percentile values 

A decision was made to present 5th and 95th percentile values data in the Handbook, 

rather than more extreme percentiles, which might have been considered more 

appropriate for safety applications. This decision was based on the forniat of the 
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original data, most of which pruented Sth and 95th pcrccntilc valucs. Advicc and 
guidancc was givcn on the implications of choosing the most appropriatc pcrccntile 
valucs and how to calculatc morc cxtrcmc pcrccntilcs. 

4.8 Lack of data 

Ile production of the handbook highlighted scrious gaps in the data available to 
designers. 11crc was a paucity of data on dynamic anthropometry, strength and 

perceptual, cognitive and sensory capabilities. Generally there were few functional, 

product-rclated or performance-related measures which could be directly related to 
design. Exceptions and good examples of the sort of data needed were those 

produced by Nixon ct al (1979) on the height of barriers that children could climb 

and by McClelland and lbompson (1976) on the height at which in-situ window 
handles could be operated by children. Reasons for the lack ordata have been cited 
by Norris and Wilson (1988) and Wdson and Norris (1992). For instance, many 

studies could produce data with potential design implications but the focus of the 

research often negates this: medical research is often concerned with the aetiology 

and treatment of disease, illness and injury rather than normal function and behaviour; 

psychological research may be concerned with the quantification of abstract 

phenomena rather than design-rclated skills; occupational therapy research often 

concentrates on the assessment of abnormal rather than normal motor function. Even 

so, data produced within the ergonomics discipline itself often lacks functionality, 

highlighting the difficulty of relating classical, laboratory-based data to real life 

situations. For instance, the data produced by McClelland and Tbompson (1976) 

specifying the placement of window handles measured children's performance with 
their feet held flat on the floor, obviously an unrealistic scenario. Ilis is a classic 

example of the conflict between the need for control (and so give high rehabiEty of 

results) and the need for realism ( and thus validity) in the coHection of human 

performance data. 
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4.9 Assessment of Childata 

In spring 1997, the DTI carried out a survey of users of Childata to asscss its 

usability and questionnaires were sent to rccipicnts of the handbook (shown in 

Appcndix 4.3). Seventy responses were reccived. Ile DTI said there was 'an 

os-cnihelming cndorscmentfor theformat and data containcd isithin Childala. ' Ile 

response was such that a similar approach was rccommcnded by the DTI for the 

production of Adultdata and Eldcrlydata, the sibling publications which have 

followed. Ile full results of the survey arc shown in Appendix 4.4 and arc 

summariscd as follows: 

* 90% of users said they found Childata easy or very easy to use 

4- 89% said they found Childata easy or very easy to understand 
9 83% said Childata met their needs. 

4.10 Discussion 

Twenty years ago, Van Cott et al (1978), in discussing the needs for a co-ordinated 

ergonomics data reference systcmý said that traditionally the human sciences have 

pursued information exchange traditions suited to the needs of the academic 

community only. As weU as problems with dissemination, they said data coUcction 

efforts were uncoordinated and un-standardised. Data were of uneven quality, 

contained inconsistencies, inaccuracies and gaps, and were often unsuitable for 

general reuse. In trying to address ergonomics data needs, their findings were: 

9a definitive survey of user needs and priorities was necessary to dcfme the scope 

of any data system 

* standards were needed for the collection and reporting of data 

0 alternative technologies for the collection of data need to be assessed in fight of 
cost 

0 all data should be criticaUy evaluated before they are systematically compiled and 
disseminated 
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* any data system would need to be assessed, developed and managed to ensure its 

rcsponsivcncss. 

The findings of the work reported here support their reconuncndations, and suggest 

that their recommendations for standardiscd data collection and reporting, now 20 

years old, arc still not addressed. Ile result is that much of the research effort which 
has the potential to lead to improvements in design and sarcty remains untapped. The 

paucity of data on some important aspects of children's design-rclated abilities show 

that there is a lack of co-ordination and dialogue, not only between academic 
disciplines, but also within the research conununitics. 

Still the most recognised type of ergonomics information is anftopomctric data, and 
it has been suggested that some designers may think of ergonomics in terms of 

anthropometrics only (FraqucHi, 1996). Even within anthropometrics, there arc 
limitations to the applicability of the data to design, caused to an extent by poor 
dissemination but also by a lack of validity of the data. The secular trend in stature 

(and therefore other body dimensions) which has been identified above, is possibly 

unexpected or under-cstimated by some, even within the ergonomics community, and 
is of particular importance where anthropometric datascts are estimated from stature, 

which is now common practice (after Pheasant, 1982 and Barkla, 1961). The need 
for appropriateness of the sample population is probably more well understood, given 

the tendency for early anthroponictric sets to be based on military populations 
(Pheasant, 1996), but while there may be an awareness of this limitation these data 

are still used when faced with no other easily accessible or disseminated alternatives, 

as demonstrated by the continued popularity of sources such as Dreyfuss (197 1) 

(Fraquelli 1996; Ward, 1994). Ile lack of cross-fcrtifisation between research 

communities again causes problems with the dissemination of anthropometric data, 

when large scale anthropometric surveys are conducted for, say, medical or clotting 

purposes and withheld from other disciplines such as ergonomics. This was 
discovered during the work on Childata described in this Chapter. 
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Ile production of Childata means that some progress has been made towards the 
dissemination of critically evaluated data in the particular case of designing for 

children and, with the subsequent stages of work not reported here, eventually for 

designing for adults and for the elderly. IMc hard-copy format of the I landbook 

means that its development and management may be limited, but a computcr-based 

system would improvc this aspect. 

A co-ordination of research within and between disciplines is still needed to avoid 

wasteful replication of fimds and expcrtisc, and to ensure the widcst application of 

research output. Also the problems of specificity and gcnenlisabilty of ergonomics 
data remain, and can only be addressed by the co-ordinated production and 
dissemination of more perfornmce-related data. 

This Chapter considered the barriers to using ergonomics data in the design of safe 

products, and described work to overcome some of these barriers in designing for 

children. Ile use of data was just one of the two routes to improving product safety 

idcritified, in Chapter 3 and this Chapter has demonstrated some of the potential 

problems of the ergonomics discipline relying on designers seeking out and using 

ergonomics data alone. The other route was the use of ergonomics evaluation 

methods, and the remainder of this research was focused on examining the feasibility 

of encouraging ergonomics evaluation in the design process, and is described in the 

subsequent Chapters. 
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Chapter 5- Ergonomics evaluation in the design 
process -a review of literature 

Chapter 4 demonstrated the difficulties encountered if we rely solely on using 

ergonomics data and guidehncs as an approach to ensuring safety in product 
design. The other potential approach to using ergonomics to improve product 
design safety proposed in Chapter 3 was the inclusion of ergonomics 

evaluation within the design process. Since the generation and transfer of 

ergonomics data has limitations, if evaluation can be carried out effectively 
during design this is obviously of great importance. I'his Chapter reviews the 

literature on methods used in ergonomics evaluation. specifically those related 

to product design and to safety, and looks specificafly at what methodological 

guidance is available to designers to encourage them to carry out ergonomics 

evaluations during product development. This will be used in conjunction 

with experimental work to try to produce guidance for designers on how to 

carry out ergonomics evaluations. 

5.1 Ergonomics methods 

As well as ergonomics data, another major output of ergonomics research is a 

plethora of methods. Methods have been developed, for example, for contribution to 

the design process. for the collection of human performance data. or for use in the 

design and evaluation of products, work organisation and workplace layout. Stanton 

and Young (1998) note a 'growing number of texts in recent years describing, 

illustrating and espousing a plethora of ergonomics methods'. Iley cite collections of 

methods from Corlett and Clarke. 1995 (workspaces). Diaper, 1989 (human 
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computer interaction), Jordan et al, 1996a (on usability), Kirwan and Ainsworth, 

1992 (task analysis) and Wilson & Corlett, 1995 (evaluation of work). Some 

ergonomics methods are adapted from other disciplines, others developed spCcifically 
for crgonomics work (Chapanis, 1995). A huge number of methods for testing and 

evaluation have been developed for application to the design of large systems, and 

particularly military systems (for example see hicistcr, 1985) but comparatively few 

have been developed and documented specifically in the domain of consumer 

products. Of the texts cited above by Stanton and Young as 'guidcs' to ergonomics 

methods, only two (Jordan, Wilson and Corlett) refer explicitly to either consumer 

products or to safety. It is doubtful also if any of these texts would be picked up by 

those in the manufacturing or design industries, and so are unlikely to be used to 

guide evaluation in industry. A review of literature was therefore undertaken to 

assess the guidance avaflabic to designers on how to incorporate ergonomics 

methods and evaluation into design, specifically of consumer products and 

specifically for safi: ty. 

5.2 Summary of available methods 

First of all the ergonomics Utcrature was reviewed for useful evaluation methods, 

appficable to consumer products. Chapanis (1995) differentiates between 

ergonomics methods according to purpose: 
i) descriptive methods (of observation, description, analysis, explanation) concerned 

with describing what has happened in the past 
ii) predictive methods used to assess whether or not a design will meet its objectives, 

concerned with development and future or novel designs. 

A number of recent reviews or summaries of ergonomics methods relevant to design 

have been published: 
Stanton and Young (1995) reviewed methods proposed for usability evaluation of 

consumer products and found over sixty published methods. 
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Usabihty evaluation in industry was reviewed in a 1994 conference and the 

Proceedings describes current practices in industry (Jordan et al, 1996a). 

The UK Consumers' Association have summansed the methods they use to carry 

out comparative testing of consumer products (Butters and Tetra-Dixon. 1999). 

'Me CA operate under commercial pressures which serve to make their testing 

procedures probably more akin to a real industrial design setting than most 

research organisations. 
Chapanis, (1995) draws on considerable expeTience of ergonomics and product 
development to describe methods that he has found most useful in what he calls 

'the practical business of developing products'. proffering a potentially practical 

guide to ergonomics methodology. specificafly for product design. 

A summary of the methods reviewed by these authors is shown in table 5.1. 

DIY - Do-It-Yourself Usability Evaluation 
TAFEI - Task Analysis for Error Identification 
FACE - Fast Audit based on Cognitive Ergonomics 
SUS - System Usability Scale 
SUMI - Software Usability Measurement Inventory 
HTA - Hierarchical Task Analysis 
PHEA - Predictive Human Error Analysis 
KIM - Keysu-oke lxwl Mode 

Table 5.1 - Summary of methods used in the evaluation of consumer products 
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Each of these methods is described in Appendix 5.1, except those from Chapanis, 

which are surnmarised in table 5.2 in this Chapter. 

5.2.1 Usability of ergonomics methods 

As well as reviewing methods, Stanton and Young attempted to assess the 

acceptance and practice by ergonomists of these abundant mctliods. They asked 

members of the Ergonomics Society to consider a list of twenty-scvcn methods from 

the sixty they had identified. Just cightcen chose to respond to their survey. The 

results showed a limited utilisation of the methods; only eleven were used by six or 

more of the ergonomists surveyed. They found that questionnaires, interviews and 

observation are the principle methods used for data collection. Simulators, computer 

simulation, interviews and repertory grids are used largely for design activities. 
Stanton and Young suggest from this that 'most methods are used by their inventors 

only', although the motivation of the target sample to respond and provide detailed 

informadon on the techniques they use should obviously be borne in mind when 

considering these results. Stanton & Young also asked respondents to judge their 

methods on a number of criteria. Some methods appeared to be significantly easier 

to use than others - checklists were found easier than simulation; guidelines easier 

than proto-typing; interviews easier than mock-ups. From this work they suggested 

the criteria an ergonomist may use to choose a method are: 
the appropriateness of a method 

time to train peoplc to use the method 

time to apply 

relative benefits of one method over another. 

In a previous paper (Stanton and Baber, 1996) the influences on the selection of 

methods is reduced down to four basic factors: 

# stage of design process 

# form product takes 

* access to end users 
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# pressure of time. 

These analyses were limited to cxpeTicnced and motivated crgonomists only. To 

compare findings to Nvhat might be reported by inexperienced users, the authors 
looked at the training involved in using the methods, using ninc engineering students. 
Four hours training in each method was given, plus practice, and then the methods 

were applied to the evaluation of radio-cassctte players. The students" were asked to 
judge the methods on seven criteria: 

acceptability 

auditability 

comprehensiveness 

consistency 

theoretical validity 

* resource usage 

0 usefulness. 

Results suggested that methods will differ in their acceptability because of the time 

taken to learn them, the time to apply them and the degree of consistency they offer. 
Questionnaires, observations, checklists, interviews and heuristics were quick to learn 

while the first three were also quick and flexible to apply. Interviews, observation, 

and heuristics were a rated highly in terms of overall acceptability. Checklists, 

HTA, PHEA and KLM were rated as the most consistent methods to use with 
heuristics rated the least consistent. Link analysis, layout analysis, repertory grids 

and KLM all offered good overall utility when compared with other, more 

commonly used methods. 

The authors combine this assessment of novice users with the judgements of the 

experienced crgonomists in accordance A%ith the criteria for selection of methods 
listed earlier. The authors conclude that there is an almost random match of methods 
to applications. 
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Stanton and Young's investigation suggests that any practitioner is likely to 'settle' 

into using a small number or favourcd methods, and that the plethora of methods 

actually available arc likely to remain unused by those under commercial pressures of 

time and cost. 11csc conclusions do not, however, assist the selection of methods 
for use by designers or industry. 

In a rcvicw of the use of crgonomics methods by designers Babcr and Mirza (1996) 

found product designers tcnd to restrict mcthods to interviews, observation and 

checklists, choosing these bccausc they say they arc easier to use. 11cy rated 

methods easier to use if they arc not softwarc-supported; cvcn though software 

support can make things more efficicnt long term, they can be seen to make methods 

complex and cumbersome in the short term. Perceived case of use also appeared to 

be dcpcndcnt on the amount of training the person has had; suprisingly if no training 

had bccn received the method may be perceived as easier than those in which 
informal training had bccn givcn, a potcntial danger in the practice of ergonomics by 

the nalive or unwary. 

5.3 Guidance for designers on methods 

Since there is such a large variety of methods available to ergonomists, and 

ergonomists themselves report that only a limited number of methods arc widely 

accepted and many admit that they have difficulty in applying methods, a review was 

conducted to rmd guidance to help designers and other professionals over the barriers 

it appears ergonomists; find difficult to overcome. Mum primary sources of advice 

were found, Chapanis (1995), USERfit (1996) and The Consumers' Association 

(Buttcrs and Tetra-Dixon, 1998) which were reviewed individually, followed by other 

sources. 
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5.3.1 USERM 

USERfit (1996) is a 600 page handbook aimed at achieving uscr-mtrcd design in 

Assistivc Technology (Assistivc technology, also known as rehabilitation technology, 

addresses the needs of elderly and disabled people, especially the need to maintain 
independent living, and has two main themes -enabling access to new technologies 

and harnessing these technologies to fulfil the needs of everyday life [TIDS, 1993)). 

The handbook is aimed at designers and is intended to be a design tool. The 

handbook presents a general approach and framework to design and presents design 

and evaluation methods as 'tools'. A hierarchical structure of 'summary' tools is 

developed, within which they then describe 'design' tools', shown in figurc 5.1. 

6summary tools' 'design tools' 
user analysis uscr nmpping 
activity analysis brainstoming 
product analysis task analysis 
environmcntal contcxt dircct obscrvation 
product cnvironment cxpcrt opinion 
functional spccification diary mcthods 
usability cvaluation qucstionnaircs 

intcrvicws 
group discussions 
cmpathctic modclling 
uscr trials 
ficid trials 

Figure 5.1 - Evaluation framcwork (from USERfit, 1996) 

Each of the summary tools is a pro-forma checklist, of questions and information to 
be collected. The design tools are described and two full worked examples are given 

which take up around 80 pages of the handbook. The USERfit manual is a 
comprehensive reference document for designers and its modular approach makes it 

probably the nearest thing to a 'designer's guide' for evaluating usability, or in its 

own words, a 'user-centred' approach. Its unwieldy size does make it difficult to 
handle. Also, although the organisation and layout of the document have obviouslY 
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been given much consideration. the structure is complex: the 'summary tools' do not 

IeW themselves to easy incorporation into the design process. although the 

information that they are prompting the designer to produce is important. "cir 

labelling as 'tools', and their disparate presentation make them difficult to use. ncy 

would be better presented together as stepped checklists. The problem of producing 

prescriptive advice on methods is well demonstrated by the difficulty of making this 

method or approach to evaluation 'usable' in itself 

5.3.2 Chapanis 

Chapams (1995) developed a model of ergonomics methods and offers this as a guide 

to the practical application of methods to the product development process (figure 

5.2). Each method in this model is then describod (as shown in table 5.2). 

Of siffiLff 

fundxml 
now OdKn 

infannation fioKwul tAA 
&: U 

La wn 

E5 
Figure 5.2 - Model of methods for product development (after Chapanis, 1995) 

Chapanis stresses that the model of methods is sequential. some methods depending 

on methods earlier in the process. Also methods should be used selectively, they are 

not all applicable to all situations. He promises to demonstrate the model and 

methods by applying them to the design of a related group of products - an automatic 
bank teller. and automated ticket machine or an automated point of sale terminal and 
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taking the reader through a sequence as if designing a small system. Reference to the 

examples promised is made only minimally in the discussion of four of the fifteen 

activities (functional flow. decision/action analysis. functional allocation and briefly in 
link analysis) and these use the example of an automated bank tellcr only. 

Anah-i% of -imilar Act iN dics pcdormCd at am %Lig. c and tj%cd to pro% idc 
syslems %ugge. 4ions atxRit the funuions that the product must . serve 
Activity analysis 
Critical incident studs- 

2 Functional flow Procedures for 0 decomposing or identifying the sequence of 
Dccision/Action fimctions and actions to be performed by the product 
analysis ii) identifying hiricti(ms/actions that can be dealt with as 

questions with N-cs/no choices 
3 Action/information Identifies the information needed for each action or decision to 

iremcnts anaIN-sis occur. 
4 Functional allocation The allocation of functions and decisions to hardware. software. 

people or combinations. 
5 Task analysis Production of an ordered list of the things people will do with a 

product. including information cmn informatiort mx1turcments. 
evaluations and decisions to bo- made. task times. human 
actions. cnNironmcnial conditions. 

6 Failure modc and cffects; The pnxbction of human errors and c%aluating their 
anaIN-sis consequences 
Time line analysis Ordering and sequencing of the time requirements identified in 

a task analysis resulting in phits of the temporal relationships 
between tasks 

Link anah-sis A design activih. for arranging the physical layout of area . (including contiýol panels and workstations) 
Simulation A range of techniques from representations on paper to high 

fidelity flight simulators and rapid p"o-typing uiscd to make 
predictions &bow product pefformancc. estimate workloads, 
evaluate configurations. (Vmtmg procc&rcs. provide traming 
and idcntiN, accidcrit-provocativc situations. 

Controlled Chapanis does not elaborate except to say that this can be time 
experimentation consuming. r: ostly. require carefW planning and may not be 

appropriate for coUccting most kinds- of information needed for 
product development. 

7 9 Operational sequence Combines events. infomiation. actions. decisions and data to 
analysis produce a graphic presentation of user tasks as they relate to 

9 Worldoad assessment equipment and other operators. Particularly appropriate for 
complex systems with several operators and cqWpment (no 
discussion of workload assessment techniques). 

Table 5.2 - Methods for use in product development (from Chapanis, 1995) 
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Chapanis concludes that : 

* mcthods arc not interchangeable and cannot be substituted for one another 

# the methods flow from onc to another (the sequential naturc of the model) 
9 the methods do not follow prcciscly dcrinablc procedures 
# most methods involvcjudgcmcnt, and so arc highly dcpcndcnt on the skill of the 

crgonomist 

# collectivcly the mcthods arc indispcnsable tools for thc production of safc, 
comrortabic and cffcctivc products. 

Chapanis makes a number of very important points but does not provide the 

suggest cd practical guidancc to methods. He talks of the preoccupation of the 

ergonomics discipline with the proliferation and promulgation of a body of 
knowledge, the 'lip service' paid to the application of ergonomics to design, yet this 

paper does not contribute to moving forward to a useabic methodology. 11c lack of 

appfication of the methods to examples perhaps demonstrates the dilliculty in 

producing a generic yct uscabic process of application. 

5.3.3 The Consumers' Association 

Butters and Tetra-Dixon (199 8) descnibe the evaluation methods they use as: 

* user trials - at home or in controlled laboratory situations, usually employing 

rating scales that arc statistically analysed or else producing anecdotal information 

* user panels: lay, specialist or trained users 

9 checklists 

4P "pert appraisals 

# discussion groups 

# convenience diaries - to assess factors of long term use. 

Choice of methodology in any particular situation is govcmed by- 

time 
cost 

* characteristics of the product 
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* trade-off between expcrinxntal control and realism 
9 methods used in past assessments 

0 where the product is in its 'lirc-cycic' 

0 frequency of testing 
0 the intended focus of the tmgazinc article (all testing is carried out to produce 

rmtcrial for the organisation's =gazinc 111*10). 

Some details of choices bctwccn methods arc given. For instance: they suggest that 

user trials may be impractical for some complex products, and checklists based on 

existing guidelines would be used instead. *tbc impracticalities arc not explained, but 

it is assumed that complexity suggests that there arc too many factors to be assessed 

simultancouslybyonc'usabifity'critcrion. Comparativcasscssments arc casicrif 

olýcctivc data arc collected, such as the force to operate controls. 11cy suggest 
however that this can be difficult as many data and guidelines arc incomplete, out-of- 
date and not applicable to modern products. Checklists may therefore often have to 

concentrate on subjective assessment. Notably they say that often more than one 

method is used to assess a product. For instance a user trial may be supplemented by 

expert appraisal from an ergonomist or a group discussion may take place before a 

user triaL Also, arbitrary methods may be developed and used. 11cy suggest, for 

instance, that rather than employing a user-charactcristic such as handedness as a 

variable in trial, which would add to the number of trials conducted, the product may 
be assessed additionally by say a lcft-handed member of the staff. 

5.3.4 Other guidance on evaluation 

Stanton and Baber (1996) provide a useful guide to the selection of ergonomics 

methods, based on the criterion questions: 

* at which stage of the design cycle arc you? 
# in what form does the product exist? 
* do you have access to end users? 
# how tight arc time pressures? 
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The guidance is in the form of a heuristic chart (shown in figure 5.3) and is intended 

to assist designers in choosing methods ror usability evaluations. I'lic chart is based 

only on the methods they have discussed, and they do say the list is not meant to be 

exhaustive. 

Lamb (1985), Rcnnie (198 1) and NIcycr (1994) classify crgonomics cvaluation 

methods as they apply to product design and produce thrcc comparable 

classifications: 

Lamb (1985) Rennie (1981) 
* user trials # uscr trials 

Nfeyer(1994) 
0 uscr trials 

# expert appraisal 9 expert appraisal 9 expert appraisal 
# performance test # human simulation tests 0 performance tests 

Rennie suggests that decisions on what tests should be carried out are govcrncd by 

preliminary steps - task analysis, hazard analysis and injury analysis - and that there 

are no rules on how to decide between evaluation techniques. The evaluation 

process is usually a case of blending, mixing and adapting methods and text book 

methods are not always appropriate for product evaluations. She also differentiates 

between technical and ergonomics tests and cmphasises; that both arc often necessary. 

Dockery and Neuman (1994) give simple advice in that a uscr profile needs to be 

reviewed at every stage of the design process (also Fisher, 1991). 

Drury (1989) attempts to produce a 'standard methodology' for comparative 

evaluations, based on an evaluation of cooking pans. Stating that ergonomics 

evaluations of consumer products arc usually ad-hoc affairs the aim was to produce a 

method that had a sound theoretical background and an intuitive appeal, as well being 

used to teach methodology. However, rather than producing a model of evaluation 
the study simply iden6fied comparative task parameters (in this case parameters such 

as velocity of movement and controllability) and developed measures of these (such 

as attaching a pen to the pan as it was moved over a prescribed path), without 

extrapolating the potential to other product evaluations. 
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Marinissen et al (1986) propose a rive step model for evaluating safety although offers 

no guidanec on mcthods: 

Steps 1/2- Describe possible risk situations & related accidents 
Step 3- Reduce accidents to causal factors (either product, user or user 

behaviour, environment) 
Step 4- 'Abstract the determinants to physical factors' Cie identify what 

physical characteristics are causing the accidents cg 
0 kinetic energy (motion) 
# thermal energy (hot liquids) 
# electrical energy 
0 chemical energy (cleaners) 
4 shortage of oxygen (plastic bags and suffocation) 
0 light or noise (mostly causing diversion of attention) 
4 radiation energy 

Step 5- Select problem solving techniques 

5.4 Evaluating for safety 

None of the evaluation methods, or the guidance on methods, reviewed above have 

focused on safety. Very little has been published on safety evaluation methods, and 

even less has been interpreted for use by non-ergonomists. As stated in Chapter 3, the 

majority of the literature relating ergonomics to design is concernedwith usability, not 

safety. Likewise, the literature on evaluation methods and the dissemination of 

methods to designers is primarily concernedwith usability, with very little written on 

evaluating for safiny. 

A specific review of literature was undertaken to identify guidance on evaluating for 

safety. An exception to the above is USERfit, the aim of which is to encourage 'user- 

centred' design (a general term for which they say is 'usability') and they define 

usability as a product or system that performs its function effectively, efficiently, safely 

and comfortably. This inclusion of safety may be attributable to the fact that 
document's remit is designing for the elderly or disabled, for whom safety is perhaps a 

more recognisable and familiar criteria. Ile Consumers' Association also include 

safety and reliability alongside their criteria for the 'convenience' or ease of use of a 
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product. However neither the Consumers' Association or USERfit address evalualing 
for safety. 

Hocfnagcls and Schoone-Harmscn (1992) (rcvicwcd in Chapter 3) attempted to 

produce a method for evaluating specifically for safcty. While their paper suggestcd 

that evaluation is an integral stage in designing for safcty (see figure 3.2), their bias is 

towards test methods in standards only and this is rcflected in how they classify test 

methods: 

# safety distances 

# user panel - eg child-resistant packaging 

# performance - small parts cylinder and finger probe test. 

Benedyk and Minister (1998) propose an evaluation method specifically for product 

safety. The BeSafe (Behavioural Safety) Method was adapted from the PHEA 

(Potential Human Error Audit) method, and was developed by British Coal for 

targeting accident prevention initiatives. It is based on an original assumption that 

most accidents at work are due in some part to human error, and when applied to 

consumer products this is a method for systematically addressing human behaviour 

with products. It is intended for use by non-ergonornists following a short training 

course. It is an 'integrated set of ergonomics-based procedures (analysis techniques, 

checklists, questionnaires) which are designed to enable an auditor to identify 

systematically the potential for human error'. The BeSafe process is shown in figure 

5.4, and the main adaptation between its use in occupational safety and consumer 

safety is re-defining the 'Scenario', to account for the user, the environment of use and 

the way the product is used. This scenario is followed by an ergonomic audit and an 

instructional/behavioural audit. The ergonomics audit is intended to identify all design 

features that pre-dispose human error, and involves a long list of checks. The second 

audit attempts to identify the individual or social factors that predispose 'Violations'. 

The stages involve questioning and observation of users. Although some of the stages 

of the original method are recognised to be less relevant than in assessing safety within 

an organisation, one of the benefits of the method is suggested as the structuring of the 

safety evaluation process. 
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Fulton and Feeney (1983) suggest that the methods thcY used in an investigation of 
lawnmower safety could be applied to the evaluation of other products. 71cir 

procedure involved three stages: 
0 the use of accident data and follow-ups with accidcntvictims to identify user 

activities and product features which had contributed to accidents 
* an 'ergonomics assessment' oravailablc products to assess potentially hazardous 

design 

9 the combination of the results of these two stages to identify performance criteria to 

climinatc or reduce the effects of hazards associated with the products. 

This provides a relatively straightforward procedure for safety evaluation, however the 

methods and activities at each stage involved the ability to identify and assess the 

ergonomics aspects of the design or use of a product, and assume some training or 
background in ergonomics. 

5.5 Discussion 

Galer and Page (1996) maintain that generalisation of evaluation methods is 

impractical because of the diversity of products, environments, human characteristics 

and abilities involved. They explored the feasibility of producing a single index of 

usability -a method that can be used to predict usability generally across products. 
71ýs required defining usability, and for each product in each context. They attempted 

to compare methods (for instance, using physical, physiological and subjective 

methods to measure the same variable) with the aim of producing a 'quick assessment 

tool' as an alternative to 'expensive' user trials. They showed this to work best where 
there is an obvious physical and measurable dimension underlying the concept of 

usability, and which varies quite widely. However they conclude that before any 

potentially useful measure of usability can be developed, comprehensive basic research 

needs to be undertaken to establish the strength and nature of the association between 

the measures in question. Tley conclude that the selection of evaluation method 
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dcpcnds on the level of precision required, the resources available and the type of 
infomiation that is bcing sought. 

This Chapter has demonstrated anothcr scrious gap in the transfer of knowledge from 

ergonomics to designers, in that the methods developed by crgonomists for evaluation 

are still difficult to 'sell' amongst the ergonomics discipline and especially arc not being 

translated into a format usable by dcsigncrs or industry. Also they have generally not 

yet been produced to adequately address the evaluation of safcty. 

Of the two approaches identified in Chapter 3 for encouraging ergonomics and safety 
into design, both have been shown to be in need of improvements. Chapter 4 

descnl)ed work carried out as part of this programme of research to address the 

barriers to transferring and encouraging the use of ergonomics data to design. The rest 

of the thesis now explores the possibilities for addressing the failures in the second 

route, namely encouraging ergonomics evaluation. 

A programme of experimental research was instigated. The aim of the research has 

been to assess the methods used in each investigation and from this produce practical 

and usable guidance for designers to help encourage evaluation in the product 

development process. Practical investigations of safety across a diverse range of 

products were undertaken. 

Chapters 6,7,8 and 9 describe these safety investigations. Each one is a case study 

describing the methods used to evaluate each product and hazard. Following the case 

studies, Chapter 10 is an analysis of the series of case studies and will assess the 

feasibility of using them to produce guidance for designers. 
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Introduction to the case studies 

Chapters 6 to 9 descfibe four case studies of product safety investigations The 

products investigated and their associated hazards are as follows 

Chapter 6- Swimming p(xd cimers - access of'children under the covers 
Chapter 7- Carbonated drinks NWIes - closures missiling from bottles during 

opening 

Chapter 8 -A// Terrain BiAes (A THO - falls from bicycles and failure ofthe product 

Chapter 9 -Stepladder. % - Calls from stepladders and failure of the product. 

Each of the case studies was undertaken on behalf of and funded bV. the Department 

of Trade and Industrv Consumer Safety Unit In each case the outcome of the case 

studies was a formal reporl to the government outlining potential routes for 

improvements in safety. These reports were published by the government as public 

consultation documents and used to initiate discussions with manufacturers, trade 

representatives, standards bodies and/or consumer groups on feasible action to be 

taken to reduce injuries. As well as producing formal reports on individual product 

safetv. the case studies have been used here to examine the feasibilitv of producing a 

generic evaluation methodology, 

The research projects which formed the case sludics were all proposed co-ordinated and managed 

by the author. All planning work including preparation of reports was the author's. All ergonomics 

and survey work %-as carried out tiý% the author. however technical work . vas carried out lyY a number 

of colleagues and their contribution to this work is gratcfidly acknoMedgcd: 

Sisimming pool cvners - Materials tests were carried out hv Hclcn Prem 

('4rbonated *inks bottles - Pressure tests %%-ere carried out by Neil Hopkinson 

A II Terrain Bikes (A THs) - Neil Hopkinson carried out the impact tests and field trials and 

analysed the data. 

Mepladders - Neil Hopkinson carried out the analysis of the distribution of 

loads and Neil Hopkinson and Karen La%%, rcncc ran and analysed 

the user trials. 



KEEP YOUR POOL SAFE 

Many tragic accidents occur in unattended pools, the victims are in the main 
children under five. 

The DRI Pool Cover completely seals the pool. Manufactured from Polyester re- 
inforced PVC, it is incredibly strong, it floats on the water enabling it to carry 
enormous loads, thanks to our old friend Archimedes and his Principle. 

- DRI Pool Cover manufacturers, Southampton 



Chapter 0- The design and safety of swimming pool covers 

Chapter 6- Case study: 
The design 
pool covers 

6.1 Introduction and aims 

and safety of swimming 

Around thirty six children under five years old die every year in the UK through 

accidental drowning (RoSPA, 1990) and drowning is the third commonest cause of 

accidental death of children in the UK (OPCS, 1992). Domestic pools are the fourth 

commonest site of drowning and near drowning, after open water (rivers, canals and 

lakes), the bath and the sea (Kemp and Sibert, 1992). Although these figures may 

not highlight domestic pools as a priority area for child safety activities in the UK, in 

countries such as like Australia where domestic pools are more prevalent, drowning 

is the commonest cause of accidental death (among children under three) and most of 

these deaths occur in domestic pools (CAPFA, 1991). There is therefore concern 

over the safety of domestic swimming pools as a consumer environment or product. 

There are a number of approaches to reducing the problem, and these can be 

interpreted in terms of the approaches to safety referred to in Chapter 2. 

# eliminate the hazard -make the pt)ol itseýfsqfe 

0 isolate the haza d- through the isse of barriers 

# mitigate the consequences of immersion - through alarm 6ystems, Iýfe saving 

equipment, CPR trainingfor carers 

0 educate - children and carers of the hazards of swimming pools. 

A swimming pool, or any body of water has a inherent hazard - drowning - and the 

only possible design-based approaches to reducing the problem are by isolating the 

hazard, possibly through the use of barriers or covers. Some Australian states have 
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legislated that domestic pools must be fenced, and give fencing requirements based 

on human factors tcstingvith undcrfivcs carried out byNixon ct al (1979). The 

research carried out for this thesis suggests later that such legislation is likely to be 

unpopular in this country. Pool covers could therefore be a potential route to 

reducing immersions. 

Conversely however, conccm had been raiscd that pool covers may actually be 

playing a contributory role in these accidents (Sulke, 1990). Kemp and Sibert (1992) 

investigated 33 immersion incidents in domestic pools in 1988 and 1989 and found 

that over half of the incidents occurred in pools with covers on. Given that domestic 

swimming pools in the UK arc unregistered and are not subject to any specific design 

or safety standards, the potential role of the role of swimming pool covers (SPCs) in 

childhood immersion incidents, and the ergonomics issues suffounding their design 

were of interest. An investigation was therefore carried out on behalf of the 

Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) Consumer Safety Unit (CSU). The aims of 

the research were to: 

# identify the types of SPC involved in immersion incidents 

# identify the user profile at risk from immersion incidents with SPCs 

# assess the risk of each hazard and each type of SPC 

0 identify possible routes to improve SPC safety. 

6.2 Definition of the products and the SPC market 

6.2.1 Types of pool covers 

SPCs are multi-purpose: to prevent the evaporation of heat and chemicals; to keep 

the pool clean and/or to seal the pool and render it safe. They fall into three broad 

categories and possible haza d scenarios were identified for each type: 

# Floating covers are made of blue foam or plastic bubble sheeting (see figures 6.1 

and 6.2). They are free floating and used solely to preserve heat and chemicals. 
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'13ubble'covcrs, the commonest and cheapest, also act as a solar heat trap on 
outdoor pools. Floating covers may make the pool surface appear solid and 
would probably obscure anything in the pool. They arc not designed to support 
any weight and are likely to hinder any attempt to get out of the pool. 
Winter covers are secured over outdoor pools to keep them clean. They are 
made of either open nylon mesh with buckled straps pegged into the ground 
(figure 6.3) or a PVC sheet held down at the edges by PVC sacks filled with 
water (figure 6.4). Winter covers depend on successfully denying access to the 
pool. The winter mesh cover relies on a child's inability to pull out a peg or 
undo/loosen a buckle (figure 6.5). If not installed carefully however the edge can 
be easily lifted. 'Vatcrbae" covers depend only on the removal of the bags 

around the edge. 
Safety covers are usually automatic, expensive and fulfil a three functions of a 
cover outlined above. There are two common designs. Flexible safety covers are 
made either of strong, flexible PVC stretched across the pool in hidden tracks; 
they can collect rainwater on top and some have a free flexible end that can be 
lifted to gain access to the pool (figure 6.6). Rigid safety covers consist of a 
series of interlocking plastic slats resting on a rail above the water level (figure 
6.7); they can let water through from the pool if depressed and the edges can be 
lifted. Both designs offer a risk of entrapment if left partiay open. 

6. Z2 Standards 

There is no UK legislation or standardisation regarding the design or installation of 
SPCs. There are however standards in the USA and Australia (ASTM ES 13-89 and 
A2020 respectively) where domestic pools are more prolific and these are described 

in Appendix 6.1. The main provisions of the standards are that a child's face should 
not be submerged in water, either through falling between the edge of the cover and 
the pool, or falling in water on the surface of the cover, and performance criteria for 

these are described. 
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Figure 6.1 - Floating 'bubble' cover 

Figure 6.2 - FloatMg foam cover 
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Figure 6.3 - WMter 'mesh' cover 

Figure 6.4 - Wmter 'water-bag' cover 
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Figure 6.5 - The securing system used on winter mesh covers 

11 

Figure 6.6 - Flexible safety cover 
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Figure 6.7 - Rigid safety cover 

Of particular interest were the test methods used to assess the aperture produced at 

the edge of a cover. The critena for access through an aperture for both standards 

are based on head size and pushing force but use different values: 

*a cylinder of diameter 114.3 trim should not pass through a gap at the edge of the 

cover when pushed with a force of 18 kg (ASTM ES 13-89 - USA) 

a cylMdeT of 105 mm pushed with a force of 15 kg (AS 2020 - Australia). 

These values represent 5th percentile US head breadth at either 10- 12 months or 4-6 

months respectively (compared to Schneider et a]. 1996) and the use of head size as 

a criterion for denying access was to be reviewed as part of the evaluation. 

6.2.3 Pool owner survey 

Very little information was available on the numbers or types of domestic swimming 

pools installed in the UK. as pools do not need to be registered and planning 

permission is required in only certain situations. It was felt important to establish 
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information on the types of pools and covers in use to investigate exposure rates, to 

establish a pro rile of owners and in particular owners' attitudes to sarcty. After 

contacting local authorities, manufacturers, suppliers and installers of pools and 

covers, a register of owners of pools was eventually found via a regional water 

authority which registered requests for pools to be filled. 71is was the only register 

of its kind. A major survey of pool owners was then undertaken and questionnaires 

were sent to 450 domestic pool owners; 179 responses were reccivcd (a response 

rate of 40%). Ile questionnaire is shown in Appendix 6.2. 

The full results of the survey arc shown in Appendix 6.3 and are surnmariscd. here. 

The survey found that nearly all pool owners in that area of Britain uscd an SPC 

(92%) and that bubble covers were by far the commonest (80% of pool owners used 

this type of cover). Half of the sample used a winter cover and a total of 253 covers 

were used by the respondents as most used more than one cover. When asked about 

safety, half of the covers used by the sample were considered to make the pool safcr, 

including even bubble covers. Yet few SPCs are marketed as safcty covers. Winter 

mesh covers in particular were considered to offer safety as a function. In general, 

pool owners did not consider their pool a hazard: 99% said they thought their pool 

was safe for members of their household; 95% said it was safe for visitors; and 73% 

said it was safe for children in the ncighbourhood. When asked their opinion on 

mandatory pool fencing, as has been introduced in some Australian states (Ashby et 

al, 1998, Pitt and Balanda, 199 1), just 30% said they agreed with its introduction. 

6.3 Accidents involving SPCs 

A number of agencies and organisations were contacted to try to establish the 

number and details of immersion incidents in the UK involving swimming pool 

covers. 

Table 6.1 shows the total number of deaths by drowning in the UK from 1982 to 
199 1, the number in swimming pools (according to RoSPA) and those involving 
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SPCs. Ile two sources quoted (RoSPA and OPCS) give differing numbers for 

children under five - this exernplifies the lack of a satisfactory method of recording 
drowning incidents in the LJK - and the statistics can only be considered as a minimal 

estimation of the total numbers involved. This was suggested also by a study of 

drownings in Wales (Sibert et al. 1988) which had to use information and data from 

the Royal Life Saving Society. Chief Constables of Welsh police forces, the Office of 

Population. Census and Sw-veys (OPCS). coroners as well as major coastguard 

. 111 drim III m-, In "X% III 'hilll"I'll, JOIlIk"Al, 

.......... 
-s 

... -, .-- 
swimming 
pools 

-, ,,, -, --I- 
with a cover (m 

1981 783 35 
1982 823 39 
1983 657 786 34 34 
19X4 515 717 40 38 
1985 599 712 44 42 7 6 4 
1986 563 699 28 32 

-5 3 2 
1987 401 677 33 34 4 4 1 
1988 571 656 33 34 7 5 2 
1989 528 29 7 7 5 
1990 490 35 6 6 1 
1991 446 33 

Table 6.1 - UK drownings by age and location. Source: RoSPA (except italics - 
OPCS) 

Data from RoSPA and OPCS identified fifteen fatal incidents involving SPCs over 

the period 1985-1990. Using additional infomation sources (such as HADD and the 

Child Accident Prevention Trust) the scenarios of a total of 25 immersion incidents 

involving SPCs were finally constructed (23 drownings and 2 near-drownings). 

Detailed information on the circumstances of the incidents was difficult to acquire; 

newspaper reports of accidents are coflated by RoSPA but gave often only 
journalistic information. All accidental deaths are subject to a coroner's inquest and 

so coroners' reports should be able to provide fuller details of the incidents however 

reports had to been requested from individual coroners offices and were not made 

available by all of the offices. The reports varied greatly in the details they 

documented about the product involvement. in some instances information was only 
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acquircd whcn victims' familics contactcd the rcscarchcr when tlicy bccamc awarc of 
the study and providcd the information nceded. Contact was not howcvcr sought 
with familics duc to moral considcrations. 

Table 6.2 summariscs the details of the known drowning and near drowning incidents 

involving swimming pool covers between 1982 and 1990 and shows the 
incompleteness of the information available. 

Nearly all of the victims were under five years (23 out of 25) and the modal age of 
drowning was 2 years old. More than twice as many malc children as fcmalc children 

were involved. The commonest accident scenario involved a child crawling under a 
'floating' cover (see previous section for descriptions of covers). In the cases where 

the type of cover involved was known, floating covers were the most frequently 

cited; nine referred specifically to bubble covers and seven to a floating plastic shcct. 
One incident occurred with a secured winter cover, one with a secured plastic cover 

and one other with a "wooden" cover. There were no details of the covers involved 

in the other six incidents. Of the cases where the location of the pool was known, 

eight occurred when the victim was visiting a relative's or ffiend's home, seven 
involved children drowning in ricighbours' pools, three occurred when the children 

were visiting private pools (a holiday camp and private schools) and only one 

occurred in a pool at the victirds own residence; six were unknown. All of the 

incidents occurred in the summer (April to September). In all but two of the cases 

the victim was found underneath the cover and in sixteen of the cases it was stated 

that discovery of the victim was delayed because the victim was not visible when the 

pool was first inspected but was subsequently found concealed underneath the cover. 
Using the information from the accident investigations and an examination of the 

products, detailed hazard scenarios were developed for each of the most common 
types of cover, and are listed in Appendix 6.4. 
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1990 Julý Nottm m 2 floating 
pol%thcnc 

ncightx)urs undcrricath. d0aý 

1990 Junc Dc%-on f 2 bubblc ncighbours underneath. delay 
1999 Mav Hants m I floating 

bluc plastic 

friends undcrncath 

1989 may Hants m 2 floating 

plastic 
ncighbours underneath. covcr folded 

over 
1989 Aug Bucks m 3 bubbic pnvatc 

whool 
underneath. delay 

1989 June Hants m 2 bubblc neighbour% underneath. dclav 
1989 Sep( Kent f I n/a n/a stcppod on co%, cr 
1988 Junc Essex m 3 bubbic fricrids undcrncath. dclaN 

1988 July Shrops m I bubble n/a undcmcath. dclav 

1988 Aug Bcds f 78 n/a relain-cs undcrncath 
1987 May Esscx m 73 bubble relath-cs undcrncath. collapsed 

and fcll in pool 
1987 Aug Kent m I plastic sheet relatives undcmcath. dclaN 

1987 Apr n/a m 24 wooden n/a ccncr fcll and knocked 

victim uriconsciows and 
trapped in pool 

1986 Junc Bucks in 2 bubbic ncighbours underneath. delaN- 

1986 Aug W. Suss m 2 bubbic neighbours undcrneath. dclaN 

1985 Jul-, - W. Suss m 2 plastic shcct fricnds undcrncath. delay 

1985 Apr Bucks f <5 pegged 
%inter coNvr 

own homc undcrricath. pegs 
loosened 

1985 may E. Suss m 4 secured 
plastic 

private 
school 

fcll through gap in cover 

1985 Junc G(. Man m 2 blue plastic rclatiN-cs undcmeath. dclav 
1985 Junc W. Mid m 2 n/a n/a crawled undcr c(ncr 
1985 Aug Esscx m I n/a n/a walked on cover to 

rctric%, c tm- 
1984 Junc Devon f 2 bubbic holiday camp underneath. dclay 

1982 Jul-, - London f 2 floating bluc 

plastic 

friends underneath. delay 

near- 
drownings 
1985 Mav E. Suss m 2 n/a ncighbours; got under ccn-cr 
1985 June n/a f I n/a n/a crawled undcr sheet 

n/a = no information available 
underneath = Victim found underneath the cover 
delay = dLwovery of the victim was delayed by the cover 

Table 6.2 - UK drowning and near drowning incidents involving swimming pool 
covers 
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6.4 Evaluation methodology 

Ile diversity of SPC designs and functions resulted in a range of potential accident 

scenarios, mainly children falling under the edges of floating covers and access by 

cHdrcn under the edges of winter covers. A combination of ergonomics, 

engineering and materials testing methods were therefore necessary to evaluate the 

sa fcty of the range ofS PC designs. 

Swimming pools pose an inherent hazard (in the form of open water) regardless of 

the presence of a cover, and so the methods used in the evaluation wcre restricted by 

ethical considerations as the users at risk were children, and they could not be 

exposed under any circumstances to the potentially hazardous cnvironmcnt in which 

the products are used. Very young children (the high-risk age of two years old) 

could not be exposed even to simulations of the product, due to the risk of raising 

their interest in the product, its mechanisms or the pool environment. Test methods 

using simulations of both the product, user, task and environment were devised, plus 
isolated tests of product and material performance. A series of multi-disciplinary test 

protocols are described together with a series of empirical performance tests on 

children, as they were used to evaluate each of the main hazard scenarios of each 

type of cover. 

6.5 The supporting strength of floating covers 

The majority of incidents investigated in the study had involved a floating cover and 
the circumstances of the incidents had suggested that floating covers would fail to 

support anyone venturing onto a cover. Falling under the edge of a floating cover 

was therefore one of the commonest hamrd scenarios. A variety of tests were 
considered to quantify this risk: tests of material strength (such as burst and tear 

strengths) and performance tests. Material tests would provide comparative data 
between materials but strength was not considered a product characteristic likely to 
indicate safety as the coven were not secured to the pool at any point. An 
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cvaluation of perfonmncc would thcrcforc rcquirc somc tcsts of the uscr-product 
interaction, but these would bc limited duc to ethical considcrations describcd above. 

6.5.1 User trials with adults 

A qualitative assessment of the covers' behaviour under the weight of an adult was 

made in user trials with adults. An adult malc weighing 69.4 kg (32nd percentile') 

walked onto the cover at various points around the edges. Video analysis showed 

that the cover was pushed down into the water by the subject's weight as he stepped 

onto it and the subject immediately fcll into the pooL 7be pressure of the 

surrounding water caused the cover to 'wrap' around the subject's body as it was 
immersed, constraining his movement. For safety, the sul: ject only allowcd the lower 

half of his body to be immersed so that he could hold the edge of the pool and 

prevent falling completely under the cover. In the second part of the user trials the 

ability to climb out from under the cover was evaluated. 7be subject tried to swim 

underneath the cover and fift it up to gain air. This was possible near the edge but 

not towards the middle of the pool. 

6.5.2 Simulation tests with children 

It was not possible to carry out these tests with children and so some method of 

simulation was required. Simulation of the product was impossible since water and 

size were vital to the natural behaviour of the product, so methods to simulate 'the 

usee and test the products in-situ were investigated. 

6.5.2.1 Equipment 

The available methods of simulating chiWm in the age range at risk (I to 5 years) 
were compared. Tle following is a summary of the simulation methods considered. 

1 comparcd to UK data from Phcasant (1996) 
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L Crash-tcst mannequins 

There are a number of anthropometric and biomechanically accurate mannequins 

available, such as those used in vehicle testing. TNO in The Netherlands produce a 

range of mannequins including new-bom, 9 months, 3,6 and 10 years old. However 

the sensitivity, electronics and mechanics of these mannequins prohibited their use in 

or near water. 

ii. Retail display mannequins 
Retail display mannequins were considered but were anthropornarically unrealistic 

and available only in limited age ranges. 

iii. Diving/resuscitation mannequins 
A range of articulated mannequins are produced by Laerdal as training aids for 

resuscitation and/or diving rescue practice (as 'adulf, Junioeandbaby`). Thebaby` 

mannequin was unsuitable for complete immersion in water and so could not be used. 

TheJunioemannequin is intended to represent a five year old male child, but it was 

found that it varied in size from 0.001 to 99.95 percentile values compared to UK 

anthropornetry (as shown in table 6.3) and was too light (its dry body weight was 7.2 

kg and a fifth percentile UK five year old male child weighs 15.5 kg2). The 

mannequin had drainage holes so that when immersed it takes on water in order to 

4sink realistically' (Laerdal, 1991). Despite these concerns it was decided to use this 

mannequin as it was the best available that could be exposed to water. It was used 

both as designed and with the drainage holes sealed so that no water was taken into 

the mannequin when immersed. This would allow the body mass to be adjusted. 

The mannequin was used with a mass of 15.2 kg (5th percentile) with and without 

clothing by securing 0.5 kg weights along its length. 

Some other forms of simulation were needed however as these were far from 

satisfactory and to cover the range of children at risk. Two "test models' were 
manufactured, one to compare to the diving mannequin and the other to extend the 

range of ages simulated. The waterproof models were designed to the dimensions 

2 comparcd to dau from Phcasant (1996) 
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(height. shoulder breadth and chest depth) of a fifth percentile 12-19 month old child 
(unspecified sex) and a ninety-fifth percentile five year old inale child. These offered 
the advantage of variable mass. variable weight distribution and durability. The 

models and mannequin are shown in figure 6.8 and their dimcnsions in table 6.3. The 

'models' were simple waterproof bags filled with 0.5 kg and I kg weights and 

polystyrene chips. The volumes of the models were not representative of a child, but 

surface area in contact with the cover and the mass of the models were considered 

adequate and these were considered the critical factors in the simulation of a child 
falling/stepping onto the cover. In particular the mass of the models was considered 

the most crucial factor since the body surface area in contact with the cover will vary 

greatly depending on how the child 'enters' the pool. It was therefore considered 

that the bags offered an acceptable form of simulation, but the performance of the 

larger model and the resuscitation mannequin as methods of simulation would be 

conpared as an assessment of the two fomis of simulation. 

dimensions UK children 

ith 11.41C "th "., I IC 
II 2- hmo. 

1 
5% rs male 

diving 

dinicilmons 

mannequin 

corrcspondmg 
'ilc value '/0 

Iest mo 
dimensi 

Small 

del' 

ons 
kirgc 

stature (mm) 690 1195 1 RX) 42.5 690 
(length) 

1195 

weight (kg) 15.2 24.5 7-2 8.5 24.5 
volume (litres) 8.2 1 24.5 1 9.8 47.8 
bideltoid 
breadth 

185 305 330 99.95 150 
(width) 

250 

hip breadth 
(MM) 

140 

--' - 

235 230 91.0 
1 

chest depth 1 94 160 125 0.5 95 (depth) 160 

arm length 305 535 420 1.5 
uppcr leg 
length 

170 380 260 0.01 

lower leg 
length 

175 
II 

370 240 
II 

0.001 

Anthropometi7v according to Pheasant (1996) ewcept: 
boqý volumes calculated assuming bodý, densh), to be lkg1litre 
according to Sqvder (19 75) 

Table 6.3 - Comparison of anthropometry of UK children and the dimensions of the 

mannequm and models used to assess the supporting strength of floating covers. 
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6.5.2.2 Procedure 

Tbc models and mannequin were used to simulate a child either failing, stepping or 
jumping onto the two types of floating cover (bubble and foam), as shown in figure 

6.9. Qualitative and quantitative measurements were taken, including whether the 

mannequin was supported, the time to 'sink' if not, the depth of water collected 

around the mannequin if it was supported and the general behaviour of the cover and 

mannequins and models. 

6.5.2.3 Results 

It was shown that the covers would support a child placed gently onto the edges of 

the cover at 90* to the pool edge (figurc 6.10). However, in all of the simulations - 
from 5th percentile twelve month old child to 95th percentile rive year old male - the 

covers did not support the mannequins when placed "feet first' either on the edges of 

the cover or up to I metre in from the edge, simulating a more realistic scenario of a 

child stepping onto the cover. The mannequins slipped under the edge of the cover 

and the cover floated back to the surface concealing the mannequin and showing no 

signs of disturbance. 71c corners of the covers reacted quickest. When placed 
'lying down' parallel the edge of the cover, simulating a child rolling onto the cover, 

the largest mannequins rolled off the cover but the small mannequin was supported. 
However water from the pool seeped on top of the cover and collected around the 

mannequin and the water level was enough to cover the mannequin. 
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Figure 6.9 - Testing the edges of floating, covers with the test models 
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Figure 6.8 - Mannequin and model used to test the supporting strength of floating 
covers 
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It was difficult to systematically simulate dynamic forces on the covers, for instance 

representing a childjumping onto the cover, and the majority of the tests were static. 
Ilowcvcr the static tests carried out (in which the test pieces were lowered onto the 

cover) represent the lowest risk situations and thus this was a test of a minimum 

safety critcriorL The two methods of simulation provided comparable results 

although a need was highlighted for a range of robust and adaptable child 

mannequins. 

6.6 Access to the pool under the edge of winter covers 

The next commonest hazard scenario was children gaining access under the edges of 

winter (secured) covers. Again ethical restrictions governed the way in which access 

was evaluated. User trials could not be used, as children could not be used to test 

access with the SPCs in place over pools. Simulation was used, this time the user 

was simulated to measure the size of apertures that could be gained at the cover 

edges, and the product and environment were simulated to assess childrcn's' 

performance with the covers, and the results compared. 

6.6.1 Size of aperture measured on covers In the field 

FirstlY the size of the aperture that could be made at the edge of covers in-situ was 

measured in field trials. Aperture size is the design parameter used to assess safety in 

the US and Australian standards (see 6.2.2 above), and head size and pushing force 

are used as test criteria. 71e use of these criteria were to be validated by this 

evaluation. 

6.6.1.1 Equipment and procedure 
Two novel methods were developed to measure aperture size, simulating different 
behaviours: i) a pulley and spring balance system (figure 6.11) lifted the edge of the 

cover midway between adjacent securing pegs, simulating a child of standing age 
lifting the edge to crawl under the cover, and the incremental lifting force and the 
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Figure 6.10 - Mannequin supported on a floating cover at 90* to the pool edge 

� 

Figure 6.11 - Testmg the apertures at the edges ofýýInter mesh covers with the 

liftmg ng 
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height of the covces edge from the ground was recorded; ii) a graduated conc was 

pushed with an incremental horizontal force under the edge of the cover (figurc 

6.12), simulating a child forcing its way through head first, and the aperture diameter 

and pushing force were recorded using a reverse spring balance. Field trials were 

conducted and measurements made at fivc simi'lar covers on pools around 
Nottingham. 

6.6.1.2 Results 

Both of the methods developed for this test indicated that opcrturc size and therefore 

the safety of winter mesh covers depended on how the covers were installed, as the 

size of apertures at the edges varied greatly both bctwccn and within covers. 
Measurements were made at up to twenty points around rive similar covers, and 

results showed that with a vertical lifting force of 5 kg the mcan minimum height any 

cover edge could be Riled was 207.5 mm (range 125 and 370 mm) and the mean 

maximum height was 264 mm (range 145-370 mm). When Riled with a force of 20 

kg the minimum height any cover was fifled was 490 mm. Using thecone test', the 

maximum diameter of the cone (200 mm) passed under the edges of all the covers, 

using a minimum horizontal pushing force ranging between 2 to 8 kg. Comparison 

of results showed that both of the methods developed for this test were satisfactory 

although the'cone test'was simpler and more portable. Comparison to Standards 

criteria showed that all, of the covers tested would have failed the US and Australian 

standards for safety covers. 

6.6.2 Size of aperture children can crawl through - user 

performance tests 

In order to assess whether or not children would have been able to gain access under 
the covers measured in the field, and to validate the use of head size as an access 
criterion, the minimum aperture under the edge of a cover through which a child 

could crawl was measured in laboratory user trials. Ethical restriction meant that the 

cover edge and pool surround had to be simulated in the safety of a laboratory 
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sctting, and the rcscmblancc of thc tcst cquipmcnt. to a swimming pool or covcr was 

controlled to reduce Icaming cffects and avoid raising any intcrcst in the products. 

6.6.2.1 Equipment 

The cdgcs of the covcrs; wcrc simulatcd by clamping samples of cover material was 

to a board at two points 1520 nun apart, which is the largest spacing between 

securing pegs on winter mcsh covers. 11c amount of cover material between the 

clamps could be varied in order to vary the size or the aperture gained by lifting the 

edge. Ile aperture size was cah'bratcd using the two methods described in 6.6.1 

above. 

6.62.2 Subjects and procedure 

Twenty four subjects aged from 20 months to 7 years took part in the user trials and 

their details are described in Appendix 6.5. Subjects were encouraged to repeatedly 

pass under the edge of the cover as shown in figure 6.13. 'Ibc trials started with a 
large aperture and each time the amount of material between the clamps was 
decreased until the smallest aperture through which they could or would pass was 
found. Ile trials were repeated on materials used to make winter mesh covers and 

safety covers. I'lie method of limits was rejected as an experimental procedure after 

pilot trials showed that the younger children were unwilling to attempt to pass 
through very small apertures because of a fear of becoming stuck, and if trials started 
in this way children would not carry on with the tests. Qualitative and quantitative 

measurements of the sul: jects' behaviour were recorded: the willingness of subjects to 

pass through such an aperture, their method of doing so as well as the minimum 

aperture size. 

6.6.2.2 Resufts 

All but three of the twenty five subjects pcrformed this test: three refused to pass 

through the aperture and could not be coaxed but most of the children were attracted 

to the test. Tte results are sho,. Nm in table 6.4. All but one of the subjects went 
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Figure 6.12 - Testing the apertures at the edges of winter mesh covers with the cone 

test 

Figure 6.13 - Measuring the size ol'aperiure through which children can pass 
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through the aperture head first. Aperture size was negatively related to age (and 

therefore body siZe). the smallest apertures passed through were by the two eldest 

subjects. From video analysis the size of aperture through which a child can crawl 

appeared to be related to the child's willingness to squeeze themselves through a tight 

gap. and the development of certain motorskills such as the ability to hold up the 

cdge of the covcr whilst crawling underneath it. 'ne sTmIlest aperture through which 

a subject passed was 190 mm diameter. measured by lifting the edge ofthe cover 

with a vertical force of 18 kg. and this was by the eldest subject (aged seven). The 

mean smallest aperture passed through by the under fives was 219 mm (standard 

deviation 16.7 min). Comparison of uscT trials results with the field measurements 

showed that all of those subjects tested would have been able to crawl under the 

edges of the covers tested. 

I., ýýu 

fi rst hcld up 
f 20/1 134 v 255 
f 30/2 1 -54 290 
f 32/2 135 225 
f 36/3 144 rcfusod 
f 36/3 148 v 213 
f 3713 130 - 225 
f 17/1 131 187 
f 37/3 142 290 
f W3 143 225 
f 44/3 145 213 
f 4513 144 242 
f 46/3 138 - 213 

m 4413 147 213 
m 4513 138 213 

m 46/3 141 213 
f 48/4 142 242 
m 48/4 142 V 242 
m 48/4 147 Vol 267 
m 51/4 155 v 213 
f 54/4 147 v I v 225 
f 

-%/4 149 255 
f 59/4 155 rcfused 
m 61/5 142 187 
m 87n 1 153 1 205 

Table 6.4 - Size of aperture cHdren passed through and the method they used 
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6.7 Access to the pool by removing or loosening winter 

covers 

Ccrtain fcaturcs of the wintcr covcrs wcrc idcntiricd which, if they had bccn dcsigncd 

according to crgonornics critcria could have madc acccss undcmcath the edges of 

wintcr covers difficult, namcly the mcchanisnis used to secure the covers around the 

pools. Ibc 'child rcsistivc' nature or these sccuring mcchanisnu wcrc thcrcrorc 

evaluated. 

The first method used to evaluate the securing methods was to comparc the designs 

to ergonomics data and guidelines. It was suggested in Chapter 4 of this thesis and 

elsewhere (cg Norris and Vrdson, 1988; Wilson and Norris, 1992) that there is a 

paucity of applicable, product-rclatcd pcrforrnance data on children. A search of the 

data gathered in the production of Childata (see Chapter 4) and specifically related to 

the products and systems under evaluation supported this, and no data were found 

which could be related directly to these product features or used to assess children's 
Rely abifity to operate them. User trials were therefore required to produce these 

product-rclated data and to assess childrcn! s performance directly with the securing 

mechanisms. Again, due to cthical considerations, simulations of the products and 

product features were employed, using varying degrees of realism. Ile user trials 

were conducted in the laboratory using the subjects described in section 6.6.2.2. 

Data were collected on children's vertical pulling strength, ability to remove the 

pegs, ability to undo the buckles and ability to move the waterbags. 

6.7.1 Vertical pull strength 

Children's likely ability to remove the securing pegs used in winter mesh covers was 

evaluated by measuring vertical pulling strcngth, as there were no data published on 

pulling strength at ground lcvcL Strength was measured by pulling on a real peg but 

in a disguised setting - at ground level but isolated from any SPC features (figure 

6.14). Sulýects were told to 'pull as hard as you can' on the peg. Verbal fccdback 

was given from the experimenter to encourage maximl exertion. The indicator or 
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the spring balance was visible to subjccts and oldcr subjects wcrc cncouragcd to use 
this to judge thcir cfforts. Pilot tcsts with youngcr childrcn showed thcy wcrc unable 
to rclatc the indicator to thcir cfforts. 11rcc maximum cfforts wcrc recorded. 11c 

subjects wcrc givcn no instructions on how to pull the pcg and no rcstrictions wcre 

placed on the subject's posture or whcthcr they used one or two hands. Ilis was to 

cnsurc realism in the task and also to give information on how childrcn carried out 
the task. Video rccording was used to record the rcsults. 

6.7.2 Ability to remove a securing peg 

Ability to remove the securing pegs was not dependent on strength alone; if correctly 

installed, a spring attached to the peg caused the peg to twist such that the peg was 

easier to remove if pulled at an angle away from the cover rather than straight up. A 

realistic simulation of the securing pegs was necessary in order to assess whether 

children could learn this technique (figure, 6.15). It could be removed from a paving 

slab when pulled with a 12 kg vertical force or a2 kg force at 135 degrees. Subject 

behaviour was recorded with video. 

6.7.3 Ability to undo a buckle 

A buckle used to tighten winter mesh covas was disguised and the subject's time and 
ability to undo the buckle were recorded (figurc 6.16). 

6.7.4 Ability to move waterbags 

Tle ability of children to move the watcrbags used to secure PVC winter covers and 

gain access to a pool was assesscd (figure 6.17). Two common sizes of waterbags 
(900 x 300 mm and 1500 x 300 Mm, weighing 8.5 kg and 22.5 kg respectively) were 
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Measuring the pulling mrcilgth ot'duldi-cil on the secunng pcgs of' 

winter mesh covers 

Figure 6.15 - Assessing children's technique used to remove the securing pegs wi 

winter mesh covers 
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Figure 6.16 - Assessmg the ability of children to undo the securing buckles on winter 

mesh covers 

Figure 6.17 - Measuring the distance children can move 'water-bags' 
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disguised. Tbe subjects wcrc asked to movc the bags across a distancc of 200 mm 

and their ability and method used were recorded. 

6.7.5 Results 

Ile battcry of tests wcrc prcscnted to the child subjects as a scrics of gamcs and no 

rcfcrcncc was made to swimming pools or covcrs. The majority of the subjects were 

easily motivated to carry out the tests and only one subject (aged two years) rcfuscd 

to carry out any of the tasks. A summary of the results is as follows: 

6.7.5.1 Vertical pulling force 

Ile mean of the mean vertical pulling forces recorded in the under rivcs was 5.5 kg, 

with a standard deviation of 2.9 kg, and the range of maximum pulling forces was I- 

13 kg. Ile tests themselves and the variability of the results demonstrated the 

difficulty of collecting reliable strength data from children under five years of age. 

Ile maximum pulling force in the whole group was 29 kg (age seven years). 
Comparing these results to field measurements made on securing pegs showed that 

all but the youngest subject (aged 20 months) would have been able to remove some 

securing pegs at all of the sites testedL 

6.7.5.2 Ability to remove the securing peg 

INventy four subjects attempted this task and fourteen sul: jects, aged from 2 to 7 

years, were able to remove the peg (table 6.5). A vertical pulfing force of 12 kg, was 

required to remove the peg and only five of these subjects had a maximum pulling 
force greater than or equal to this, indicating that the majority of the subjects had 

been able to acquire the technique need to remove the pegs. 
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. 11. 

15 -2 1 40 
f 2.5- 3 2 1 23 
f 3 -3.5 6 1 1 4 41 
f 3 -3.5 3 3 0 13.6 

m 3.5-4 3 2 0 1 205 
f 4- 4ý 5 1 0 1 0 76 

m 4-45 3 2 0 1 21.5 
f 4.5-5 3 1 0 2 7 

m 5-5.5 1 1 0 27 

m 7-7.5 1 1 0 0 19 

total 24 12 2 10 

Table 6.5 - Ability and time to remove the winter cover secunng peg 

6.7.5.3 Ability to undo the buckle 

Twenty three subjects attempted to undo the buckle and fourteen subjects (aged 3 to 

7 years) undid it conpletely while a further two loosened the buckle a minimum of 3 

mm. None of the subjects under three years of age were able to undo the buckle. 

6.7.5.4 Moving the waterbags 

AH twenty four subjects who attempted to move the small bag (weight 8.5 kg) were 

successful and only one failed to move it the full 2M mm. Twenty subjects 

attempted to move the large bag (weight 22.5 kg) and eighteen (aged 18 months to 7 

yem) were successful. It was too heavy for most of the children to lift yet the 

majority simply rolled the bag effortlessly past the line. This demonstrated that these 

bags were unlikely to successfully seal the pool to children as young as eighteen 

wnths. 

6.8 Product performance tests 

In addition to the ei-gonomics evaluation methods described above, the evaluation of 

safety of the range of covers also included product performance tests: these were 
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tcsts of cnginccring and niatcrials aspccts of the products' pcrfommncc rclatcd to 

safcty. Tbcsc tcsts wcre cxtcnsivc and spacc docs not allow thcir full documcntation 

hcrc. A summary of the tcsts is as follows: 

6.8.1 Floating bubble covers 
The concealment of anyone falling underneath a floating cover was highlighted as 
a contributory factor in many of the fatal incidents involving SPCs. Immediate 
discovery of a small child is important as there is a suggestion that they can 
survive longer immcrsion than adults, particularly in cold water (Kemp and Sibert 
1991). Possible improvements in the visibility through these covers was therefore 
investigated. Ile cffcct of transparency onvisibility through covers was assessed 

using a specially manufactured half blue and half colouricss cover and judging the 

visibility of thcTmnnequin through the cover. Detection was much easier through 

the colourless cover when the mannequin was floating on the surface of the water 
(figure 6.18) but little improvement in detection was found if the mannequin was 

at the bottom of the pool, at a depth of around 1500 mm (figure 6.19). 

The cffects of weathering on transparency and visibilitywcrc assessed by 

simulating six months of weathering (8 hours sunlight per day at 50*C). Little 

change in visibility was noted but the cover had become weaker. 

6.8.2 Winter mesh covers 
Ile burst strength of the material used to make winter covers was measured to 

assess the likelihood of the cover failing if someone walked across it. it was 

tested as per BS 3424: Testing of coated fabrics. 

The tear strength of the material was measured using a tensile testing machine to 

assess the spreading of faults (as per BS 4443). 

The force required to remove securing pegs was measured (figure 6.20) and 

compared to children's pulling strength to assess if they could remove the pegs. 
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Figure 6.18 - Visibility of a mannequin through a coloured/colourless floating cover 
(mannequin on the surface of the water) 

Figui-e 6.19 - Visibility of a mannequin through a coloured/colourless floating cover 
(mannequin at a depth of 1500 mm) 
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Figure 6.20 - Measuring the force to remove the securing pegs on winter mesh 

covers 

6.8.3 Waterbag covers 

- The ability of the matenal to resist snagging was measured to assess matenial 

strength. 

0 The weight supported on the cover before the cover collapsed into the pool was 

assessed using the mannequin. models and human subjects. 

0 The stability of the water bags was assessed by measuring the horizontal pulling 
force needed to move the bags from around the edges of the cover and to identify 

the optimum filling level for stability. 

6.8.4 Flexible safety covers 

The burst strength. tear strength and resistance to snagging of the material were 

measured to assess strength of the covers. 
The force to pull the edges of the cover ftom the tracking was measured using a 
tensile testing machine assess the likelihood of the cover coming loose if someone 
walked across it. 

The force required to prevent the motofised covers stopping (should someone be 

in the pool as the cover closes) was measured using a reverse spring balance. 
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9 Ilic depth of water collected around a mannequin placed on top of the cover was 
measured to assess the risk of drowning in collectcd water. 

6.8.5 Safety rigid covers 
# The depth of water collected around a mannequin was measured to asscss the risk 

of drowning in collected water. 

# Ile force required to lift the edges of the cover was measured to assess access 

under the edges. 

6.9 Discussion and conclusions 

Ile process of accident analysis and product definition helped identify spccific SPC 

hazard scenarios for evaluation. A mixture of product and user perfonnance tests 

were then necessary to produce important design criteria. 

The results of the study showed, through simulation, that floating covers would not 

support a 12 month old child stepping onto the edge. Considering that they are 
implicated in most accidents but offer little scope for human factors improvements 

bubble covers were highlighted as a priority area for regulatory activity. 

The evaluation of secured winter mesh covers produced design data on the ii 

vertical pulling force on the pegs which should be used to prevent removal, but it 

was shown that strength was not the critical design criterion; realistic simulation of 

the actual task showed that technique and performance at this task to be as important 

as strength. This simulation, together with the user evaluation of water bags and 
buckles, showed that the securing systems on winter covers are unsatisfactory to 
deny access to the pool by childrc13, which is of concern as these covers are 

perceived by owners as a method of sealing pools and making them safe. 

The use of head size and pushing force as criteria for assessing aperture size at the 

edges of secured covers in US and Australian standards was validated. However, 
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user trials showed that up to the age of fivc the ability to pass through flexible 

apertures depends not only on head size and strength but on motor abilities and 

motivation as well. Measurement methods were developed to measure aperture size 

at the edge of covers and by comparing ficid data and human performance data from 

the laboratory simulation tests it was possible to demonstrate that all children tested 

would have been able to crawl under the cdges of all the covers tested. All of the 

covers would have failed the US/Australian standards and the amount of access at 

the edge of covers was shown to be too dependent on careful installation by the 

owners. 

As a result of the study a formal report was made to the DTI CSU and twhs was used 
by them to guide policy decisions on whether action was needed by government, 

standards bodies or the industry. Thc recommendations in the report highlighted the 

above issues for improvements in SPC and pool safety. Labelling and information to 

owners were also highlighted as areas where possible improvements could be made. 

Few covers had warning labels and the labels used did not give explicit wamings. In 

the absence of product re-design, instructions to owners of winter covers should at 

least state the importance of careful installation to make access under the edge of the 

covers more difficult. However, the survey of pool owners illustrated that domestic 

pools are perceived as safe by their owners and that SPCs are mistakenly seen as 

making pools safer. Tbc study has shown that generally SPCs have not been 

designed to improve safety and may even be adding to the intrinsic hazards of 
domestic pools. Despite this, a safety leaflet given to all new pool owners produced 
by SPATA (the Swimming Pool and Allied Trades Association), and endorsed by 

RoSPA, advises owners to fit a winter/debris cover as a way of scaling the pool and 

making it safe (SPATA, 1992). Given that bubble covers, the most frequently used 

covers in the UK, offer few options for re-dcsign, an improvement in swimming pool 

safety is unblely to be achieved through attention to swimming pool covers alone 

and other measures such as mandatory pool fencing, which have been proven to 

reduce drowning rates in Australia, New Zealand and the US (Kemp and Sibert, 

1992; Pitt and Balanda, 199 1; Nixon et al, 1979; Pearn and Nixon, 1977) should be 
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pursued, although owncrs' opposition to these mcasurcs need to bc considcrcd (as 

shown by this study and Winternute and Wright, 1990). 

A nixturc of novel product performance and user pcrformancc tests and methods of 

simulation were developed to evaluate the safcty of this range of products. Although 

picccmcal, the diversity of products and hazards that fall under the umbrella of 

'swimming pool covers' meant that this mixture of test mcthods was nccdcd, and 

were successful in producing the user performance data nccdcd to set ncccssary 
design criteria. 
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Chapter 7- Case study: 
Investigating a potential hazard of 
carbonated drinks bottles 

7.1 Introduction and aims 

Around five million carbonated drinks bottles are sold every day in the UK (BSDA, 

1993) and drinks bottles are an everyday item In many households. With such high 

exposure of the public to these products. and particularly children, they should offer a 

high level of safety. Concern was raised however over a potential hazard of 

carbonated drinks bottles, the propulsion of caps at high speeds from bottles during 

opening. a phenomenon which had become known as 'nussiling'. Although only a 

very small number of incidents had been reported, particularly in comparison to the 

rate of exposure of the products. the injuries were of a serious nature and a number 

of people had suffered facial or ocular injuries through this previously unheard of 

hazard. Prior to this study some research had been conducted into the possible 

causes of this hazard but it had not been possible to recreate the phenomenon 

consistently under controlled conditions. suggesting that the risk of the hazard could 

not be assessed (BRDC. 1993). This study was commissioned by the Consumer 

Safety Unit of the Department of Trade and Industry to establish whether or not this 

phenomenon could be recreated. The objectives of the study were to: 

* identify technical factors likely to contribute to cap missiling 

* identify any behavioural factors likely to contribute to cap missiling 

# assess the likelihood of missiling and thereby specify the risk of injury. 
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Ile nature of the hazard and its likely dependence on both technical factors and user 
behaviour required a multi-disciplinary approach and this was achicved by a mix of 
crgonon&s and cnginccring tcsts. 

7.2 Definition of the product 

Over the ten years prior to the study there bad bccn a switch in the UK from glass to 

plastic bottles (Pol)fcthylcncJ Tcrephthalatc or PET) for carbonatcd drinks. At the 

time of the study 1.5 litre was the commonest size bottle and a standard bottle shape, 

neck and thread design for 1.5 litrc bottles bad been adopted across the industry 

(Appendix 7.1). Ibis ncck and thread design was also standardised across all size 
bottles. Ile standard bottle thread has four vertical slots which line up with similar 

slots on the cap during opening to allow 'venting, a gradual release of carbon 
dioxide from the bottle as the cap is unscrewed. Tbis systcm of venting had been 

introduced to prevent another phenomenon known as 'taifing', in which caps could 
fly off while being unscrewed as they reached the (tail) end of the threads on the 

bottle (Willhoft, 1986). Ilds diffcred from 'missifing' in which caps were apparently 

propelled from the bottles at the start of opening before venting could take place, 

therefore with the fiffl pressure and energy of the contents orthe bottle. Pressure and 

energy is created inside a carbonated drinks bottle when carbon dioxide which is 

dissolved in a Hquid state within the beverage is released into the headspace at the top 

of the bottle. Ibis internal pressure provides a potential energy that could, 

theoretically, propel a closure from a bottle (Willhoft, 1992; Bowles, 1976). 

7.3 Accidents involving missiling caps 

'nc hazard scenarios of missiling caps were difficult to establish due to a lack of 
detailed accident reports. An examination of accidents associated with carbonated 
drinks bottles recorded by HASS showed that the majority of injuries appeared to be 

caused by exploding glass bottles (HASS, 1993; Dunn et al 1990), which were 
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caused by exploding glass bottles (I IASS, 1993; Dunn ct al 1990), which were 

outside the remit of the study. In the four years prior to the study there were 4,540 

accidents associated with bottles recorded by I [ASS, of which 79 appeared to be 

related to 'explosions' and only five of those appeared to involve missiling closures. 
The details of these incidents were sparse. In addition to the HASS cases thcrcwcrc 

a few high profile incidents which had received media attention (cg Today, 1993; 

Watchdog, 1993). In at least two cases, and where details were known, the use of a 

tool to open a bottle was implicated, either a dedicated tool designed specifically for 

opening bottles (Today, 1993) or improvised tools such as a nutcracker (Willhoft, 

1992) (see figure 7.6 later). However few other details were known and there were 

suggestions by some that the use of mechanical aids would not increase the risk of 

missiling (Wdson and Breeze, 1990; BDRC, 1993). The use of tools suggested that 

users were experiencing difficulty opening bottles and that this was likely to be a 
factor in the safety of the product. This scenario became the focus of the study and a 

number of issues surrounding the use of tools were to be evaluated: 

# the contribution of the use of tools to missiling 

# the likellood of tools being used 

# the contribution of other environmental or behavioural factors to missiling. 

7.4 Evaluation methodology 

Ile study consisted of two main stages of work, a technical evaluation which aimed 

to identify the product, task or environment factors leading to cap missiling and an 

ergonomics evaluation intended to investigate the normal use of bottles and to assess 

the likehlood of those factors arising. 

7.5 Technical evaluation 

Ile first objective in the technical evaluation was to establish whether or not internal 

pressure in a bottle cause a cap to missile, without any influence of user behaviour or 
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external factors. Ilis involved trying to produce missiling by incrementally 

increasing prcssurc only and comparing this to the prcssurcs actually found in bottIcs. 

A number of factors had bccn suggested as likcly to increase the intcrnal press= of 

carbonated drinks bottles, namcly increased hcadspacc (the space at the top of the 
bottle), agitation and increased temperature (Willhoft, 1992), and these would 

subsequcntly be manipulated to assess their cffects on the precipitation of missiling. 
Ile influence of bottle/closurc design and bchavioural factors (i. e. opening 
bchaviour) would also be investigated. Ile technical evaluation thcrcforc consisted 

of the following tests: 

# mcasurcmcnt of the internal prcssurc required to 'missile' closurcs, including a 

con4wison of the security of different closure designs 

measurcmcnt of the intcrnal pressure found in bottics, including the cffCct of 

headspacc, bottle size, product type, tcmpcraturc and agitation 

assessment of the cffccts of opcning bchaviour and closure design on the 

likelihood of missiling 

mcasurcment of the missiling Wocity of closures. 

7.5.1 Measurement of Internal pressure required to cause missiling 

Research carried out elsewhere prior to this study had suggested that under 'nonml' 

conditions closures were secure and that missiling was difficult to reproduce under 
laboratory conditions. In order to verify this, closures were su1jected to increasing 

levels of internal pressure. 

7.5.1.1 Equipment 

Although there was a standard bottle thread across all bottles, a number of diffcrcnt 

cap designs were available and three types of cap were tested. Within these, 

prototype variations of two of the caps - with a hinge connecting the tamper evident 
band to the cap - were tested to assess any effects of hinges on missiling. 7je hinged 

caps wcrc provided by the manufacturers and were applied to the bottles to a torque 

of 2.034 Nrn (18 inch pounds), the torque to which closures are applied by industry. 
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A test rig was designcd and manufactured to hold the neck sections of 1 .5 litrc PET 
bottles, cut approximately 25 mm below the support ring (figurc 7.1 ). 

7.5.1.2 Procedure 

The rig held the necks of the bottles in a scaled system and hydraulic pressure was 

administered incrementally to the neck and closure until the closure failed. Failure 

was classified as either: 
# leakage - any increase in applied pressure was released through the cap threads 

without any change in the status of the cap 
0 Missiling - the cap was propelled from the bottic in one piece 
# erploding - the cap shattered and was propelled from the bottlc in more than one 

piece. 

7.5.1.3 Resufts 

Twelve closures were tested in their 'off-the-shelr state. Seven of these closures 
leaked pressure and five missilcd or cxploded. I lowevcr the lowest internal pressure 

at which a closure missiled or exploded was 400 ps4 which according to knowledge 

in this area was a pressure highly unhIcly to be encountered inside a carbonated 
drink. s bottle (see table 7.2 later). 

7.5.2 Measurement of Internal pressure In unopened bottles 

Given this target figure of 400 psi needed to cause missUing, measurements were 

made of the internal pressure in a range of bottles under different conditions, to 
investigate the influence on internal pressure of bottle size, headspace and the 

environmental factors of temperature and agitation. 
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Figure 7.1 - Rig designed and manufacturcd to Icst the picssuics at ýNliidi bottic 
closures fail (holds the neck sections of 1.5 litre PET bottles) 
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7.5.2.1 Equipment and procedure 
Internal pressure was measured using a scaled hypodermic needle inserted through 
the caps of unopened bottles (figurc 7.2). 11c vacuity oreach bottlc (the volume of 
the hcadspacc as a percentage of the volume of the bottlc) was recorded. A sample 

of III bottles ranging from 0.25 litrcs to 3 litrcs and containing 25 different drinks 

products were tested: 62 in their normal "off-the-shclr state and 49 that had been 

exposed to a variety of conditions. 71csc wcrc: 
# temperature - bottles were placed in a kiln with an ambient temperature of 

70*C for up to 3 hours in order to raise liquid temperature (the 

temperatures quoted below and in table 7.1 rcfcr to liquid 

temperatures) 

# agitation - bottles were shaken vigorously by hand for between 30 seconds 

and two minutes immediately prior to measuring the internal 

pressure 
# temperature and bottles wcrc heated and then agitated as above. 

agitation - 

7.5.2.2 Results 

Table 7.1 shows the results of the internal pressure measurements. Internal pressure 
in 'off-the-sheW bottles ranged between 26 and 57 psi (mean 44.7 psi); bottle size, 

product type and vacuity appeared to have little effect on internal pressure at ambient 

temperature. Agitation increased internal pressure slightly with mean recorded 
internal pressure in 2 fitre bottles rising from 46.4 to 48.3 psL Increased liquid 

temperatures caused more notable increases in internal pressure with a maximum 
internal pressure of 69 psi in a2 litre bottle with liquid temperatures raised to 

between 40 - 59*C. However the combination of increased temperature and agitation 

caused the greatest increase in internal pressure, and the mean internal pressure in 2 

litre bottles rose to 86.2 psi (standard deviation 15.6) as a result of heating and 

agitation. The maximum internal pressure recorded in the study was 118 ps4 in a2 
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fitre bottle agitated with a liquid temperature of 59*C. None of the bottles reached 

the internal pressure of 4(X) psi required to cause missiling or explosion of caps as 
indicated by the first stage of the technical evaluation suggesting that missiling was 

unlikely to occur due to environmental factors only. 

mmom 
Al -t tic -,, hc Ir 7 110ýlmlpumý I 

42.4 7 
7 7 

14 
7 41 

51 

L5 8 45.2 94 

. 35 
57 

- 2 30 - 40.4 

6. 5 
26 S6 

3 8 40.4 LK 44 1 49 

Agitation (at room tcmperaturc) 2 10 48.3 6.4 
. 
35 36 

Incrcascd tcmpcraturc 1 (20-39*C) 2 10 55.2 6.7 46 66 

(40-59-C) 2 10 1 58.4 
.5 

46 69 
1 

Agitation & tcmpcratum I (40-59"C) 2 10 1 86.2 15.6 69 118 

0 liquid temperatures 

Table 7.1 - Internal pressure (psi) in PET bottles according to bottle size. increased 

temperature and agitation 

7.5.3 Effect of opening behaviour and closure design on the likelihood 

of missiling 

Given these results it was decided to mivestigate the possible role of opening 

behaviour and closure design in the risk of missifing. In particular, the use of tools to 

open caps was of interest as accident scenarios had already implicated their 

contribution to missiling. 

7.5.3.1 Equipment and procedure 

The first stage of the evaluation was therefore repeated using closures that had been 

subjected to a number of possible use scenarios: 
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loosening eighteen closures were opened (turned anticlockwisc) 
through thirty degrees 

over-tightening by twenty closures were ovcr-tightcncd (turned clockwise) 
hand to a torque of approximately 3.39 Nm (30 inch-pounds) 

over-tightening isith sixteen closures were ovcr-tightcned using either a 
tools dedicated bottic opening tool or nutcrackcrs, to a torque 

of 3.39 Nm and leaving visible damage to the outside of 
the closures 

temperature twelve bottle necks and closures were heated in water 
between 35 and 50*C for 10 minutes 

temperatureplus over- thirty one closures wcrc heated and then subjected to 

tightening Wth tools ovcr-tightcning with tools as described above 

7.5.3.2 Results 

Table 7.2 shows the pressures at which caps failed under each of the above 
conditions, and when 'off-thc-sher. Loosening the closures meant that even higher 

pressures were required to cause failure, and most of the caps leaked rather than 

missifing or exploding. Ovcr-tightcning closures with the hand meant that closures 
were more Rely to missile/explode than to leak and this occurred at a minimum 
pressure of 325 psL This is still an unlikely pressure to be reached inside a bottle. 
An increase in temperature reduced the minimum pressure to missile/explode further 

again, to 200 ps4 but again this is unlikely to be encountered inside a bottle. Also, 

more caps leaked than were propelled from the bottle necks. Over-tightening 

closures with a tool dramatically reduced the pressure to missile, to a minimum of 
125 psL This is sfightly higher than the pressure recorded inside the bottles tested in 
this study. Over-tightening closures with a tool combined with an increase in 

temperature did, however, cause closures to fail at pressure well within the range of 
internal pressures recorded in off-the-shcIf bottIcs. Four caps inissiled at pressures 
lower than the threshold value of 118 psL at pressures of 50,66,76 and 100 psL All 

of these had been over-tightcned with grippers or nutcrackers and had been heated to 

tempcratures of 3840"C. 
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HIM 
111,1\ 1 

- 
111CM) HIM 111'1\ 

loff-the-shelf 12 7 5()() 5 311 150 455 400 500 
loosened 18 16 227 25 350 2 563 425 700 11 
hand 20 7 298 175 400 13 427 325 525 65 
tightened 
tool tightened 16 7 314 100 500 9 286 125 500 56 
heated 12 8 206 100 375 4 306 200 350 33 
heated & tool 31 15 150 0 300 16 271 50 500 52 
tightened I I 

1 

I 

Table 7.2 - Range of pressures (psi) required to cause failure of PET bottle caps 

under vafious conditions and the percentage of the sample that failed 

Some differences in the propensity to missile were noted between the different types 

of closures tested (table 7.3). Only one type of the closure designs (type 'a') missiled 

or exploded at pressures below the threshold value of I 19 psi. although one of the 

second type (type W) did explode at 125 psi which is only slightly above the 

threshold value of I 19 psi. In addition. all type 'a' caps missiled in one piece whereas 

all other closures (types 'b' and V) exploded into a number of pieces rather than 

The tests with prototype hinged caps suggested that 'hinging' would not prevent 

closures missiling. The mean internal pressures at which hinged closures missiled 

were slightly higher than those at which the non-hinged versions inissiled. The 

lowest pressure at which a hinged cap missiled was 100 psi, compared to 50 psi for a 

non-hinged cap but this is still lower than the threshold value of I 18 psi. However. 

perhaps more importantly, the two hinged caps that missiled at 100 psi had been 

over-tightened with a tool but had not been exposed to increased temperature, 

suggesting that missiling might even be more likely. Also hinging on type 'b' caps 
caused some of them to missile rather than explode which was the case when this 

design of cap was not hinged. 
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Cap Condifioio% N, Mi% 

n 

%ilc 

mean min max 

E 

n 

plode 

mean min max 
a hand 4 2 350 325 375 50 

tightened 
tool 7 5 185 125 275 71 
tightened 
heated & 15 7 196 50 275 47 
tool 
tightened 

'b' 'off-the- 8 5 455 400 500 63 
shelf" 
hand 11 9 453 400 525 82 
tightened 
loosened 10 2 563 425 700 20 
heated 8 3 342 325 350 38 
tool 8 4 413 325 500 50 
tightened 
heated & 15 9 330 125 500 60 
tool 
tightened 

c hand 5 2 375 375 400 40 
tightened 

d 

heated ý 1 200 200 1 200 50-] 

Table 7.3 - Range of pressures (psi) required to cause closures to explode or missile 

according to cap type and the percentage of the sample that failed 

7.5.4 Measurement of the missiling velocity of closures 

The speed and direction with which closures are propelled from bottles is likely to 

affect the severity of any potential injury. Therefore the study also attempted to 

estimate the speed and behaviour of missiling caps. A high frequency (W) Hz) 

strobe fight was used to provide successive images of missiling caps on a single video 

frame (figure 7.3). Speed could be calculated by measuring the distance between 

successive images of the cap. Only four out of twenty missiling caps filmed using this 

method provided images clear enough to allow calculations of velocity. It had been 

suggested previously (Willhoft. 1992) that headspace dictates the potential energy in 

a missiling cap and therefore its potential speed, and a reduction in headspace had 
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been proposed as a Ix)ssible route to reducing the risk of injury from inissilifir A% 

the tests carried out in this study were independent of'hcadspacc (tests were on neck 

I)omons removed from tx)ttles) no experimental evidence A-, -is produced rcjardiný, 

the relationship between headspacc and missiling velocity 

P 

cap velocity 

7.6 Ergonomics evaluation 

i la% ing identified that the use oftools and over tightening were the inain nsk factors 

of MISsilM'g the aim of the ergonomics evaluation was to investigate user behaviour 

and determine how likely these risk factors were to occur dunng 'normal' use. The 

objectives of the ergonomics evaluation were to: 

identiý, the need for tools by companng opening strength to the torque required to 

remove caps 
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# identify the propensity of people to use tools 

# study any aspects of opening behaviour, with and vAthout tools, likely to 

contribute to the risk of injury 

# identify the propensity to ovcr-tightcn caps either with or without tools. 

Ile ergonomics evaluation included a mix of methods, namely laboratory user trials 

and a field study in which "in-the-home' use of bottles was investigated. 

7.6.1 User trials 

User trials were conducted to collect user performance data (opening strength) and 

to allow the observation of users interacting with the product. Sixty eight adults, 

children and the elderly (aged 4- 86 years) participated in the user trials (subject 

details are shown in Appendix 7.2). The latter two groups were included because 

these were expected to be the groups of consumers most likely to experience 

difficulty in opening bottles and because children were expected to be frequent users 

of bottles. 

Opening behaviour was observed and the following information recorded from 

observation and interviews: 

# the direction bottles were pointed during opening 

* how bottles were held during opening 

# which hand(s) and grips were used 

# what difficulties if any were experienced in opening the bottles 

* the direction caps were turned 

0 the extent to which tools were used. 

Subjects were observed opening four bottles (two 3-litre and two 1.5-litre) and their 

behaviour recorded using -video (figure 7.4). Two of the bottles had nonnal caps and 

two were fitted with the new prototype hinged caps, which had been proposed as a 

possible design solution to missiling. A balanced experimental design was used to 

avoid any order effects. The caps were fitted to a torque of approximately 2 Newton 
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mctrcs (18 inch pounds). Sulýccts wcrc thcn intcrvicwcd to rind out whetha or not 
thcy had any difficultics opcning bottIcs at homc and wlicther or not thcy admittcd to 
using tools. Those who admitted to using any sort of tool were observed doing so. 

Opening strength was measured on a replica bottle specially manufactured in 

aluminium to the dimensions and weight of a full 1.5 litrc bottle (figurc 7.5). 111c cap 

on the bottle was attached to a fixed central member instrumented with strain gauges 

and was restrained so that any torque applied to the cap was measured against the 

external walls of the bottle. Ile output from the strain gauges was recorded via a 

small cable ftom the bottom of the bottle which meant that it could be picked up and 
handled in a realistic manner. Subjects performed three maximum and three 

comfortable strength measurements, with a two minute rest period between each 

measurement. Comfortable opening force was described as a force which did not 
hurt the hand, and maximum force as the highest force one could possibly exert 

without injuring oneself (afler Berns, 1981). 

In a second stage of the trials maximum opening and tightening torque was recorded 

on a second sample of ten adults aged 22- 32 years, this time using tools as well as 

their hands. Ibc tools used included a rubber cone (a device specifically designed for 

the disabled), a rubber mat and a pair of nutcrackcrs (shown in figure 7.6). 

No restrictions were placcd on subjects! posture or technique in performing any of 

the tasks, either opening bottles and particularly when measuring opening strength, in 

order to record realistic maximum strength. Subjects were free to sit or to stand, to 

rest the bottle on a work swfacc or hold the bottle, and in any orientation. 

Given that the reason for the study was to evaluate the risk from missiling closures 

there were ethical considerations about exposing subjects, especially children who are 
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Figure 7.4 - Observation of opening behaviour 

Figure 7.5 - Replica aluminlum bottle \\, Ith strain gauges used to nicitsure opening 
strength (3 11tre bottles shown) 
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Figure 7.6 - Tools used to open carbonated drinks bottles 

unable to give informed consent. to any risk during user trials, however smaH. After 

ethical review it was decided that any bottles to be opened by children or by adults 

using tools would be fiHed with water to remove any risk. Bottles containing 

carbonated drinks were used for the other subjects. Pilot trials revealed that bottles 

filled with water were less rigid than those filled with carbonated drinks due to the 

lack of pressure acting on the bottle walls but this was likely to have a negligible 

effect on the results. 

7.6.2 Field study 

The field study took the form of a disguised 'in-honie* study from which it was hoped 

to gain ei, idence of whether or not consumers used tools to open bottles. This 

'evidence' was considered necessary as without it the only data on the use of tools 

would be from interviews and therefore subjects' reported behaviour, which can be 

unrefiable, particularly if it is related to safety. The field study would therefore 
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provide cmpirical data to corroborate information reported by subjects during 

interviews. In addition, there was concern that the prototype hinged caps under 

evaluation may be dillicult to open and cncouragc consumers to cut the hinge or 
tampcr-cvidcnt band, perhaps with a knife thereby introducing a secondary hazard, 

and cvidencc on this was also sought. 

Evidence of the use of tools was to be recorded by inspecting returned caps for 

rnarks lcft by tools and hinged caps were to be inspected for whcthcr or not the 
hinges had been cut. Households that consumed a 'substantial' number of bottles of 

carbonated drinks were recruited and the study was disguised as a study of recycling 
to dcflcct attention away from safcty and design issues. A sample of 450 homes 

randomly selected from around Nottingham were asked to partake in the study and 
51 responded. 71cy were asked to save all of their usual carbonated drinks bottles 

and closures over a period of three to five wccks for rccycling, the supposed aim to 

see how easy or likely households were to start recycling plastic bottles as well as 

glass. Households were offcred free bottles of drinks as an incentive for taking part 
in the study, fitted with the new prototype hinged caps. in order to find out who in 

the household had opened each bottle, and therefore who had possibly used tool(s), a 

'diary` system was developed. Labels were provided to be attached to each bottle in 

order to record who opened, used and disposed of each bottle. A questionnaire was 

subsequently used to establish information on bottle use and explicitly whether any 

members of the household ever use nutcrackers, grippers, teeth doorjambs; or 

anything else to open bottles (shown in Appendix 7.3). 

7.6.3 Resufts 

7.6.3.1 Opening strength 

7.6.3.1.1 Opening strength using hands 
Table 7.4 presents the peak (best of three) maximum and comfortable opening 
torques recorded in this study. 
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hible 77.4.1 - Peak maximum opening torque (Nm) 
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I 

nican %d min max n 
luzz 
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on 
sd min 111.1\ 

5-9 1 
7 

5 
7 

10 02 0.9 14 5 10 02 () K 14 10 1 () 0.2 () x 14 

16-14 1 4 2.0 0.4 1.6 2.5 7 2.0 0.4 1.5 2.5 11 2.0 0.4 1.5 2.5 

, 1-19 
1.8 0.5 1.5 2.4 2 2.4 0.4 2.1 2.7 6 2.0 0.5 1.4 2.7 

20-39 5 3.1 1.0 1.6 4.1 7 2.2 0.7 1.4 3.2 12 2.6 0.9 1.4 4.1 

40-59 5 3.2 1.2 12 48 "1 2.2 05 1.4 
1 

2.6 10 2.7 1.0 1.0 4.8 

60+ 3 1.9 0,3 11 1 1.1 ol 0.7 1,6 14 1.3 0.5 0.7 2.1 

hible 7.4. ii - Peak comfortable opening torque (Nm) 

A literature search was carried out to establish whether other strength data were 

available to assess the appropriateness of the application torque and for comparison 

to the data recorded in this study. Research has shown that the characteristics of grip 

and of the object being turned (such as diameter) directly affect exertable torque 

(Pheasant and O'Neill. 1975) and these factors had to be considered when comparing 

published and recorded hand strength for this application. Table 7.5 presents a 

comparison of published torque strength, the results of this study and the application 

torque. 

All of the studies reviewed, except Imrhan and Loo (1986), measured torque on lids 

removed from bottles and attached via a shaft to a torque meter fixed to a work 

surface. Imrhan used caps still attached to the bottles but with the bottles stifl Exed 

to a work surface. Strength is known to be dependent on posture and orientation of 

the joMts and so it was felt that realism in the collection of all of these data, 

particularly the person's ability to move the bottle to their preferred orientation for 

maximum exertion, was lacking. The study by Berns (1981) measured torque 

strength on a 28 mm cap fixed to a replica bottle placed on a worktop and it is 

assumed from the report, although it is not stated explicitly. that the bottle was not 

fixed to the worktop and could therefore be moved. However the results from this 

study were only presented graphically and the 50th percentile values presented here 
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had to be estimated. Although not directly comparable because of the measurement 

techniques and age groups. the results from the present research are either of similar 

magnitude or are slightly higher than the published data. This is likely to he due to 

the fact that the bottle was movable and allowed different postures and grips to be 

used. 

5-9 TIlls StudN 29 1110% Jbic tx)tt Ic 1.51 

10-14 This studK 29 mcn-abic bottle 2.43 

cldcrIN- 60-97 lmrhan & Loo 86 31 bottle fixed to table 1,62 

62-92 Rohles ct al 81 29 cap on torque mctcr 0.92-2.04 
W-wl This stud% 29 mcn-abic bottic L53 

teenagers students Konz & Ravishankar 89 28 cap on torque nictcr 2.44 
15-19 This study 29 movable bottIc 2.86 

adults 20-70+ Bcms 81 28 movabic bottic 1 18 
20-39 This stud% 29 -abic bottic 1.12 
40-59 This mud% 29 movabic bottle 2.59 

Industry applied torque 29 2.03 

Table 7.5 - Comparison of published torque strength to that recorded in this study and 
applied torque 

Some interesting findings from published research however included differences in 

exertable force due to cap surfaces: mean torque in the elderly measured by lmrhan 

was slightly higher on a 'rough' (undefined) lid compared to a 'smooth' lid and Konz 

and Ravishankar ( 19 99) found differences in students' torque strength according to 

differences in knurlMg. Rohles et al (1983) found sex and age differences in torque 

strength: four year old children were not as strong as 'older' adults (62 - 92 years) 

and amongst this older group the males were much stronger than females (mean 

torque 2.44 Nm and 0.92 Nm respectively). 'Me study also demonstrated that the 

direction of turn (opening versus tightening) did not significantly affect torque 

strength. The use of tools was investigated by Nagashima and Konz (1996) who 

found that use of a rubber gripper significantly increased torque, although this was on 

jar fids. the smaHest diameter of which was 48 nun. much larger than a bottle closure. 

Comparison of the results with the application torque showed that of the 68 subjects 

measured in this study, nearly half (46%) had peak maximum torque strength less 
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than 2.034 Nm. the value quoted by industry as the applied torque on bottle closures 
(table 7.6). Of these. most were children or the elderly: none of the children under I () 

years and nearly seventy percent of those over 60 years did not have the required 

torque strength to remove caps. only in the 20-39 age group were there more than 

seventy percent with the required opening strength. 

14 12 4 

-19 6 2 29 
20-39 12 1 
40-49 10 3 30 
60-m 14 10 67 
total I1 46 

Table 7.6 - Number of subjects with peak strength less than the application torque 

7.6.3.1.2 Opening strength using tools 

The results of the nýssifing tests indicated that a significant factor in the risk of 

missi. ling was the combined effect of over-tightening closures and using tools. The 

closures that missiled had been over-tightened to a torque of approximately 3.4 Nm 

(30 inch pounds) using either nutcrackers or special grippers. If this magnitude of 

force was not achievable during everyday use then this hazard scenario was unlikely 

to occur. The maximum exertable torque using tools was therefore measured in the 

second part of the user trials on ten adult subjects (mean age 27 years). Torque was 

measured in both directions (opening and tightening) using the hands, a rubber mat, a 

rubber cone and nutcrackers, and the results are shown in table 7.7. Hand strength in 

this group of subjects was comparable to the same age subjects used in the first stage 

of the user trials. Ile use of tools increased both opening and tightening strength 

compared to using the hands only, with the exception of the rubber cone which 

actually reduced operurig torque, particularly in men. even though this tool is 

specially designed as an aid for the disabled. Using nutcrackers had the greatest 

effect, increasing both opening and tightening torque. All of the subjects tested were 

able to exert an over-tightening torque greater than that required for the caps to 

missile (3.39 Nm) when using either the rubber niat or the nutcrackers, as highlighted 

in table 7.7. 
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rubber cone 4 2.0 0.5 1.1 2.5 5 2A 0.5 -- 14 26 9 2.1 0 5--- YI 2,6 

rubber mat 5 6.9 1.7 4.0 8.2 3 4,1 1.1 25 54 10 5.6 1.9 2.1 HI 
nutcrickcrs 5 9.7 4.2 5.2_ 14.5 1 5 ?R 15 3.4 7.2 10 7.8 3.6 3.4 14.5 
Tightening 
hand 4 2.2 0.5 1.45 2.7 5 2.1 0 15 2.1 9 21 0.5 1 45 2.99 
rubber cone 4 6.2 2.3 4.1 9.6 3 17 oo 10 43 9 4X 2.0 1.0 M. ) 
rubber mat 5 6.9 2.3 1 3.9 9.1 1 4.7 07 3.95 S. K 10 5. K 2.0 3. X5 9.1 
nutcrickcrs 5 11 0 4.2 1 5.9 15A s 65 1 95 4.5 x(I 10 x9 1 4.5 15,8 

Table 7.7 - Peak maximum torque strength (Nm) according to direction and use of 
hands or tools 

7.6.3.2 Opening difficufty 

The assessment of opening difficulty was based on observed behaviour from the user 
trials and reported difficulty from both the field study and user trials. Of over 100 

people interviewed in the user trials and field trials. nearly half reported that they 

always had difficulty opening bottles and 65% of all subjects said they had 

experienced difficulty (table 7.8). 

Table 7.8 - Percentage of respondents who said they have difficulty opening bottle 
closures 

The observation of subjects opening bottles in the user trials supported this. Over a 

quarter of subjects ( 19 out of 69) faded to open at least one of the four bottles they 

were given. All but one of these were children and adults aged over sixty. One 

subject (a female in her seventies) Wed to open any of the four bottles. Most of the 

bottles that couldn't be opened had caps put on by the manufacturer, as opposed to 

the hinged caps which had been applied by hand, although ostensibly to the same 

torque. 
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7.6.3.3 Use of tools 

7.6.3.3.1 Reported use of tools 

Subjects were asked in both the field study and the user trials about their use of tools, 

and the results are shown in table 7.9. Subjects in the home study were given a 

questionnaire with a multiple choice question on whether or not they had ever used 

grippers, nutcrackers. teeth or a door jamb to open difficult bottles. In the user trials. 

subjects were asked an open-ended question on what they did to open difficult 

bottles. Out of more than aIM respondents over half admitted to using tools such 

as grippers or nutcrackers. or misuse such as teeth or a doorjamb. Comparison 

between the results of the home study and the user trials show fittle difference 

between results obtained from interviews and questionnaires. or from open-ended 

versus multi-choice questions. apart from the 'use of a cloth/rubber mat' and 'asking 

someone else'. which could be attributed to the inclusion of the elderly and children 

respectively in the user trials but not in the home study. 

............. 

Ask someone else 17 15.7 

Cloth or rubber mat 13 2 13.9 
Door 17 18 32.4 
Teeth 9 8 15.7 
Nutcrackcrs 4 4 7.4 
Special grippers 6 10 14.8 
Anv misuse or tool (ic door. teeth. 
nutcrackcrs or grippers) 

31 26 52.7 

Total 68 40 

Table 7.9 - Number of subjects who admit to using tools or other methods to open 
difficult closures 

7.6-3.3.2 Evidence of the use of tools 

The bottle closures returned from the home study were inspected for evidence of the 

use of tools. The aim was to provide comparative data between reported use of tools 
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and evidence of use. The closures were inspected for marks likely to be caused by 

tools such as grippers, nutcrackers. teeth or door jambs. Over a quarter of' tile 

returned closures (122 out of 408) were marked (figure 7.7). It was not possible to 

confirm that these marks were made by tools. however they were unlikeiv to have 

been made by the hands. These results support the relvi-led data. 

I -- - 

Figure 7.7 - Marked closure indicating the likely use of a tool to open the bottle 

7.6.3.4 Opening technique 

Four main types of grip were observed to open bottles. Nearly half (33) of the 

subjects used just one type of grip and a further 25 used only two types of grip, 

suggesting that opening technique is habit-forriiing. Subjects using more than one or 

two gnp types were usuafly experiencing difficulty opening bottles. 

Most subjects rested bottles on the avaflable work surface during testing. As a result, 

bottles were usually opened with the cap pointing towards the subject's face, either 

vertically into the face or tilted slightly. Even when the bottle was lifted from the 

table and held in the hands, bottles caps were usually pointing towards the face. 
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7.6.3.5 Turning closures the wrong way 

7.6.3.5.1 Turning closures the wrong way vAth the hand 

Tcn out of the sixty cight suliccts in the user trials tumcd at least one cap the wrong 
way. Most of these cvcntuaUy realised their mistake and turned the cap the correct 

way but a few, particularly children, pcrscvcrcd and had to be told to turn it the othcr 
way whcn thcy continued to fail to opcn the bottics. During the colicction of opening 

strcngth data whcn thcrc was no fccdback from the bottle or cap bccausc the cap was 
fixed. to the bottle, four sulýects consistcntly turned the caps the wrong way and a 
furthcr clcvcn tumcd the cap the wrong way at Icast once. Children and the clderly 

seemed most hkcly to tum the cap the wrong way. 

7.6.3.5.1 Turning closures the wrong way with tools 

The thirty one subjects in the user trials who had said that they had at some time used 
tools were observed doing so. Ten subjects were observed using a 'handled' tool, 

such as grippers or nutcrackers, and all of them placed the bottle on the work surface 

and turned both the bottle and the cap at the same time. One adult female subject 

repeatedly tried to open the bottles by ovcr-tightcning the caps although she had 

turned the caps the conrcct way when opening the bottles with her hands. She 

eventually said that the caps were too tight to open and gave up. 

7.6.3.6 Cutting the tamper-evident band 

Seven out of the 108 people interviewed about their use of carbonated drinks bottles 

volunteered the information that they often use a knife or scissors to cut the tamper- 

evident band already in use on caps. Thesc tamper-evident bands are at present 
designed to either stay with the cap when it is removed or to be retained on the bottle 

neck and should not need to be cut. This has some bearing on the proposed use of 

caps that are hinged or tethered to the tamper-evidcnt band and would be more likely 

to be cut. Perhaps more importantly, over two-thirds (69%) of the sample of 

prototype hinged caps which were distributed in the home study were returned with 

the hinge either broken or cut. 
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7.7 Discussion 

The main factor found to contribute to missifing was the use of a handled tool to 

ovcr-tightcn a cap, combined with agitation and exposure to temperature of around 
40*C, such as those likely to be encountcrcd in a car during summer. Results suggest 

that ovcr-tightcning on its own could possibly lead to missiling although is less likely 

than when the bottles have also been exposed to increased temperatures. Some 

diffcrcnccs were found bctwccn different designs of cap in thcir propensity to missile 

and a prototype hinged cap did not appear to offer a solution to missiling. Given that 

the use of tools and turning the caps the wrong way arc prc-requisitcs of missiling, 

the actual risk of this hazard depends on whether or not these were realistic 
behaviours with bottles. The factor most likely to dictatc the need for tools is 

difficulty in opening bottles. Bottle closures are applied to a target wet torque of 

2.034 Newton mares (18 inch pounds), which apparently drops to around 15 inch 

pounds when dry. A sample of 26 closures were tested in this study and the mean 
dry removal torque was higher than this, 17.15 inch pounds (standard deviation 1.95, 

range 14-20). According to the industry (BSDA, 1993) the application torque used 
is based on strength data measured in Spanish subjects opening metal closures, which 

would appear to be inappropriate now that most caps are plastic (given the differcnt 

coefficients of friction between metal and plastic caps) and possible population 
differences. Tlere had been some suggestion, although based on limited data, that 

bottle closures were difficult to remove (Wilson and Breeze, 1990). However, prior 

to this study there was a lack of realistic torque data applicable to this task to allow 

this to be fully assessed. Tlese data have now been made available by this study. 
Comparison of this torque strength with the torque used to apply caps to bottles 

showed that the elderly and children under ten (who arc also likely to be frequent 

users of carbonated bottles) Will experience difficulty opening bottles. Tlýs was 

supported by observed data which showed that children and the elderly experienced 
most difficulty opening bottles and actually failed to open some bottles they were 

given. Reported data suggests that adults also experience difficulty and half of the 

sample interviewed for this study reported that they do use tools to open bottles. 
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Given that the tools arc in use, the secondary prc-rcquisitc for missiling is over- 

tightening caps. Nearly a quarter of the subjects observed opening bottics and 

recording strength measurements turned caps the wrong way when using their 
hands, suggesting that it can be a common mistake, particularly amongst children. 
Turning caps the wrong way is probably more hkcly when using a handled tool, due 

to a change in the usual interface between the user and the bottle. Ilis was 

suggested when one subject experienced conrusion when using a tool but not when 

using her hands. As well as demonstrating a potential need and propensity to use 

tools, the study showed that adults had the required strength with tools which had 

been used to over-tightcn caps and caused them to missile in the technical stage or 

the study. 

7.8 Conclusions 

A multi-disciplinary study was necessary to assess the risk of this potential hazard of 

carbonated drinks bottles. While technical investigations identified the specific 

conditions to cause missiling, an ergonomics approach was necessary to identify the 

likelihood that this combination of mainly bchavioural factors were to occur. Under 

Gnormal' environmental and bchavioural conditions caps are unlikely to missile 

suggesting that the risk from this product is low. However strength data collected in 

this study suggests that caps arc currently applied with too great a torque for some 

user, particularly children and the elderly, to be able to open carbonated drinks 

bottles without some difficulty. This could encourage the use of tools which together 

with the risk of turning caps 'the wrong way' is the main predisposition to missiling. 
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7.9 Recommendations and outcome 

As a result of the study a formal report was issued to the DTI CSU. Ilis was used 
by thcm to initiatc discussions with the packaging industry on routes to reduce the 

risk of injury from missiling closurcs. 71c following rccommcndations were madc to 

the DTI CSU in that report: 
7.9.1. Ile relativcly small numbcr of rcportcd accidcnts compared to the high 

exposure rates for these products indicated that missiling incidents arc likely 

to be rare. Howcvcr, given that specific risk factors have now bccn 

identificd, it was considcrcd that it may be appropriate to inform industry 

and/or the public of these spccific risks. 
7.9.2. It may be possible to reduce the hkchlood of tools being used or caps being 

turned the wrong way by making closures easier to open. 1"his could be 

achieved either by slightly reducing the torque with which closures arc 

applied or through re-design of the cap to provide better grip, but the need 

for contents integrity and security may mle out a substantial reduction in 

closure torque. 

7.9.3. The study provided some evidence that closure dcsignInmtcrial, may cffect 

the Rehihood of missifing. Further work was recommended in order to 

specify more closely the particular design features which lead to these 

diffcrcnces in missihg probabifity. 
7.9.4. The printing of arrows on the tops of caps indicating the direction of 

opening would help prevent confusion over opening direction such as when 

tools are used. 
7.9.5. Ibc use of warning labels to inform users of the potential hazard of missifing 

caps was rejected after consideration of literature on warning efficacy, given 
the low probability of the hazard and the high exposure of the public to the 

product, two factors which suggest that a low level of compliance with 

warnings would be likely. 

As a result of the study the DTI initiated discussions with the soft drinks and 

packaging industries on possible routes to reducing the risk injury from cap missiling. 
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IMe industry accepted recommenclat ions that the torque with which closures are 

applied to ii:, r carbonated drinks bottles needed to be reduced and at tile time of' 

submission of this thesis an acceptable reduction in application torque is being 

discussed by the industry. In addition to a reduction in torque. some sectors of the 

industry have adopted a labelling approach to the problem. and have printed 

directional arrows and instructions 'open b. v hand'on bottle closures (figure 7.8). 

Figure 7.8 - Closures with arrows and instructions developed as a result of the study 
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Chapter 8- Accidents with AJI Twraln Bicycles 

Chapter 8- Case study: 
Accidents with All Terrain Bicycles 

8.1 Introduction and aims 

'Mountain bikes' were first 'invented' in California in the late 1970s by a group of 

cyclists who wanted to make bikes able to withstand fast downhill cycling and racing 

on rough terrain (Rosen. 1994). 1"he first mass produced mountain bike (the 

'Stumpjumper'. made by Specialized) appeared in the USA in 1991 and 'All Terrain 

Bikes' (or ATBs) appeared here a few years later. although views vary on when they 

were first mass produced in the UK (Kelly and Crane. 1989 and Mintel 1991). 

Unlike previous bicycle developments such as BMX. the first mass produced ATBs 

were aimed exclusively at an adult market. Indexed gears' and cantilever brakes 

were developed along with the ATB to make them 'easier' to ride and have now been 

introduced onto other types of bikes. The upright riding position, efficient gears and 

brakes and the robust appearance of ATBs have made them so popular that at the 

tUne of this study they accounted for around 60% of all new adult bicycle sales in 

Britain (BAGB. 1994, Keynote, 1992; Euromoniter, 199 1, Rosen, 1994). 

Immediately prior to this study there was concern over an apparent rise in accidents 

associated with ATBs, recorded by the DTI Consumer Safety Unit's HASS/LASS 

systems and an investigation was carried out into their safety. The aims of the 

research were to assess the extent to which the design, marketing or use of ATBs 

may be contributing to accidents and whether action was needed to improve their 

safety. The study included the following stages of work: 

an examination of the bicycle and ATB markets 

' See Appendix 8.1 for a glossary of ATB-related terms 
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# an assessment of the feasibility or producing a classification or ATBs to guide 

policy decisions 

# an analysis of accidents involving ATBs 

0 surveys of ATB ownership and of the cycling practices and attitudes to safety 

amongst cyclists, especially those riding ATBs 

0a technical evaluation of the sarcty and pcrfonnancc of a selection of bicycles sold 

as ATBs or mountain bilces. 

8.2 Definition of the products and the ATB market 

ATBs have been d6med as Wc)rles designedforgenuine off road riding.. capable 

ofbeing ridden over rough tracks and dounsteep and rocky dostri-hills'(United 

Leisure Magazines, 1994). However ATBs vary considerably, in design, price and 

use. Ile term 'mountain bike' is now an ubiquitous cycling term used to tcfcr to a 

range of bikes, from highly refmed bikes costing up to L3,000 through to children's 

bikes styled like ATBs. The original ATB market has also now fragmented to 

include the initial adult off-road-riding sector, an upgrading market for those who 

want to do more serious off road riding, an older sector who are re-discovcring 

cycling and the 'general' cyclist. 

8.2.1 ATB market share 

ATBs dominate the UK bicycle market and are considered by some in the industry as 

the conventional adult bicycle of today. 71ey are considered as responsible for a 

general increase in overall bicycle sales during the late 1980s, with sales reaching 

over E300 million in 1992 (BAGB, 1994). Ile increase in sales has been met almost 

cxclasively by imports, which account forjust over half of the market (Euromonitcr, 

1991). 71e majority of ATBs are imported, mainly from the Far East. 

In 1990 it was estimated that around 14 million adults in the UK (32% of adults) 

owned a bicycle and this had increased from 23% in 1985 (British Market Research 
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Bureau, 1990). Just over half oran households have a bike although they arc not all 

used regularly (Mintel, 199 1), with about 17% (7 million) oradults thought to be 

regular cyclists; in 1990, just three to four years aflcr their introduction, around two 

million homes (9%) had ATBs although the commonest bikes were road/racing bikes 

and conventional 3-spced bikes (General I louschold Survey, 1990). ATBs were 

expected to retain that share of the bicycle market for the foreseeable future and if 

anything its profile was likely to increase following the exposure of mountain biking 

as a sport and its introduction as an Olympic event at the Atlanta Games in 1996. 

Ownership surveys 

Two surveys of the general public were carried out as part of this study to further 

investigate the size of the ATB market. An on-strcet survey was commissioned in 

summer 1994 and face-to-facc interviews of 1,753 adults carried out. Ibc survey 
found approximately 17% were regular cyclists, two thirds of which cycled at least 

two or three times a week. This agreed with the findings of the General Household 

Survcyofl990. ATBs were by far the most popular type of bicycle and half of the 

regular cycfists interviewed had ATBs (around 9% of the adult population). A 

second survey was commissioned as part of an omnibus survey in March 1995 (by 

the British Market Research Bureau). 2,201 adults were interviewed over the 

telephone and found that 21 % of all adults owned an ATB. 

8.2.2 ATB prices 

The 1994 bicycle market was reviewed in detail and found that bicycles marketed as 

Imountain bikes! orATBsranged in price between MOO and L3,000. Theaverage 

price of an ATB was thought to be very much towards the lower end of this price 

range, although there were very few published data available to support this. The 

only information was on bicycles in general and not specific to ATBs; the average 

price of all bicycles in 1991 was V 15 (Euromoniter 1991). The omnibus survey of 
ATB owners carried out for this study and described above was therefore used to 

also provide information on sales figures related to retail price (table 8.1 ). Tbrce 
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hundred and ninety eight adult owners of new (rather than wond hand) ATBs were 
interviewed and nearly three quarters of ATBs (74%) had cost less than C250 (the 

informally recommended threshold price for ATBs to be used off-road - see next 

section), and just over a quarter had cost under f 150. Nearly all the remaining ATBs 

had cost under ON). with only 4% of all ATBs costing rnore than this. There was a 

tendency for males rather than females to purchase the more expensive ATBs (30% 

against 21 % paid over E250). but little difference by age. Ile majority of the 

bicycles had been purchased within the last three years. 

Purchase price 
age I ý4 .1-4 

1 It'li 
-- 

15-24 years 26 71 31 5 133 
25-34 34 37 25 7 1 104 
35-44 39 39 18 2 98 

45-54 15 20 11 2 48 

55-64 4 4 3 11 

65+ 4 4 

sex 
male 64 106 57 14 1 242 
female 54 1 69 31 2 156 

total 118 1 175 88 16 1 398 
_j 

Table 8.1 - Purchase price of ATBs according to owner's sex and age (Omnibus 

sun, ev, of 2.201 adults mining 398 A TBs - Marrh 1995) 

8.2.3 Marketing of ATBs 

ATB marketing literature was reviewed. ATBs were commonly depicted being 

ridden over off-road terrain. although only a small number of brochures (around 

16%) used images of stunts and trick riding. No limits or reconnnendations about 

use were suggested in the brochures, although a few companies had disclaimers in 

their warranties excluding certain types of riding. Nearly all of the images showed 

riders wearing hehnets. This was also true of iniages in the ATB press, which is 

where the majority of ATB advertising is concentrated. 'ne ATB press has a strong 
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influence and is read by a large proportion of enthusiastic mountain bike riders, who 

say they use product reviews to influence their purchase decisions (see section 8.4 

later). 

8.2.4 Classification of ATBs on the market 

Dcspitc attcmpts to dermc ATBs (sce 8.2 carlicr) the bikcs sold as ATBs variod 

considerably, in design, price and use. Despite having similar features such as thick 

tyres, chunky treads, larger diameter frame tubes, smaller fmmcs and straight 
handlebars (Appendix 8.1 contains a description of ATB rcaturcs, a glossary of 

common terms in use for ATBs, and description of the other bikes on the market 

which were excluded from the study), the suitability for off-road ridmg of many of 

these bicycles was unknown, and was considered at least doubtful. To address this, 

some rct"crs and the cycle press had begun to recommend a rctaH price of. E250 for 

an entry level ATB suitable for off-road riding (United Leisure Magazines 1994, 

Halfords, 1994). Ibis led to suggestions that there tnay be two tiers of ATBs, those 

suitable for off-road riding andATB-style' bikes which are not; another suggestion 

is of three tiers, with those suitable for off-road riding divided into those suitable for 

tsevere and those formoderate off-road conditions. 

An exhaustive review of the ATB market in 1994 was undertaken and a database 

established containing the specifications of 455 models of ATB on sale in the UK 

during that year, including imports. Givcn the wide variation of bikes on sale an 

attempt was made to classify ATBs, to provide a framework within which to carry 

out the rest of the study. A large number of features of ATB design and construction 

were considered as potential criteria for classifying the market, shown below. 

Retail price Barends Method of Fork material 
Frame material Number of gears construction Suspension forks 
Tube thickness Brakc tYPes Rear suspension Range of frame sizes 
Transmission Weight Type of gear shifters Quick release levers 
system Dropout angles Scat type wheels 
Wheel rim material T)Tetype Number of wheel Type of bottom bracket 
Handlebar material I Pedal type spokes Type of wheel hub 
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Some of these features proved difficult to use as potential classification criteria, either 
bccause information was difficult to acquire or bccausc thcrc was too much variation 
in each feature. A discussion of each potential criterion and their variation according 

to price and frame matcrial is contained in Appcndix 8.2. 

Consideration of aU the ATB features and extensive consultation with retailers, media 

and trade associations suggested that a useful initial classification of ATBs on the 

market could be constructed on the basis of rctaH price and frame material. Price is 

dictated mainly by materials and components and is considered to be an indication of 

suitabifity for good off-road handfing, indeed almost as the defacto criterion. Using 

information from specialist magazines the Wowing price categories appeared to 

rcflect different sections of the market: 

<f250 ATBs and ATB style bikes below the threshold purchase price 

recommended for off-road use 
f-250 - 499 Entry level ATBs used by new ofr-road riders 
f-500 - 999 ATBs for enthusiasts and experienced off-road ridcrs who will be 

familiar with the ATB markct (possibly a second purchase) 
V000-2500 Probably a second or even third purchase ATB and used by 

experienced off-road riders and for competitive riding. 

As for materials, frame material emerged as the most important technical criterion for 

ATBs; it is commonly used to promote certain ATBs in marketing literature and is an 
indicator of performancc and safety in off-road use. 71c higher perfonning bikes will 
be constructed from materials which have high strcngtWwcight ratios and modulus 
(stiffness)/weight ratios and which allow the use of smaller tube diameters and wall 

thickness, albeit at higher cost. Characteristics of the different materials which may 
be used in ATB frames arc summarised in table 8.2. 
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II k)N% ' 
IM - 4) 5( 

Icnsilc stccls 
I 

AjlOrv stocls Low/ 350- 1480 2(X). (XX) -210. (XX) 7.8 44.9- 190 40.2 

Cro-Mo and Mn- Mod 
mo 
Aluminium allovs Mod. I(X) - 627 75. (XX) 2.6 38.5-241 28.8 

Titanium all(n-s High 440-1320 8(). ()(X) - 130. ()(X) 4.3 I(X) - 307 18.6-30.2 

Carbon fibrc High 600 -I (XX) I 70.0(X) - 200. (XX) 1.5 4(X) - 667 I 46.6-13.1 

1 compositcs 
- I 

Table 8.2 - Mechanical property specifications. of ATB frame materials 

A 'pnce/frame material' classification was produced and is shown in table 8.3. This 

allowed relatively clear-cut market segments to be distinguished and could be used to 

predict the presence of many other ATB features (such as method of construction or 

fork and handlebar niatenals). 

- 
cnz, % C-%Cfl fiZ, ý, ýi, ), ), 111,,, 

ýý, L,,, ýiý 

Low alloy steels 65 11 0 0 76 
Cro-mo alloy steels 5 96 87 31 219 
Reynolds 500 2 17 3 0 22 
Reynolds 600 0 0 4, 4 8 

Murninium alloys 0 7 11 14 32 
Aluminium 7000 0 2 26 22 50 
Aluminium 6000 0 0 6 14 20 
Titanium alloys 0 0 4 4 8 
Carbon fibre 0 0 4 4 8 
Other 0 1 

---- 
0 7 8 

- N 72 17 7 150 T97ý6ý 455 

Table 8.3 - Classification of 455 models of ATB available on the UK market (1994) 

according to retail price and frame material 
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Table 8.3 shows that nearly all bikes under MO had low alloy steel frames but only 
II out of the 3 83 bikes over L250, suggesting its unpopularity as a higher 

performance ATB fmmc material due to excess weight. Most'cntry lcvcr bikes had 

cro-mo alloy steel frames and cro-mo was the most common framc material in all 

price ranges. Above L500, where high performance of the bike off-road is important, 

lightweight aluminiurn alloys were the second most common fmmc material, and 
were the commonest materials over V 000. Titanium alloys, although the most 

expensive and lightweight framc material, was only found in the L250 -L 1000 price 

rangc and not in bikes over L 1000; although these frames were likely only to have 

one or two tubes made of titanium alloy and the remaining tubes of cro-mo. Frames 

made wholly of titanium were likely to cost over L2500. With the exception of bikes 

under. E250 which were nearly all low alloy stcel, the whole range of fmmc materials 

can bc found in each price category, indicating that neither price nor framc material 

could be used on its own to classify the ATB market and so a two way classification 

was necessary, together with subsequent pcrfor=ncc tests. 

8.3 Cyclists and mountain bikers 

Ile cycling practices and attitudes to safety of both the population as a whole and 

also of those who ride ATBs as a regular sporting or recreational activity were 

considered important factors in the safely of ATBs. Surveys of general cyclists and 

mountain biking enthusiasts were therefore undertaken. 

8.3.1 Sample 

A number of methods were used to firstly contact members of the general public and 

thus the general cycling population. Questionnaires were handed out at cycle 

retailers (N = 150) and a random mail-shot to homes in the Nottingham area was 

carried out (N = 200). 11c response rates were low, between 3 and 12.5%. Also, 

the samples contacted were not considered to be representative of the general public 

as the response appeared to be from those with a particular interest in cycling or 
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safety. which is more likely with this form of self-selected sample. The general public 

were therefore contacted through on-street interviews, carried out in three Midlands 

cities. Nottingharn. Sheffield and Leeds. A target sample of 3(X) people who owned 

or rode a bicycle was set and 1753 members of the general public were approached in 

order to meet this target. The age and sex of the sample of general cyclists 

interviewed is shown in table 8.4. 

Next, a questionnaire survey of mountain bike club members was camed out. A total 

of 37 clubs were contacted and 8 10 questionnaires were sent to their members. The 

clubs were representative of rural and urban areas throughout the country and all 

orgamsed recreational off-road rides. A total of 71 responses were received, of 

which two thirds competed or had competed in mountain bike races. 

16-24 81 27 108 
25-34 78 18 96 
35-44 54 9 63 
45-54 20 6 26 
55-64 4 3 7 
65+ - - - T 
total -2 37 63 300 

Table 8.4 - Age and sex of general cyclists interviewed 

8.3.2 Resufts 

Cycling, and mountain biking, is male dominated and is most popular amongst 16 to 

44 year olds. ATBs are the most popular bikes amongst general cyclists and over 
half now ride them. There were four equafly popular reasons which emerged for 

buying ATBs: to go off-road riding; because they are fashionable and people like 

their style, because they appear strong and robust; and because they look comfortable 

and easy to ride. Mountain bikers. who regularly ride off-road, pay much more for 

their bikes and very few ride ATBs which have cost less than E250; on the other hand 

more than half of the general cychsts fide bikes costing less than E300 and most of 

those who ride ATBs pay less than E250. Over two thirds of general cyclists have 
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riddcn off-road, cvcn those without ATBs and a third say they regularly ride off-road. 
Everyone who rode an ATB considered that thcir bike had bccn designed ror off-road 
riding. 11c most popular places for off-road riding wcrc country parks, open 
countryside and bridle-ways. In terms orsafay, far more mountain bikers wear 
hcImcts: 86% always wear a hclmct compared to only 24% of general cyclists. 
Mountain bikcrs arc more likely to wcar a hclmct whcn cycling off-road than when 
on roads; in contrast, there is a slight tendency for general cyclists to wear hclmcts 

more oflcn when cycling on roads than when off-road. Mountain bikers carry out 
much more maintenance and care on their ATBs, regularly replace wom out or 
damaged components and arc more fikcly to have them serviced, although two thirds 

of gcncral cyclists do claim to maintain their bikes. 

8.4 Accidents involving ATBs 

A number of sources of infonnation were used to identify accident rates and 

scemrios with ATBs. Ilese wcre: 

# Literature Published research and commissioned rq*rts 

# OPCS Annual statistics of cyclists killed in road accidcnts in England 

and Wales, takcn from death certificates. 

# Depanment of Transport Annual statistics of cyclists killed on the roads in Great Britain, 

taken fi7om police reports. 
HASSUSSqUDD Accident and death statistics and follow-up interviews. 

RoSPA Reports of accidents from other safety organisations, cycling 

organisations, press cuttings and the public. 
Trading Standards Notification from the public of incidents involving ATBs, 

particularly where failure of the product has occurred. 
CPSC (U&J) Monitors consumer safety and operates NEISS (The National 

Electronic Injury Surveillance System) but does not publish 

annual accident rates. 
PORS (TFie Netherlands) The Dutch Home and Leisure Accident Surveillance SYstCn*L 
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# Survcys of cyclists 

* Qrling organisatiotu-2 

8.4.1 Cycling fatalities 

Information on accidcnt, ratcs and scenarios was collccted from 

the gcncral public and from "mountain bikcrs' in the survcys 
dcscribcd in the prcvious scction. 
Nonc of thesc organisations opcratc an accidcnt monitoring 

syStCM 

Approximately 250 adults arc killed in cycling accidents every year (OPCS, 1992) 

and nearly all of these accidents happen on the roads. Ilowcvcrthcrcisno 

comprehensive method for recording deaths other than on public highways and so it 

is not known how many cyclists might be killed while cycling off-road. 11crc was 
information available from OPCS however, who commissioned a special report into 

sporting/Icisure fatalities during 1992.71cy found five of these wcrc cycling 
fatalities (all adults), three of which were during time trials (OPCS, 1993). None of 

these systems or studies recorded the type of bicycle being ridden. 

Reports of three fatal incidents involving A713s were received by Trading Standards 

offices between 1990 and 1994. One was caused by a quick release front wheel 
becoming loose, one as due to poor maintenance combined with cycling near a canal 

and the third was caused by hitting a log while riding off-road. EightATBdeaths 

were reported in the USA between 1985 and 1993. 

8.4.2 Cycling Injury rates 

Mewise the sources of information on cycling injunes were conflicting and 
incomplete. The Department Of TransPOrt recorded 3742 serious and 20,256 minor 
injuries to cyclists on the road in Great 13ritain in 1992, based on police reports (DOT, 

11 ACr - 7"he Association of C)-cle Traders 
BA GB - 7he Bicjrle Association of Grral Britain 
B CF - Vie Bfitish Q-cling Federation 
BAfBF - Me Bfidsh Mountain Bike Federation 
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1993). A report by the Transport Research Laboratory (TRRL, 1999) however 

found that 68% of cycling mjunes treated in A&E departments had not been 

recorded by the police. 1-his would put the annual injury rate in Britain at around 

75, M) per year. National estimates from LASS for the UK (te including Northern 

Ireland) put the injury rate even higher than this. at around I (K), (KK) in 1995 (table 

8.5). Table 9.5 also shows that according to LASS around 10 per cent of all cycling 

injuries were sustained on ATBs, and while there was no noticeable increase in the 

annual rate of cycling accidents on all bicycles, the number of injuries sustained on 

ATBs increased dramatically from 1987 to 1995. 

1 bikes L 11 all bikes A' Bs only 

7 

Year 

rr 
no. of 
ecords 

no- of 
records 

National Estimates no. of records National Estimates 

,9 10 980 582 
1981 690 
1982 602 
1983 820 
1984 878 
1985 666 
1986 644 
1987 776 1,764 94,000 1 n/a 
1988 983 4,231 148,000 15 n/a 
1989 1,169 4,755 168,000 139 4,907 
1990 1,029 4,628 126,000 338 97193 
1991 1,036 5,367 153,000 513 14,621 
1992 728 4,886 139,000 532 15,108 
1993 893 2,622 132,152 500 12,425 
1994 990 

. 
2,490 102,840 490 9,981 

1995 
. 

1,093 12,872 105,000 586 10,712 

Table 8.5 - Number of UK cycling injuries recorded by HASS/LASS and consequent 

national estimates according to bicycle type. 

8.4.3 Accident scenarios 

The details of all ATB accidents recorded by LASS between 1987 and 1992 were 

reviewed -a total of 1538 injuries. The majority of injuries were attributed to rider 
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error, road surface conditions or unexplained 'falls', and just under 5% (72) wcrc 

assigned to problems with the bicycle or its components. Of 532 ATB injuries 

recorded in 1992, approximately four times as many maics than kmaics were injured 

on ATBs (84% maics) and the majority (67%) were children. Most accidents 

occurred on the road although a higher proportion of children were injured on the 

roads than adults: 82% of children were riding their ATBs on the road compared to 

57% of adults, and 27% of adults were injured riding in parkland or open countryside 

compared to 12% of children. 

A more in-depth analysis of accidents was then made by interviewing a sample of 

those injured during 1992.128 of the 532 people recorded by LASS that had given 

their permission to be contacted after their accidents and wcrc sent postal 

questionnaires (shown in Appendix 8.3). A response rate of twenty eight percent 

gave 36 incidents available for analysis. Three quarters wcrc regular cyclists who 

cycled at least once a week and for a minimum of thrcc hours a week; a third of the 

sample cycled every day. Sixty percent had ridden their ATB off-road and most of 

those were regular off-road riders: 'off-road riding' included bridle-ways, national 

parks, woodland, cross-country and 'tracks. 

Over a third of the 36 accidents investigatcd occurred while 'mountain biking'. 

71ese included: 

cycling off-road - five accidents happened while cycling in open countryside, two 

in country parks and one on a dirt track 

trying tricks - two accidents happened while trying to do jumps and one while 

riding over a BMX ramp 

mountain bike races - two accidents occurred during races. 

Just over half of the incidents investigated were due, in the opinion of the injured 

person, to either lack of skill, not paying attention or going too fast. Five were 

caused by problems with the bile: three were failing brakes, one because something 
became caught in a wheel and lastly a rear wheel came loose. Nearly two thirds of 

the sample (21) had experienced more than this one cycling accident. 
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8.4.3.1 Accidents amongst general cyclists 

In order to clucidatc the information from LASS victims, the sampic of 300 adult 

regular, 'general', cyclists (contacted in the survey described in the prcvioU3 section) 

were asked about any accidents they had been involved in. Ilis gave inrormation on 

accidents resulting in injuries other than those likely to be treated and hospital A&E 

departments. 

A third of the sample (36%) had had a cycling accident within the last fivc years. 
Most of these (73%) were on roads. The remainder had happened oiT-road, and on 

all types of bike. Tbc cyclists were asked to describe any accidents that they 

considered to be serious. Of a total of 104 accidents, 44% had happened while 

riding ATBs. Of the ATB accidents, 30% were caused by other vehicles (including 

cars and other cyclists), 26% were due to a lack of experience or skill and 24% were 
due to the type of terrain being ridden or hitting obstacles. Of the accidents that 

happened on other bikes, a larger proportion were due to other vehicles (36%) and to 

inexperience and skiU (3 1 %) while less were due to the terrain (15%). Three 

accidents were caused by problems with the bikes (a broken fork, a broken whcel and 

a slipped stem) but none of these were ATBs. 

8.4.3.2 Accidents amongst mountain bikers 

7be survey of members of mountain bike clubs (described in the previous section) 

also provided information about accidents. 71c maJority of the riders (84.5%) had 

had accidents while cycling off-road compared to 39% while cycling on roads. Not 

all the accidents had resulted in injury: nine had what they considered serious 

accidents off-road, and four had had serious accidents on roads. 

Accidents occurring off-mad were rnainly due to terrain, for instance, hitting 

obstacles, catching wheels in ruts, slippery stufaccs, foliage and so on. other causes, 
in descending order were: a lack of skill (not being able to control the bike, feet 

caught in pedals etc); trying tricks or stunts (such asjumps) and excessive speed. 
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Accidents on roads were most commonly caused by cars or other traffic. 71rcc 

accidents had been caused by product failures; a loose stem, failed brakes and a split 
front whccL 

8.5 Evaluation methodology 

7le review of the ATB market and attitudes of cyclists suggested that ATBs were 

now the most popular style of bicycle, and that riding all types of bicycle 'off-road' or 

on rough terrain had become common place. Accident analyses had not indicated any 

accident scenarios spcciric to ATBs. 71c evaluation of safety therefore concentrated 

on assessing the suitability of the range of ATBs for this change in cycling behaviour 

and the type of cycling terrain for which they were now being used. Ilcaimsofthc 

evaluation were to: 

* assess whether certain types of bike would present a risk to off-road use as a 

result of product failure 

* identify how failure might arise 

# identify which type of activities would be most Rely to cause failure. 

A range of ATBs were chosen to be subjected to typical off-road activities. The 

stresses produced in the bike frame would be recorded and used to indicate which 

elements of the frame, and which bikes, might be susceptible to damage. 711is was 
done in two stages of tests. Firstly field trials with experienced ATB riders were 

used to measure the stresses produced in a top-level ATB during a variety of typical 

off-road riding scenarios. 7be results were to be used to set the parameters for 

laboratory simulations of these activities. Laboratory simulation tests were then used 

to systematically replicate and repeat these activities and allow systematic, reliable 

and rcproducible assessments of off-road impacts across the full range of test bikes. 
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8.5.1 The test ATBs 

Seven models of bicycles sold as ATBs were tested. ranging in price ftom f WO to 

E860 and considered to be representative of the Al-B market according to the 

classification produced in table 8.3. The details of the bikes tested are shown in table 

S. 

IMM FM MME 

A1111111111[im IRI \ý CMcd 

M WMM 

fSOO 

Titanium/Cro-mo Titanium -Bonded 1565 
3 Aluminium Alunlinium TIG-welded 1400 
4 Cro-mo High Tensile steel TIG welded 1350 
5 High Tensile steel j4h Tensile Steel TIG welded 1189 
6 Hig A Tensile Steel High Tensile Steel 11. IG Welded L169 
7 High Tensile steel Ifigh, rensile steel TIG welded Eloo 
8 --- 

., 
h Tensile steel FHip High Tensile steel TIG welded 11100 

Table S. 6- Tlie test ATBs 

8.5.2 Field trials 

The field trials were undertaken by an experienced rider taking the bike over a closely 

specified, simulated course of obstacles, set after discussions with experienced off- 

road riders and designed to represent many situations faced in off-road ridmg (figure 

S. I). Table 8.7 lists the activities undertaken. The rider weighed 66 kg (23rd 

percentile adult male') to provide a conservative level of rider loading'. Loads 

typical of those encountered in off-road Tiding were measured using three strain 

gauges (for longitudinal, rotational and shear directions calibrated from measured 
forces) at fifteen points on the bike (shown in Appendix 9.4) and related to activity 

by using videotape of the trials. Results from the field trials were used to identify 

bike parts which suffer highest loading and the activities which produce the high 

loading, and to set loads which could be replicated consistently in laboratory tests 

across the whole sample of ATBs. 

compared to data from Pheasant. 1996 
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Rear Braking (sharp i car bi aking fiom 15 knili" to a stop 
3 Rear wheel vertical impact frorn a height of app ox. 240 mm 
4 Front wheel verlical impact from a height ol'approx 240 untri 
5 Two wheel vertical impact from a height of approx 180 mm 
6 Front wheel honzontal impact (nde into a wall at) 12 kmh" 
7 Front wheel horizontal impact with obstacle (ride over 100 mm obstacle at 15 knih 

(obstacle was a roadside kerb) 
8 

- - 
Ride down shallow steps at 10 knih" 

[ 9 TLJphill 
sprinting from 0- 50-k-nih 

Table 8.7 - Activities during the field trials 

The field trials identified the following activities as producing consistently high 

stresses: 

Front wheel horizontal impact (ride into a wall) at 12 kmh -1 

Front wheel horizontal impact over obstacle (nde over obstacle) at 15 knih' 

0 Front wheel vertical impact 

0 Two wheel vertical impact 

Much higher stresses were generated by the impact activities than by riding down 

steps for instance. Examples of the greatest stresses were: 540 MPa in the down 

tube, 396 MPa in the forks and 414 MPa in the seat stays. aH in the horizontal impact 

into a wafl at 12 kmh-'. and 2 16 M Pa in the handlebar stem and 144 M Pa in the down 

tube during a front wheel vertical impact from about 240 mm. 

8.5.3 Laboratory trials 

Laboratory simulation tests followed the field trials and a number of activities were 

simulated and replicated across the sample of ATBs. mainly vertical and horizontal 
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Figure 8.1 -Me field trials 
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impacts. 7lic aims of the laboratory tests were to identify irand when failure of the 
bikes would occur so as to provide comparative pcrfortnancc data between bikes and 

possibly suggest limits to use. It was important to replicate the off-road riding 

activities evaluated in the field trials as closely as possiblc in the laboratory wllilc 

using a system which could pcrform the activities repeatedly and accurately. 
I'licrtfore special testing equipment was developed. 

8.5.3.1 The vertical Impact rig 

This was designed and manufactured to replicate the rear whccl impact, front wheel 
impact and two wbecl vertical impact (figure 8.2 and 8.3). Ibis allowed citber tbc 
front, rear or botb wbecls of tbc b5cc to be dropped from a given bcigbt. 71ic rig was 

adjustable so that blIcs of different sizes could be tested and a variety of dropping 

heights could be used. 

Ile bike was held by the handlebars and by the scat with specUically dcsigned 

grippers. A special T-shaped attachment was used in place of the seat. Ile grippers 
were withdrawn simultaneously by a pneumatic system allowing the front and rear 

ends of the bike to drop simultaneously for the two whecl vertical impact test. 

8.5.3.2 The horizontal impact rig 

Ibis was used to replicate horizontal front wbccl impacts into a wall and riding over 

an obstacle on the ground. Ile bike was propelled by means of an elasticated rope 

which was fed through the main triangle of the fi-ame so that it pulled the bike 

towards the wall from the head tube. It was possible to achieve consistent impact 

speeds by withdrawing the bike specified distances. Horizontal impacts over an 

obstacle were also performed on this rig. For these tests the obstacle was a concrete 
block of similar dimensions to the roadside kerb used in the field trials. To keep the 
bike stable a set of stabilisers were manufactured and an attachment fitted into the 

seat tube. 
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tN,. -o whccl impact 

fTont wheel impact 

rear whed impact 

Figure N. The vertical impact ng 
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8.5.3.3 Simulating rider weight 

The bikes were weighted to simulate the rider used in the field trials. who weighed 66 

kg. From the analysis of the field trials it was established that in all of the off-road 

riding activities the rider was in a standing position to ensure stability and control. 

Weights were therefore applied through the pedals at the bottom bracket and on the 

handlebars only. with no rider contact at the seat. Ilie bike used in the field trials 

was weighed without the rider and then with the rider in a standing position. The 

weight distribution through the fi7ont and rear wheels was calculated and the correct 

weights at the pedals and handlebars estimated. The weights applied were 54 kg at 

the bottom bracket and 12 kg at the handlebars. Ile weights were manufactured 

from mild steel and clamped to the bike with specially designed fixtures. The 

weighting system used was limited in that it was in a fixed position on the bike. It is 

acknowledged that during riding the centre of mass of the bike and rider changes 

during different activities. Also the centre of mass was lower than it would be with a 

real rider as the body's centre of mass is above the bike. 
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8.5.3.4 Test parameters 

For the horizontal impact tests (into the wall and over the obstacle) it was decided to 

use lower speeds than the 12 kmh' and 15 kmh-used in the field trials as damage 

had been caused to the field trial bike during these activities. Impact speeds of 3 

kmh-'were achieved by withdrawing the bike 640 mm from the wall or obstacle. 

in the vertical impact rig. the dropping distance from the bottom of the tyres to the 

floor for the two wheel impact was 190 mm. For the fi-ont and rear wheel impacts 

the bike was held at the same height but the angle of the bike made the distance from 

tyre to floor around 240 mm. These distances replicated the impact heights in the 

field trials but generally resulted in higher stress recordings. 

8.5.3.5 Order of activities 

The number of strain gauges used was reduced from forty-five (used in the field 

trials) to twenty-four. T'he data recording equipment could only record eight 

channels at one tirne and so each test had to be repeated three times. Ideally a new 

bike should have been used for each test carried out but this was not econotnically 

viable. The activities were carried out sequentially according to the procedure shown 

in table 9.8. 

Rear %%heel verlical impact from 2240 nim 
2. Two wheel vertical impact from 180 mm 
3. Front wheel vertical impact from 240 mm 
4. Repeat 1,2 and_3 with next set of gauges 
5. Repeat 1,2 and 3 with final set of gauges 
6. Honzontal impact over obstacle at 3 kmh" 
7. Horizontal impact into wall at 3 kmh" 
8. Repeat 6 and 7 %ith next set of gauges 
9. Repeat 6 and 7 with final set of gauges 
10. Repeat 1,2,3.4 and 5 with heights increased by 50 mm 
11. Repeat 6,7,8 and 9 with impact speeds of 6 kmh" 

Table 8.8 - Order of activities carried out in laboratory simulations 
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Most of the bikes failed by being darnaged beyond use before the full set of activities 
had been completed. All of the tests were recorded on video and photographs were 
taken regularly during testing to record any visible damage to the bikes. Dimensional 

measurements were taken to quantify physical damage. 

8.5.3.6 Results 

The highest stresses recorded via resistance strain gauges across the whole sample of 

hikes are shown in table 9.9. Quantitative results showed that certain parts of a bike 

tended to be subjected to higher stresses than others and that activities influenced the 

type and magnitude of the stresses. In all of the bikes, stresses were measured which 

exceeded the Yield Stress (YS) and Ultimate Tensile Stress (UTS) estimated for the 

frame material. indicating the risk that deformation. damage or failure of the frame 

members might arise (table 8.10). (it should be noted that detailed mechanical 

specifications of frame materials were not available from most of the manufacturers 

and so estimated values for the mechanical properties of each fi-ame inaterial had to 

be used). 

Bike Part Rear %% heel 
vertical impact 

F%w N% heel 
vertical 
impact 

Front \ý heel 
vertical 
impact 

I lonzontal 
impact 

over obstacle 

I lorizontal 
impact 

Handlebars 630 810 -810 -378 -306 
H'bar Stem -630 -1260 -864 -74 -128 
Down Tube -630 -900 -378 1580 1800 
Right Fork 450 -1026 -396 1 900 3150 
Left Fork -324 -1440 -756 1 -666 -1800 
Note: -iv values are tea-vi/estresses mod - ve are compre. Kvive stre. Kves 

Table 8.9 - Gauge positions and activities resulting in the highest stress recordings in 

laboratory trials (all values in MPa) 
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111kc Ilarl 
- 

2 
II an- -d- I e-b-a-r s 
fibar stem 
Down tube 
Right fork 
Left fork 

Table N. 10 - Parts of bikes where the stress exceeded the yield stress (suggesting 

potential damage to the bike member) 

HonZontal impacts over an obstacle resulted in high levels of stress and these 

increased with more severe impacts (into a wall at 3 kmh-'). stresses were recorded 

above the estimated UTS values in five out of the six bikes tested in this way. The 

highest priced bike was the only bike not to exceed the estimated YS or UTS in this 

activity. Vertical impacts from heights of I go to 230 mm causW stresses above UTS 

values in four of the seven bikes with higher stresses generated from the greater 

heights. In temis of the location of the stresses within the bike. in all but one of the 

bikes the highest stresses were recorded in the forks and in the down tube. In the 

highest priced bicycle (bike 1), high stresses were recorded in the forks and down 

tube but the largest stresses were measured in the handlebar stem (see table 8.9). 

The performance of the bikes is compared m table 8.11 which shows the number of 

trials each bike survived before damage precluded any ftniher tests. 

number I TNpc of 
impact 

1 
(LW)) 

2 
005) ' 

4 
(050) 

5 

(LIK9) 

6 

(LI09) 

7 

(LIM) (LIM) 

1-9 vatical 

7 
7 

8 9 
10-15 horiz 
16-24 vatical 18 
2 -29 5 horiz 1 30 30 2 4 -1 0 30 1 

Note - bold numbers indicate the number (? f trialv completed before bike. failure or 
severe damage 

Table 8. /1 - Companson of bike perforniance M laboratory trials 

In addition to stress measurements, damage was observed in all of the bikes (figures 

8.4 to 9.7). Three bikes failed when forks bent upwards away from the frame by up 
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to 120 mm (fig=s 8.4 and 8.5). Ilc othcrs cxhibitcd failurc cithcr in the framc 

(figurc 8.6) or in the front of the top and/or down tubcs which caused the front 
dropouts to be pushed back towards the frame (figurc 8.7). 

Ile results have indicated a high degree of variability bctwccn bikes. Intermsoftlic 

&niatcrials/pricc' classification of ATBs, there were notable diffcrences in 

performance related to price, particularly at the high and low ends of the price range. 

Ile most extreme damage for all bikes was produced in the two lowest price bikes 

(L 100) following just eight and nine vertical impacts, while the highest price bike 

appeared to suffer little damage and only recorded stress over the UTS in one part or 

the bike (the stem). Within these price limits the performance of the bikes varied, and 

there was less relationship to price; one model mailing at L 189 rcsistcd scvcrc 

damage while another at L565 sustained damage in the top and down tubes. 'I'his 

could be attributable to differences in the pcrfonmncc of the materials. In addition, 

diffcrcnces in design, namely in fork design, wcrc noticed. Unicrown (one piece) 

forks Wed at the bend near the top whereas bikes with straight forks resisted 

damage in the forks with damage being transferred to the front of the frame. 

8.6 Discussion 

ATBs now account for two thirds of all new bicycles sold in the UK and their 

popularity appears sustainable. The market has expanded from the initial specialist 

market of adults who wanted to ride off-road, to being today's conventional bicycle. 

Yvrith the popularity of ATBs and the publicity surrounding mountain biking, cycling 

off-road is increasingly common-place amongst the general cycling population and it 

should be expected that all ATBs might be used on rough off-road terrain. Although 

most cycling accidents still occur on roads, it has been suggested by this study and 

elsewhere that those who regularly cycle off-road are likely to have a higher number 

of accidents than those who cycle on roads, even if these arc not necessarily more 

severe. 
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the forks) 

the forks) 
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Figure 8.6 - Damage to bikes foflowMg the laboratory tests (damage to the top aud 

down tubes) 

Figurt, S. -- Damage to bik-es 1'0110%ý 1119 tile laboratory tests (front f'orks pushed 
backwards) 
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While there has been an increase in the number of non-RTA injuries involving ATBs, 

only a small number of injuries have been associated with bike failure. 111crc is 
however some concern that not all ATBs may be suitable for extended off-road use. 
I'lic ATB market is wide and varied; bikes sold as ATBs arc present in the low end 
of the general cycle market and there is rapid development at the top end of the 

market with the introduction of new, lightweight framc materials. Some classification 
of the market is therefore necessary but this should be robust enough to cope with its 

changes. Price has been proposed as a potential classification criterion although it is 

acknowledged as possibly a transitory criterion in terms of policy decisions. 

I lowcvcr price is used by the rctail trade to differentiate classes of bike and is used 
likewise in purchase advice in the cycle press. Both sources suggest a threshold price 
for ATBs intended for regular off-road use, which leads to a possible view of two 
tiers of ATB, ATB style and ATB . Manufacturers and importers have supported 
this view. There has been a suggestion also of a possible further grading of ATBs, as 

suitable for diffcrcnt levels of off-road use, perhaps moderate and severe. 

1"his study has produced methods for pcrforniance testing. Laboratory replications of 

off-road use have been used successfully to compare the performance of a range of 
ATBs tested under impact conditions. The most likely modes of failure of ATBs 

under these conditions have been identified as deformation of the forks and of the 

front of the top and down tubes. Differences in the performance of the bikes were 

noted, to so me extent related to price, in that the lowest price bikes (L 100) failed 

quickest and the most expensive bike (L860) suffered least damage. Ilowcver, 

between these price limits differences in performance were not strongly related to 

price. In terms of design, some differences in performance were noticed between the 

two primary fork designs - unicrown (one piece) and non-unicrown - particularly in 

vertical drops, in that the fo, me, tended to bend at the top of the forks. 

Ile activities most likely to produce failure of the bike were identified, as impact into 

a wall, impact into and over a low obstacle, and vertical impacts onto the front or 

onto both wheels. All of the activities simulated in the trials are likely to be 

infrequent for inexperienced riders, but were considered to be moderate off-road 
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impacts bycxpericnced off-road riders. It is acknowledged that impacts into a wall 
arc likely to be rare, but these tests were carried out conservatively at low speeds and 

with low weight riders. 

11c test programme has been successful in comparing a range of ATBs and similar 

programmes can be used to suggest some limits to ATB use. llowcvcrtcst protocols 

to be incorporated into standards may require three elements: technical laboratory 

simulations with repeated impacts and systems of weights to simulate a range of 

riders; limited and controfled ficid trials with force measurement (and stresses) 

directly Unked to particular activities undertaken by test riders; and extended ficid 

performance tests over longer "standardised" test tracks. 

8.7 Conclusions and recommendations 

A formal report was issued to the DTI CSU on this investigation. A number of 

recommendations were made to reduce the number of injuries associated with ATBs 

and the report was used by government to assess these potential routes to 
improvements in safcty. 

8.7.1 Standards 

Standards bodies should address off-road bicycles with a thorough review, and either 

replacement or strengthening, of BS 6102, which was produced without ATBs in 

mind. It is largely rccognised as inadequate in a number of respects, since it does not 

allow for the different design of ATBs, the more demanding stresses put on all the 

various components or the tYPC of terrain encountered off-road. New standards 

should also include impact performance tests, whether in field track conditions or in 

the laboratory. Finally, a new standard should allow for a graded or tiered system of 

performance requirements and approaches, as suggested above. 
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8.7.2 ATB design 

'nc design of ATBs, especially as it relates to the performance of brakes and gears 

and the case of use of adjustment mcchanisms, should be re-cxamined by producers 
in the fight of increased dcmands from off-road riding bcing taken up by a more 
'naive public. 

8.7.3 Manufacturer and retailer guidance 

As a first step, consideration should be given to the range of bicycles now being sold 

as ATBs, particularly those 'ATBsI orATB. style'bikes which are unlikely to be 

suitable for off-road use. Ibcre arc a number of options to address this issue. As a 

minimum, information and guidance should be given at the point of sale on the 

suitability (or not) of bicycles for off-road use. An industry-widc voluntary 

performance-based grading system of ATBs/ATB style bikes might be introduced, 

perhaps leading to a safety standard, to indicate suitability and safety for off-road use. 

8.7.4 Maintenance of ATBs 

Most of the accidents reported as caused by technical problems with the bike arc 

attributed to problems with brake and gear systems. Ilese often fail due to poor set 

up and poor maintenance, although this is not specific to ATBs. 11cre could be 

some consideration given to ensuring correct set up and maintenance of brakes and 

gears throughout the ATB life cycle, perhaps as part of a promotional service from 

manufacturers or retailers to the public. 

8.7.5 Publicity 

Publicity is needed to inform the general pub1ic on the specific risks of off-road 
riding, including information on the frequency of accidents off-road and the potential 

mode of failure of bikes under impact conditions (ie forks and down/top tubes). Ibis 

infomiation should be directed to ensure that bikes arc inspected and =intained 
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regularly, that riding is adjusted according to bike standard, rider ability and terrain, 

and to highfight those spcciric off-road activities that may cause failure (impacts into 

walls or low obstacles, two wheel and front wheel drops even from low heights). 

llclmcts arc important when riding off-road, not least because of the possible high 

frequency of accidents; the lack of severe injury amongst regular off-road riders may 
be due to a high rate of hclmct wearing and this should be strongly encouraged, along 

with other protective clothing. Most importantly, intending purchasers should be 

informed about the wide variability, and thus suitability, of ATBs on the market. 

8.8 Outcome 

in parallel with this research, but without our prior knowledge, relevant bodies ft 

ISO and the Bicycle Association of Great Britain) have been exploring the use of 

performance standards rather than construction/dimcnsion standards for bicycles used 

in off-road riding. An ISO comnýttcc (ISO TC 149/SCI) has now been established 

to look at off-road bicycles, with working groups looking at Fatigue and Impacts 

(WG4), Brakes (WGS), and General issues (WG8). WG8 have idcntiried the 

following components as needing more stringent requirements than presently exist if 

we are to have a standard appropriate for off-road riding: frames, forks, handlebars 

and stcms, seat pillars, saddle assembfies, crank asscmbHes, wheel assemblies, 
literature/instructions, tyre clearance, and chain wheel guarding. WG4 arc assessing 

the use of performance tests and tests have taken place in the UK, France, USA and 

Japan with an experienced "standard weight' rider over anormal'route with 

recording of impact forces at the fork, handlebar, saddle-pillar and pedal/crank and 

videotaped performance for comment and analysis. Ile incorporation of 

performance tests into bicycle standards would, at a minimum, provide a technical 
input to the grading of ATBs thereby allowing a better matching of ATB to the usees 

expectations and intended use. 
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Chapter 9- Case study: 
The safety of stepiadders in the home 

9.1 Introduction and aims 

One person is killed nearly every week in the UK using ladders and stepladders around 

the home (HADD, 1995). It is unknown how many of these deaths are stepladder 

accidents. due to the way fatahty data are classified by OPCS, but most are assumed to 

be accidents with leaning ladders. However if non-fatal accidents with ladders and 

stepladders are considered, nearly three times as many people are injured in falls from 

stepladders than from leaning ladders with approximately 14,000 people treated at 

hospital Accident and Emergency departments each year (HASS, 1995). T'his suggests 

that accidents in the home with stepladders are much more common than accidents 

with leaning ladders, although when accidents happen they are less likely to be fatal. In 

fact, stepladders have one of the highest rates of accidents associated with any product 

in the home; the only products associated with more accidents in the home (excluding 

furniture and architectural features) are knives and hammers (DTI, 1995). Concern 

over this extremely high number of injuries prompted an investigation into the design 

and safety of stepladders for use in the home, funded by the DTI Consumer Safety 

Unit. 

The aims of the research were to: 

1. define and classify the stepladder market 

2. identify accident trends and smarios 

3. specify typical use of stepladders 
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4. identify accident causation mechanisms 

5. idcntify possibic routcs to improvcmcnts in stcpladdcr sarety. 

9.2 Definition of the products and the stepladder market 

An analysis of the stepladder market was carried out to establish the range of products 

available in the UK Infonnation on materials, design, standardisation, rccommcndcd 

use and safety was acquired through a nation-wide survey of manufacturers, suppliers, 

retailers and the trade association. 

9.2.1 Stepladders In the UK 

Aluminium stepladders dominate the UK retail market. Stepladders are also 

manufactured in steel, fibrcglass and wood but in much smaller nunAxrs, and the latter 

two are used mainly for trade use. 71crc arc two principle designs of stepladders: 
'one-way' stepladders (the commonest, usually with a platform to stand on and usable 
only as a stepladder) and combination stepladders (which can be used as a stepladder or 
leaning laddcr). 

Eight or nine manufacturers dominate the UK market. 77here arc few imported 

stepladders, imports being financially prohibitive due to their bulk. 11cre is only a 

small hire market for stepladders because they are such a common and relatively 
inexpensive household product. Ile volume and variety of sales is concentrated 

through the large DIY multiples. At the time of the study a domestic aluminium 

stepladder ranged in price from around f 15 to f 100. 
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9.2.2 Standards 

Two standards have UK jurisdiction for the manufacture of ladders and stepladders: BS 

2037: 1994 and BS EN 131: 1993. The British Standard has two Classes of stepladder: 

Class I for industrial use and Class 3 for domestic use. A third Class (Class 2) was 

withdrawn around 1993 due to the introduction of BS EN 13 1. the European Standard. 

This has no Class rating system but it is considered to be similar to the withdrawn 
British Standard Class 2. A comparison of the British and European standards found 

that they use simflar test techniques but both lack stability, fatigue and performance 

based tests (for example the test of static loading is not representative of realistic 

loading). The European Standard appears more rigorous in terms of testing than the 

British Standard but has a major deficiency in that it does not contain any requirements 

for safety labeffing, unfike the British Standard. 

The majority of stepladders available in the UK confonn to the British Standard and the 

majority are manufactured to the Class 3 duty rating. Class I stepladders are more 

expensive and manufactured in smaller numbers. Very few were found manufactured 

to the European Standard. 

9.2.3 Labelling and product Infoffnation 

Ile Majority of the stepladders sold m the UK are labefled with safety Mforniation. 
The British Standardý to which most stepladders conforTm lists the following seven 

messages which must be peirmanently labelled on the stepladder: 

1. Never use damaged equipment 
2. Ensure firm and level base 
3. Check for hazards at top 
4. Avoid electrical hazards 

5. Avoid over-reaching 
6. Keep a secure grip 
7. Never stand on the top rail 
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Additional guidance. although not required as part of BS 203 7, is found on mo st IJK 

stepladders: 

B. Select the correct stepladder for the job 
9. Don't use sideways on to a job - always face the work 
10 Check stepladder is correctly and safclv assembled and locked into position 
I URegularly check your stepladder and check for damage or wear 
12. Don't use to reach another level or greater heights - always have both feet on the 

stepladder 
13 Don't exert sideways pressure 
14. Don't use when folded (closed) 
15. Always store properly 
16. Ensure treads are clean 
17. Ensure stepladder feet are in place and replace if worn 
18. Wear flat, firm soled shoes 

The British Ladder Manufacturers Association (BLMA) produce a ten point safety 

label for stepladders (figure 9.1 ) although most manufacturers use their own labels 

(figure 9.2). Other than these standardised labels there 13 little other information on the 

products. on the packaging or at the point of sale. In particular there is no information 

explaining the Class rating system or about purchasing the correct stepladder for the 

correct job. Packaging on one model showed the user in a sideways position on the 

stepladder contrary to advice in the safety labelling. 
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Figure 9.1 - British Ladder Manufacturers' Association (BLMA) stepladder label 
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9.3 Domestic use of stepladders 

A survey of consumers was undertaken to investigate the extent of stepladder 

ownership and frequency of use, with the aim of estimating exposure rates. I'lic survey 

was in two parts: an onunlyus telephone survey of 1,023 British adults was 

commissioned to idcntify the percentage of UK homes owning a stcpladdcr (carried out 
by the British Market Research Bureau) foUowcd by on-strcct, facc-to-facc interviews 

of 329 users of stepladders (defined as using a stepladder at least once a year) to 

investigate patterns of use. These interviews were carried out by trained interviewers 

in three cities around the UK 

9.3.1 Numbers of stepladders In use 

The ommibus survey found that over three quarters (77%) of British households have a 

stepladder. Over half arc used at least once a month and the majority (93%) arc used 

at least once a year. 

Most people buy stepladders from new, although around 17% had second-hand 

stepladders which had either been bought or given to thcm. Thc average purchase 

priccwasL27. Two-thirds of stepladders in use were 'one-way' stepladders (with a 

top platform designed for standing on) and the rest were combination stepladders. Five 

or six treads were the commonest although a third had seven treads or more. 11cy 

were either aluminium (69%) or wood (20%); wooden stepladders were likely to be 

older than the aluminium ones. 

9.32 Stepladder users 

Males and older respondents were more Rely to be the main user of the stepladder in 

the home. Males said they used the stepladder twice as much as females and the 55-64 

year old age group used the stepladders the most (three times a month). 
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9.3.3 Stepladder uses 

Stepladders wcrc most commonly used for painting and decorating and over half the 

respondents said thcy used them for this. A third of the sample said they used a 
stepladder for DlY, a third for cleaning and another third for access to a loft or to 
different levels. Two thirds said they had at some point used the stepladder in the 

garden. 

9.3.4 Safe use 

When asked how they used their stepladders the majority of respondents (80%) said 
that they had used thcrn sidc-on to the task (which is warned against in current safety 
labclfing) and over a quarter said they had stood back-wards on the treads; both of these 
behaviours were more common in men than in women (4 1% compared to 14%). Of 

the 208 users who owned onc-, Aray stepladders, 13% had used it as a leaning ladder, 

that is, unfolded against a wall. Most respondents had never carried out any 
maintenance or repairs to their stepladder. 

9.3.5 Safety labelling 

Only a third of users were aware of any safety labelling or instructions on their 

stepladder. Seventeen percent of these said that they had never read them and just over 

a third said they had read them only once. Of those that said they had read them, the 

most frequently recalled messages were 'make sure the stepladder is locked into 

position / make secure' (54%) and "use on an even surface' (16%). Most answers 

were general in nature, such as 'general safety tips' or 'what you can and can't do with 

them'. 

Over half the total sample were not aware, or could not remember, if their stepladder 

complied with any standards. Similarly the majority of respondents did not know if 

their stepladder had a class rating and three quarters did not know what this meant. 
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9.4 Accidents Involving stepladders 

To investigate stepladder accident mcchanisnu a review of published literature and an 

analysis of UK, Europcan and USA accidcnt data wcrc undcrtakcn. 

9.4.1 Review of literature 

Stepladder accidents have been divided into two types, mechanical and stability failures. 

It has been suggested that the majority of falls seem to be associated with stability 
failure, and that although mechanical fAurc has been indicated in sonic incidents it has 

provcn difficult to detcnninc whether or not this was causative or occurred during the 

accident (Goldstnith, 1985b). 

A study in the USA by Cohen and Li (199 1) of over one hundred industrial stcpladdcr 
accidents found ovcr-reaching to be one of the most common causes of falling. Other 

causes included: 

4 lifting olýects overhead 
0 using the ladder on uneven floors 
# wearing incorrect footwear 
0 applying excessive force to surfices and losing balance 
# use of hand tools 
# inappropriate use eg as a straight ladder against a wall 
* standing on the top step (on a product not designed for this) 
# climbing from the stepladder to another structure such as a roof 
* mis-stepping or slipping on rungs 

FaUs during ascent and descent were most often associatod with the ladder overturning 
or moving. T*his was attributed to the horizontal force created by the user getting on 

and off the ladder but contributory factors were identified such as a lack of appropriate 
handholds or rails, using stepladders which are not the correct height for thejob and 

poor envirommental conditions (such as poor lighting, confined space and surface 

slipperiness). Falls occur tnore frequently during descent than ascent of the stepladder 
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and that the rmal step is particularly hazardous as it is difficult to make the transition 
from the stepladder to the floor surface, possible bccausc the distance between the 
floor surface and the bottom rung tend to be consistently less than the standard distance 

between the remaining rungs (Axelsson and Carter, 1995). Sonic have suggested that 

the majority of stepladder and ladder falls were preventable, possibly by consumers 
following safety guidance (Muir and Kanwar, 1993). A study by von Wolff ct al 
(1989) of over two hundred cases in East Berlin from 1978 to 1983 found the majority 

of accidents were due to safety regulations not being obcycd. 

Research has also looked at the potential for improvement in stcpladdcr safcty through 

design (Cwnmings and Nevitt, 1994). For instance, rung spacing has been studied and 
it has been shown that if spacing is too grcat, climbing is harder, more tiring and more 
dangerous in descent (McIntyre, 1979). Different shapes of rung have been suggested 

as a means of improving balance, as the foot is the optimal channel through which to 

supply feed-back information as it constantly adjusts and affects balance. Experimental 

work found that a rung curved at the sides improved feedback to the user that they 

were reaching the boundaries of their 'reach envelope' (Juptncr, 1976). Other 

suggestions have been extending handrails over the top stcps (Goldsmith 1985b, Ermon 

1986) and making the bottom of stepladders broader (13jornstig and Johnsson, 1984). 

9.4.2 Accident analysis 

A review of UK stepladder accidents was carried out using information from HASS, 

Trading Standards offices and interviews with accident victims, to establish rates of 
accidents and accident scenarios. 

9.4.2.1 Accident rates 
A review of HASS data over a six year period showed that there had been no 
noticeable change in the annual rate of injuries, suggesting that there had been no 

significant change in the use or design of stepladders in that time (table 9.1). People 
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aged over fifty-five were most likely to be involved in a fatal lawer or stepladder 

accident. but no particular age group appeared prone to injury. Twice as mny men as 

women were injured, which corresponded to exposure data described above (table 9.2). 
However, USA data from 1994 showed that men and women had an equal number of 

accidents and in the Netherlands data from PORS (the Dutch home accident 

surveillance system) showed that females were twice as likely to have a stepladder 

accident as males. 

Of the 329 stepladder users interviewed in the consurner survey described above. only 

18 (5%) had had an accident with a stepladder. 

993) 14.; o3 
1992 14409 
1991 14516 
1990 12778 
1989 14914 
1988 13690 

Table 9.1 - Annual rate of stepladder injuries treated at A&E departments (source: 
HASS national estimates) 

0 -4 6 1 
ý 

7 
5-14 10 

7 

3 ý 13 
15-25 22 1 13 35 
26-35 51 20 71 
36-45 55 19 74 
46-55 56 27 83 
56-65 66 27 93 
66-75 35 30 65 
75+ 12 to 22 
Total 313 150 

1 
463 

Table 9.2 - Stepladder injuries treated at A&E departments by age and sex, 1992 
(sourre: HASS) 
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9.4.2.2 Accident scenarios 

HASS case listings for 1993 were cxamined for details of falls from stepladders. A 

total of 560 accidents involving stepladders were recorded that year, of which 493 

were falls. Few details were recorded and by far the majority of the accident 
descriptions were simply 'falls' with no further information given. Asurvcyofaccidcnt 

victims was conducted to try to establish dctailed accident scenarios. Questionnaires 

were sent to 212 individuals recorded by HASS as having fallen from a stcpladdcr in 

that year. Ibesc were expected to provide the most detailed information available on 

accidents. However only thirty-fivc questionnaires were returned and this poor 

response rate (16.5%) was attributed to the time delay between contact and the date of 

the accident (around 18 months), which is a symptom of the way HASS data arc 

collected. Ile information on the questionnaires was often vague and inconclusivc, and 

few conclusions could be made because of the small sample size. 

It was therefore difficult to determine exact causes of accidents. As well as contact 

with HASS accident victims, many other data sources were examined, including 

published research, HASS accident rates, HASS case listings of specific accidents, 
information from consumers, Trading Standards, Environmental Health Officer, 

manufacturers, the trade organisation (BLMA), safety organisations such as RoSPA 

and from sutjects in user trials (desmiled later). 

Trading Standards and Environmental Health Officers were surveyed nationally and 

around twenty cases of stepladder accidents were reported to the study. All of these 

cases involved apparent mechanical failure of the stepladder, the most commonly 
reported danuge being buckling to the bottom of the stile(s), consistent with a 
sideways fall, either from over-reaching or using the stepladder sideways. However 

some doubt remained over whether such damage would occur before or during a fall 

and led to concern over how suitable stepladders are for sideways use. In most cases 
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the main cause of accidents was eventually reported as misuse, 'misuse' being 

interpreted as using the stepladder sideways to a task or on an uneven ground. 
Combining all of this information, the most common accident scenarios appeared to 

involve the user mis-stcpping, slipping and ovcr-rcaching, using the stepladder 

sideways and/or the stepladder slipping or tipping. 

9.5 Evaluation methodology 

The accident analysis had suggested that task factors(ie the way the stepladder is used) 

were contributing to the risk of stcpladdcr accidents, and in particular, 'misuse, as 
interpreted by manufacturers and the British Standard in their safcty labelling 

requirements. 

The first aim of the evaluation programme was therefore to identify how realistic the 

'safe rules of stepladder use' were and how closely they were followed. If the rules can 

not be practically adhered to and common or 'typical' use was leading to accidents then 

some concern would be raised over the cffectivencss of stepladder labelling, the 

suitabifity of the products for their intended use and therefore their design safety. 

A second aim of the evaluation programme was to investigate the likelihood of 

mechanical failure (namely buck-ling of the stiles) which had been raised as a possible 
cause of falls, and to identify the condiflons required for this to happen. 

The evaluation programme consisted of two testing programmes. The first was user 

trials, in which Opical use of stepladders was analysed to establish the frequency and 

extent of certain types of unsafe behaviour and rnisuse. This was done by observing 
inexperienced sub ects using stepladders in a 'disguised' study. The second programme 

was a technical/materials investigation in which critical use (over-reaching to produce 

a sideways fall) was simulated. Falls through over-reaching were closely observed and 
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analysed to detect the onsct of buckling and measurcments were nmdc of the 
distribution of loads through the fcct of the stcpladdcrs during the fall. Thi3 cnablcd a 
comparison of the pcrformancc of diffcrcnt stcpladdcrs. 

9.6 User trials 

9.6.1 Methodology 

The aim of the user trials was to try to quantify components of safe behaviour during 

Gnormal' stepladder use. The components were idcntiricd as: the notice given to safety 
labelling, ease of assembly, extent of over-rcaching, sideways use, repositioning of a 

stepladder, position on the stepladder, amount of grip and so on. It was important that 

the data collected in the user trials represented normal and natural behaviour with 

stepladders. Such data are difficult to collect, as the cffcct of being observed invariably 

changes people's behaviour. Methods used to combat this can include hidden 

observation, such as concealed cameras or two-way mirrors. 17herc were practical 
difficulties in using these methods for this study, for instance, rmding a location where 

stepladders wcrc being used regularly enough to collect enough data, and by a widc 

enough range of users to give valid results. Also we were interested in domestic use, 

which meant observation of use in the home. 71c methodology finally developed 

involved users being openly observed but where they were under the assumption that 

their use of the stepladder was incidental and not being recorded. This hopefully 

detracted their attention away from the stepladder and issues of safety. 

Forty subjects took part in the trials, all of whom were casual stepladder users (ie did 

not use a stepladder as part of thcirjob). Half of the suljccts were observed using a 

one-way stepladder and the other half using a threc-way combination stepladder. The 

stepladders were chosen to be representative of the most popular models on the 

market, ie aluminium stepladders %%ith five treads. 71c subjects were told that the aim 

of the experiments was to record biomcchanical data on their movements whilc 
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performing household tasks such as cleaning. To support this, electronic goniomctcrs, 

which record data on the positions of thcjoints, were rated to their amn (figurc 9.3). 

No mention was made of stepladders or sarcty. in line with experimental ethics that 

stipulate that sul: jccts should not be put at any risk during experiments, the subjects 

were also fitted with a safety harness to save them from injury should they rail from the 

stcpladdcrs during the experiment (this was a possibility and something the research 

wished to observe, if it occurred). Subjects were told that this harness was necessary 

to carry the wires from the goniomctcrs up and away from their body without 

restricting their movement. It was hoped that this would not suggest to the subjects 

that they would be expected to use the stcpladdcr as part of the cxpcrimcnt. 

7be first task was cleaning a white board with a board rubber. Ibis was intended to 

rcplicate cleaning windows. Ile arca to be cleaned was 2.4 mctrcs wide and reached 
from 1.5 to 3.9 metrcs, from the floor. Sut: jccts were told to clean only the area they 

felt comfortable witIL A stepladder was lcft at the side of the task but was not referred 
to and sutjccts only used this of their own accord (figure 9.4). Ile cleaning task was 

essentially a one-handed task which mean that the sul: ject could keep a secure grip on 
the stepladder at all times if desired. The aim of this task was to observe the extent of 

ovcr-reaching, sideways use of the stepladder and re-positioning. The second task 
involved placing two boxes on two shelves of different heights. IUS was essentially a 

one handed task but could be performed more casily with two hands; the aim was to 

observe whether subjects kept a secure grip on the stepladder (figure 9.5). 

Each user trial lasted around thirty minutes. It was accepted that this represented only 
initial and short term use of a stepladder and did not give any information on how it 

would be used over longer periods of time, such as for decorating. It was anticipated 
that the care taken while using a stepladder may change over a longer period of use. In 

order to assess extended use, eight of the forty subjects took part in extended trials and 

performed each task five times to see if the way they used the stepladders changed over 

this extended period. 
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Figure 9.3 - Fixing electronic gomorneters to subjects amis for the user trials 

Figure 9.4 - Subjects carrying out user trials with voluntary use of a stepladder 
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Figure 9.5 - Placing boxes on shelves in the user inals (two-handed task) 

9.6.2 Resufts 

9.6.2.1 Qualitative analysis 

'Me Wowing is a summarY of the observed behaviour: 

- None of the subjects read the instructions before they used the stepladder and no one 
checked for damage. 
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9 More nules than females were prcpared to go to the top of the Stepladder (to the 

top platrorm on the one-way or to the fifth tread on the thrcc. way stepladder). 

* Ibc majority of subjects (80%) used both stepladders sidcways to the tasks. 
* Most subjects seemed to ovff-rcach but this was difficult to assess accurately and to 

quantify. 

0 The extended trials showed that the subjects' bchaviour did not alter over increased 

use; only one (malc) subject started to rcposition the stcpladdcr less over the trial. 

9.6.2.2 Quantitative analysis 
An attempt was made to quantify sulýccts' safcty-relatcd behaviour. Each subject was 
given a safety score or rating for each task. Ile scores were based on the following 

safety-rclated aspects of use: 
0 reading the instructions 
4 inspecting the stepladder for damage 
0 correct assembly 
# correct positioning of the stepladder with respect to the task (ic facing the task) 
* keeping a secure grip 

placement of feet 
over-reach distance 
number of times the stepladder was repositioned 

The various permutations of these factors were recorded from the videos taken of the 

trials. Each permutation was given a score according to how safe the behaviour was 

considered to be. For example repositioning of the stepladder thrce times or more 

carried a score of zero and was considered the safest; repositioning it one or two times 

carried one point and not repositioning the stepladder at all carried two points. The 

scores were summed for each sulýect to see how they performed in each task. 

Overall the thrce-way stepladder showed lower safety scores than the one-way 

stepladder. Subjects generally seemed to be more careful due to a lack of famillianty 

with combination ladders. 
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9.7 Simulation of critical use - over-reaching and falls 

9.7.1 Methodology 

Ile aim of the sccond part of the cvaluation program was to cxaminc 'critical' use, 

over-rcaching to precipitate a rall. Ilis would be used to indicate the likchbood and 

mechanism of buckling and to compare the pcrfommncc ordiffcrcnt types of 

stcpladdcrs. Ten subjccts (fivc male and fivc femalc) wcre uscd ranging in weight from 

57 kg to 89.5 kg (7th and 89th pcrccntilc values') and in height from 1660 mm to 1830 

mm (I Oth to 87th pcrccntHc values 1). 

Subjects were asked reach out to one side along a waU until the stcpbddcr tipped 

(figure 9.6). This was done with the stcpladdcr facing the wall and with the subjccts 

stood at two heights on the stepladder. Consistency bctwccn the trials was achieved by 

ensuring that the sulýects reached spccified distances along the wall, increasing the 

distance at set time intervals. Subjects were fi-ce to interact with the stcpladdcrs in any 

way they wanted. To ensure safety of the sutdccts a harness system was used to arrest 

any faUs. 

All of the activities were recorded using a video camera to relate the point of tipping to 

the extent of ovff-reach and the postures adopted by subjects and to observe the 

behaviour of the stepladder during ovcr-maching and falls. A variety of stepladders 

ranging from three treads to seven treads and including eight different designs 

produced by four different manufacturcrs were used, to allow comparisons bctwcen 

designs and use at different heights to be made. 11c effect of floor surface was 

investigated as the point of contact between the stepladder and the ground could be 

crucial with respect to the method and 11 elihood, of stepladders tipping. Two different 

1 compared to data from Phcasant, 1996 
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floor types were used: hard floors were replicated by a flat steel surface which was 

part of the housing for the load cells in lmlf of the tests while a carpeted surface was 

used for the remainder. 
In addition to observing falls, transducers were used to measure loads developed in the 

structural members of stepladders by measuring the forces tmnsfcrrcd through the fcct 

of the stepladders during falls. To measure the forces transferred throughout the fcct of 

the stepladders independently, piezo-clcctric load cells were housed in each of the four 

comers of an adjustable platform on which different stepladders could be placed. A 30 

liz sampling rate was used and the output from each load cell was adjusted by a 

calibration factor in Ncwtons and graphs showing the simultaneous forces recorded 

under each of the feet of the stepladder were plotted. 

9.7.2 Results 

9.7.2.1 Stability 

There were no obvious differences in stability between stepladders in terins of the 

distance that could be reached by the sutjects before the stepladder tippcd. There were 

differences between heights of stepladders: sut6ects were able to reach furthest before 

falling on a five tread 3-way stepladder (average distance reached was 910 mm). There 

were also some inter-individual differences: some suliects were able to reach further 

before falling because of anthropometric diffffences and ability to balance. There wcrc 

some differences caused by a combination of product and individual differences: some 

subjects were able to reach further to the side when stood on higher treads than lower 

treads, due partly to difficulty experienced in reaching forward to touch the wall on the 

low treads of stepladders with five or nwrc treads. Some subjects increased the 
distance that theywcrc able to reach before falling by holding onto the wall in front of 

them with their other hand. 
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Ile floor surface appeared to influence the way the stcpladdcrs tippcd. Ile 

stcpladdcrs rightcd thcmsclvcs (rcmaincd upright) in ncarly a third of the triah (22 

out of 75) when on a carpctcd surface but in only I of 75 trials on a steel surface. 

9.7.2.2 Buckling of the stiles 

Each stepladder was sulýccted to over-rcaching to the point of tipping for 20 cycles 

or trials: ten sulýects at two heights (the second and top treads) cxccpt for the 3 tread 

stepladder which was subjected to ten trials only because of fewer treads. Aflcr cach 

trial the stepladders were inspected closely for damage. None of the stepladders 
buckled during use. Some stepladders were dented as they fell but these did not 

appear to affect the performance of the stepladders in subsequent trials and did not 
lead to buckling. As far as visible damage was concerned there were no differences 

bctwccn the stepladders (irrespective of Standard or Class rating). 

9.7.2.3 Load distribution 

Ile loads recorded under the back feet of the stepladders tended to be greater than 

those recorded under the front feet (those nearest the wall), due to the fact that the 

centrc of mass of the subject was closer to the back feet. On higher treads on the 

stepladders the forces recorded tended to even out as the centre of mass was closer 

to the centre point between the feet. As subjects reached to one side the forces 

recorded under the feet on that side increased. However by placing a hand on the 

wall subjects were able to distribute the forces more evenly thus increasing the 

distance required to cause tipping. 

Ile back feet typically recorded peak forces at around 500 N- 600 N with mean 
forces during use of around 400 N for the back right leg (on the side of the 

stepladder being leaned towards). Distortion shown in the force traces indicates that 

the forces developed in the stiles changed continuously, with typical variations of 

around 50 N- 100 N being measured between successive peaks and troughs. 
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A comparison was made between these recorded loads and those used in tests in 

Standards. BS 2037 (Class 3) uses loads of 1000 N (spread test), 1766 N (tread test) 

and 266 N (sideways bending test). I'lie spread and tread tests are most easily 

compared with the results from this evaluation due to the direction in which they are 

applied (the sideways bending test is not in the same direction as the loads measured 
in this project). The results from this study therefore suggest that the current 

standard test loads are adequate to represent peak loading. However the maximum 

weight of subject in these trials was 89.5 kg (90th percentile British male). Also the 

magnitude of loads transferred through separate stilcs in the Standards tests is not 

known (it has been shown above that the back feet usually encounter the greatest 
loads) and secondly the loads are static and do not subject the stepladders to variable 

loading as in normal use. 

9.8 Discussion and conclusions 

A substantial number of injuries and deaths are associated each year with falls from 

stepladders in the home, yet in the majority of cases the specific cause of the accident 

is unknown and the research reported here has not identified any one causative 

factor. Most accidents can be broadly described as non-specific falls caused by task 

factors (such as over-reaching, sUpping, mis-stepping, sideways use) and/or instability 

of the stepladder. There are already a number of established, general rules regarding 

the safe use of stepladders which the British Standard BS 2037: 1994 requires to be 

permanently labelled on stepladders. Ile study addressed the issue of whether or not 

this labelfing is effective and whether the messages are pragmatic and adhered to. 

Two approaches were used to collect data. Interviews of consumers gave 
information on their recall of messages and the amount of 'misuse' of stepladders. 
Such 'reported' behaviour can be unreliable due to subject bias: factors such as 
honesty, motivation to produce the 'correct' answer, motivation and time to be 

involved in research and desire to appear a 'risk-tak-er' or a 'safety-conscious' 
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consumer. However consumers' reports of their own behaviour was generally 

supported by subsequent user trials and observed behaviour for instance, only a third 

of stepladder users said they were even aware that their stepladder had any labelling 

and recall of messages was very poor and in user trials none of the subjects looked at 
the labelling on the stepladders. User trials provides more reliable data, and the data 

may also be more detailed, such as quantifying the height to which people will climb, 

the amount of grip used and the amount of over-reaching, although the effect of 

observation on behaviour must always be considered. Some factors remain difficult 

to assess, such as quantifying 'over-reaching' and rely on spccific behaviour being 

displayed. For instance, interviews of users suggested that stepladders arc ofIcn used 

as leaning ladders, by leaning them against a wall. None of the subjects in the user 

trials did this, and so observation alone would not have given complete data on all 

types of misuse. The study showed therefore that labels on stepladders are not read 
before use, the rules of stepladder safety are not rccafled by users or observed as part 

of typical use and some rules such as over-rcaching and avoiding sideways-use are 
impractical and demonstrated a need to increase the knowledge of these safi: ty 

messages. 

There had been some reports of accidents involving mechanical failure of stepladders 

and particularly incidents where stiles have buckled at the bottom consistent with 

sideways use or over-reaching. Tests in this study failed to reproduce buckling in a 

sample of stepladders despite twenty cycles of ovcr-reaching to cause tipping. It is 

therefore suggested that mechanical fOure in this way is unlikely to be a major cause 

of accidents. The experimental programme indicated that floor surface affects the 

likelihood of tipping and stepladders used on floors with a low coefficient of friction 

may be more likely to slip during ovcr-reaching. The rigidity of materials used and 
the design affects the distribution of forces through the feet of stepladders and there 
is some suggestion that the deflection tests in current standards favour more rigid 

materials when these may not necessarily be more suited for use in stepladders. 
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Generally the study demonstrated that a combination of methods is oflcn needed to 
providc a compIcte asscssmcnt of product safcty. 

9.9 Recommendations 

Ilere are a number of possible routes to improving stepladder safety, through more 

effective labelling, product infonnation, point of sale advice, public awareness 
initiatives, safety standards and design. 

9.9.1 Labelling 

The British Ladder Manufacturers Association produce standard labels and some 

manufacturers include additional messages to those listed in BS 2037. It is fclt that 

some of the messages are not adequately conveyed in the current safety labelling as 

many messages are in the form of pictograms only without explanation and labelling 

should be reviewed to ensure all messages are adequately explained and spccificd. 
Instructions for the assembly of combination ladders also need to be improved. 

9.9.2 Publicity 

Labelled stepladders are in most homes yet knowledge of safbty messages is still 

minimal. It is therefore thought that any improvement in awareness may necessitate a 

publicity initiative. The advantage of publicity would be that rather than relying 

solely on a list of rules, the risks associated with stepladder use could be explained, 

together with ways to avoid accidents, for example, pictures of types of damage and 

wear to stepladders; or how to use different height stepladders for different jobs. In 

particular, the rules of use associated with instability need to be emphasised and fully 

explained: to limit over-reaching, using the stepladder facing a task and on firm, level 

ground. The difficult issue of over-reaching needs to be fully explained and possibly 

specified and/or quantified with suggestions on how to be aware of and avoid over- 

reaching. 
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9.9.3 Product Information 

On-product information such as instruction manuals and/or better inrormation on 

packaging may also be needed to reinforce the messages presently on labelling and to 

assist the selection of appropriate products. This will include inrormation on the 
different standards in operation, the British Standard class ratings, the correct type of 
laddcr or stepladder for each job. This could also include point of sale inromation, 

leaflets, permanent displays and verbal advice. Improvements in information 

provision will involve the co-operation of retailers, the majority of sales going 
through DIY multiples, mail order and small hardware retailers. 

9.9.4 Standards 

Standards need to be reviewed in terms of the test loads and methods used; peak 

loading may exceed the current stafic test loads and standards are lacking in 

performance-rclated, dynamic and fatigue testing. There is also concern that the 

European Standard which is likely to be adopted more widely in Britain has no 

requirements for safety labelling. 

9.9.5 Design 

There is need for a review of stepladder design with a view to improving instability. 

Over-reaching and using a stepladder side-ways are instinctive methods of use and 

are unlikely to be completely eradicated by public awareness initiatives. Efforts 

should therefore be made to produce design measures to make stepladders fit for 

their intended use by possibly reducing the need for over-reaching or sideways use, 

developing measures to produce feedback on stability during use or to make 

stepladders stable through a greater range of use. In addition design measures could 
be taken to reduce accidents through mis-stepping, slipping or wrong assembly. 
These could include tread size and design, top and side handrails, feet and locking 

mechanisms although any design changes should be reviewed for their effect on 

overall safiny and not just falls. 
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9.10 Outcome 

A formal rcport was issued to the Department of Trade and Industry as a result of 

this research and this was used in discussions bctwccn the government, standards 
bodies and the industry on ways forward. The DTI produced a booklet aimed at 
improving users' knowledge of stepladder safety '77te Stel)Mulder User's Guide' 

(figure 9.7 and Appendix 9.1). This was distributed by DIY retailers and DIY 

magazines as part of a nation-widc campaign and provoked television news coverage. 
Ile full list of safety messages included in the publicity campaign were: 

select the correct stepladder for the 
job (stepladders that conform to 
British or European Standards) 

# don't use sideways on to ajob - 
always face the work 

4 don't over-rcach (with specification 
eg don't work past elbow distance 
or don't work with chin past stile) 

# always keep a secure grip 
0 ensure a firm and level base 
0 wear flat, firm soled shoes 

check the stepladder is correctly 
and saffly assembled and locked 
into position 
regularly check your stepladder and 
check for damage or wear - dont 
use if damaged or worn and dont 
repair or modify 

0 dodt, use to reach another level or 
greater heights - always have both 
feet on the stepladder 

# don't exert sideways pressure 
# dont use when folded (closed) 
# always use the correct height 

stepladder for the job - don! t use 
one too small for high work and 
don't, use a tall stepladder for low 
work as this makes forward reach 
difficult and can encourage 
sideways use. More than one 
stepladder and/or laddcr may be 
needed 

0 always store properly (with 
guidance on correct storage) 

# ensure treads arc clean 
# ensure stepladder feet are in place 

and replace if worn 

In addition a review of EN 131 has been instigated by British members of the CEN 

conunittee on ladders and stepladders. 
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Figure 9.7 - Safety leaflet produced and dissenunated by the DTI 
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Chapter 10 - Analysis of case studies 

Chapters 6 to 9 described a series of cases studies of product safety 

evaluations. Each of these case studies had specific practical alms of 

improving the safety of each of the products. There was also an underlying 

aim. to assess the usefulness of the methods employed in the cases with a view 

to encouraging and advising designers to use these methods in the design 

process. This Chapter examines the general issues raised by the case studies 

and assesses the feasibifity of using the results of the case studies to gencralise 

to the evaluation of other products. A framework for a gcncnc evaluation 

process to assist designers in the ergonomics evaluation of novel products is 

proposed. 

10.1 Summary of case studies 

The case studies were retrospective examinations of product safety-, that is, the 

products under examination were already established in the marketplace and there 

was concern over the level of safety associated with their use. The following 

products were evaluated: 

# Swimming pool covers (SPCs) 

, Missiling caps from carbonated drinks bottles (bottles) 

* All terrain bikes (ATBs) 

9 Stepladders 

The products investigated were diverse - in their construction, materials, function. 
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operation, the environment in which they were used, their interface with thc user, the 
hazard(s) they posed and the risk of injury perceived by the user. 71c process of 
evaluation for each product appears on first inspection to be similarly divcrsificd, 

with a range both of novel and established evaluation methods, and information 

sources, tailored to each case. Despite this diversity it was hoped there would be 

some commonafity in the evaluation methods that could be used to produce guidancc 
for designers. 

7bis Chapter wiU show that therc: werc fcw common 'methods'. Instead it was found 

that there were a number of common general issues raised by the case studies; that 

similar activities wcrc followed; common information sources were used; and, most 
importantly for this research, that there were some common generic 'stages' in each 

of the cvaluations, which wiU later be dcvclopcd into a generic evaluation process 

which could potentially be used by designers. 71c following sections discuss each of 

thesc common items as they wcrc demonstrated by each of the case studies. Ile 

issues to be discussed arc as Wows: 

i the identification of hazards and hazard scenarios 
H the selection of measurement variables 
iii types of data 

iv data collection techniques 

v constraints on the evaluation process 

vi the use of simulation in user testing 

vH rcstrictions to the vaUdity of the cvaluations. 

FoUowing this, the generalisation of these fmdings into guidance for designers wiU be 
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10.2 The Identification of hazards and hazard scenarios 

10.2.1 Definition of hazards and hazard scenarios 

In each of the product evaluations there was a common first stage, to idcntiry tile 

hazards of each product. Before the methods employed to do this arc discussed, the 

dcMtion of a hazard offered in Chapter I (7he dhr1vs1t1ott, orpotential, tol)rWisce 

liarm ) needs to be reconsidered, as it will be shown later in this Chapter and in 

Chapter II that this initial stage of identifýing hazards is a core step in tile evaluation 

process. According to the dcrinition above, a product is a haza d if it has the 

potential to cause harm. This would mean that a product such as a soft toy, which 

would usually offer little potential for harm, would be a hazard if it were left on a 

staircase where it could cause an adult to fall. It is suggested however, for the 

purposes of this research, that there is a semantic difference in the use of the word 

'hazard': a product can be a hazard, or it can pose a variety of hazards. Alsoitis 

necessary to be able to predict exactly hcm, a product's potential to produce harm will 

materialise if we arc to achieve 'design safety. In this sense it is not enough to 

dcfine a hazard as a potential to cause harm, but rather as 'thc mechanism byuhich 

Imm is inairred'. If we consider the "ample of a lawnmower, its hazards would 

include 'electrocution' and 'laceration' (of the fingers or another body part). In order 

to evaluate these haza ds however, it is still not enough to have identified the 

mechanism, we must also be able to predict the set of circumstances which might 

precipitate the hazard, and these circumstances could be considered as the ha: ard 

scentu-ios. To extend the example of a lawnmowcr, the hazard scenarios would 

include running over the cable, inadvertent operation or carrying out maintenance 

while the mowcr,. vas switched on. Further examples of the hazards and hazard 

scenarios of some common consumer products, together with the associated injuries 

are suggested in table 10.1. (The table is not intended to be exhaustive but to 

demonstrate the differences between hazards and hazards scenarios). 
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W 

Kcitic "pill. w-C f I, ", , 
1, ", 

MEN 

1111111 -k L 
water 0 kettle is tui%talilcami I; kll% over CICOloctillon 
lea"ge of 0 kettle falls fro4n %urfaoc 
hoticold water 0 lead is pulled 
leakage of 0 spillage during pounng/filling 
stcaim 0 body of kettle leaks allowing contact 

between water and clectric winng 
0 reaching across sicam 

Knife misplacod 0 knife is dropped cut 
Made knife isjolled 

hand tit other body part is placed in 
the way of the Made 
the Made is placed in way of the hand 
or other bodý- part 

La%-nnio%, cr 0 contact of * inad%vrtcnt operation electrocution. cut 
blade with # m(rvct hits oWaclc 
body 0 mower Passes ovcr came 

0 contact of 0 exixisure of Mades during operation or 
blade with mainictiancc. movi-iment or %lorage 
came 0 m(rwcir is dn4nW 

0 impact 
Household 0 ingestion 9 child gains access through closure poisoning 
chcaucals 0 packaging leaks 

0 closurc not sccurcd propcrly 
Child's slide 0 cntrapfficnt * child falls from slide or steps strangulation. bruise. 

0 fall 0 child slips ort slide or stcps cut. fracture 
0 unpact 0 child's chmbs and traps head or body 
0 ffiction part 

0 child slides in diflercrit positions 

Table 10.1 - Examples of hazards, hazard scenanos and injuries for some common 

consumer products 

it IS therefore the hazards that can result in harm. and circumstances that can 

precipitate these mechanisims. that we are trying to identify in the evaluation of 

safety. 

10.2.2 Information sources used to identify hazards 

A number of information sources had to be used to identify the hazards of the 

products in the case studies, as shown in table 10-2. and their usefulness vaned across 

the products. 
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IIIMNIIMM 

Accidcni r; itcs IIASIý 0 HASS 
0 HADD 0 lcg. 11 cawN 0 LASS $ WWI %IiIvcy 

7 
COMM. 0 mcr %urv-cy 

OPCS Accident scenarios coroners legal cases 0 HASS HASS 
111set 0 11-4-T survey II%vT survey 
%UrNxl% 

Standards and regulations 0 USA inclu-sm- 0 British 
standard %landard Standard sland. 11(l 

0 Ams1ralian 0 MW cycle Eunilvan 
standard regulations Standard 

Table 10.2 - Infortwtion sources used to identify hazards in the case studies 

The main sources of data on injury rales were HASS and LASS. which were used for 

all the products. For two of the products (ATBs and stepladders) surveys of users 

had to be conducted. Infomiation on fatal accidents was needed in the evaluation of 

SPCs (this came from HADD, OPCS and coroners' rports). 

As well as the frequency of accidents, accident details were gathered in each of the 

evaluations. Inforniation on SPC accidents was available on fatalities only because 

immersion incidents are usually either fatal or result in no medical attention and are 

unrecorded. Information from coroners proved scant. More useful accident 
descriptions were available for bottles, fi-om legal reports. For ATBs and stepladders 

accident descriptions were gathered from HASS victims using postal questionnaires. 

These had low response rates and yielded poor results mainly due to the delay 

between the accident and the follow up and the victims' limited recall of their 

accident. 

Standards and regulations were reviewed for all products, and these varied between 

European or national standards (SPCs. stepladders and ATBs), regulations (ATBs) 

and industry codes of practice (bottles). IMe only standards to contain relevant 

perfonnance test criteria were for SPCs. and their rigour were assessed as part of the 

evaluation process. 
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'Me only information sources common to all of the case studies at this stage of the 

evaluation were the use of accident statistics from HASS and standards/regulat ions. 

The most important commonality however was that more than one information 

source had to be used for each product. 

10.2.3 Hazards in the case studies 

Ile hazards and associated injuries for each of the products evaluated in the case 

studies are shown in table 10.3 and sonic of the potential hazard scenarios in table 

10.4. Some hazards and hazard scenarios were common between the case studies: 

entrapment and impacts of the product into the user were common to three of the 

four products, Ms. pinching and other impacts were common to ATBs and 

stepladders. While similar hazards existed for sonic of the products. the hazard 

scenarios were however different across the products. suggesting that the evaluation 

procedures were likely to be different for each product. 

I 

Ex losion 

7 

E\ losl n 
Drov%-)nsiiOncgnt 
E Entra m 

X, 

D, 

I( 

--7 ntra mcnt 
Pinching 
Fall 
Impact 
9 uscr into product 
9 user into othcr oNcct 

product into uscr 
othcr oblw into uscr 

Injury asphy-mation. cut. bruisc. cut. bruisc. cut. bruisc. cut. 
strangulation fwurc fracturc fracturc 

Table 10.3 - Hazards and associated injuries of each product m the case studies 
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9ý --- I M OWMIM I tvitic 1" drornvd MIUSAM- 
IXXIIC 1% 
to heat 

Drowning child gains 
accem to IXX)l 
under the 
wver; child 
falls into water 
collectod on 
top of the 
cm-cr 

Entrapment child crawls ndcr falls tmAvcn user falls hct%%-ocn 
under the Nke and (*her %IL-pladdLr and (*her 
Cover. ohK-cl. txxlv part ol-nect: lWy part trapped 
automatic trapped lxtwccn between stepladder parts 
cover closes Nke parts 
while user is in 
the pool 

Pinching bodý part/clothcs bodý. part/clothcs pinched 
pinched between betweeri stepladder and 
Nke and other other obwa or between 
c*d or between stepladder parts 
Nke pails 

Fall o-,, cr-balancing. owr-rcaching: stepladder 
bike on rough on unstable ground; 
grourid: Nke hits slipping, 'mis-%lepping; 
(AWASCIC: failure of stepladtler bucklo--%; 
Nkc parts. lack of stepladder not assembled 
skill correctiv 

Impact of as abmv as above 
user into 
product 
Impact of as abo%v as abo%v 
user into 
other obtect 
Impact of bottle is droppccL as above as above 
product into bottle ý% exposed 
user to heat. bottle is 

opened under 
unustw 
circumstanccs 

impact of as abovc: as abovc. 
other ob)w environmental environmental 
into user circumstances circumstances 

Table 10.4 - Hazard scenarios of each product in the case studies 
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10.3 The selection of measurement variables 

Measw-cment variables can be considered as those aspects of the user-product 
interaction which are measured or tested in order to make a judgement on whether 

the interaction is safe. The selection of nicasurcnwnt variables was necessary to be 

able to decide which data would be collected and thus the evaluation methods and 

techniques to be used. The measurement variables evaluated in the case studies fcll 

into five groups: events. tinw. errors. user characteristics and product attributes. as 

shown in table 10.5. 

Vwr tounp 
E%-cnt passed through tools used'. ' bikc failed" (n-cr-rcachcd" 

aperture? Subwet ame to field with txi4h 
titickles undone? (4KM tX14110 hands? 
peg removed? NA) fim on same 
beg move? rung! 
supported by cowr? mad instructions? 

Time time to rcmo%-c pcgs'. 
time to undo buckles 

Error cap turncd the ascended the back 
Wrong wa)o of the ladder? 

stood on top rail? 
Uscr size of apcTtum maximum opening 
charactenstics children can pass torque 

through. 
maximum pulling 

I strength 
Product testing 

size of aperture at prcssurc inside loads set up in the siz. c and 
edges of covers. l`KXtlCS-. bike ft-ame distribution of 
tensile strength of prCV; uw to Calk'W during off road loads in 
cover material. MISSIling; use; stepladder feet 

resistance to wcar and pressure to cause loads required during oveT- 

weathering; Kittle failure: to camse Nke reaching and 
force requurd to torque to remove failure falls 
remove secunng pegs: caps; 
closing force of tcnsilc force to 
aulomatic cA)vL-r; remove cap% 

Covers support 

children. ' 

Table 10.5 - Measurement variables selected in each case study 
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Events. time. errors and user charactelistics are all aspects of the user's pcrfomiance 

so this process of testing can be considered as user testing. The process of measuring 

product attributes can be considered as product testing. the aim being to collect data 

which will relate the product's performance to the users' characteristics. The 

measurement variables were diverse across the products. however this classification 

into product and user testing. and the grouping of the variables into the five 

categories could be of use in helping focus designers' attention on the sorts of 

atthbutes that can be tested 'in an ergonomks evaluation. 

10.4 Types of data 

Within user testing, there werc M, -o principle types of data collected. direct and 

indirect. The types of data collected in each evaluation are shown in table 10.6. 

" Subjective 0 perception of attitudes to attitudes to 
difficulty tin sakly %a 1et Y 
opening bottics 

" ScIf-rcported 0 difficulty type of riding safc use of 
behaviour opening bottles stepladders 

0 usc of tools 
Evidence 0 marks on caps 

to indicate the 
use of tools 

Direct 
" Quantitative 0 pulling 0 opening torque loads rccordod 0 number of 

%1rength 0 number of in frames in timcs the 
0 ability to sublects field and stepladder was 

remove pegs tuMMg caps laboratory tests rLix)sitionW 
0 ability to undo the wrong way 0 highesi sIL-p 

buckles 0 nuntber of U. Sed 
* ability to move boitiles openod 0 computed 

bags in user trials I salicty scorc' 

" Qualitative 0 technique at 0 obscrvcd damage to 9 amount of 
climbing un&-r difficulty bikes afler over-reaching 
COVICIS qxzing laboratory 0 reading of 
removing pegs boftles "WS labelling 
moving bags opening 0 case of technique assembly 

0 relpositiming 

Table 10.6 - Data coflected in user testmg 
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A multiplicity of data was collected for each evaluation. and each evaluation required 

a different combination of data. I'lie data collected were dictated in part by practical 

and other constraints (see section 10.6 later). In sonic cases more than one type of 
data was collected for the same measurement variable because of limitations of data 

from the one source. For instance. difficulty in opening bottles was assessed using 

subjective data (users' perceptions of how difficult bottles are to open) and 

quantitative data (opening strength and the number of bottles they could open in the 

user trials). 

10.5 Data collection techniques 

Once the data to be coHected had been identified. the last stage was to choose the 

most appropriate techniques. nc techniques used for each evaluation are shown in 

table 10.7. 

Video and questionnaire proved to be the most widely applicable data collection 

techniques and were used in each of the product evaluations. All testing was recorded 

on video as a matter of course. but proved invaluable particularly in the evaluations 

of SPCs, bottles and stepladders. as recording the behaviour of interest would have 

been inipossible by human observation alone. due to the speed and/or number of the 

actions being assessed. Questionnaires were used to collect the subjective and self- 

reported data, primarily on what constituted 'norml' use of the products. and to gain 

information on attitudes to safety. In addition, checklists were used to record 

information in all of the evaluations except ATBs. primarily to record 'events' during 

user testing. 

Table 10.7 - Data collection techniques 
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10.6 Constraints on the evaluation process - safety and 

ethics 

The methods and techniques used to carry out the product evaluations were 

constrained by a number of factors. not least practical and logistical requirements. 

Generalisation of these is difficult. but they were generally cost. tlnw and space 

constraints. However. in addition to these there were two other notable issues which 

dictated the types of tests that could be carried out - the constraints of ethics and 

subject safety (table 10.9). 

Table 10.8 - Ethical and safety constraints on product evaluation 

10.6.1 Safety of subjects 

Subject safety restricted the choice of evaluation methods in all cases. In the case of 

SPCs. field testing was impossible because children could not be exposed to 

swimming pools. and so simulation was necessary in the laboratory. With bottles. the 

observation of users opening bottles of carbonated drinks with tools, and all tests 

with children, had to be carried out using placebo bottles (filled with water). because 

subjects could not be exposed to the risk of missiling. however remote. ATB field 

trials weTe carried out at low levels of impact, and higher levels had to be simulated 

in the laboratory With a simulated rider, because of the risk of injury. In the 

evaluation of stepladders. subjects had to wear a safety harness at all times, obviously 

during falls but even when observing normal use, because of the risk of falls. 

10.6.2 Ethics 

In addition to these obvious safety considerations, there were more embedded ethical 

considerations that had to be taken into account. This was particularly so in the case 
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of SPCs, as the users at risk were children. I'lic evaluation involved the assessment 
of a product with children which had not been designed with children in mind. and 
was intended to operate as a guard or shield to a hazardous product (swimming 

pool). As with any guaW this has the potential to stimulate curiosity and function as 
a challenge to very young children. Since the product was used in conjunction with 
an intrinsically dangerous environment, it was considered unethical to raise the 

sutýccts' interest in the product. Also, the evaluation was to test their ability to 

operate the product, and a learning process was possible. I'lic testing process then 
had to be designed such that children did not leave the test with an increased interest 
4 or skfll at, operating the product with consequent increased risk if they were to 

subsequently to come into contact with SPCs. Ilesc issues have also been simHarly 
addressed in the preparation of the testing procedures for the standard on child- 
resistant-containers (CRCs) (see Kirk, 1970). 

Also, in the case of bottles, all bottles opened by children were cmpticd and riflcd 

with water as there was a risk, albcit very low, that missiling could occur with any 

carbonated drinks bottle. 

This raised another potential ethical difficulty, that of informed consent. Children arc 

potentially unable to properly understand what it means to consent to partake in 

experimentation which involves some residual risk, as they may not fully understand 

the meaning of risk. Sin-dlarly, design-induced hazards arc often related to extreme 

use of a product, such as maximum strength exertion or misuse. Evaluation may 

mean one has to induce this behaviour from a subject knowing that there is risk of 
injury either from the hazard or from over-excrtion during experimentation. 

For a discussion of ethics in user testing see Moroney (1994) and Wilson and Norris 

(1993). 
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10.7 The use of simulation in user testing 

A characteristic of all the evaluations was that some level of simulation was nccded. 

either of the user, the product. the environment or the task (table 10.9). Simulation 

was needed because of the safety. ethical. practical and logistical constraints on the 

testing process outlined above. 

71 
Jnsc, 

cnt iico, 
7 

Task 

Table 10.9 - Simulation requirements in product evaluations 

In the case of SPCs. all four aspects of the product-user interaction had to be 

simulated: the user, the product, the task and the environment. Simulation was 

particularly needed in this case because of the ethical restrictions governing testing 

with children. The user was simulated in a number of ways. The degree and ease of 

access under the edges of covers had to be tested in-situ in the field because 

installation of the covers varied between sites. This could not be done in-situ with 

children and so two methods of simulated children climbing under the covers were 

devised, a cone simulating the head of a child pushing under the cover which 

measured the diameter of the aperture and the pushing force. and a lifting mechanism 

simulated a child lifting the cover and crawling under and which measured the height 

of the aperture and the fifting force. Two methods of simulating the user were also 

developed to test what happened when a child fell onto the edges of the cover: an 

adapted diving mannequin and 'test models' manufactured to represent only the body 

length. width and depth of the child. 'I'lie product was simulated in a number of 

ways: the edges of the covers were removed and set up in the laboratory, the 

securing pegs were used to measure pulling strength, the pegs were also set up in a 

paving block to observe techniques of removing them, the buckles and water bags 

were disguised and presented to the children for exploration. in all instances the 

products were disguised so that children did become interested in the real product. 
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Ile entironment was simulated in tht all observations and measurements were done 

in the laboratory, again bccausc the pool-sidc was considered dangerous and to avoid 

raising interest in the real product and environment. Ile task was simulated, in the 

assessment of the removal of the pegs, as well as comparing pulling strength to 

removal force, the pegs were set up realistically to sec if children could understand 
the technique of pulling and twisting the peg at the same time. 

In the cvaluation of bottles, the 'user' was simulated by a systematically removing the 

caps with different tools to identify the combination of conditions for missiling. 71ic 

product and task were simulated to measure opening torque; a replica bottle was 

made and was designed so that strength could be measured without restrictions on 
how the bottle was held and hcncc a more realistic measurement could be made. 

in the evaluation of ATBs, the user and cnviromncnt had to be simulated in the 

laboratory for the tests which measurcd the loading rcquired to cause failure of the 

bike. The user was simulatcd by weighting the bikes and the cnvironment was 

simulated using dropping and impact rigs. Ibc task was simulated in the ricld trials 

when a sample of riding techniques wcre rcproduced to simulate off-road riding. 

In the evaluation of stepladders, the environment had to be simulated as it was not 

possible to carry out tests in people's homes. Tbc observations were to be of 
&natural' use as the aim was to observe the extent to which people followed the rules 

of safe stepladder use. It was impossible to observe people using stepladders in the 
home without them knowing the reason for the observation, and this would have 

disrupted normal behaviour. The work- was therefore carried out in the laboratory, 

and the task had to be simulated because again subjects were not to know the reason 
for the observation in order to try to produce natural behaviour unaffected by 

observation. 

Ile aim of any simulation is to ensure the safest, most ethical and cfficient evaluation 
whilst maintaining enough realism, reliability and validity and thus applicability of 

results. Ile major requirement of any simulation is that all important features which 
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results. For instance. a finger probe used to test dimensions for access through a fire 

guard should also account for the force with which the finger would be pushed and 

the resistance of the material. 

10.8 Restrictions to the validity of the evaluations 

All of the restrictions mentioned above affected the validity of the evaluations. and 

showed that when recreating a hazard for evaluation there is always likely to be an 

effect on validity that must be considered in the interpretation of results. The 

limitations in the evaluations described in the case studies are shown in table 10.10. 

Table 10.10 - Restrictions to the validity of the results from each case study 

A number of issues may have affected the validity of the evaluation of SPCs. 

Simulation was used to evaluate children's access under the edges of the covers and 

the 'edges' of the covers simulated in the laboratory may not have been at a realistic 

tension, making them possibly less or more difficult to pass under (although this was 

measured and did compare adequately to field measurements). 'nie difficulty of 

carrying out user trials with children meant that maximum efforts at the tests were 

not guaranteed, such as the force with which children forced themselves under the 

edges or their pulling strength on the pegs, although given these restrictions the 

results were still enough to indicate an unsafe product. Ile lack of control over the 

measurements with children, such as the difficulty in enforcing controlled postures 

and techniques during strength measurements. also reduced the reliability of the data. 

Some tests did not relate directly to safety. For instance, the movement of the water- 
fifled bags was measured only in terms of the distance they were moved and did not 
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Simulation was necessary in the evaluation of missiling caps and bottles had to be 

filled with water when opened by children or by adults with tools. 71is mcant that 

the bottles weren't rigid and this potcntially affected how the bottIcs wcrc lic1d. 

In the laboratory tests of ATBs, the user was simulated by attaching weights to the 

bicycles and this would have affected the dynamic bchaviour of the bike during 

impacts. Also the tests demonstrated only gross diffcrcnccs in the bikes' 

performance and were not sensitive to diffcrcnces bctwcen bikes at less extreme 

impacts than those simulated. 

Ethical considerations in the evaluation of stepladders that meant subjects had to 

wear a safety harness. This was likely to have influenced the way subjects fcll during 

the technical evaluation of the failure of the sti1cs. It would also have affected the 

level of 'natural' behaviour observed in the user trials. Subjects were told that the 

reason for the trials was to collect biomechanical data (to disguise the use of the 

harness) and this would also have affected their behaviour by making them more 

aware of their movements. Any form of observation would however have negated 

them carrying out normal risk-taking behaviour, to some extent. 

The consequences of these limitations to validity often cannot be accurately 

estimated. In some cases it was possible to collect more than one type of data on the 

same variable in order to compare results; for instance in the evaluation of 

stepladders, the degree of 'un-safc' use was observed in user trials, but also assessed 

from sclf-reported behaviour. Lilcewise, in the evaluation of bottles the use of tools 

was measured by both evidence of use, and scif-reported behaviour. In both case 

studies the two sets of data supported the same conclusions. If the implications for 

safety of any limitations in validity cannot be measured then they should be accounted 

for by appropriate tolerances in final design parameters. 
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10.9 Generalisation of case studies Into an evaluation 
framework 

At the start of this Chapter, an aim was set to analysc the case studies and produce 

guidance for designers on methods to carry out ergonomics evaluations. Ilic analysis 

showed that giving methodological advice is not casY'9 the diversity of activities that 

went into each evaluation makes it difficult to extrapolate into generic advice which 

can be applicable across a wide mngc of product groups. Instead of producing 

prescriptions of methods to be used, it was decided that advice would be better to 

concentrate on an evaluation process rather than the methods used. Even within this 

approach, there is great diversityin the components oftlic process. lfwcconsidcr 

the common elements in the case studies that have been discussed in this section so 
far in this Chapter, and consider this to be a 'profile' of the stages or elements in each 

evaluation, it can be seen how different these arc for each of the four products, as 

shown in table 10.11. 

Only a Umited number of itcms are common to each cvaluation. 

the use of accident data and standards/rcgulations at the start of the evaluation to 

identify users and hazards 

user testing (with 'events' as measurement variables) 

product testing (of product attributes) 

the use of video and questionnaires as data collection techniques 

safety constraints on the selection of testing methods and the subsequent 

restrictions these had to the validity of the evaluations. 

'Mis 'profile' supports the idea that advice to designers must be generic, and that they 

must be convinced of the idea of an ovcraU sa, fcty evaluation process rather than 

suggesting to them explicit steps of testing, which would be inferred by 

methodological guidancc. Using this approach, a framework for a generic evaluation 
process is proposed and descnl)ed in the next section. 
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Infornution used to idctilih ha/.; Ards 
* Accidcnt rates 
* Accidcnt,,; ccnarios 
9 Standards and regulations 
Hazards 

0 Explosion 

* Drowning 

0 Entrapnicnt I/ wr 7 

0 Pinching 
0 Fall 7 
01 mpact 

. uscr into product 41 

0 uscr into othcr ob"xt If 
0 product into uscr 
0 othcr objw into uscr 

Scicc(ion of rm: asurcmcnt variabics 
Uscr tcsting 
9 E%-cnt 
# Timc 
9 Error 
* Uscr charactcristics 
Product tcsting 
s Product attributc 41 if 
l)-pes of data coliccted 
* Indircct 

0 Subjccti%, c 
9 ScIf-rcported bcha, *iour - 

I I/ 
0 E-. idcnce *I W, 

Di rcct 
9 Quantitathv 
* Qualitativc if 

Data colicction techniqucs 
- 

e Video 'OF #7 

# ChmMists 
9 Qucstionnairc 
Constraints on the scicction of Icsting mcthods 
0 Safct,, - of subjects 'OF 
# Ethical considcrations 
Usc of simulation 
9 User 7- 7 

* Product 
* En%ironmcnt 

* Task 
Rcstnctions to -t-alidim 
" Simulation 

" Lack of control 
" Spocial uscrs 
* Altcred bk-, ha%lour I/ I/ *I 

WctN- considcrations 

Table 10.11 - Common elements in the evaluation process of each case study 
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10.10 A proposed evaluation process 

The proposed evaluation process consists of thrce distinct stages and is shown in 
figure 10.1. 

Stage 1: Identify all potcntial hazards, hazard scenarios and uscrs 
Stage 2: Set pcrfoanancc (safcty) critcria and test qucsfions 
Stage 3: Select evaluation methods 

The framework is now described as it applied to each of the case studies. 

10.10.1 Stage I- Identify all potential hazards, hazard scenarios 

and users 

In stage one every set of circumstances and use scenarios that can lead to injury need 

to be identified. Based on the case studies, it is suggested that hazards can arise due 

to a number of ergonomics issues: 

# the design has not accounted for all possible users, for example: 
0 children being able to access underneath SPCs 

s bottle closures being applied too tightly for children 
# the design has not accounted for all possible uses, for example: 

0 bottles being opened %ith tools 

# ATBs being used on rough terrain 

# there is a mismatch in user and product characteristics, for example: 

* opening torque on bottles 

# the size of access under the edges of winter covers 
# the design has not accounted for extended use, for example: 

0 failure of ATBs, failure of stepladders. 
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Evaluation prveem 

.. 
'accidcnt analysis 

raics 
sccnarios 

rcplations 

ellý 

1. IDENTIFY ALL POTENTIAL HAZARDS 
AND HAZARD SCENARIOS 

2. SET PERFORMANCE (SAFETY) CRITERIA 
AND TEST QUESTIONS 

3. SELECT EVALUATION METHODS 

companson %ith-... 
crgonomics data 
and guidelincs 

Teging proceu 

...... product Icsting 

uscr testmg 

ficld latmaton 

-simulauon of 
- user 

- Wsk 
- product 
- environment 

Figure 10.1 - Suggested framework for product safety evaluation based on the case 

studies 
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This suggests that the first step in identifying hazards actually needs to be the 

spccification of all those who may come into contact with the product, either 
intentionally or unintentionally, and as a result of the primary or a resultant 
interaction with the product, and taking account of differences in uscrs due to age 
(children and the elderly), gender, disability, literacy or culture. That is, the 

identification of all users. Scenarios of all circumstances and types of possible use of 

the product could then be generated based on this user profile. 

10.10.2 Stage 2- Set performance (safety) criteria and test 

questions 

Once hazards were identified, the second stage in each of the evaluations was to set 

criteria for the safe use of each product. These criteria are design specifications 

which must be met in order that hazards are not realised. Once these are set, test 

questions (firstly general and then specific) can be formulated. Stages I and 2 are 

shown in table 10.12 as they relate to each of the case studies. 

10.10.3 Stage 3- Select evaluation methods 

The third stage is the selection of evaluation methods. This is when 'testing' begins. 

Within the overaU evaluation process, there is a discrete second stage, the testing 

process. Evaluation and testing have been differentiated as follows': 

* evaluation in this case is taken to be the process of identifying hazards, setting the 

criteria for safe use of a product and judging the performance and safety of the 

product in the light of these criteria; this encompasses testing 

testing is the process, usually practical, within which the user-product interaction 

is measured against safety criteria. 

' These definitions have been adapted for use in the domain of product safety from 
definitions offered by Meister (1986) for use in systems ergonomics; testing is defined 
by him as the process of measurement and involves a judgement of adequacy, and 
evaluation is more than measurement in that it involves comparison to some standard. 
See also Roozenburg and Eekels (1995) and Cushman and Rosenberg (1991). 
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staýc II ,C 
I War I la/ard * access to pool impact from Impact IMpjCt (1.111) 

0 entrapment in co%vr cap (fall) 
Users at risk * children under 5 )-cars 0 all uscrs all users all users 

0 inadvertent 
users (C; 
lný-standcrs) 

Stage 2: 
Pcrformancc * no acccss undcr the ccn-er 0 all U%Crs product stahlilN. 
(safety) edge for a child tmdcr 5 %hould be mect users' product meel 
criteria 4 the child cannot gc( stuck able to open expwation users, 

in the jxx)] or entangled bottles cosily s without expcoatiotis 
in the cover and without increased without 

0 the covers support a child risk of risk of W increas(A 
(in cover missiling risk offall 

* collected water would not 
be sufficient for 
drowning 

General test * can children climb undcr docsthc 0 what are what arc the 
questions edge of cA)YcT? torque with the usem' users, 

0 can children remove which caps expectation expectations 
securing systems? are applied s Of use? Of use? 

0 can children get out fi-orn match the 0 how does how does the 
undemeath a cover opening the product product 

* do covers support a child torque of the Perform to perform to 
walking/falling/. jumpnig range of meet these meet these 
an cover? wsers? expectation expectations? 

0 is there a risk of do users S? 
drxnvnmg with a child (in practise any 
top of the cover? methods of 

opening that 
increases 
risk of 
nussiling? 

Specific test what si7c aperture can what torque 0 where and how arc the 
questions children climb througli are caps how are products 

and what apert-twes can applied bikes used in 
be produced at the edges with! ridden? 'normal' 
of the covers? what is the * what loads use? 
what force can children opening are set up are the 
exert on the securing torque of the in the bike products 
pegs used for covers? range of during likely to fail 
can children undo the Users? different during this 
buckles used to tighten do users find levels of use? 
Covers? bottles use? does 
what for= is need to stop difficuh to are these labelling/inst 
automatic covers closing open? likely to ructions 
what happens when a do users use lead to affect how 
child walks/fallsjumps tools to open iRjury? the product is 
on a cover? bottles? are there used? 
how much water gathers differences 
on cover with child on between 
topo products 

Table 10.12 - Stages I and 2 of the proposed evaluation process, for each case study 
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Tbc testing process begins with the selection of evaluation methods. Whilc somc 

guidance could bc given to designers on the methods that wcrc uscd in the casc 

studies, because of the diversity and adaptation of thcsc methods that was necessary 

prescriptive, gencraliscd methodological advicc is difficult. Ilic litcraturc rcvicwcd in 

Chapter 5 on ergonomics methodology and advice supports this decision. Instead, 

the approach taken has been to classify and distinguish bctwccn broad groups of 

methods, to provide designers with as wide an approach to testing as possibIc. 
Within these groups of mcthods, Was on tcchniques would bc given, but with a limit 

to the amount of dctaU given, otherwise this would make any guidancc to designers 

akin to a methods text. 

Based on the case studies, the methods available to the designer have bccn classified 
into three broad groups: comparison with ergonomics data or guidelines, product 
testing and user testing. Ibis classification, as it applied in the case studies, is 

summarised in table 10.13. These groups arc not mutually exclusive, and do not 

rcflect the extent of the data col. lection and information used to assess the products. 
71icy have been classified to rcflcct the fact that, although the evaluations were all 

considered to be ergonomics evaluations, and therefore focused on the user, it was 

often necessary to take measurements of the product's performance and relate it to 

the characteristics and abilities of the users. 

10.11 Discussion 

The analysis of the case studies has demonstrated that a diverse range of methods and 

techniques are required for product safety evaluation. Prescriptive advice is secn to 

be difficult, because of the broad range of consumer products across which it should 

apply. Instead, generic issues were raised, such as the need to use simulation in user 

testing and the ethical and safety constraints on the methods of testing to be used, all 

of which put restrictions on the validity of the evaluations. Potential evaluators need 

to be aware of all of these issues. Also, common elements and stages in the 

evaluation processes were identified, and these have been used to produce a 
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framework for a suggested generic evaluation process. This will hopefully form the 

basis of guidance to designers embarking on safety evaluation. 

Comlxmson * . hiIdrcn'% ixilling KIL111cc 
with %ITC11FIll oIx-IlIng (11 NON (1111111P ovct 
ergonomics * %I/C of aperture torque weight whilst reaching 
data through which (children Cyr-ling 

children can pass through to 
0 childn-n'% ahlity to eltictly) 

undo buckles 
0 weight of (ft-ds 

children can mo%-c 
User testing 0 propcnsitý of children U%cr%* load% set up anah %is of 

to explore cover's opening in Nke frunc %; tcplatkk-t 
0 rhildrcn*s pulling technique during off uw such as: 

sirength with hands. road usc 0 aniount of 
0 Size of aperture and tools ovet-reaching 

children's coidd crawl 0 propenoy to * Ic- 
through turn caps the positioning 

* children* s ahlitv to Wrong way * iisc (if hands 
remove pegs 0 useTN. . # placement of 

# children's ability to opening feet 
undo buckles behaviour 

0 children's abilitv to 0 prt4)cnsitv to 
move %,. -atcr bajý use tools' 

Product 0 size of aperture at 0 pressure loads the size and 
testing edge% of covers inside bottles required to distribution 

0 tensile strength of 0 pressim to cause Nkc ofloads in 

covet material Call. Sc failure stepladder 
reststance to wcu and mis%iling fixt during 
weathering 0 pres, %mm to ovet-reaching 
force required to catL%c bottle and falls 
remove securing pep failure 
Closing force of * torque to 
acdomatic cover remove caps 

0 tensile force 
to remove 
caps 

Table 10.13 - Evaluation methods used in case studies 

The evaluation framework produced in this Chapter is based solely on the case 

studies. It is therefore of interest to know whether the choice of products and 
hazards evaluated m the case studies has influenced the outcome, and whether the 

same results would have been obtained by evaluating different products. ne case 

studies represent a diverse range of products and the products evaluated are some of 
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thosc most frequently involved in homeAcisure accidents: bikes, stairststcps, and 

laddcrs/stcpladdcrs arc cited by Rogmans (1989) as the most frequently involved 

products (along with carpcts and pavement). Ibc lcvcl of confidcncc that can bc 

assumed from basing an evaluation process on these casc studics alone could only be 

answcrcd by carrying out morc cxpcrimental work, but this is beyond this research. 
In vicw of this potential criticism however the next Chapter rcvicws the suggcstcd 

cvaluation proccss in the light of litcraturc on methodological guidancc which was 

reviewed in Chaptcr 5. 
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Chapter 11 - Guidance for product design*rs 

Chapter 11 - Guidance for product designers 

The framework for a suggested evaluation process produced in Chapter 10 

was based on the analysis of the case studies only. This framework is now 

reviewed and considered alongside the published work on ergonomics 

evaluation methods and designers' guidance which was reviewed in Chapter 5, 

and a revised framework of the evaluation process is presented This was used 

to form the basis of guidance to designers to encourage, promote and direct 

the ergonomics evaluation of safety during product development. The 

guidance has taken the form of publication 'Desig? ijqgSqfe4, Mto PrmIucts' 

which together with Childala represents the outcome of this research. The 

production and content of the publication is described in this Chapter 

11.1 Introduction 

The work described in this Chapter has resulted in a publication for designers, 

'DesigningSqfejý- jwo Products', (DSP) which is presented as an appendix to this 

thesis. The DSP Guide was published by the Consumer Safety Unit of the DTI in 

October 1997 and has been distributed free of charge to industry as a guide for 

designers. This Chapter describes the requirements of the publication together with 

the justification for its format which centres on a generic 'evaluation framework' 

intended to be applicable across a range of products. The final framework is 
developed in this Chapter, based on the evaluation process suggested in Chapter 10 

and revised in the light of other published guidance on evaluation. 
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11.2 Requirements of guidance for designers 

The Guide was conceived as a stand-alone document or 'tool' with a target audience 

of designers and production teams working %ithout any ergonomics support and who 

would be unlikely to indcpcndcntly access information on ergonomics methods and 

techniques. Discussions were held with a representative of the Design Council and 

an international design consultancy (IDEO) and a product designer to identify tile 

requirements of such a document. From these discussions the following functions of 

the document were identified: 

promote safety as an important design criterion to designers and producers 

promote the relationship between ergonomics, safety and good design 

encourage designers to see ergonomics as more than the use of anthropomctric 

and basic ergonomics data 

make evaluation a feasible part of the development process 

promote a structured approach to evaluating for safety 

provide advice on evaluation methods. 

In addition to these functions,, in order to appeal to designers, the document should: 

be easily readable 

avoid ergonomics jargon 

offer an easily rccognisable, and easy to follow, evaluation process 

avoid appearing as a textbook or academic publication 
be aesthetically appealing to design professionals. 

11.3 Methodological guidance versus a generic 
framework for evaluation 

The evidence presented in Chapter 5 suggested that ergonomics methods may 
be difficult to use even by ergonomists, and perhaps rcmain unpopular outside 
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the ergonomics discipline. Many ergonomics evaluation procedures can be 

difficult to apply, or at least require lengthy preparation and familiarisation, even 
for ergonomists let alone by a designer during a time.. and cost-prcssurcd 
development process. Stanton and Young (1998) suggested that while the 

plethora of methods developed by the ergonomics discipline remain documented 

predominantly in acadcmicjournals, there has bccn a rise in the number of 
general ergonomics 'methods texts'. They suggest that tWs is possibly in 

response to designers taking uscr-centrcd design seriously and that success has 

encouraged the ergonomics community to promote methods to assist in design 

of products and devices. However there is still no evidence of the successful 
transfer of these methods to the design discipline. 

Because of the reported difficulty in choosing, applying and transferring 

ergonomics methods, the concept of giving designers a step-by-step prescription 

of how to evaluate any design is attractive, both to ergonomists and designers. 

However, there is a conflict bctwccn generic and spccific guidelines, which is a 

characteristic of all ergonomics guidance and one %vWch makes it difficult to 

produce practicaL stand-alone guidance across a large range of product groups. 
The requirement to be generalisable can usually lead to a checklist forniat of 

advice, of 'ergonomics' factors to be considered in design (for instance see 
Ramsey, 1985; hiqer, 1994; Straker, 1994) but with no real guidance on how 

to apply techniques. On the other hand, the requirement for specificity leads to 

a myriad of possible evaluation techniques, so that the user needs help in 

selection. It has to be borne in mind that an important requirement of any 
design 'tool' is that it should convince designers of the feasibility of evaluation 

and not deter them Aith the prospect of having to invest time in selecting and 
becoming familiarwith methods. Therewas thus a conflict between the need 
for completeness and figour of any methodological guidance and for the 

publication to be accessible and brief 

It, was therefore decided that an improved approach to encouraging ergonomics 

evaluation would be to produce a document which, rather than Siving advice on 
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crgononýcs methodology, concentrates on establishing the relationship between 

safcty, ergonomics and evaluation, stresses general issues rclcvant to evaluation 

and, in terms of methodological advice, provides a generic evaluation 
'framework' and ideas on how to practically incorporate evaluation into the 

development process. 

11.4 Support for a generic evaluation framework 

A framework for an evaluation process, consisting of a number of 'core' stages, 

was proposed in Chapter 10 based primarily on the outcome of the case studies. 
Ile published guidance reviewed in Chapter 5 was considered again for 

evidence orother or similar framcworks. 

Four of the publications reviewed - USERfit (1996), Chapanis (1995), Rennie (198 1) 

and Lamb (1985) - could be considered to have used an approach similar to that 

proposed here in that they aU suggested a 'dual-lcvcl' approach to evaluation. In 

each publication the 'top-lcvcl' consists of discrete stages that comprise the 

evaluation process, with a "lowcr-lcvcl' being the selection of techniques within each 

stage. Tbcy do however differ greatly in the techniques and elements they propose. 
Chapanis describes a six-stagc sequential process comprising a range of activities at 

each stage. USERfit uses a hierarchical structure of summary tools and design tools. 

Rennie, Lamb and Drury all talk of preliminary steps which arc used to decide which 
tests arc carried out. Drury idcritifies, or proposes 'preliminary steps' in his 

evaluation model and then formulates measures of design parameters. Ibis process 

somewhat resembles the first, stages of the framework proposed here, of identifying 

hazards and then setting performance criteria. Rerýnic also states that there are no 
rules on how to decide between evaluation techniques. 71crc was therefore support 
for the idea of a framework- for evaluation, rather than methodological guidance. 
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11.5 Revised evaluation framework 

Ile framework produced in Chapter 10 was revised and is shown in figure 11.1, and 

each of the three stages is discussed in the following section3. 

11.5.1 Stage I of the evaluation process: 
The identykation of uscrs and ha: ards 

Ilis first stage now encompasses three separate steps: the Wntification of the users, 

those at risk and the specification, of detailed hazard scenarios. IMc inrormation 

sources suggested as potentially useful at this stage have been expanded, as it was rclt 

there were limitations to the information sources used in the case studies. Accident 

data were found dcricicnt in a number of areas: information on fatal accidents is 

virtually non-cxistcnt; the detection of rare or inrrequcnt accidents with a product 

(those possibly attributable to misuse) depends on the sensitivity of the accident 

monitoring systems; lack of sensitivity can also mean products arc mis-classiricd and 

accident details arc oflcn scant because of the difficulties and time-dclays involved in 

following-up accident victims. Similarly starxiards, and regulations arc of limited use 

as they refer to established hazards only and do not exist for all products. Ile 

information sources and activities which arc suggested as useful in this first stage, and 

the reasons for their inclusion, am as follows: 

Specification of T'his may appear an obvious step but only Dockery and 

users Neuman (1994) and US ERfit (199 6) specify this in their 

evaluation processes. Placing it as an activity in the first stage 

of the proposed process emphasises its importance. 
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stage 1. Identify all potential users and hazards 

accident analysis 0 
- rates 
- Scerumos 
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ix-Aential 
- incidental 

Identifi- all pwewtal avers 4 obmen-ation of uw i- existing producls 
IdentIfy wý) ow tit ri. vk cxanplar task% 

I 
Identift /kcardscetiartav &sign appraisal 

sccnario building 

rcgulations & standards 

Stage 2. Set perforinance (safety)cnteria, 
test questions and measurement variables 

Stage 3. Select evaluation methods 

Fxgonomics miluation 

comparison wii 
ergonomics dal 
and guideline-q 

ivsk 
product 
mvironment 

Technical evaluati(m 
- mechanical tests 
- matenals tests 
- electrical tests 

- energy tests 

- chemical tests 
- thermal tests 

Figure IL I- The Product Safety Evaluation Process, revised from Chapter M and 
fornýing the basis of 'Desigiling Safety into Products' 
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Obsen-ation of Chapanis (1995) suggests an 'analysis of similar systems' as 

use one of his initial activities; USERrit suggest an 'activity 

analysis' and Rcnnic (19 81) suggests task analysis as a 

preliminary step in the evaluation process. None of these 

specify the way in which this should be done and it is suggested 
here that it may not be enough to analysc the use of thc product 

as a paper exercise as suggested by these authors, an exercise 

which is possibly biased to the designers' perspective. To 

predict all possible use scenarios it may bc necessary to observe 

a range of users with existing or similar products performing 

exemplar tasks to demonstrate how a product may be used or 

misused and stimulate designers' awareness or potential uses 

and ha7ard . 
Design appraisal Lamb (1985) and Rennie (1981) both propose this as one of 

the primary methods of evaluation and USERfit recommends it 

as onc of its 'design tools'. Expertise other than that within the 

design team - either experts in another field or users - arc used 

to appraise a design and predict potential hazards. Design 

appraisal is also recommended later as a group of testing 

methods, but its use in Stage I is predictive (see section 11.6.5 

later for more detailed description). 

Scenario Tlis is suggested by Moggridgc (1993) (and also Godfrey et a], 

generation 1986) as a formal method of identifying potential uses of a 

product, and potential hazards. Ile design team or others 
formally and systematically generate scenarios of aU possible 

combinations of users, tasks, events and conditions, with 

stimulation from the other activities described. 
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11.5.2 Stage 2 of the evaluation process: 
The setting ofperformance criteria, test questions and measurement 

variabIcs 

This second stage of the process, the setting of performance criteria, test questions 

and measurement variables, was described in Chapter 10 as helping to identify the 

evaluation methods to be used. The process was developed from the examples or 

the case studies. To demonstrate the Scncralisability of this process, this now been 

extrapolated to show how it would apply to another product, a stair safety gate and is 

shown in full in figure 11.2. 

The potential hazard scenarios of this product are suggested as: 

child gets past the stair gate 

child/adult gets stuck in the stair gate 

child's limb is pinched by the stair gate 

adult falls over the stair gate 

adult injury during assembly. 

The performance criteria for the first hazard would be that no child under five years 

should be able to operate the catch, climb over the gate or push/pull it open. The 

measurement variables for this first criterion would be the amount of movement the 

child had made in the catch within a specified time limit. 

In some cases however, it may be difficult to 'design out' all hazards and this is 

addressed in the Guide. For instance, a performance criterion may have to be set to 
include an acceptable level of risk-, for instance a safety gate that could be opened by 

10% of two year old children would be unacceptable but a .01% chance that an adult 

might cut their finger on the catch might be deemed an acceptable risk. 
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k-tiou yets past the staij qdte 

Child opens lock Is lock operable by 
children? 

Child climbs over gate Can children (limb over 
gate' 

Child pushes or pulls 
gat* open 

Can children push or pull 
gate open? 

Child qets stuck in the stairgate 

Child forces hoad/arrn/ Can a child's head, arm, 
hand foot through gap(s) hand/foot pass through 
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open catch 
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climb over gate or get 
injured trying to 
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body into gap and if they can body part of smallest child excluded and use data 
without risk of injury entering? What level of (eg CHILDATAI) or 

entrapment may cause injury? replicas to test gaps 

Child s limb ispinched by the stair gate 
Child pinches arm/hand/ Are there any moving parts No child should be able to 
finger/leg /toe in gate where child's arm/hand/ insert their fingerleg/toe 
or lock fingertleg/toe could get into any moving parts 

caught? 

Adult gets stuck in the stair gate 
Adult forces arm/leg Can an adult's armileg pass No adult should be able to 
through gap(s) through any gap? insert an arm or leg in any 

gap 

Adult falls over the stair gate 
Adult climbs over gate How easily can an adult Ideally all adults should be 
when in place climb over the gate? ableto climb over the gate 

with acceptable ease 

Adult hurts themselves assembling the stair gate 
Ease of assembly How could injuries occur All adults should be able to 

during assembly? assemble the gate with no 
risk of injury 
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child reach moving parts? 
Can the smallest child 
insert a finger /leg/toe 7 
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involved 7 

What level of entrapment is 
likely to cause injury I 
What is the maximum gap 
that still prevents the arm/ 
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Can those users likely 
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successfully climb over. 
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techniques between 
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between adults 

Figure 11.2 - Setting performance cnteria and test questions in the evaluation of a 

stair gate (from 'Desiging Safety into Products') 
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11.5.3 Stage 3 of the evaluation process: 
The selection ofinaluation methods and techniqucs 

11c evaluation process suggested in Chapter 10 classiricd the potential evaluation 

methods into three groups based on those used in the case studies: comparison with 

crgonomics data/guidclincs, user testing and product testing. Ilc literature on 

ergonomics methods reviewed in Chapter 5 was used again to try to refine and 

rcconcilc this classification of methods. 

Rennie (19 81) divides evaluation into technical and ergonomics tests, describing 

technical tests as those without any reference to the user. Ilis differentiation has 

been adopted here in the revision of the evaluation process, and methods have now 
been re-classified as either crgonomics evaluation or technical et-aluadon mahods, 

with user testing and ergonomics data/guidelincs being grouped under the title 

ergonomics evaluation. Ergonomics evaluation can be considered as the assessment 

of those aspects of the design that are dependent on some interaction with the user, 

task or environment. Technical evaluation is considered as the assessment of 

technical aspects of the design (such as mechanical, materials, chcmical, electrical 

ctc). This differentiation %%ras used to identify those technical aspects which would be 

considered outside of the remit of the DSP Guide. Ile methods within ergonomics 

evaluation are further classified, and direction was sought on a suitable taxonomy of 

methods. 

Many authors reviewing ergonomics methods concentrate on specific methods or 

techniques without fitting them into a flexible or generic evaluation process. 
Methods such as: walk-throughs (Meister, 1992; Ilaubncr, 1990); expert appraisal, 
(Meister 1992); user trials (McClelland, 1995) and formal hazard identification 

methods such as fault tree analysis (Cushman and Rosenberg, 1991). Some 
differentiate between field and laboratory testing ft Meister, 1986; Ilaubncr, 1990) 

and between observational methods such as link charts and gantt charts (DrurY, 

1995). Haubner (1990) classifics the types of data that ran be collected into 
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performance, physiological, bchavioural and opinion data and hicistcr (1986) 

classifics measurement methods into observational mahods, rating scaics, intcrvicws, 

questionnaires and objective methods. Wilson and Corlett (1995) provide a 
comprehensive overview of ergonomics methods, including those applicable to tile 

evaluation of human-machine system performance and tile demands on people. 

Ilowevcr the classifications of methods with most applicability to the framework 

already produced from the case studies were those officred by Lamb (1985), Rennie 

(1981) and hlcycr(1994) %vhich%vcre discussed in Chapter S. Their classifications 
have been amalgamated here as follows: 

# user trials 

# expert appraisal 

* performance tests 

# human simulation tests. 

The classification of methods produced in Chapter 10 was revised in line with this 

classification to include design appraisal and modelling. 'Performance tests' in the 

above classification have been taken to be technical testing, and human simulation 

tests referred to as modelling. 

11.6 Format and content of 'Designing Safety Into Products' 

A model of the revised evaluation framework was shown in figure 11.1. Tifts 

framework forms the basis of the Guide for designers: "Designing Safety into 

Products' (DSP). The format and content of this publication are described in this 

section. 

The Guide takes a pragmatic approach to 'selling' ergonomics to designers. 
Consultation was held NNith representatives of the Design Council, a design 

consultancy, the DTI Consumer Safety Unit and an industrial designer to try to 
identify the requirements of designers. It was decided that the Guide should not 
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appear as an academic publication, but should look like it offered practical 

advice that could be obtained without time-consuming study. Once the content 

of the Guide had been decided, technical writers and graphic designers were 
used to produce a document that would appeal to the target audience. 
Numerous drafts were reviewed by the team mentioned above as well as by 

other crgonomists. 

The Guide introduces readers to the need for ergonomics and safety considerations in 

design, conveys the basic factors to be considered and then promotes ideas for 

evaluation methods. This format was adopted on the supposition that there are a 

number of basic factors to consider in aity ergonomics evaluation and that these apply 
to all evaluations. Also that the most important issues to be conveyed, rather than 
detailed methodological advice, is that all evaluations must be user-ccntred, that all 

users need to be accounted for and all potential usc-scenados predicted. The 

selection of methods will then be dictated by performance criteria and any practical or 

other constraints. 

Ile requirements of the Guide were described earlier in this Chapter in section 11.2, 

but chiefly its aims were to: 

* persuade designers to evaluate for safety 

# promote evaluation as an integral and formal part of product development 

introduce the basic principles of ergonomics and its relationship to safety 

suggest a generic evaluation process 

stimulate ideas on evaluation methods. 

The contents of DSP are shown in figure 11.3 and the following sections describe 

how each of the above aims of the Guide are met. 
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Figure 11.3 - Structure and contents of 'Designing Safety into Products' 

11.6.1 Persuading designers to evaluate for safety 

DSP tries to convince designers and producers that evaluating for safety is a viable 

and cost effective process which can be accommodated along with all other 

constraints on the product development process. To this endý 'Designing Safety into 
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Products' is aimed not only at designers but also at anyone with a responsibility for 
design or safety - design managers, directors and matkcting managers. The concept 
of ergonotnics is 'sold' before the choice of appropriate methods even becomes an 
issue. The benefits of an established procedure are thcrcrore conveyed, particularly 
in economic terms, suggesting that it can be used to improve a faccts of the product 
design - usability and not just safety - including expanding a product's market by 

accommodating a wider range of users, and importantly that evidence of a formal 

evaluation process is now valuable in light of strict product liability (as highlighted by 
Cushman and Rosenberg, 1991). The process of evaluating for safety is broken 
down into tangible, rccognisable units, each with its own bcncrits (expanding on ideas 
by Cushman and Rosenberg): 

# ensuring a product is reasonably safe for its intended use and its intended users 
# extending such safety to include foreseeable misuse, including use by unintended 

users especially the vulnerable such as children and the elderly 
* identifying those at risk- 
# identifying the likelihood of injury 

# establishing the likely severity of any injury 

# highlighting possible design improvements. 

It is stressed that a reliance on standards and regulations is not a guarantee of safcty 

as these are only minimum safety requirements. The need to evaluate is therefore 

emphasised especially where standards are lacking, changing or if they vary around 

the world. 

11.6.2 Evaluation as an Integral and formal part of product 

development 

Ergonomics evaluation is shown to be an integral part of the whole product 
development process, from initial concept development right through to monitoring 

product performance in the market, and DSP presents the model of the development 

process together with its crgononýcs inputs which was developed in Chapter 3 of this 
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thesis. The Guide stresses the need for safety evaluation not only during new 

product development, but in all design activities, such as: 
# developing a completely new product concept (for example mobile phones, car 

airbags) 

0 designing a new product witlin an existing concept (a new stair gate) 

* redesigning an existing product to incorporate a ncw- 

# function (multi-function infant carrier) 

# feature (cordicss power tools) 

# controVopcrating procedure (remote versus hands-on) 

# display (head-up car display) 

# mechanism (child resistant lighters) 

# structure (railings on the side of a cot) 
# styling (change of colour for controls). 

11.6.3 The principles of ergonomics and Its relationship to safety 

With evaluation established as part of the development process, the fundamental 

principles of the relationship between ergonomics and safety are conveyed, to try to 

engender a user-focused approach to the design process. The features of the 

product-person interactionwhich influence safety and which must be considered in 

any evaluation are described as follows (based on those proposed by in Chapter I of 

this thesis): 

# product - all features of the product should be assessed, including its structure, 

moving parts, controls, displays, casings, fixings, power sources, information and 
instructions, packaging and ancillary equipment 

* user - the physical and psychological characteristics of the likely user population 
(by 'user' we mean anyon who may come into contact with the product, either 
intentionally or unintentionally, and as a result of the primary or a secondary 
interaction with the product) 
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# circumstances of use - the task fro which the product will be uscd, associatcd 

tasks and activitics 
* cnvirorumcnt - the visual, auditory, physical and social conditions undcr which the 

product wiH bc used. 

In order to stress the need to accommodate a range of users and their characteristics, 

some examples of the types of data that = available are given, based on the table 

produced in this thesis in Chaptcr4 (table 4.1) and also used in CIIILDATA. 

Also it is stressed that evaluation must consider all stages of the product's lifc-cycle: 

manufacture, transport, packaging, assembly, installation, use by all potential uscrs, 

misuse by all potential users, storage, maintenance, cleaning, dismantling, disposal, 

re-usc (second hand fifc) and rccycling (a message extolled by many previous 

authors, for instance Wilson, 1983a). 

11.6.4 A suggested generic evaluation procedure 

Ile revised fiamework for evaluation produced earlier in this Chapter is then 

presented. Each stage of the process is then described. For stage one, the 
information sources and activities that can be used are described. To help stimulate 

an awareness of potential hazards, an 'evaluation chart' provides examples of the 

types of hazards that might be evaluated and possible evaluation methods that could 
be usedL This is rcproduced here and shown in figure 11.4. 
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Evaluation chart 

kltý, h, 1111, ý11 
access to hazard feach through guarding, child climbing 
iby whole hod,, or t,, ), I* over a stair gate. finger in electrical s(Kket 
part) 

entrapment) jamming/ 

pinching shearing 
belýN, -: l ý nq parts - fingers trapped in door% 

in an aperture - head in cot sides 
between structures - open stairs 

impact 

tjýer nto product 
product into user 
powered 
ýharp edqeý 

fall 
between leveJý 
on same level 
unstable product 

Ingestion hazards 
toxic substances 
choking 

Explosive hazards 

- trip into furniture 

- insecure fittings 
- slipping with a power tool 

cirnrom(I f,, iII, nfj ort, i I, n. fP 

f, 111 do%%r "t, llr% 
slippery floor surface 
fall from stepladder 

cleaning products 
mall parts swallowed by children 

batteries. pressurised containers or 
mobile phones in contact with fire 

Fire hazards 

Electrical hazards 

Thermal hazards 
(extremes of ambient 
and surface temperatures) 

Vibration hazards 

Noise hazards 

Chemical hazards 

Radiation hazards 

children's use of lighters. clothes 
in contact with naked flames 

not unplugging product before 
maintenance. handgrip too close 
to live component 

contact with cooker surfaces, metal 
surfaces in extremes of heat or cold, fires 
and room heaters. radiators, freezer parts 

sustained use of power tools 

prolonged exposure to alarms 

carbon monoxide poisoning. cosmetics 

checking against data on exposure rates 

chtKk again%t anthropometric data. 
user trial% possibly with simulated 
U%er% 

(heck against anthropometfi( data, 

computer simulation, user trials 
possibly with either simulated hazards 
or users 

, j-, Pr trials, possibly with simulated 
r% of product. of by protecting u set 

(1, it i ng test 

user trials. with Mmulated users 

ergonomics guidelines, user trials, 
technical evaluation 

ergonomics guidelines, user trials with 
simulated users. checking against data 
on human exposure rates, technical 
evaluation 

Figure 11.4 - Evaluation charl from 'Designing safety into Products' 
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11.6.5 Ideas for evaluation methods 

Four groups of evaluation methods were idcntiricd earlier and descriptions of these 

are given, outlining the advantages and limitations of each group or methods and 

giving suggestions for the techniques that may be used within each group. A brief 

synopsis of the descriptions from DSP is given here. 

Group I- Ergonomics data and guidelines 
Ergonomics data and guidelines arc defined as describing physical, motor and 

cognitive capabilities of users and general design mles derivedfrom research 

on human perfomancc. 

The application of ergonomics to product design often bcgins, and ends with 

reference to data and guidelines, and one of the aims of the guidance in DSP is 

to encourage designers to see the limitations in this approach and to encourage 

evaluation. Tbc main limitations are described as: 

mappropnate populations - the differences in data due to culture, occupation, 
social class and secular trctul must be considered 

9 generic versus spccific data - the conditions in which data have been 

coBected have to be considered, particularly for pcrfomancc or strength data. 

Group 2- Modelfing 

Modelling is defined as using sonic kind ofpaper-based or computer-based 

representation ofpolential users at var)ing levels to assess a design. 

Modelling has advantages over using ergonomics data in that the evaluation can be 

specific to a particular product, safcty tolerances can be calculated and interactions 

can be clearly visualised. Models arc limited bythc appropriateness of the (generally 

anthropometric) data they arc based on. Also, and particularly with paper 
mannequins or 3-D dummies, only a limited selection of the target population is 

represented. Computer modelling has obvious advantages in its compatibility with 
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othcr computcr dcsign softwarc, that nwdcls can bc rnanipulatcd to somc dcgrcc, rc- 

used and adaptcd indcrinitcly, and cvaluations arc quick oncc modcls arc cstablished. 

Group 3- Design appraisal 
Design appraisal Is defincd as using specialist kiodedge to asscss a design, using 
insight that could not bc pmidcd by thc daign tcam alone 

Whilst dcsign appraisal cannot be usod to quantify hazards it can provc hclpful in 

thcir idcntirication and in stimulating the scarch for solutions. Spccýlist knowledgc 

can bc drawn from uscrs (who can bc cxpcricnced in the product, task, or 

cnvironmcnt; ncw or naivc uscrs; or cvcn thosc that may havc bccn injurcd by a 

product) or cxpcrts such as crgonomists, safcty profcssionals, cnginccrs, othcr 
dcsigncrs or pcoplc cxpcrt in the product (cg manuracturcrs, supplicrs, instalicrs, 

repaircrs, scrviccrs), cnviromncnt (cg school tcachcrs, gardcncrs, rcsidcntial carc 

supplicrs), task (eg parcnts, DlY cnthusiasts) or the user groups ft child carc 

cxpcrts or carcrs). 

Within this group of methods a variety of techniques arc suggested such as: 

walk-throughs, focus groups, checklists, interviews and participative methods 

such as Design Decision Groups (Wilson, 199 1). 

Group 4- User testing 

User testing is defincd as obscn*zg, measuring and assessing a sample of 

mpresentative 'users'can3ing out a task itith a cramplar or spaimen product. 

'User trials' are known to designers but arc often considered too costly and time 

consuming or arc carried out in only a limited form. Ile aim of the DSP Guide was 

to convince designers of the variety of techniques that could be used in user trials, 
including levels of simulation, to make them a feasible and valuable means of testing. 
Ile guide stresses the attention that must be paid to key factors in order to gain 

maximurn bcncrit for user testing. These arc summarised here: 

subjects - ensuring thcy arc representative, how to calculate appropriate numbers, 

rccruitmcnt, motivation, and instructions 
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* using simulation - of the user, product, task or cnvironmcnt - to combat cthical, 
practical, financial or timc rcstrictions 

# choosing the location of the tcst and the advantagcs and disadvantagcs of 
laboratory vcrsus ricid tcsting 

0 selecting mcasurcmcnt variables and test questions 
0 the selection of measurement techniques - directly recording users' actions 

(observation, direct response, automatic event recording); scif-rccords 
(questionnaires, diaries, commentary, protocol analYSis); recording opinion data 

(rating, ranking, interviews, checklists) 

9 interpreting results (practical versus statistical signiricancc, calculating reliability 

and vabdity). 

11.7 Discussion 

IUs Chapter has descril)ed the production of a tool for designers, 'Designing Safcty 

into Products'. The aim was that DSP should be used as stand-alone document by 

designcrs who otherwise have no ergonomics support and who have minimal 

experience of ergonomics evaluations. '[be Guide was based initially on the 

experimental work carried out for this research, but has also drawn together the 
knowledge on ergonomics evaluation and the relationship bctwccn ergonomics and 
design safcty which have been revicwed in this thesis. 

Ile document takes a generic approach to evaluation, as prescriptive advice is 

impossible to give across a broad range of applications such as those represented by 

consumer products. Also, rather than give instruction in methods, as was the 
intention when this work first started, the Guide promotes and provides a framework 
for a general evaluation process. It also conveys the principles of the relationship 
between ergonomics and safety and provides ideas for evaluation methods. Practical 

guidance needs to conccntrate on fundamental issues, rather than advice on methods, 
for a number of reasons: 
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* (cw crgonon&s methods can be applied across all product groups and across all 
hazards, as shown, in the case studies 

0 as a result there arc as yet no rules to guide the appropriateness of methods 
# the hamd-based approach taken to design safcty is akin to current developments 

in standards work, which takc a 'horizontal' or hazard based approach 
40 ensuring an embedded "ergonomics viewpoint' in the design process is more 

. portant than methodological rigour 

providing ideas and examples of techniques will hopcfully broadcn a dcsigncr's 

rcpcrtoirc of evaluation mcthods 

there is suggestions that some ergonomics methods arc still difficult to use even 
for the ergonomics profession. 

Although there has been much written on ergonomics methods, little guidance was 
found in the ergonomics litcraturc that could be used directly to producc a 
framework for, or classification of, methods for use in product design safcty. Even 

less has becn writtcn on cvaluating for safety, and "Designing Sarcty into Products' is 

the only advice that has been produced aimed directly at designers and industry and 

not at the ergonomics profession. Ile fact that this guidancc is now in distribution is 

an important rht stcp to providing dcsigncrs with tools to integrate ergonomics into 

the development of consumer goods, a step that crgonomists havc long called for. 
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Chapter 12 - Review, conclusions and 
recommendations 

12.1 Summary of work 

A need was established early In the research for an improvement in the safety of 

consumer products. Accident investigations offer little information on accident 

causation, however an ergonomics approach suggests that is the interaction of four 

main factors that precipitates an accident: the product, the user, the task and the 

environment. A number of routes and contributors to consumer safety were 
identified as shown in figure 12.1, and in Chapter 2 design was shown to be the 

central and most influential factor in both of these models of consumer safety. 

Rout" 

eliminate the hazard 
through design 

I 

isolate the 
hazard 

I 
mitigate the 

consequences 
I 

inform or educate 
the users 

consumer 
safety 

Contributors 

design 

manufacturers 

governance 

safety 

user behaviour 

conditions of use 

Figure 12.1 - Routes and contributors to consumer safety 
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With design established as a central innucnce on safety, this means that crgonomics 
has a potential to contribute to safety. I'lic link between ergonomics and design is 

indisputabic, yet dcspitc morc than twenty ycars of propositions for an improvement 

in the input of crgonomics, to design littlc cvidcncc has bccn round of a rormal, 

established relationship bct%vccn crgonornics and design. A need was therefore 
identified for an improvement in the transrcr of knowledge and methods between the 

ergonornics and design disciplines. 

Wo main crgonotnics contributions to product dcsign wcrc idcntiricd: the usc of 

crgonotmcs data and guidelines and ergonomics evaluation. Ile aims of this research 

were to improve both of these contributions, and thcrcby improve consumer sarcty. 

Work to improve the first input, ergonomics data, bcgan with a review of the use of 

ergonomics data in design. Problems previously Wntified with the transfer of 

reliable, valid and appficablc ergonomics data were shown to still exist. A series of 

publications assessing, structuring and promoting ergonomics data were produced to 

redress these problems. The first of these publications, Childala -a collation of data 

on children - is described in this thesis and has been successfully distributed to 

industry by the UK government. Its success meant that it has since been followed by 

two further major research projects to produce sibling publications on adults and the 

elderly. 

Work then began on addressing the need to encourage and facilitatc the use of 

ergonomics evaluation methods in industry. A series of case studies involving four 

product safety evaluations was undertaken with the aim of identifying generic and 

generalisable evaluation methods, as well as producing formal recommendations to 

government on possible routes for improvements in the safety of each of those 

products. It was intended that these case studies would be used to produce some 
form of specific guidance for designers on how to evaluate for safety. Ile case 

studies in fact demonstrated that a wide diversity of methods was needed, many of 

which were novel or were adaptations of existing methods; this led to a decision that 

rather than methodological advice, a framework for a generic evaluation process was 
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nccded. 11iis approach was supported by the literature rcvicNvcd on ergonomics 

nxthods. A framework was produced bascd on the case studies, then revised in light 

of publishcd guidancc and intcgratcd into a publication for dcsignm, Designing 

Safety into Products (I)SP). Mcstablishes and cncouragcsa generic approach to 

cvaluation, strcsscs the principIcs of crgonomics cvaluation, its rclationship to safcty 

and the necd to move past the use of ergonomics data, as well as providing some 

mcthodological guidancc. 

This Chaptcr now discusses some of the gcncral issues surrounding the realisation of 

an crgonomics contribution to design, and the pressurcs and routcs to improvcmciits 

in consumer safcty. This provides a context within wWch to evaluate the research 

rcportcd in this thesis, allowing conclusions to be drawn and rccommcndations made 

about the contribution of the cun-cnt research to consumer safety. 

12.2 Pressures for improvements in consumer safety 

Van Cott ct al (1978) said (over twenty years ago) that consumers expected to buy 

goods 'that function well within human capacities'. Europcan-widc legislative 

changes have supported their ideas, and consumer products must now, by law, meet 

consumerst expectations. Expectations of a product to 'function wcfl' have now 
therefore been cxtcnded to lcgaUy enforceable expectations ofsafay. 

in the past, strategies for achieving consumer safety have concentrated on risk 

a, Arareness, individual motivation and instruction for users (Stoop, 1990). Ilowcvcr, 

the legislative shift has been towards design as the primary route to safety, with the 
incorporation of dcvelopmcnts, such as designing for 'foreseeable misusc'. As well as 
lcgislative pressure to achieve product design safety, consumer pressure may also be 

increasingly felt. It has been suggested that novelty in a product sells, rcgardicss 

perhaps of its performance, safety or ergonomics factors: 4if it does something 
diffcrcnt which was not possible before' (Butters and Tctra-Dixon, 1998). As 

technical performance improves and product parity increases, ergonomics and safety 
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could howcvcr bccomc the =in diffcrcntiating factors dictating a product's 

competitivcncss. Design and therefore crgonomics have had their role in product 

safcty officially sanctioned. 11crc is a clcar role for crgonomics in product sardy, 

whether vicwed from a theoretical, Icgislativc or cconomic perspective, and the 

crgonomics discipline should be looking to respond to this opportunity for 

ergonomics to fulfil its potential role. 

12.3 Ergonomics responding to its potential role 

Priorities within the ergonomics discipline seem to have remained with occupational 

and technological applications, for instance, sophisticated efforts in wotk-rclatcd 

musculo-skcietal disorders, human reliability in high risk industries, human computer 

interaction. T'he continuing relative lack of interest in consumer ergonomics or 

consumcr safety was possibly rcflcctcd in the programme at the 1997 International 

Ergonomics Association Congress where out of over 1500 papers just a handful 

touched on these subjects. Even within consumer ergonomics there persists an 

emphasis on usabifity, with little attention to safety. 7'his is despite long-standing 

calls for improvements. Although little work had been published on consumer 

ergonomics up until the 1970s (lvergard 1976), safety has long been established as an 

ergonomics criteria (Kirk, 1970). Marinnscn ct al (1986) have said however that 

"rých on safety in the 'personal sector' had been limited and designers had little 

more to go on than general indications and legal constraints" and made calls for 

-consumer safety .. to be made more concrete for product designers and more 

applicable to the design process' (page 562). 

12.4 Steps to realise ergonomics and safety in product 
design - criticism of the current research 

The research descffl)cd in this thesis has supported this call for concrete guidance for 

designers, and the hypothesis of the research was that fornialising the input of 
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ergonomics into the design process would cnsurc that design sa ray would be bcttcr 

achicvcd. It is intcndcd that the output of this currcnt rcsearch - the provision of at 
Icast two publications aimcd dircctly at sarcty and at dcsigncrs - arc stcps towards 

supporting the nccds of designcrs and ultimatcly the formalisation of crgonomics 
inputs. 

I'lic research was in two parts. 17he first of these, improving the accessibility of 

crgonotnics data - the production of Childata and its sibling publications on adults 

and the elderly - is unlilcly to be contentious in its aims. 71crc arc however 

criticism, s that could be lcvcllcd at the methodology of this work: 

1.11c production of a hard copy data collection and its distribution and publication 
via the government may limit accessibility to data, and computer basedfinternct 
dissemination should be considered'. 

2.71c provisions for updating the publications arc also limited, especially while 

maintained as a hard copy publication. 
3.71c work required to identify, locate and collate data suggests that the existing 

channels for the dissemination of ergonomics data arc inadequate. 

4. Co-ordination of research is necdod to identify missing data, avoid unnecessary 
repetition of datascts and promote production of data by comparable methods and 
in comparable units and age groups. 

5. Research is needed to identify and fill gaps in available data. 

6. Detailed reviews of the publications (Childata, Adultdata and Eldcrlydata) arc 
needed to allow an assessment of its fonnat and content, the choice of data, the 

ability of designers to choose between data sources and the need to provide 
stricter design parameters. 

It is recognised that each of these criticisms would, if addressed, improve the 
promionand ornately the application of crgonornics data. 

' Tbc sibling publicatim Adultdau his now bccn produced and the hard copy vasion is 
complimcntcd by a comptacr vasion, distribulcd by a commacial company. 
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17he second part of the rcscarch resulted in a potentially more contcntious output. a 

guide for designers - 'Designing Safay J11to llroducts'(DSII). 7"he approach of this 

publication could be intcrprcted as 'giving ergonomics away'. It is based on the 

assumption that product development is most oflen undertaken without the 

involvement of an ergonomics prorcssional and that, whcrc possible, designers want 

stand-alone tools geared to their needs and not to those oracadcmics or crgonomists. 

7be publication was first conceived as a guide to testing methods, giving prescriptive 

advice on the suitability of these methods and associated techniques to cach 

evaluation situation. 17his assumes that designers lmvc the knowledge and experience 

to succcssrully apply the different methods. Ibc difficulty in applying ergonomics 

methods, even by crgonomists themselves, has bccn idcntiricd: 'a method which to 

one researcher or practitioner is an invaluable aid to all their work may to another be 

vague or insubstantial in concept, difficult to use and variable in its outcome' (Wilson 

and Corlett, 1995 page 21). Stanton and Young (1996) suggest the selection criteria 

an crgonomist might use when approaching a collection ormcthods (appropriateness, 

time to train to use, time to apply, the relative bcncrits of methods) but it is unknown 
if a designer or producer would ask these same questions, if shclhe would have the 

time to consider a waricty of methods, or understand the implications of different 

methods. lbomas ct al (1990) suggest that the selection of an evaluation method or 

combination of methods during a design process depends on the time and resources 

available and the type of product, with cost often the major factor; and Meister 

(1992) says that it is impossible to give rules on the choice of methods, as this 
depends on making sure you get data you need balanced with cost, time, case (that is 

likelihood of success), simplicity and that it is 'di it to tab h simple inv t fficul es fis arian 
rules' for test and evaluation methods. 

The difficulty in choosing methods has been suggested as being due to a number of 

reasons: test and evaluation methodology is weak and invalidated; the ideal of a 

scientific method is holding back test and evaluation advancement; there is nothing 
approaching a database to assist test and evaluation methodology, there arc lots of 
human factors tools and techniques but few have been validated (mcister, 1994). 
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Ile issue of validation holding back advances in methodology has been raised by 

other authors: Stanton and Young (1998) say that not enough is done about the 

rigour (reliability and validity) of published methods - that demand ror methods has 

resulted in 'pragmatic development having priority over scicntific rigour' - and 
suggest this as an important goal of ruture research. Rcnnic(1981) said alternatively 
that many crgonomists fear that their work would not stand up to 'rigorous scicntiric 
examination' and this impedes the dissemination of methods. 

While these criticisms arc accepted, the existence and potcntial contribution or 

crgonomics methodology needs at least to be first advertised to those outside of tile 

ergonomics and research community. Designcrs and cnginccrs may be unable to 

judge the appropriateness and bcncrits of a mcthod without first knowing about it and 

practising it, but notwithstanding the difficulties of choosing methods and the 

possible lack of rigour, the DSP publication may be the ncccssary bridge bctwcen a i 

designer's lack of understanding of ergonomics issues and their confident use ora 

repertoire of evaluation techniques. 

Straker (1994) suggests that the complexity, volume and lack oravailability of 
information on evaluation methods is to blame for the dearth of evaluations during 

product development. Ile suggests that designers need a simplifying structure orthc 

evaluation process, a memory aid, and improved documentation on the advantages 

and disadvantages of various techniques. Ile Designing Saft into Products Guide 

answers each of these requirements exactly. 

12.5 Organisational barriers to ergonomics inputs 

As wcU as the barriers specific to conveying ergonomics methods described above, 
there arc more general barriers to the acceptance of ergonomics as a discipline. 

T'hese are of interest, as one of the aims of the current research has been to promote 
the use orcrgonomics generally in product design. 71is will also provide a context 
for the likely success of the work undertaken in this research. 
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Ile use or non-usc of ergonomics knowledge by dcsign cnginccrs has long bccn 

discusscd; as far back as the 1960's it was bcing cxplained by rercrencc to cnginccrs' 
knowledge and skills, their attitudes to human ractors and their approach to the 

design process (Slappcndcl, 1994 [rcfeffing to hicistcr mid Faff, 19671 and Mcistcr, 

1971). 

Slappcndcl suggested that organisational factors, such as organisational configuration 

and top management orientation often have most influence over the acceptance or 

ergonomics. This creates or perpetuates a lack of appreciation orcrgonomics by 

designers. She recommends improved co-operation between ergonomists and 
designers, but sees potential areas orconflict, for instance: 

9 the different emphases and orientations of designers and crgonomists - ergonomics 
is often seen as only a part of design and that uscr-ccntrcd design can be 

approached intuitively 

# crgonomists possibly seeing industrial design as encroaching on their area 

0 crgonomists; seeing ergonomics knowledge as being created by themselves and 

transrerrcd to organisations - rather than organisations being able to generate 

specialist k-nowlodgc intcmally. 

She suggests that the ergonomics contribution by designers should not be 

undercstirmted and that thcre is a tendency for crgonomists to assume that 

manufacturers lack any capability in this area whatsoever. Instead it is the structure 
and strategy of an organisation which will litnit ergonon&s capability and 
ergonomists must know these to be able to predict the rcMtivcness of clients to 

ergononics advice. 

Fisher (199 1) suggests that a key factor in ergonomics contributions being recogniscd 
is the ability to communicate ergonomics' role and contributions in clear and concise 
terms. Obstacles include the poor visibifity of the role of ergonomics, poor 
placement in the organisation, overlap with cngineers and industrial designers, a lack 

of recognition for longer ]cad times needed for resolving ergonomics issues and that 

ergonomics has to have an input in all stages of the design process. 
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Both of thcsc vicwpoints Icnd support to the approach of 'giving crgonomics away' 

to dcsigncrs or dcvclopers, and providing thcm with tools to liclp build on thcir 

abilitics. Ibis is rathcr than crgonomists assuming thcy havc to bc dircctly involvcd 

in cach product's dcvc1opmcnt. Efforts nccd to bc madc to raisc tic pronic of 

crgonomics and cspccially to providing industrial dcsigncrs with tools to assist tilcir 

crgonomic input, the approach takcn by this cunrnt rcscarch. 

12.6 Ways forward 

Raising the prorilc of ergonomics through marketing has been examined by a number 

of authors, looking for routes to improve the role orcrgonomics in product design. 

I larris (1990) says that crgonomics is difficult to promote bccausc the long term 

bcncrits associated with improved design arc qpically ignored or undervalued, 
because of pressure to get products 'on-stream'. The and cost pressures mean 

ergonomics advice is rarely sought early in the design process and only wlicn 

problems arc evident. Pikaar ct al (1990) said that there are two conditions to 

ergonomics input bcing accepted: that the bcncrits of an invcstmcnt have to be 

shown b6brehand and the contribution must fit the established project procedures. 
Cushman and Rosenberg (199 1) suggest that ergonomics can be promoted to a 
design team as a 'vehicle for conflict resolution', and with regards to ergonomics 
testing, that it can be promoted as a way of proving the usability claims made by 

marketing. Harris suggests that the key to a successful product is designing for the 

target market, for which an crgonomist's knowledge is vitaL Ilomas ct al (I 99o) 

also propose marketing ergonomics in this way, as a means of ensuring that the 

product is meeting the needs of its intended usem - selling ergonomics by the 
Increase sales potential' route - and as a mcam by which manufacturers can gain 

confidencc that they have fulfilled their legal obligations. 
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12.7 Conclusions 

Ergonomics - "thc concept'- should not be the solc possession of crgonomists. 
Indeed, if it is to bc cffectivc it is suggested that crgonomists should be providing 
designers with tools and techniques to easily accommodate ergonomics (and within 

the emphasis of this research, to promote safcty) within their design process. 111c 

nccd for a sarcty input to design has been discussed, as well as the practical and 

organisational barriers to its rcalisation. 'Mcrc havc been recommendations of 

organisational measures to improve dcsigncr-crgono mist interfaces where 

ergonomics support exists within an organisation, but not all designers work within 

structured design and development departments and there arc many designers who 

work alone or without the support of a product development o rganisat ion. Inbothof 

these environments however designers need practical assistance to make ergonomics 

concepts integral to their work, rather than an ergonomics consultation being an 

'add-on'when timc or cost allows, or worsc, oncc problems have bccn idcntiricd. 

It is suggested that there arc thrcc main barriers to ergonomics in design: 

# conflict (between crgononics and other criteria) 

# availability of inronnation 

* lack of forniality, structure and accountability for ergonomics. 

Conffict will al%ý, rays exist between any number of design criteria, with pressures such 

as marketing, engineering, time or cost often negating ergonomics. 11is can only 

ever be overcome by raising the profile of ergonomics. Ile design-support 

publications which arc the output of this research arc intended as practical tools for 

empowering designers, by increasing the accessibility of basic ergonomics 
information. Ile publications should, however, also contribute to raising the profile 

of ergonomics, as well as formalising and structuring ergonomics and safety into 

design. This work therefore addresses all three of the potential barriers to 

ergonomics listed above. It can therefore be concluded that the hypothesis of the 

research has been accepted, and these tools should help rcalisc improvements in the 
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input of ergonornics in design. Ilic contribution of the tools to the rcalisation of 

consumer safety will however, as with any intervention, requirc long tcmi evaluation. 

11c conclusions to bc drawn from this rcscarch can bc summarised as follows: 

1. Consumer products and safety have not been a priority within ergonomics 

research. 
2. Ilerc arc still inadequacies in the production and dissemination orcrgonomics; 

data: 

research to produce data for use in design is not cfficicnt, in that there is 

overlap and duplication in much research, and data that could have design 

applications arc not rccognised. 

there arc still gaps in available data, much of the missing data arc product- 

related, pcrformance or safcty rclatcd data 

data arc still not systematically disscminated outside the profession and 

specifically to designers 

it remains incumbent on designers to seek out inrormation and data 

40 there arc inadequate links between the users of the data (the design 

prorcssion) and the producers orthe data (the ergonomics research and 

academic communities). 
3. Ergonomics has not yet made its methods usable to those outside the discipline: 

# it is not possible to produce a 'laundry list' of factors ror sarc design 

9 it is not possible to give prescriptive guidance on how to evaluate for 

safety, which could be applied across a broad range of products or hazards 

the experimental work carried out in this research, in the form of case 

studies, %%-as not sufficicrit to produce a framework for a generic evaluation 

process, and had to be supplemented with ideas from literature and 
fundamental investigations by the author. 

4. Ilis, research has focused on the practical needs of designers and met the need for 

roved dissemination of ergonomics knowledge through the distribution of free 

publications to manufacturers and designers. 
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S. Ile dcsign-support publications not only fulfil the practical nccds of conveying 
data and guidance but also reprcscnt pro-active stcps towards product dcsign 

safcty, in that they will advertise a forinal input of crgonomics, raise its profile and 

convey the basic principles of crgonomic design. 

6. Ergonomics - its conccpts, knowledge, methods and bcncrits - nccds to be 

markctcd to those responsible for producing sarc products, to ovcrconic 

professional and organisational barricrs: 

# crgonomics nccds to promotcd as a culturc, within organisations and to 
individuals 

0 crgonomics, input to dcsign must bc sccn to bc much morc than just the usc 

of crgonomics data 

# ergonomists must improvc thcir contribution through a bcttcr 

undcrstanding of dcsigncrs and the product dcvclopment proccss. 

12.8 Recommendations and further work 

1. Ile output from this research needs to be evaluated: 

# the format and content of Childata. Evaluation was undertaken by the 

DII and positive feedback meant that the sibling pubfications on adults and 

the elderly have followed the same structure. However, a detailed study of 
how anthropomctric data are interpreted and appHed by designers would 

allow further improvements in the provision of data generally 

# the usability and value of Designing Safcty into Products need to be 

assessed in terms of its appeal to designers, its ability to convey 

ergonomics concepts, the applicability of the evaluation framework and the 

likelihood of the use of any of the evaluation methods describod 

# the success of the dissemination routes of both publications needs to be 

reviewed to determine whether they arc reaching their target audience of 

product developers. 
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2. Links bctwccn ergonomics and design (as well as manuracturing, engineering and 
marketing) need to be improved and fonnaliscd. 71is could be achieved in a 
number of ways: 

# standardiscd teaching orcrgonomics to all related disciplines, not just in 
rurthcr education but also in prorcssional and continucd training, with 
some emphasis placed on general ergonomics conccpts and evaluation 
mcthodology rather than just physical crgonomics and anthroponictry 

0 the development of professional links between crgonomists and related 
disciplines to advcrtise the potential contribution of ergonomics, improve 

access to information, and foster bcttcr undcrstanding of relevant 
disciplines 

0 the development of more 'stand alone' tools to aid the application of 
ergonomics, such as directories of crgonordics guidelines and checklists of 
crgonornics; factors to be considered. 

3. A co-ordination of research cffort is needed to cnsurc gaps in knowledge arc 
identified and Med. 

4. More research is needed to look at the feasibility of producing guidance on 
prcscriptivc, validated ergonomics methods. 

5. An impetus for improvements in consumer safety needs to be round, whether from 

commercial pressure on industry, legislation or consumer demands, to match the 

improvements in sarety and the use of crgonornics seen in other industries, such as 

vehicle design or inrormation technology. 
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Appendices 



Appendix 4.1 

Questionnaire sent to designers on their use of ergonomics 
data 



Ergonomics Databank for Designing for Children 

1. Please state your job title ................................................................................ 
2. Please list the product(s) or product area(s) in which your company is involved ................ 
................................................................................................................ 
................................................................................................................ 
and for which you have specific design responsibility (if applicable) ................................ 
....................................................................................................... 0.. 6 
.......................................................................................... o401.. 4 

3. Do you or your design team presently use any sources of ergonomics data on children in 
your design process (eg anthropometric tables. strength measurements) and if so, please state 
the title, authors, date. publishers and country of origin of the sources .............................. 
................................................................................................................ 
............................................................................... 6................ 6............... 

................................................................................................................ 
4. Where did you find this information and did you have any difficulties in accessing the 
information you required? ................................................................................. 
..................................................................... 4 ............ 0.., .......................... 
................ 6................ 4............................................................. 6................ 

5. Have you had any difficulties in using or interpreting the information? 
.......................... 

................................................................................................................ 
6. Are there any data on children which you have needed but have been unable 
to access eg. data on special populations such as the very young children or the disabled or 
data related to specific products? .......................................................................... 
.................................................................................................. o.. 4 .......... 
............................................................................................. 0 .................. 
................................................................................................................ 
.. 0 ............................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................ 
7. if you would like more information about the project please state your name and address 
(obligatory) .................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................ 
................................................................................................................ 
................................................................................................................ 

please return to: 
Beverley Norris, Institute for Occupational Ergonomics, FREEPOST. University of 
Nottingham, University Park, Nottingham, NG7 IBR. Tcl: (0602) 484848 extension 
3807/3557. Fax (0602) 583015. 

All responses will be treated in the strictest confidence. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 
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Introduction and background 'Information to Childata 
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Appendix 4.3 

Questionnaire sent to Childata users 



CHILDATA QUESTIONNAIRE 

1 How did you find out about CHILDATA? 

colleagues associates other, please state 

2. Does CHILDATA provide all the data you require'? 

yes 
FI No 

3. If no, what other data do you require? 

4 How easy is It to find the data you need? 

very easy 

1-1 F-I 
5. How could finding the data be improved? 

very difficult 

LI 

6. How understandable are the tableO 

very easy very difficult 

1-1 1: 1 77 
7. How could the tables be improved> 

8. Have you any other suggestions for improving CHILDATA? 

1: 1 

CSU DTI DECEMBER 1 99C) dti 

,I-. i in. 1wil, 



Appendix 4.4 

Results of survey of Childata users 



i 

To: Mr Dessent CACP 
Ms Norris Nottingham University 

From: Paul Hale 
CACPla 
4. H. 6 
1 Victoria St 
London 
SW1H OET 

Tel: 0171215 0380 
Fax: 0171215 0357 

22 July 1997 

CHILDATA 

a 

You will find the following analysis of the CHILDATA questionnaires of 
interest. 

Of the completed questionnaires: 

- 83% stated that CHILDATA met their needs, 

- 90% stated that CHILDATA was easy or very easy to use, and 

- 89% stated that CHILDATA was easy or very easy to understand. 

This is an overwhelming endorsement for the format and data contained 
within CHILDATA. I would suggest a similar approach is used for ADULT and 
ELDERLY DATA. 

Other details were requested and numerous answers were received as 
follows: 

-o what extra data is needed? 

Centre of gravity, greater variety of force measures, mental abilities of 
different ages, compatible data across ages e. g. all 18 months not 
some at I yr/2yrs/I 8 months. 

Strength Limits for applying twist to a small object such as a butterfly 
nut or hot water bottle top. 

9 

- Height of barriers/handrails - could not find length 23 on page 24. 

- Provision of equivalenVadvised European figures. 



Can anticipate some ages not covered for some dimensions and 
51-1/95H % i. e. not always available. 

Additional data/surveys on existing measurements would be useful - 
some surveys with small sample sizes. 

- More info on perceptual abilities would make handbook complete. 

- Limits of joint movement (angles). 

Shoulder height seated for 0-27 months (needed for strangulation 
hazards on large toys, beds, cots etc. ). 

- There seems to be measurements that are not Included. 

- More relevant UK or local data would be useful. 

- Some times data for younger children are missing. 

- Data for density of children. 

- More data about exerted strength. 

-* How could CHILDATA be improved? 

It could be improved by giving a more specific index, and the pages 
need to easy to turn over as they tended to come off the spine or get 
caught. 

- Alphabetic index, Dividers between sections. 

- Page tabs. 

- Putting the data into sections which are arranged in alphabetical order. 

- More clearly presented esp re UK vs other nations. 

-A Better list of contents - Index 

The more you use the data tables the easier it is to find the data 
needed. 

- Difficulties in comparison between Jersey and UK data. 
0 

- Dynamic Measurements - e. g. Sat Riding a Bike. 

- Ethnic group data". 

- guidelines for associate. d measures e. g. clothing sizes, shoe sizes etc. 



0 

- Index. 

- Put on CD-ROM. 

Use of slightly larger spine and softer cover would improve travelling 
of the document. 

- Should be made more available to libraries for general public. 

- Split into 2 Age Ranges: 0-3 years and 3-14 years. 

- Always give the sample sizes. 

a 

Indicate which samples are statistically reliable and which are more a 
guidance or trend. 

-* How could the tables be improved? 

They could be improved by making it a bit more clearer or more 
explanation about the tables. 

It is easy to confuse units (metriclimperial) and population/age 
differences - illuminating these differences would reduce error. 

- Should all twist forces not be in Nm? 

- Consistent use of units and breakdown intervals. 

- Clearer labels. 

One table caused problems, it was only in months up to 36 months in 
total. Suggest years in bold type face months in normal. 

- direct male/female comparison. 

By using more understandable words, and with a comment alongside 
the table. 

- allow to use' to lay people could be simpler to understand. 

Repeat the drawing on the first page of the section in ICON-size next 
to the source-header. 

0- More detailed description about what is measured. 

- Better relations between numbers. 



-o Unsolicited comments: 

Unfortunately, it is not what I expected. However, it has given me insight 
into product design and I can see how it would be useful in this context. 

The CHILDATA was not applicable for our use, but I feel it is a useful 
book of information and easy to access. 

Not relevant to our work as Health Visitors (HV). 

Excellent reference which will be further improved by updates etc. /more 
data. 

- UsefuVhelpful document - appreciate its existence. 

- An excellent publication. 

- Very user friendly. 

- Time Saving and all information easily digestible. 

Obviously this has been a good response with numerous ideas put forward 
for improving CHILDATA. We must now consider how these suggestions 
could be included in CHILDATA and whether we need to consider them for 
ADULT and ELDERLY DATA now? 



Appendix 5.1 

Descriptions of common evaluation methods (listed in Table 5- 
2, Chapter 5). 

Afethods 1- 7 are described in Jordan et al (1996) and methods 8-14 its Stanton and 
Young (1998) - see references. 

DIY - Do-It-Yourself Usability Evaluation (Botman, 1996) 

Intended to help software developers to increase their 'cnd-uscr consciousness'. It 
consists of six steps (not all of which need to be taken): 
9 orientation on the users and their enviro=cnt 

expert view 
user's view 
user testing 
evaluation report 
rccommcndations for improvement. 

2 TAFEI - Task Analysis for Error Identification (Stanton and Baber, 1996) 

A Human Error Identification (HEI) technique which maps human activity onto 
machine states to identify potential errors in use. It consists of 3 components: 
" hierarchical task analysis (HTA) - provides a description of human activity 
" statc-space diagrams (SSDs) - provides a description of machine activity 
" transition matrices CrNl) -a mechanism for detcrmining potential erroneous activity 

through the interaction of the human and the device. 

it can be used at all stages of the design cycle, from conceptual stages to existing 
products. 

3 FACE - Fast Audit based on Cognitive Ergonomics (Ilutubosch & 
Jameson, 1996) 

A computer-based evaluation tool, implemented in HyperCard, for the evaluation of 
interface design, which produces supplementary documentation during the evaluation. 

4 SUS - System Usability Scale (Brooke, 1996) 

A five-point Lncert scale (strongly disagree 
- stingily agree) of 10 statements referring 

to system usability issues, developed at Digital Equipment Corporation. 



1.1 think that I would Re to use this system frequently 
2.1 found the system unnecessarily complex 
3.1 thought the system was easy to use 
4. [ think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this 

system 
5.1 found the various functions in the system were well integrated 
6.1 thought there was too much inconsistency in this system 
7.1 would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly 
8.1 found the system very cumbersome to use 
9.1 fclt very confident using the system 
10.1 needed to learn a lot of things Wore I could get going with this system. 

5 SUNII - Sortware Usability bleasurement Inventory, (Kirakowski, 1996) 
An attitude scale to measure users' attitudes to specific software systems, consisting of 
50 attitude statements with a 3-point response format (agree, don't know, disagree). 

6 Co-Discovery (Kemp and Van Gelderen, 1996) 
Used to provide an insight into a user's first impressions of a product, as wcU as the 
usability flaws and merits. Sutjects review a product in pairs, subjects who almdy 
know each other. 71fis concentrates attention on the product rather than on each 
other. Questions and tasks are given to focus the review. 

7 Private Cameras (De Vries et a4 1996) 
Users are asked to discuss their perceptions and attitudes to a product in a private 
room, into a video camera. The sense of privacy is intended to induce honesty in the 
respondents. 

8 HTA - Hierarchical Task Analysis (Annett et al 1971; Stammers and 
Shepherd, 1995) 
ificrarchical Task Analysis breaks tasks down into goals, plans into a hierarchical 
structure to highlight potential areas for interventions and improvements. It has been in 
use for 20 years and is simple to use but needs practice. 

9 PHEA - Predictive Human Error Analysis (Embrey, 1995) 
Based on HTA and an error taxonomy, a semi-structured human error identification 
technique. Each task is taken in turn and error modes associated with that activity are 
identified and the consequences determined, giving a prediction of performance. 

10 KLM - Keystroke Level Mode (Card, Moran and Newe% 1983) 
Predicts the task performance time for the error-free operation of a device. Tasks are 
broken down into component activities (mental operations, motor operations, device 
operations) and the operation time calculated, to estimate performance time for the 
whole task. 



11 Heuristics (Nielsen, 1992) 
An analyst uses theirjudgment, intuition and cxpcricncc to evaluate products. It is 
easy and quick to use, but can be subjective and variabic. Scvcml othcr tcchniqucs 
incorporate the heuristic approach, such as checklists, guidelines and PIlEA. 

12 Link Analysis (Stammers et al 1990; Kirwan and Ainsworth, 1992) 
A link analysis represents the sequence in which dcvicc elements arc used in a given 
task, to provide links between elements and assess if relationships arc adequate in 
terms of task sequence. It can be used to assess alternative arrangments. Attcntional 
gaze can also be record to assess the layout of display c1cmcnts. 

13 Layout Analysis (Eaterby, 1984) 
This builds on fink analysis to consider functional groupings of device elements, using 
the criteria of frequency and sequence of use, and importance to sort elements. 

14 Repertory Grids (Kelly, 1955; Baber, 1996) 
1"his gives an insight into consumer perception of devices but is not predictive. 
Elements (forms of a product) and constructs (aspects important to its operation) arc 
identified by an analyst and different versions of product arc rated against each 
construct. 

15 User Trials 
Any evaluation where the use of a product by a user is observed and assessed. Can 
involve some levels of simulation, either of the user, product, task or environment. 
(Also Observation). 

16 User Panels: Lay, Specialist Or Trained 
A panel or group of users, either with experience of a product or not, are asked to give 
their opinions on a product. 

17 Expert Appraisals 
A panel or group of experts arc asked to give their opinions on a product. 'Experts' 
can consist of professionals experienced in either the product, the user(s), the task, the 
environment, safety, design, engineering, ergonomics, or any profession which could 
give an insight into the use of the product, other than the design team. 

18 Discussion Groups 
Groups of users or experts arc asked to discuss a product. The groups may be given 
activities to focus their attention on certain aspects of the design, and consensus may 
be sought between the group. 

19 Convenience Diaries 
Ile use of a product is recorded and assessed by a user in realistic environment, such 
as the home, away from other observers. Records are made at regular intervals to 
obtain a longitudinal assessment. 



20 Checklists 
A pre-dctermined list of elements, or "aidc-mcmoire', which arc observed or accounted 
for during the assessmcnt of a product. The list may be produccd as a result of cxpcrt 
consolation or previous product assessmcnts. 

21 Interviews 
Ile perceptions of users are acquired through questioning. Interviews can bc facc-to. 
face or telephone, and can bc structured, scrai-structured or unstructured. A high 
degree of ecological validity. 

22 Questionnaims 
A structured list of questions that can be administered facc-to-facc, over the telephone 
or postal. A ilexible way of obtaining access to a large number of people. 



Appendix 6.1 

Standards for Swimming Pool Covers 

The Australian Standard 2020 *Safcty covers-for pdvat i- pools and wadin 
pools (For-the protection of children -5-vcars of Age-and-undcr " was introduced in 
1977. A voluntary standard, it contains guideUnes for safety covers which will protect 
chfldren of five years and under against drowning in domestic swimming pools. Ile 

. provision of the standard is that the cover should not allow a chHd's face to be 
submerged in water, either by faffing between the edge of the cover and the pool or in 
water on the surface of the cover. Specifications to fulfil this requirement include: 

the cover must support 50 kg (the weight of two children under rive) without 
any water flowing onto the cover. 

h) rainfaU must drain from the cover in 30 minutes. 
W) when one child is on top of the cover no openings should appear through which 

another child can pass. 
iv) no openings should allow through the head of a child approximately one year 

old. 
V) the cover should be easy to use and have adequate labelling. 

7bese are tested as Mows: 

At various points around the cover 50 kg must be supported for five minutes 
without any water flowing onto its surface from the pool. 

h) Based on a maximum rainfall likely to occur once in every five years, I 
litre/mm: 2 per minute of water can be sprayed onto the covcr for 30 minutes 
without any pooling or retention of water. 

iii) When a bag of sand (25 kg, 250 mm diameter) is dropped onto the cover no 
openings should appear through which the s=c bag can pass. 

iv) No openings in the cover should let through a cybder of 105 mm diameter 
when pushed with 15 kg force. 

V) Ile cover should be installed or removed by one adult in five minutes or less. 
vi) Labelling should be permanent and include date of manufacture and life 

expectancy. Written instructions on installation should be given. 

The USA standard (ASTIvt ES 13-89) "Emcmeng-5tandard perfonnance 
specification for safetý covers and labelling rgguirements for all covers for swimmin 
pools. spas and hot tubs", includes all covers as its renft Those covers which can not 
meet its requirements must have permanent labeffing listing the safety features they 
cannot fiilfiL Requirements for safety covers include: 

the cover must support two adults and one cbBd, as in a rescue situation 
fi) one child on top of the cover should not produce any openings through which 

another can pass 



iii) any residual water on top of the cover should not be hazardous to a child of 
three 

iv) no openings should allow through the head of a fifth percentile 7 month old 
child 

V) aU ties and anchors for the covers should inhibit children under rive years from 
operating or removing the cover 

These criteria are tested as foUows: 

The cover should support 220 kg. 
An object 90 mm x 140 mm and 16 kg should not be able to pass through any 
openings caused by 22.7 kg being placed on the cover 1.2 mares from the 
edge. 

iii) A 16 kg resuscitation mannequin representing a three year old child should bc 
placed on the cover 600 mm from the edge. After three minutes therc should 
not be an unsafe amount of water on the surface of the cover, dcfmed as that 
which completely covers the torso of the =nnequin. 

iv) No openings around the cover should let through a cylinder of 114.3 mm 
diameter when pushed with 18 kg force. 

V) Guidance on labelling includes specifications for colour, size of lettering and 
placement. 



Appendix 6.2 

Swimming pool covers: Pool owner questionnaire 
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No. 

INSTITUTE FOR OCCUPATIONAL ERGONOblICS, 

Questionnaire 

The Safely and Design 
-of 

Swimming Pool Covers 

Octobcr 1991 

on behalf of the Department of Trade and Industry, Nottingham University are 
investigating the use of swimming pool covers and pool safety In general. As a pool 
owner your participation in this survey Mll be invaluable. We are very Interested in 
your views on swimming pool safety and the Information you provide will help us 
make recommendations towards Improving safety. All information will be treated 
with the strictest co 

, 
nfidence and we do not ask for information on trade names or 

products. Your name will be removed from the questionnaire for final analysis. 

We hope you can find time to answer this simple questionnaire and return it to us in 
the pre-paid envelope. Thank you very much for your cooperauon In helping to make 
domesUc swimming Pools safer. 

Beverley Norris 
Institute for Occupatlonal Ergonomics 
Department of Manufacturing Engineering 

and Operations Management 
University of Nottingham 
Nottingham. NG7 2RD 
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Name ........................................................... 

Address ......................................................... 
.. I. ooo0... 0....................... 000.0.60 

........................... . Postcode o ........................ 

Section-1: ABOUT YOUR SVnMMING-POOL 

1. How many years in total have you had a swimming pool? ............... 

2. Why did you want a swimming pool? .............................. 

........... 0aa0000.6400.00. *6*0.0 

...................... **0*a. *00000.0000.0. 

3. If you moved to another property how important would it be for you to have 
another pool? 

extremely important El very important 
Fý 

moderately Important El slIghtly important Fý 
not at all Important 

7 
don't know 

11 

Please write down the dimensions of your swimming pool (please state units 
e. g. feet, metres) 

length ................. 

width ................. 

depth at deepest end 

depth at shallow end 
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S. 

6. 

Please indicate any design fcaturC3 of your pool (Uck more than one if 
necessary) 

roman end 
D 

stepped entry 
Fý 

deck level pool 
F-1 

slide F7 
removable ladders non-rcmovablc ladders 

hinged ladders diving board 

41othcr 

*if other please specify ......................................... 

Please describe or draw the shape of your pool ...................... 

How many months per year is your pool in reg)jlar use? ................ 

.................... * ...................................... 

8. If the pool Is not in regular use all year round. please indicate how the pool is 
left when not in use (tick more than one if necessary. 

emptied F-1 
covered wiffi a secured cover EJ 

l d F-I oose cover covere with a 
7 

uncovered 

g El other 

-, if other. please specify .................................... ..... 
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Is your pool (Uck onc only) 

indoor 

outdoor (open air) 

outdoor (with a semi 
permanent enclosure) 

indoor-pools 

10. Is the pool building (tick one only) 

go to quC3tlon 10 

go to quC3tlon 11 

go to quC3Uon 12 

. 
QR attached to the main body of the house 

r7 

in a separate. stand alone building Fý 
(a) How many doors are there to the garden or connecting to the house. and if so 

to what rooms do they connect? 

number of doors to the garden 
Fl 

number of dbors connecting to the house Fý and to which rooms do 

they connect? ....................................... 0&0*: a. *0 

................................. 9.0. *0*. 0.0.0. 

(b) Are these doors kept locked? 

always F] 
sometimes 

Fý 

never F7 

often 
FI 

rarely 

don't know 

(NOW GO TO SECTION 2- page 7) 
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Open afr Rools 

Is the pool above ground 

In ground 

(a) Is there any construction around the pool wWch Is designed to prevent access 
to the pool? 

yes Fý 
7 

no GO TO SECTION 2- page 7 

7 
don't know GO TO SECTION 2- page 7 

(b) If yes, please Indicate what type of construction and Its appro: dmate height: 

fence height ....... 

hedgeltrees height ....... 

wall height ....... 

Fý a combination of these height ....... 

$other El height ....... 

*please specify ............................................... 

(c) Does the construction have a lockable gate. If YES. how frequently is it 
locked? 

yes Fý alwayslocked F1 

no Fý oftenlocked El 
don't know El sometimes locked 

F71 

neverlocked 
11 

don't know El 
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(d) Did you havc it installcd yoursclves? 

yes, at the same time as pool 

yes. but later than the pool 

no 

don't know 

(NOW GO TO SECTION 2) - page 7 

Qutdoor Pools-wit-h a semi-permanclat enclosure 

12. Is the enclosure transparent 

opaque 

doret know 

11 

17 

F-I 
F-I 
7 

(a) How many doors does the enclosure have? .......................... 

(b) How often are they kept locked? always 

often 

sometimes 

rarely 

never 

dorf t know 

(C) Did you have it Installed yourselves? 

yes. at the same time as pool 
F-I 

yes. but later than the pool F] 
no 

f7 

don't know 
17 
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Section-2: 
- 
ABOUT SAE 

13. Are there any permanent warning signs or labelling around the pool area? 

yes 17 
no 

Fl 

don't know r7 

If yes, what do they say? ....................................... 

14. Is the "pool depth" and "deep end/shallow end" clearly marked around the 
pool? 

yes 

no 

don't know 

15. Are there any Iffebelts around the pool? yes 

no 

doift know 

16. Is the pool or the pool area alarmed to detect entry to the pool or pool area? 

yes 
11 

no 
F7 

don't know F7 
17. When you ftrst had a swimming pool. did you feel it %-as a safety hazard? 

yes Fý 
no F7 
don't know 

11 
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18. Have you taken any steps to Improve the safety of your pool? 

yes Fý no F7 
If yes. please describe the safety precautions you took ................. 

..................... 0............. 660a0a. 0a0*400.0009. *.. 0 

19. When you first had a swimming pool. were there any children In the household 
under 5 years of age? 

yes F7 no 
F7 

20. If yes, were any of these children UNABLE to swim when you ftrst had the 
swi. mming pool? 

yes 

no 

don't know 
r7 

21. Is anybody in the household trained in cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (mouth 
to mouth resuscitation). 

yes F-I 
no F7 
doret know F-1 

22. Do you feel your pool is safe ...... 

for those in your household? 

for visitors to your house? 

for children in the neighbourhood? 

yes no doWtknow 

Fý F-1 El 
r7 Fý F-I 
Fý Fý F7 

Why do you feel this? .......................................... 

................................ 0.......... *s. *. o000 
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SectAon-3a. ABOUT YOUR POOL COVER 

23. Do you use pool cover(s)? 

yes. currently 
Fi 

*yes. In the past 
F1 

*no F7 
*Why have you stopped using a cover or why have you never used one? 

...................................... 0.... 
*.. *00........ 

.................................... 0 ..... 0 ....... **66 ..... 

IF YOU ANSWERED 'YES'TO! gUESTION 23. ANSWER ALL THE 
! gUESTIONS BELOW. IF YOU ANSWERED'NO'ORMON'T KNOW. GO TO 
SECTION 4- page 12. 

24. Please indicate the type(s) of cover(s) you use and number them "Cover 1.2.3 
etc. " if more than one: 

bubble cover foam cover 
0 

winter meshcover 
Fý 

automatic vinyl cover 

automatic slatted cover 
Fý 

"other Fý 
*please indicate ...................... 000.... 0... 0.0.60*. 96000 

(If you use different covers In suminer and winter please answer questions 
for both or all three). 

Cover 1 Cover 2 Cover 3 

25. Appro., dmately how old is the cover? . ** 0 ..... .......... 0. *9680.0.6046 

26. Why do you use the cover? e. g. heat retention. cleanliness, safety etc 

Cover I .................................................... 

Cover 2 .................................................... 

Cover 3 .................................................... 
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27. How cffcctive do you consider the cover to be? 

Cover I Cover 2 Cover 3 

r-xtxcmcly effective 
FI FI 

very cffectivc F7 17 
moderately cffcctivc 

Fý 

slightly effecUvc 7 
not at all effecUvc F7 Fý 7 
dorft know Fý F-I 7- 

28. Does the cover have any permanent safety labelling? 

Cover 1 Cover 2 Cover 3 

yes 17 F-1 F7 
no El F-1 F ý- 
don't know F-I Fý F7 

29. How do you consider that the use of this cover effects the safety of your pool 
compared to if there was no cover at all. Does the cover make your pool ..... 

Cover I Cover 2 Cover 3 

much safer Fý 7 7 
slightly safer Fý Fý F7 
makes no difference to safety Fý F] Fý 
slightly more dangerous 

0 7 Fý 
much more dangerous 17 7 F] 
don't know F-I 17 F-71 
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30. Did you purchase your cover(s) yourself? 

yes 
7 

(PLEASE GO TO gUESTION 31 

no 
E] 

(PLEASE GO TO SECTION 4- page 12) 

31. When you bought the cover(s) do you think you were given adequate 
Information about the different types of cover available? 

yes 

no 

don't know 

32. Was/were the cover(s) supplied by your swimming pool Installer? 

yes 
7 

no 
F7 

doift know 7 
33. Were you given Information on the installation. use and maintenance of your 

cover(s)? 

Cover 1 Cover 2 Cover 3 

yes. verbal information F7 F-I Fý 
yes, written Information F7 F-I Fý 
yes. verbal and written information F7 F7 F] 
no F-1 F-I 0 
don't know F--ý 0 El 
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34. How do you feel about the information you were given? Wa3 it: 

Cover I Cover 2 Cover 3 

very useful r 

useful 
adequate 

inadequate 

useless 

don't know 

35. Was any reference made in this information to the safety Implicati ons of your 
cover(s)? 

Cover I Cover 2 Cover 3 

yes FI F-1 7 
no 

F-1 F-I El 
dont know r-I F71 7 

Section 4-. 
- 
GENERAL ! gUESTIONS 

36. Are you aware that there are "safety" swimming pool covers available? 

yes Fý 
no F71 
not sure 

F-1 
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37. Have there ever been any potentially or actual dangerous incidents around 
your pool? 

ycs 

no 

don't know F-1 
If yes. please describe ......................................... 

.................................................. 066 6.. 

................ 0........... 000006.00a0.0a**00. a06G0a 

38. Do you have any comments On the safctY aspects Of swimming pool covers? 

.................. 0.. 066*.. 00.60#00*66006a*0 

............................... 66 0.. ** *.. *boote* 

.............. 6.................. 6........... 0a00&*. 0a00#. 6 

39. Do you have any comments on If or how pool safety in general could be 
improved? . 

.................................... 
*.. to* .......... 0.00... 

................................... *0................... 

.............................. 
0046.. *0.. *000.. *0 

40. Some countries have Introduced legislation which requires all domestic 
swimming pools to be fenced or guarded to a specifled. standard. Do you have 
any comments on how effective you think this would be towards increasing 
pool safety and how you would react to similar legislation in the UK? 

.............................. 
*, 0.............. 0.0*.. - 

.............................. 
** ..................... 0 

.............................. ** ........................... 
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41. Is there any other information you feel may be of interest to this study or 

comments you would like to make 

........................................ 6a00*. 6*. 9000. *0.0. 

................................... 

............ 00*. *aa0aa0a0 10 *. 0.0.. a000*. 00.0.0a. 

Section 5s. ABOUT-YOUR F 

42. Please give the age and sex of all those who normally live at this address: 

Please fill In boxes below 

11 Sex MIF I Age at last birthday I Can they swim? How well? 11 



43. If there arc any children (under 16) who do not normally live at this address 
but who regularly visit your home please give their age. their rcIaUon3hIp to 
you and how often they visit: 

Please fill In boxes below 

Age What Is their How often do they visit? Can they 3wim? 
I 

relationship with you? 

II 

44. Arc the child(rcn) who visit accompanied by a parent or guardian? 

always usually 
M 

sometimes often 
F1 

never F] don't know El 
45. Do your immediate/next door neighbours have children younger than 5 years 

old? 

yes 

no 

dorf t know 

99 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP. PLEASE NOW RETURN THE 
gUESTIONNAIRE IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED. 



Appendix 6.3 

Swimming pool covers: Pool owner survey results 



Appendix 2: RESULTS OF THE SURVEY OF 179 DOMESTIC SWIMMING POOL OWNERS 

--- ---------------- mm -------- m+ 101 

IN I min I Max I Mean IStd. Err. lStd. Dev. lSkewnossIKurtosiaI 

--------- - ---- - ------ --- ---- - ------------- 
I years 117611.000000140.00000110.784091.559606117.42401311.15768811.8354521 
------------------ m --------- m ---------- m --------------------- m ------------ 
TABLE 18: QUESTION 1: HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU HAD A SWIMMING POOL? 

-------- --------------------------------------------------------- 

II I I C=ulatv I Cumulatv I 
I REASON I Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percont I 

------------- - ------- -- --- --------- - -- - --------- 
11 No ANSWER 1 81 4.47 1 a1 4.47 
12 RECREATION 1 91 5.03 1 17 1 9.50 
13 EXERCISE 51 2.79 1 22 1 12.29 
14 SWIMMING 21 1 11.73 1 43 1 24.02 
15 FOR FAMILY/CHILDREN 19 1 10.61 1 62 1 34.64 
16 PLEASURE 81 4.47 1 70 1 39.11 1 
17 POOL CAME WITH THE HOUSE 1 45 1 25.14 1 115 1 64.25 1 
18 FOR KIDS TO LEARN TO SWIMI 61 3.35 1 121 1 67.60 1 
1q SEA Too POLLUTED 1 11 . 56 1 122 1 68.16 1 
110 H EAL TH/THERAPY 1 31 1.68 1 125 1 69.83 1 
12 AND 31 71 3.91 1 132 1 73.74 1 
12 AND 41 21 1.12 1 134 1 74.86 1 
12 AND 51 21 1.12 1 136 1 75.98 1 
12 AND 81 31 1.68 1 139 1 77.65 1 
13 AIM 41 31 1.68 1 142 1 79.33 1 
13 AND 51 51 2.79 1 147 1 82.12 1 
13 AND 61 10 1 5.59 1 157 1 87.71 1 
14 AIM 51 31 1.68 1 160 1 89.39 1 
14 AND 61 11 . 56 1 161 1 89.94 1 
14 AND 71 21 1.12 1 163 1 91.06 1 
14 AND 81 11 . 56 1 164 1 91.62 1 
14 AND TO ADD VALUE TO HOME 1 11 . 56 1 165 1 92.18 1 
15 AND 61 11 . 56 1 166 1 92.74 1 
15 AND 71 11 . 56 1 167 1 93.30 1 
16 AND 81 11 . 56 1 168 1 93.85 1 
17 AND 81 11 . 56 1 169 1 94.41 1 
1 2,3 AND 51 31 1.68 1 172 1 96.09 1 
1 2,3 AND 81 21 1.12 1 174 1 97.21 1 
1 2,5 AND 61 11 . 56 1 175 1 97.77 1 
1 3,5 AND 61 11 . 56 1 176 1 98.32 1 
1 3,6 AND 81 21 1.12 1 178 1 99.44 1 
15 AND 81 11 . 56 1 179 1 100.00 1 

TABLE 19: QUESTION 2; WHY DID YOU WANT A SWIMMING POOL? 

++ +- i ----+ 
III C=ulatv I C=ulatv I 

1IMpORTANCEI Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 
----------- -- ---- - -- - ---------- --- ------------ 

i3o ANSWERI 2 1.12 1211.12 1 
ExTREMELYJ 14 7.82 1 16 1 8.94 1 
VERY 1 24 1 13.41 1 40 1 22.35 1 
MODERTLY 1 52 1 29.05 1 92 1 51.40 1 
SLIGHTLY 1 24 1 13.41 1 116 1 64.80 
NOTATALL 1 59 1 32.96 1 175 1 97.77 
DONTKNW 1412.23 1 179 1 100.00 

------------ - --------- --- --------- - ---- - ------- 
TABLE 20: QUESTION 3; IF YOU MOVED TO ANOTHER PROPERTY HOW IMPORTANT WOULD IT BE 
FOR YOU To HAVE ANOTHER POOL? 



------------------------- m -------------------------------- m ------- m ...... m----+ 

IPOOL INI Min I Max I Mean jStd. Err. jStd. Dev. jSkcwnossl Kurtosisl 102 
IDIMENSIONS1 IIIIIIII 
------- m ----------- m ------------------------- -m ------ mm-mm-w+m --- 
ilength of 1172 13.600000121.9000018.8729651.115987512.3080541.95238701 5.1938591 
lpool IIIIIIIII 

-------------- -------- m --------- m--mmm--+ 
twidth of 1173 11.800000112.0000014-4598261.087937511.15663712.4156251 12.808061 
lpool IIIIIIIII 

mm-+-m --- w ------- m --------------- mm+m ------------- m---+ 
Idepth at 1174 1.800000013.00000011.8448281.03570031.47091931-. 0410751 -. 3940671 
Ideep end I11 

idepth at 1173 1.300000013.0000001.98277461.02017371.265343912.5433301 19.241361 
Ishallow end IIIIIIII 
+m ----m ---- m ---- mm+-m - ------- m----+m - -------- 
TABLE 21: DIMENSIONS OF THE POOLS (METRES) 

+-ý --------------------------------------------------- 

II I I Cumulatv I Cumulatv I 
list DESIGN FEATUREI Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 
+-ý -------- - ----- -- ------- ----+ -- ------ ---+ 
1 130 ANSWER 1 10 1 5.59 10 1 5.59 
1 RomAN END 1 35 1 19.55 45 1 25.14 
1 DECK LEVEL POOL 1 21 1 11.73 66 1 36.87 
1 REMOVABLE LADDERS1 71 1 39.66 1 137 1 76.54 
1 HINGED LADDERS 1 2 1 1.12 1 139 1 77.65 
1 STEPPED ENTRY 28 1 15.64 1 167 1 93.30 
1 FIXED LADDERS 11 1 6.15 1 178 1 99.44 
1 DIVING BOARD 1 1 . 56 1 179 1 100.00 

I C=Ulatv I C=ulatv 
12nd DESIGN FEATUREI Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent 1 
I NO ANSWER 1 87 1 48.60 1 87 1 48.60 1 
1 DECK LEVEL POOL 1 2 1 1.12 1 89 1 49.72 1 
I REMOVABLE LADDERS1 30 1 16.76 1 119 1 66.48 1 
1 HINGED LADDERS 1 3 1 1.68 1 122 1 68.16 1 
1 STEPPED ENTRY 1 24 1 13.41 1 146 1 81.56 1 
1 SLIDE 3 1 1.68 1 149 1 83.24 1 
1 FIXED LADDERS 11 1 6.15 1 160 1 89.39 1 
1 DIVING BOARD 1 10.06 1 178 1 99.44 1 
1 OTHER 1 . 56 1 179 1 100.00 1 

- --- --- ------ ---- 
------------- -------- 

I I I C=ulatv I C=ulatv I 
l3rd DESIGN FEATUREI Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 
+-ý -- -------------- - ----- - ---+ 

No ANSWER 1 151 1 84.36 1 151 1 84.36 1 
DECK LEVEL POOL 1 1 1 . 56 1 152 1 84.92 1 
REMOVABLE LADDERS1 1 1 . 56 1 153 1 85.47 1 
STEPPED ENTRY I a 1 4.47 1 161 1 89.94 1 
SLIDE 1 2 1 1.12 1 163 1 91.06 1 
FIXED LADDERS 1 2 1 1.12 1 165 1 92.18 1 

1 DIVING BOARD 1 13 1 7.26 1 178 1 99.44 1 
1 OTHER 1 1 1 . 56 1 179 1 100.00 1 
.0 

-+--- --------------- 

TABLE 22: 1ST, 2ND AND 3RD DESIGN FEATURES USED ON POOLS 



-- ----------- - ------ m_m ----- mm --- m__-+ 103 1 SHAPE I C=ulatv Cumulatv I 
II Freq. I Percent I Freq. Percent 1 
4 ----------------------------- m ---- - ----------------------- m- ----- 
1 110 ANSWER 1 21 1.12 121 1.12 1 
1 RECTANGULAR 1 101 1 56.42 1 103 1 57.54 1 
1 RECTANGULAR+ROMAN ENDI 29 1 16.20 1 132 1 73.74 1 

KIDNEY a1 4.47 1 140 1 70.21 1 
CIRCULAR is 1 8.38 1 155 1 86.59 1 
IRREGULAR 1 81 4.47 1 163 1 91.06 1 
RECT + ENTRY 1 11 1 6.15 1 174 1 97.21 1 
OVAL 1 51 2.79 1 179 1 100.00 1 

--------------- - -------- m -------- - --- - ---------- m --------------- 
TABLE 23: SHAPE OF POOL 

--------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 

IN I 
II 

Min I Max 
I 

I Mean 
I 

IStd. Err. lStd. Dev. lSkewnessIKurtosisI 
I 

--- ----------- mm ------ mm- -4- --- 
IIII 

--- -- - ------ - ------------- 
months 117411.500000112.0000 014.715517 1.167561412.21028612.09751414.7714131 

-------- -- m -------- ---- -- -- ----------------------- mm----+ 
-- ------------------------- ---- - ------ m --------- I I Cumulatv I C=ulatv I 

months I Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 
-- --------- m ------------- m+ - -- -- ------ - ------ 

1.000000 <- -<1.990000 1 11 . 57 111 . 57 1 
2.000000 <0 -<2.990000 1 12 1 6.90 1 13 1 7.47 1 
3.000000 <M -<3.990000 1 29 1 16.67 1 42 1 24.14 1 
4.000000 <- -<4.990000 1 54 1 31.03 1 96 1 55.17 1 
5.000000 <- -<5.990000 1 49 1 28.16 1 145 1 83.33 1 
6.000000 <- -<6.990000 1 15 1 8.62 1 160 1 91.95 1 
7.000000 <ý -<7.990000 1 11 . 57 1 161 1 92.53 1 
8.000000 <- -<8.990000 1 21 1.15 1 163 1 93.68 1 
9.000000 <- -<9.990000 1 01 . 00 1 163 1 93.68 1 
10.00000 <- -< 10.99000 1 01 . 00 1 163 1 93.68 1 
11.00000 <- -< 11.99000 1 01 . 00 1 163 1 93.68 1 
12.00000 <w -< 12.99000 1 11 1 6.32 1 174 1 100.00 1 

TABLE 24: THE NUMBER OF MONTHS PER YEAR THAT POOLS ARE IN REGULhR USE 

Cu=latv Cumulatv 
I Freq. Percent I Freq. Percent 
--- --------------- - --- + 

vo ANSWER 1 13 1 7.26 1 13 1 7.26 1 
EmPTY 1 11 . 56 1 14 1 7.82 1 
SECURED COVERI 79 1 44.13 1 93 1 51.96 1 
LOOSE COVER 1 33 1 18.44 1 126 1 70.39 1 
UNCOVERED 1 47 1 26.26 1 173 1 96.65 1 
OTHER 1 61 3.35 1 179 1 100.00 1 

- --------- -----+ ---+ 
TABLE 25: QUESTION 8; IF THE POOL IS NOT IN REGULAR USE ALL YEAR ROUND PLEASE 
INDICATE HOW THE POOL IS LEFT WHEN NOT IN USE 



-- ---------------------- m ------ - ----- - ---- m----+m ----- - --- 
III 

C=ulatv I Cumulatv I 
I Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent 1 104 

------------------------- m--m-m--m ---------- m+ 
I No ANSWER 1311.68 1311.68 1 
1 INDOOR 1 20 1 11.17 1 23 1 12.85 1 

OPEN AIR 1 142 1 79.33 1 165 1 92.18 1 
SEMI-PERM ENCLOSUREJ 14 1 7.82 1 179 1 100.00 1 

TABLE 26: THE NUMBER OF POOLS THAT ARE INDOOR, OUTDOOR OR OUTDOOR WITH A 
SF, 41-PERMANENT ENCLOSURE 

------------------------------------ ---------- ----------------- 

INUMBER. OF I INDOOR POOLS: TYPE OF BUILDING II 
IDOORS TO III Row I 
ITHE CARDENJ ATTACHED I SEPERATE I Total I 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I NONE 110111 
115.00% . 00% 1 5.00% 1 
I ----------------- - ---------- - ----- - ------- -- ------ - ------ 
I ONE 1211131 

1 10.00% 1 5.00% 1 15.00% 1 
------------------------- - -- - --------- ---- ----- - ---- 

TWO 1461 10 1 
1 20.00% 30.00% 50.00% 1 
------------------------ 

THREE 3031 
15.00% . 00% 15.00% 1 

----------------- - ---------- -- --- - ------- - ---- - ----------- 
I FOUR 112131 

1 5.00% 10.00% 15.00% 1 
--------- ---- - ----- - ---- + 

Col. Tot. 1 11 19 20 1 
1 55.00% 1 45.00% 100.00% 1 

----------------------- ___+_ 
TABLE 27: THE NUMBER OF INDOOR POOLS IN SEPERATE STAND-ALONE BUILDINGS OR BUILDINGS 
ATTACKED TO THE HOUSE AND THE NUMBER OF DOORS FROM THOSE BUILDINGS THAT LEAD TO THE 
GARDEN 



------------------------------------- --------------------------------- 

I pDCt4S TO NUMBER OF DOORS TO THE HOUSE 1 105 
1WHICH THEY I I I Row I 
1CONNECT I NONE I ONE I TWO I Total I 
------------------------------------- ------- ------------- ------------- 
I STUDY 1011 10 111 
1 1 . 00% 1 9.09% 1 . 00% 1 9.09% 1 

--------------- -m ----- -------- m ---- ----------- m+ 
LAUNDRY 1011 10 111 

1 . 00% 1 9.09% 1 . 00% 1 9.09% 1 
---------------------- -------- m ---- --- m- ------ 

HALL 1011 10 111 
1 . 00% 1 9.09% 1 . 00% 1 9.09% 1 
---------------------- ------------- ------------- 

LOUNGE 1012 10 121 
1 . 00% 1 18.18% 1 . 00% 1 18.18% 1 

---------------- -- m ---------- ------------- 
CONSERVATORY 011 11 121 

. 00% 1 9.09% 1 9.09% 1 18.18% 1 
- -------- - ------ --- -m --- -- -- ---------- 

GAMES ROOM 011 10 111 
. 00% 1 9.09% 1 . 00% 1 9.09% 1 

-------------- + 
MORNING ROOM 1011 10 111 

1 . 00% 1 9.09% 1 . 00% 1 9.09% 1 
---- -- ----- mm - -------------- -- ------------- 

LAUNDRY + STAFF FLATI 010 11 111 
1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 9.09% 1 9.09% 1 
------- - ------ -- ---- -------------- - ----- 

GAMES N)OM + SHOWER 1010 11 1 
. 00% 1 . 00% 1 9.09% 1 9.09% 1 

Col. Tot. 018 13 1 11 1 
. 00% 1 72.73% 1 27.27% 1 100.00% 1 

-- -------- -------------- - ---- i- -+ 
TABLE 28: INDOOR POOLS IN BUILDINGS ATTACHED TO THE HOUSE; THE NUMBER OF DOORS TO THE 
HOUSE AND THE ROO MS TO WHICH THEY CONNECT 

JARE THE I TYPE OF INDOOR POOL BUILDING 
IDOORS KEPTI I Row 

ILOCKED? I ATTACHED I SEPERATE Total 

+--ý ---- - ------ - ---+ 
I ALWAYS 1813 
1 40.00% 15.00% ss. 00% 

I ---+- 
I OFTEN 033 

. 00% is. 00% is. 00% 

SOMETIMES1 101 
1 5.00% 1 . 00% 5.00% 
--------- ------- 

RkRELY 10111 
1 . 00% 1 5.00% 1 5.00% 1 
-------- - -------- ----+ ---- ---------- 

NEVER 1212141 
1 10.00% 1 10.00% 1 20.00% 1 
---------------- - ----------- ------- - --- - ------ -- --------- 

Col. Tot- 1 11 191 20 1 
1 55.00% 1 45.00% 1 100.00% 1 

-- -------------------------- - ----- ----- - -- - ---- - --------------- -- 
TABLE 29: INDOOR POOLS; HOW OFTEN THE DOORS ARE KEPT LOCKED ACCORDING TO THE TYPE 

OF BUILDING (ATTACHED TO THE HOUSE OR SEPERATE/STAND ALONE) 



-- -------------------------- - ------------ --- ----------- 
106 

1111 C=ulatv I C=ulatv I I Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 
-- ------------------ - --- - ------------------------ - -- AD = -GROUNDI 16 1 8.94 1 16 1 8.94 1 

IN GROUND 1 163 1 91.06 1 179 1 100.00 1 
--------------------------- ---------------------------- 

, ABLE 30: THE NUMBER OF POOLS THAT ARE ABOVE-GROUND OR INGROUND 

------------------------------------------- 

CONSTRUCTION I OPEN AIR 
TO DENY ACCESS I POOLS 

--- ----------------- - --------- - -------- - -- 
I DONT KNOW 11 

. 70% 1 
-- -- - ------------- 

YES 56 
1 39.44% 
+--- -- ---------- - -- + 

1 140 1 es I 
1 59.86% 1 

+ 
I Col. Tot. 1 142 
11 100.00% 
#-ý ----------- + 
TABLE 31: OPEN AIR POOLS OUESTION 11a): IS THERE ANY CONSTRUCTION AROUND THE 
POOL WHICH IS DESIGNED TO PREVENT ACCESS TO THE POOL? 

C=ulatv I Cumulatv 
I TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION I Freq. Percent I Freq. Percent I 
+ý ----------------- - --- 
I FENCE is 1 24.59 1 is I 24. S9 
I HEDGE/TREE 11 1.64 1 16 1 26.23 
I WALL 13 1 21.31 1 29 1 47.54 
1 ANY COMBINATION 91 14.75 1 38 1 62.30 

HEDGE/TREE AND FENCE 91 14.7S 1 47 1 77. OS 
WALL AND FENCE 71 11.48 1 S4 I 88. S2 
HEDGE/TREE AND WALL 31 4.92 1 57 1 93.44 
HEDGE/TREE, FENCE AND WALLI 41 6.56 1 61 1 100.00 

TABLE 32: TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION USED PLACED AROUND OUTDOOR POOLS TO PREVENT ACCESS 



--- - --------------- ---- - ------- ---- m- ---- m-m ---- m--+ 
I I I C=ulatv I C=ulatv I 

HEIGHT (METRES) I Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 
-------------- ------- 107 

. 6000000 <- m< . 7900000 1 4 1 9.30 141 9.30 1 

. 8000000 <- -< . 9900000 1 7 1 16.28 1 11 1 25.58 1 
1.000000 <- -< 1.190000 1 0 1 . 00 1 11 1 25.58 1 
1.200000 <- -< 1.390000 1 12 1 27.91 1 23 1 53.49 1 
1.400000 <- -< 1.590000 1 8 1 18.60 1 31 1 72.09 1 
1.600000 <- -< 1.790000 1 2 1 4.65 1 33 1 76.74 1 

1 1.800000 <- -< 1.990000 1 2 1 4.65 1 35 1 01.40 
2.000000 <- -< 2.190000 1 4 1 9.30 1 39 1 90.70 
2.200000 <- m< 2.390000 1 0 1 . 00 1 39 1 90.70 
2.400000 <- -< 2.590000 1 3 1 6.98 1 42 1 97.67 
2.600000 <- -< 2.790000 1 0 1 . 00 1 42 1 97.67 
2.800000 <- -< 2.990000 1 0 1 . 00 1 42 1 97.67 
3.000000 <- -< 3.190000 1 0 1 . 00 1 42 1 97.67 
3.200000 <- -< 3.390000 1 0 1 . 00 1 42 1 97.67 
3.400000 <- -< 3.590000 1 0 1 . 00 1 42 1 97.67 
3.600000 <- m< 3.790000 1 1 1 2.33 1 43 1 100.00 

.0-- ------------- - -- - ---- - ----- ---- ---- -- -------- 

TABLE 33: THE HEIGHT OF CONSTRUCTIONS PLACED AROUND OUTDOOR POOLS TO PREVENT ACCESS 

4- --------------- -- ------ 
iLOCKABLE I CONSTRUCTIONS AROUND 
IGATE? I OUTDOOR POOLS 

4ý ----------- 
I YES 34 

55.74% 

I NO 27 
44.26% 

+ 
Col. Tot. 1 61 

1 100.00% 
------------------- + 
TABLE 34: OPEN AIR POOLS WITH A CONSTRUCTION TO PREVENT ACCESS. - DOES IT HAVE A 
LOCKABLE GATE? 

KEPT CONSTRUCTIONS WITH 
JDCMD? A LOCKABLE GATE 

+-ý --- ------ ------- - -- 
ALWAYS 1 21 

61.76% 

OFTEN 11 
2.94% 

SOMETMS 16 
17.65% 

NEVER 16 
17.65% 

I Col. Tot- 1 34 
11 100.00% 

--- --------- - -- - ------ 
TABLE 35: CONSTRUCTIONS WITH A LOCKABLE GATE: ARE THEY KEPT LOCKED? 



------------------------- - ------------------ m ------ 

JOID YOU PUT IT IN POOLS WITH A CONSTRUCTION 
IYOURSELVES? TO DENY ACCESS 
-------------------------------------------------- 

108 

YES, THE SAME TIMEJ 24 
AS THE POOL 1 39.34% 

------------------------------- 
YES, BUT LATER 1 13 1 
THAN THE POOL 1 21.31% 1 

------------------------------- 
140 1 16 1 

1 26.23% 
------ -------------- - ---- 

DONTKNOW 8 
13.11% 

------ ----- - ------- - ---- 
Col. Tot. 61 

100.00% 
----------- + 

TABLE 36: POOLS WITH A CONSTRUCTION TO PREVENT ACCESS. - DID YOU PUT IT IN YOURSELVES 
Ak4D IF So, WHEN? 

------------------------ 
----------------- 

POOLS WITH A SEMI 
PERMANENT ENCLOSURE 

------------ ------ - -- 
TRANSPARENT 18 

1 53.33% 
------ -------- 

OPAQUE 
40.00% 

DONTKNOW 

Col. Tot. 
100.00% 

TABLE 37: OUTDOOR POOLS WITHA SEMI-PERMANENT ENCLOSURE. * IS THE ENCL<)SURE 
TRANSPARENT OR OPAQUE? 

+_ý -- - -- - ----- ------ 

ARE THEY I NUMBER OF DOORS I 
KEPT III ROW I 
LOCKED? ONE TWO THREE DONTKNOW I Total I 

ALWAYS 21 0 01 3 
13.33% 1 6.67% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 20.00% 1 

SCMETHS 011 0 101 11 

. 00% 1 6.67% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 6.67% 1 

NEVER 512 2 101 91 
33.33% 1 13.33% 13.33% 1 . 00% 1 60.00% 1 

------------------ -----+ - ------ --- ------ - ------- 
DONTKNOW 1110 0 111 21 

1 6.67% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 6.67% 1 13.33% 1 
-------------- - ----------- _____+ 

Col. Tot. 8141 2 11 is I 
53.33% 1 26.67% 1 13.33% 1 6.67% 100.00% 1 

----------------- - ____+ - ----- 
TABLE 38: OUTDOOR POOLS WITH A SEMI-PERMANENT ENCLOSURE: HOW MANY DOORS DOES IT 
HAVE AND ARE THEY KEPT LOCKED? 



+ +___ ------------------------- 

IDID YOU PUT IT IN I POOLS WITH A SEMI 
jyoURSELVES? I PERMANENT ENCLOSURE 
+ý --------------------------------------------- 
I DONT KNOW III 

6.67% 1 
- ----------- - ------------ 

I YES, THE SAME TIME 15 
I AS THE POOL 1 33.33% 

+ -- - ------------- ------- 
YES, BUT LATER 9 
THAN THE POOL 60.00% 

- -- ---------------- - ------- 
I Col. Tot. is I 

100.00% 1 
- ----- - ------- - --------- 

TABLE 39: OUTDOOR POOLS WITH A SEMI-PERMANENT ENCLOSURE, ' DID YOU PUT IT IN 
YOURSELVES AND IF SO, WHEN? 

----------------------------- 

WARNING III Cumulatv I C=ulatv I 
SIGNS? I Freq. I Percent Freq. Percent 

YES 15 8.38 1 is 1 8.38 1 
NO 164 91.62 1 179 1 100.00 1 

------------------------------- 

TABLE 40: QUESTION 13; ARE THERE ANY PERMANENT WARNING SIGNS OR LABELLING 
AROUND THE POOL AREA? 

+--ý ------- -- --- -- ---+ 

DEPTH II C=ulatv I C=ulatv 
VMUMD? Freq. Percent Freq. Percent 

YES 12 6.70 12 6.70 
NO 167 1 93.30 179 100.00 

TABLE 41: ()UESTION 14: IS THE "POOL DEPTH" AND "DEEP END/SHALLOW 
IjAMD ARCX= THE POOL? 

ILIFEBELTS? l I C=ulatv C=ulatv I 
Freq. Percent I Freq. Percent I 

YES 30 1 16.76 30 1 16.76 1 
140 149 1 83.24 179 1 100.00 

TABLE 42: QUESTION 15; ARE THERE ANY LIFEBELTS AROUND THE POOL? 

+-ý -------- --- ---------- 

POOL AREAl II C=ulatv I C=ulatv I 
ALAPI-MD? I Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 

+----ý --- ---- - --- --- -- - ----------------------- 
YES 1613.35 1613.35 1 
vo 1 173 1 96.65 1 179 1 100.00 1 

------------------------------------4--------- 

TABLE 43: QUESTION 16: IS THE POOL OR THE POOL AREA ALARMF. D 
POOL OR POOL AREA? 

END" CLEARLY 

log 

TO DETECT ENTRY TO THE 



---------------------------------------------------- 

i POOL AIII C=ulatv I Cumulatv 1 110 
I HAZARD? I Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 
-------------------------------------- ---------------- 
I YES 1 73 1 40.78 1 73 1 40.18 1 
1 NO 1 101 1 56.42 1 174 1 97.21 1 
1 DONTKNOW 1512.79 1 179 1 100.00 1 
-- - ----------------------- - -- - -------- - ---------- m-+ 
TABLE 44: OUESTION 17; WHEN YOU FIRST HAD A SWIMMING POOL, DID YOU FEEL IT WAS A 
SAFETY HAZARD? 

----- - ------- m-mm---m -------- - -- m ----- m+ 
JANY STEPS I THOSE WHO FELT THEIR 

ITO IMPROVEI POOL WAS A HAZARD 
------------ ----------------------------- 
I YES 45 1 

I NO 28 
38.36% 

I Col. Tot- 73 
1 100.00% 

-- - ---------- m --- - -- ---- 
TABLE 45: OF THOSE WHO AT FIRST CONSIDERED THEIR POOL A SAFETY HAZARD, NOW MANY 
TOOK STEPS TO IMPROVE THE SAFETY OF THEIR POOL? 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I I 

IC=ulatvl C=ulatv I 
STEPS TAKEN TO IMPROVE POOL SAFETY I Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent 1 

4---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

REmOVED/REMOVABLE LADDERS 1 21 2.50 121 2.50 1 
1m No UNSUPERVISED SWIK41NG 1 15 1 18.75 1 17 1 21.25 1 
2m NONSLIP SURROUND 1 11 1.25 1 18 1 22.50 1 
3m MADE POOL INACCESSIBLE 1 28 1 35.00 1 46 1 57.50 1 
SAFETY COVER WHEN OWN CHILDREN NONSWII-MRS 1 11 1.25 1 47 1 58.75 1 
USE A WINTER MESH COVER 1 51 6.25 1 52 1 65.00 1 
USE A DCME/ENCLOSURE 1 31 3.75 1 55 1 68.75 1 
4m USE A COVER 1 31 3.75 1 58 1 72.50 1 
DOORS/GATES ALWAYS LOCKED 1 11 1.25 1 59 1 73.75 1 
TOLD NEIGHBOURS ABOUT POOL 1 11 1.25 1 60 1 75.00 1 
RAISED THE POOL 1 11 1.25 1 61 1 76.25 1 
1 AND 21 11 1.25 1 62 1 77.50 1 
1 AND 31 21 2.50 1 64 1 80.00 1 
1 AND LIGHTING 1 11 1.25 1 65 1 81.25 1 
POOL FENCED WHEN OWN CHILDREN YOUNG 1 21 2.50 1 67 1 83.75 1 
OPEN POOL (ENCLOSED POOL SEEN AS DANGEROUS)l 11 1.25 1 68 1 85.00 1 
2 AND STEPPED ENTRY 1 11 1.25 1 69 1 86.25 1 
ENCLOSED GARDEN 1 51 6.25 1 74 1 92.50 1 
TAUGHT OWN CHILDREN TO SWIM 1 11 1.25 1 75 1 93.75 1 
REMOVED DIVING BOARD 1 11 1.25 1 76 1 95.00 1 
LEVELLED THE SURROUND 1 11 1.25 1 77 1 96.25 1 
3 AND 41 21 2.50 1 79 1 98.75 1 
1 AND REMOVED DIVING BOARD 1 11 1.25 1 80 1 100.00 1 

--- -- - ------------------- ---+- - ---- - ---- -------------- --- -- 
TABLE 46: STEPS TAKEN BY OWNERS TO IMPROVE THE SAFETY OF THEIR POOLS 



--------------------------------------- 

I UNDER I THOSE WHO FELT THEIR 
I FIVES? I POOL WAS A HAZARD 
---------------------------------------- 
I YES 36 

49.32% 
--------- ------------------ - -- 

NO 37 
50.68% 

------------------------------- 
Col. Tot. 1 73 

1 100.00% 
----------------------------------------- 
TABLE 47: OF THOSE WHO AT FIRST CONSIDERED 
HAD CHILDREN UNDER FIVE YEARS OF AGE IN THE 

ill 

THEIR POOL A SAFETY HAZARD, HOW MANY 
HOUSEHOLD AT THE TIME? 

--------------------------------------- 
UNABLE I HOUSEHOLDS WITH 

To SWIM? l CHILDREN UNDER FIVE 
---------------------------------------- 

YES 61 
92.42% 

---------------------------- -- 
NO 5 

7.58% 

Col. Tot. 1 66 
1 100.00% 

----------- + 
TABLE 48: HOUSEHOLDS WITH CHILDREN UNDER FIVE WHEN THE POOL WAS FIRST INSTALLED: 
%, zRE ANY OF THEM UNABLE TO SWIM? 

CPR I Cumulatv I Cumulatv i 
TRAINED? Freq. Percent I Freq. Percent I 

-- --- -- - ----- - ------ - ----- - ---- -+-----+ 
YES 1 89 1 49.72 1 89 1 49.72 1 
NO 1 86 1 48.04 1 175 1 97.77 1 
DONTKNOW 1412.23 1 179 1 100.00 1 

------------- - -- --+ -+---+ 
TABLE 49: QUESTION 21; IS ANYBODY IN THE HOUSEHOLD TRAINED IN CARDIO-pULMONARy 
RESUSCITATION (MOUTH TO MOUTH RESUSCITATION? 



----------------- m --------- - ---------------- m ---------- 
la)SAFE FORI II C=ulatv I Cumulatv I 
iHoUSEHOLD? l Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 
-------------------------------------------------- m--+ 
I YES 1 178 1 99.44 1 178 1 99.44 
1W111 . 56 1 179 1 100.00 
,, I -- -------------- m ------ - ------------------------- m+ 
lb) SAFE FOR I 
IVISITORS? I 
----------------------------- m ------------------------- 

YES 1 170 1 94.97 1 170 1 94.97 1 
NO 1613.35 1 176 1 98.32 1 
DONTKNOW 1311.68 1 179 1 100.00 1 

------------------------------------------------------ 

1c) SAFE FOR CHILDREN IN 
ITHE NEIGHBOURHOOD? 
------------------------------------- ------- -------- 
I No ANSWERI is 8.38 is 1 8.38 1 
1 YES 1 131 73.18 1 146 1 81.56 1 

NO 1 24 13.41 1 170 1 94.97 1 
DONTKNOW 195.03 1 179 1 100.00 1 

--------------- - -- - --------- -4 --- - ------ i 
TABLE 50: ()UESTION 22; DO YOU FEEL YOUR POOL IS SAFE 
a) FOR THOSE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD? 
b FOR VISITORS TO YOUR HOUSE? 
C) FOR CHILDREN IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD? 

------------------------ ----------------- 4- 
REASONS WHY POOL IS 1C=u1atvj C=ulatv I 
CONSIDERED SAFE OR UNSAFE(*) Freq. Percent Freq. I Percent I 

---- - -------------- - ----- ---- - ----- - --- -- ---- ----- - ------------- 
1 CHILDREN/VISITORS ALWAYS SUPERVISED 1 62 1 37.35 62 1 37.35 1 
2 POOL IS VISIBLE FROM THE HOUSE 1 21 1.20 1 64 1 38.55 1 
3 INVITED GUESTS ONLY 1 51 3.01 1 69 1 41.57 1 
4 ExPERIENCE OF BEING A POOL OWNER I 11 . 60 1 70 1 42.17 1 
5 ACCESS TO POOL IS LIMITED 1 33 1 19.88 1 103 1 62.05 1 
6 ACCESS TO POOL IS POSSIBLE 1 81 4.82 1 ill 1 66.87 1 
7 UNSAFE IF CHILDREN ENTER UNKNOWN MI 31 1.81 1 114 1 68.67 1 
8 COVER USED ON POOL 1 41 2.41 1 118 1 71.08 1 
9 CHILDREN ARE WARNED 1 21 1.20 1 120 1 72.29 1 
POLICE ARE INFORMED WHEN OWNERS AWAY 1 21 1.20 1 122 1 73.49 1 
NO CHILDREN IN NEIGHBOURHOOD 1 11 . 60 1 123 1 74.10 1 
1 AND 31 21 1.20 1 125 1 75.30 1 
1 AND 51 15 1 9.04 1 140 1 84.34 1 
1 AND 61 11 . 60 1 141 1 84.94 1 
1 AND 91 11 . 60 1 142 1 85.54 1 
BUBBLE COVER MAKES POOL UNSAFE 1 11 . 60 1 143 1 86.14 1 
NEIGHBOURS DON'T LET CHILDREN WANDER 1 11 . 60 1 44 1 86.75 1 
2 AND 51 11 . 60 1 145 1 87.35 1 
11EIGHBOURS DON'T KNOW ABOUT POOL 1 11 . 60 1 146 1 87.95 1 
POOL NOT DEEP ENOUGH TO BE UNSAFE 1 11 . 60 1 147 1 88.55 1 
110 CONTROL OVER VISITORS (*) 1 21 1.20 1 149 1 89.76 1 
OWN CHILDREN/FAMILY CAN SWIM 1 41 2.41 1 153 1 92.17 1 
YOUNG NONSWIMMER IN FAMILY 11 . 60 1 154 1 92.77 1 
CCt. WN SENSE 11 . 60 1 155 1 93.37 1 
4 AND 5 11 . 60 1 156 1 93.98 1 
OPEN POOL (ENCLOSED POOL IS DANGEROUS)l 11 . 60 1 157 1 94.58 1 
5 AND 81 11 . 60 1 158 1 95.18 1 
l AND NO CHILDREN IN NEIGHBOURHOOD 1 31 1.81 1 161 1 96.99 1 
1 AND POOL NOT DEEP ENOUGH 1 11 . 60 1 162 1 97.59 1 
q AND No CHILDREN IN NEIGHBOURHOOD 1 11 . 60 1 163 1 98.19 1 
2 AND 91 11 . 60 1 164 1 98.80 1 
i AND 21 21 1.20 1 166 1 100-00 1 
- ------------------------- - ------ - ----- ---------- - -------- - ------ 

TABLE 51: REASONS WHY POOL OWNERS CONSIDER THEIR POOL TO BE SAFE OR UNSAFE 
(REASONS WHY POOL CONSIDERED UNSAFE ARE MARKED WITH AN ASTERISK *) 
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-- --------------- mm ---------- m-m--m mm m---mm M+ 

DO YOU USE AI I I Cumulatv I Cumulatv I 
POOL COVER(S) I Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 113 

-- -------------------------------------------------- ---------- 
1 YES, CURRENTLY 1 150 1 83.80 1 150 1 83.80 1 
1 YES, IN THE PASTI 16 1 8.94 1 166 1 92.74 1 
1 NO 1 13 1 7.26 1 179 1 100.00 1 

------------------------ m- ----------------------------- 
TABLE 52: THE NUMBER OF POOL OWNERS WHO CURRENTLY USE A POOL COVER(S) OR HAVE DONE 
III THE PAST 

------------------------------------------------------- m-+ 

1ST COVER I I I C=ulatv I Cumulatv I 
TYPE I Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 

+.. ý ----------------------------- m ----------- m -------- m---+ 
No ANSWER 1 18 1 10.06 1 18 1 10.06 1 
BUBBLE 1 142 1 79.33 1 160 1 89.39 1 
WINTER MESH 1 71 3.91 1 167 1 93.30 1 
FOAM 1 61 3.35 1 173 1 96.65 1 
AUTO. FLEXIBLEI 51 2.79 1 178 1 99.44 1 
OTHER 1 11 . 56 1 179 1 100.00 1 

-- -- - ---------------------- --- ------------- ------ 
---------------------------------------------------- 

2ND COVER III C=ulatv C=ulatv 
TYPE I Freq. I Percent I Freq. Percent 

-- - -- --- --------------- - ---- --+ 
140 ANSWER 87 1 48.60 1 87 1 48.60 1 
BUBBLE 11 . 56 1 88 1 49.16 1 
WINTER MESH 68 1 37.99 1 156 1 87.15 1 
AUTO. RIGID 11 . 56 157 1 87.71 1 
AUTO. FLEXIBLE 211.12 159 1 88.83 1 
OTHER 11 . 56 1 160 1 89.39 1 
WINTER TARPAULINI 91S. 03 1 169 1 94.41 1 

I WINTER PVC 1613.35 1 175 1 97.77 1 
WINTER WATERBAG 1211.12 1 177 1 98.88 1 
wBOARD" 11 . 56 1 178 1 99.44 1 
FRAMED 11 . 56 1 179 1 100.00 1 

TABLE 53: THE NUMBER OF POOL OWNERS WHO OWN A COVER AND THE TYPES USED; 2ND COVER 
TYPE INDICATES THOSE POOL OWNERS WHO USE TWO TYPES OF COVER 

------------- -+ 

AGE OF IN1 141 nI Max I Mean I Std. Err. lStd. Dev. lSkewnessIKurtosisI 
COVER IIIIIII 

- --------- - 
11ST COVER 11471.5000000115.0000012.9557821 . 204718212.48207612.40597117.4023251 

.. I -- - ----------------------------- 
12ND COVER 1 911.2500000120.0000015.5796701 . 447723214.27100711.16671411.1893871 

- --- - -- - --- - ---------- --- ---- 
TABLE 54: AGE OF FIRST AND SECOND COVERS 



---------------------------------------------------- mmm-m m-m -------------- 
IREASON FOR II WINTER I I AUTOMATICI I Row 114 
JUSIVG 1ST COVERI BUBBLE I MESH I FOAM I FLEXIBLE I OTHER I Total 
-------------------- m ----------------------------- m --------------- ------------- 
I HEAT 1 95 1 0 15 121 0 1 102 
I RETENTION 1 60.51% 1 . 00% 1 3.18% 1 1.27% 1 . 00% 1 64.97% 

----------------- m ------------------------- m- ----- ------- --m-+ 
CLEANLINESS 111 4 111 01 1 17 

1 . 64% 1 2.55% 1 . 64% 1 . 00% 1 . 64% 1 4.46% 
-- -- --- -- ---------------- ----- 

SAFETY 101 1 101 01 0 11 
1 . 00% 1 . 64% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 64% 1 
--------------- -------------------------------- ---- m -------- 

HEAT RETENTION1 34 1 0 101 01 0 1 34 
+ CLEANLINESS 1 21.66% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 21.66% 

------------- ----- - --- ---- - ----- -- - -------------------- 
HEAT RETENTION1 21 0 101 21 0 141 
+ SAFETY 1 1.27% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 1.27% 1 . 00% 1 2.55% 1 

------ - ---- - --- -- -- ---- -- -- ---- - ---------------------- 
CLEANLINESS 101 1 101 01 0 11 
SAFETY 1 . 00% 1 . 64% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 64% 1 

----+ -- ----- - --------- - ------ 
HEAT RETENTIONI 71 0 101 11 0 181 
CLEANLINESS 1 4.46% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 64% 1 . 00% 1 5.10% 1 
+ SAFETY 

Col. Tot. 1 139 1 6 161 51 1 1 157 1 
88.54% 1 3.82% 1 3.82% 1 3.18% 1 . 64% 1 100.00% 1 

IREASON I IWINTERIAUTO JAUM I WINTER IWINTERIWINTERI I lRow I 
12ND CVR IBUBBLEIMESH IRIGIDIPVC JOTHERITARPLN JPVC IWTRBAGIBOARDIFRAMEITotal I 
+---ý ----------------------.. + 1 ---+--+- i- +- 1-i 

ICLEAN'S 101 231 01 11 01 3141110101 32 1 
11 . 00% 125.56%1 . 00%11.11%1 . 00%1 3.33% 14.44% 11.11% 1.00% 1.00% 135.56% 1 

IWINTERINGI 01 21 01 11 01 010101010131 
1.00% 1 2.22%1 . 00%11.11%1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1.00% 1.00% 1 3.33% 1 
--- - ------------ -1 -+ 1 

ISAFETY 101 41 01 01 01 010101010141 

11 . 00% 1 4.44%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1.00% 1.00% 1 4.44% 1 

ISUPPLIER 101 11 01 01 01 01010101011 

JSUGGESTN 1 . 00% 1 1.11%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 -00% 1.00% 1-00% 1 1.11% 

I ------------ - -- 1-1 1 -+--+--+-! +---+ 
JHEAT RTN 111 01 11 01 01 010101010121 
1+ SAFETY 11.11% 1 . 00%11.11%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1.00% 1.00% 1 2.22% 1 
1i -------------- -- 
ICLEAN'S 101 11 01 01 01 110101 01 01 21 
I+WINTERIGI . 00% 1 1.11%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 1.11% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00%1 . 00%1 2.22% 1 

ICLEAN'S 101 351 01 01 11 512101 11 11 45 1 
J+SAFETY 1 . 00% 138.89%1 . 00%1 . 00%11.11%1 5.56% 12.22% 1 . 00% 11.11%11.11%150.00% 1 
1 ---------- - ----- 
ICLEAN'S 101 11 01 01 01 010101 01 01 11 
I+ANIMAL 00% 1 1-11%1 -00%1 -00%1 -00%1 -00% 1 -00% 1 -00% 1 . 00%, . 00%, 1-11% 1 
I -------------- 
lCol. Tot. 11 671 11 21 11 916111 11 11 90 1 

11.11% 174.44%11.11%12.22%11.11%110.00% 16.67% 11.11% 11.11%11.11%1100.00%1 
- --- - ------------- - ------ - ---- -- 

TABLE 55: POOL OWNERS STATED REASONS FOR USING TREIR FIRST AND SECOND COVER(S) 



-------------------------- --------------------------- m--m-m mm-mm m--+ 
11ST COVER II I II I Row I 
ISAFETY I BUBBLE I WNTMESH I FOAM I AUTOPVC I OTHER I Total 1 115 
+ý ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
IMUCH 131 3 10 141 0 1 10 1 
ISAFER 1 1.92% 1 1.92% 1 . 00% 1 2.56% 1 . 00% 1 6.41% 1 
1 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ISLIGHTLY 1 28 1 3 11 111 1 1 34 1 
ISAFER 1 17.95% 1 1.92% 1 . 64% 1 . 64% 1 . 64% 1 21.79% 1 
1 ----------------- -- -------------------------------------------- 
INO 1 49 1 0 10 101 0 1 49 1 
IDIFFERENCEI 31.41% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 31.41% 1 
1 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
ISLTLY MOREI 40 1 1 121 01 0 1 43 1 
IDANGEROUS 1 25-64% 1 . 64% 1 1.28% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 27.56% 1 
1 --------- ---- ----------------------------------------------- 
IMUCH MORE I is 1 0 131 01 0 1 18 1 
IDANGEROUS 1 9.62% 1 . 00% 1 1.92% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 11.54% 1 
1 ------- m---+- - -- --- - ------ ---------------- - ---------------- 
IDONT KNOW 121 0 10 101 0 121 
1 1 1.28% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 1.28% 1 

+---- - ----------- - ----- ----- + 
Col. Tot. 1 137 1 7 16 151 1 1 156 1 

1 87.82% 1 4.49% 1 3.85% 1 3.21% 1 . 64% 1 100.00% 1 
--- -------------- --- --- - -- - ------------- - -------- 

+-ý -------------------------------------------------- 

ICOVER21 II AUTO I AUTO I IWNTR IIIII Row I 
ISAFETYIBUBBLEIWNTMESHIRIGID JPVC JOTHER ITARP IWNTPVCIWTRBAGIBOARDIFRAMEDITotal I 

+--ý ----------------- - ---- - ----- - --- ----- - ------------------------------- 
IMUCH 111 40 1010111 41 3101 11 11 51 1 

ISAFER 11.09% 143.48% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 11.09% 14.35%13.26% 1 . 00% 11.09%11.09% 155.43% 1 

ISLTLY 101 19 1112101 41 0111 01 01 27 1 
ISAFER 1 . 00% 120.65% 11.09% 12.17% 1 . 00% 14.35%1 . 00% 11.09% 1 . 00%1 . 00% 129.35% 1 

INO 10161010101 11 1111 01 0191 

IDIFF 1 . 00% 1 6.52% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 11.09%11.09% 11.09% 1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 9.78% 1 
1-------i ----+- 1 -4 -------------------------- 
ISLT MRI 0111010101 01 2101 01 0131 
IDANGER1 -00% 1 1-09% 1 -00% 1 -00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00%12.17% 1 . 00% 1 . 00161 . 00% 1 3.26% 1 

IMCH MRI 021010101 01 0101 01 0121 
IDANGERI . 00% 1 2.17% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 2.17% 1 
1 -- ------ ---- -- --l -- 11 -------- 1 ---+ 
lCol. 111 68 1112111 91 6121 11 11 92 1 
ITot. 11.09% 173.91% 11.09% 12.17% 11.09% 19.78%16.52% 12.17% 11.09%11.09% 1100.00%1 

1 ---4-- 11----------------- 

TABLE 56: QUESTION 29; HOW DO YOU CONSIDER THAT THE USE OF THIS COVER UST AND 2ND 
COVER) AFFECTS THE SAFETY OF YOUR POOL COMPARED TO IF THERE WAS NO COVER AT ALL. 
DOES THE COVER MAKE YOUR POOL: MUCH SAFER, SLIGHTLY SAFER, NO DIFFERENCE# SLIGHTLY 

ý10RE DANGEROUS#, MUCH MORE DANGEROUS OR DON'T KNOW? 



----------------------------------------------------------------------- m----+ 116 
I HOW II WINTER II AUTO I I Row 
IEFFECTIVE I BUBBLE I MESH I FOAM I FLEXIBLE I OTHER I Total 
11ST COVER II II I I 
+-ý --------------------------------- --- ---------- ------------------------ 
I ExTRUMLY 1 22 11 111 3 10 1 27 1 
11 13.84% 1 . 63% 1 . 63% 1 1.89% 1 . 00% 1 16.98% 1 
1 +----m --- m --------------- m --------------- m ----------------------- 
WERY 1 57 13 101 2 10 1 62 
11 35.85% 1 1.89% 1 . 00% 1 1.26% 1 . 00% 1 38.99% 
1 +-m--m ---------- m ------- m ----------------- --------- m -------------- 
IMODERATELYI 55 12 131 0 11 1 61 1 
11 34.59% 1 1.26% 1 1.89% 1 . 00% 1 . 63% 1 38.36% 1 

-------------- m-m ------------------------- ---- mm ------------ 
iSLIGHTLY 1611 101 0 10 17 
113.77% 1 . 63% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 4.40% 
1 -------- m -------- - ------------- 
ItJOT AT ALLI 010 111 0 10 111 

. 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 63% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 63% 
--------- - mm-m - ------ 

IDON'T KNOW1 110 101 0 10 11 

11 . 63% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 63% 
1 -- ------ m-+m ------ -- - ----------- 
jCol. Tot. 1 141 17 151 5 11 1 159 1 
11 88.68% 1 4.40% 1 3.14% 1 3.14% 1 . 63% 1 100.00% 1 

--------- --- +---- ------- 

+.. -. ý ---------------- --+-+-- 1 

IHOW I IWINTERIAUTO I AUTOI MUTERIWINTERIMNTER1 II Row I 
JEFFECTIVEIBUBBLE1 MESH IRIGID1 PVC JOTHERITARPLN1 PVC IWATER 1BOARDIFRAMED1 Total I 
12ND COVERI IIIIII 1BAG IIII 

---- ------------- - ----- -- --I - --------------- - -------- 
JEXTREMELYI 11 191 01 11 11 21 1111 11 11 281 
1 11.11% 121.11%1 . 00%11.11%11.11%1 2.22%11.11% 11.11% 1 31.11%1 

------- ---- ---- - ----- 
IvERY 101 261 11 11 01 21 3111 01 01 341 

00% 128.89%11.11%11.11%1 . 00%1 2.22%13.33% 11.11% 1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 37.78%1 

11IDDER'TLYI 01 211 01 01 01 51 1101 01 01 271 
11 . 00% 123.33%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 5.56%11.11% 1 . 00% 1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 30.00%1 

---------------- - ---- A-11 --+ 
SLIGHTLY1 01 01 01 01 01 01 1101 01 01 11 

. 00% 1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%11.11% 1 . 00% 1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 30.00%1 

1130TATALL 101 01 01 01 01 01 0101 01 01 01 
1 . 00% 1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 . 00%1 
--------------- --+-- 111 ----+ 

I Col. Tot-1 11 661 11 21 11 91 6121 11 11 901 

1 11.11% 173.33%11.11%12.22%11.11%110.00%16.67% 12.22% 11.11%11.11% 1100.00%1 

-- --- - ---------------------- --+-+-- 1---- ----- - -- - ----------- 
TABLE 57: QUESTION 27; HOW EFFECTIVE DO YOU CONSIDER THE COVER TO BE? (1ST AND 2ND 
COVER) 



-------------------- m -------- m -------------- mm -------- ---------- m ------ 
LABEL ON IIIII Row 

117 1ST COVERI BUBBLE I WNTMESH I FOAM I AUTOPVC I OTHER I Total I 
mmmmmm+m ----- m- ------ m ---------- m---+m --- mm m+---m ------- 

YES 51 101011101 52 1 
1 31.88% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 63% 1 . 00% 1 32.50% 1 

m-mm -------- m -------------- m --------------- mmm ------- m ------ 
1 140 87 71514111 104 1 
11 54.38% 4.38% 1 3.13% 1 2.50% 1 . 63% 1 65.00% 1 

------ m --------- ----------- ---------- mm-mm --------- mm--+ 
DONTKNOW 1310111010141 

1 1.88% 1 . 00% 1 . 63% 1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 2.50% 1 
--------------------- mm ------- m--m --------- m--+ 

Col. Tot. 1 141 171615111 160 1 
1 88.13% 1 4.38% 1 3.75% 1 3.13% 1 . 63% 1 100.00% 1 

.0 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- 

ILABEL ONI II AUT01 AUT01 IIIIII Row I 
12ND CVR IBUBBLEIWNTHESHIRIGIDI PVC IOTHERIWNTARPIWNTPVCIWTRBAGIBOARDIFRAMEDI Total I 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

YES 11191 01 01 01 01 0101 01 01 101 
11.12% 110.11% 1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 11.201 
---------- --------------------------- -- -------- - ------------------------ 

NO 101 54 1 11 21 11 91 6121 11 11 771 
1 . 00% 160.67% 11.12%12.25%11.12%110.11%16.74% 12.25% 11.12%11.12% 1 86.52%1 
------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- 

IDONTKNOWI 0121 01 01 01 01 0101 01 01 21 
11 . 00% 1 2.25% 1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 . 00% 1 . 00%1 . 00% 1 2.25'Ll 
I ----------------------------- - --- -- -------------- ---- ----------------- 
jCol. T0t-1 11 65 1 11 21 11 91 6121 11 11 891 
1 11.12% 173.03% 11.12%1 2.2511.12%110.11%16.74% 12.25% 11.12%11.12% 1100.00%1 

4---m --- - -------------- -- -------- - --- 6 -------- -- --- - ----------------- 

TABLE 58: QUESTION 28; DOES THE COVER HAVE ANY PERMANENT SAFETY LABELLING? UST AND 
2ND COVER) 

IBUY COVER III Cumulatv I C=ulatv I 
IyOURSELF? I Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent 1 
4 -- - --------------- ----- --- --- -- -- - ------------- 

YES 145 1 90.63 1 145 1 90.63 1 
NO 15 1 9.38 1 160 1 100.00 1 

TABLE 59: QUESTION 30; DID YOU PURCHASE YOUR COVER(S) YOURSELF? 

4-ý --------- --+ 

III C=ulatv I Cumulatv I 
SUPPLIER? l Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 

+---- - ---------------- ----- ---- ----+ -----+ 
YES 84 1 57.14 84 1 57.14 1 
NO 62 1 42.18 146 1 99.32 1 
DONTKNOW 111 . 68 1 147 1 100.00 1 

+-ý -- ------------------ - ----- - ----- - ----- - ------ 
TABLE 60: QUESTION 32; WAS/WERE THE COVER(S) SUPPLIED BY YOUR SWIMING POOL 
IIISTALLER? 

------------------- ---------- 

JADEQUATE III C=ulatv I C=ulatv 
JINFORMATION1 Freq. I Percent I Freq. Percent 
-- -- --- - ----- - ---------- - ------- -- 

YES 1 107 1 72.79 1 107 1 72.79 
NO 1 34 1 23.13 1 141 1 95.92 
DONTKNOW 1614.08 1 147 1 100.00 1 

----------------------------------------------------- 
TABLE 61: QUESTION 31; WHEN YOU BOUGHT THE COVER(S) DO YOU THINK YOU WERE 
GIVEN ADEQUATE INFORMATION ABOUT THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF COVER AVAILABLE? 
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--- ------------------------ - ------- m ----- m---m ---- - --- 

IST COVER I I I C=ulatv I Cumulatv I 
INFO USEFUL? l Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent 1 119 

-------------------------- --------------- m- ----- 
VERY USEFUL I is 1 11.36 1 is 1 11.36 1 
USEFUL 1 44 1 33.33 1 59 1 44.70 1 
ADEQUATE 1 58 1 43.94 1 117 1 88.64 1 
INADEQUATE 1 10 1 7.58 1 127 1 96.21 1 
USELESS 1 31 2.27 1 130 1 98.48 1 
DONTKNOW 1 21 1.52 1 132 1 100.00 1 

----------- -------- 
------ -- ------- - --------------- ---- m- ----- 

2ND COVER II C=ulatv I C=ulatv I 
INFO USEFUL? l Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 

---- --- -------- - ---------- m----+ 
VERY USEFUL 1 10 1 14.08 1 10 1 14.08 1 
USEFUL 1 31 1 43.66 1 41 1 57.75 1 
ADEQUATE 1 26 1 36.62 1 67 1 94.37 1 
IMEQUATE 1212.82 1 69 1 97.18 1 
USELESS 1111.41 1 70 1 98.59 1 
DONTKIM 1111.41 1 71 1 100.00 1 

i++ 
TABLE 64: QUESTION 34: HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE INFORMTION YOU WERE GIWN? WAS 
IT: VERY USEFUL, USEFUL, ADEQUATEj, INADEQUATE, USELESS OR DON'T KNOW. 

------------- 

I AWARE OF III Cu=latv C=ulatv 
SAFETY COVERS? l Freq. I Percent Freq. Percent 

YES 1 60 1 33.52 1 60 1 33.52 1 
NO ill 1 62.01 171 1 95.53 1 
DONTKNOW 8 4.47 179 100.00 1 

TABLE 65: QUESTION: ARE YOU AWARE THAT THERE ARE "SAFETY" SWIMUNG POOL COVERS 
AVAILABLE? 

I DID THIS I HAVE THERE EVER BEEN ANY POTENTIALLY OR ACTUAL DANGEROUS 
JINCIDENT I INCIDENTS AROUND YOUR POOL? 
IINVOLVE AI I I I Row 
IPOOL COVER? l NO ANSWER I YES I NO I Total 

I NO ANSWER 1 1 11 161 1 163 
11 . 56% 1 . 56% 1 89.94% 1 91.06% 

I YES 1 0 11 10 
11 . 00% . 56% 1 . 00% 1 . 56% 

I NO 1 0 1 15 10 is 
I1 . 00% 1 8.38% 1 . 00% 8.38% 

I Col. Tot- 1 1 1 17 161 179 
11 . 56% 1 9.50% 89.94% 1 100.00% 
+ý - -- ------- ----- + -+- -- --+ 
TABLE 66: THE NUMBER OF POOL OWNERS THAT HAVE EXPERIENCED AN ACCIDENT AROUND 
THEIR POOL AND HOW KUN OF THOSE ACCIDENTS INVOLVED A POOL COVER 



120 

---------------------------------------------------- -m ----- m-+ 

I AGREE WITH III C=ulatv I Cumulatv I 
I LEGISLATION? I Freq. I Percent I Freq. I Percent I 
-- ---- - ---- --- ----- - ------ ----- -------- - ------------- 
I NO ANSWER 1 36 1 20.11 1 36 1 20.11 1 
1 STRONGLY AGREE 1 28 1 15.64 1 64 1 35.75 1 
1 AGREE 1 27 1 15.08 1 91 1 50.84 1 
I DON'T MIND 1211.12 1 93 1 51.96 1 
1 DISAGREE 1 48 1 26.82 1 141 1 78.77 1 

STRONGLY DISAGREEI 28 1 15.64 1 169 1 94.41 1 
DON'T KNOW 1 10 1 5.59 1 179 1 100.00 1 

TABLE 67: OUESTION 40; SOME COUNTRIES HAVE INTRODUCED LEGISLATION WHICH R. EQUIRES 
ALL DOMESTIC SWIMMING POOLS TO BE FENCED OR GUARDED To A SPECIFIED STANDARD. 
How WOULD YOU REACT TO SIMILAR LEGISLATION IN THE UK? 



Appendix 6.4 

Swimming pool covers: Hazard scenarios developed for each 
type of cover 

Floating covers 

1.1. Most floating covers are blue and opaque. On a settled pool the cover could 
give the impression of a solid surface. This will alter how the pool is perceived 
by adults and children. It could mislead a child into thinking its a safe area to 
walk on to fetch a toy, ball etc. The cover may be attractive to children or adults 
wanting to 'explore' the covers behaviour. 

1.2. While probably supporting some weight in the middle, the edges of a floating 
cover are very unlikely to suppor. the weight of even a small child. Most small 
children would only be able to jump, step or fall a small distance from the side of 
the pool. At this distance from the edge the cover would probably give way. 

1.3. A child falling into the%rater may get held under by the cover due to surface 
tension or the nature of the matefiA whereas without a cover they may float face 
upwards and have so me chance of survival. 

1.4. The behaviour of the material may physically restrict the movements of anybody 
underneath the cover trying to get out. 

I. S. Anyone falling underneath a cover is likely to panic and/or become disorientated. 
1.6. The cover may wrap around and envelope anyone falling into the water and 

hinder efforts to get out. 
1.7. If someone fcU underneath the edge of a cover it may quickly resume its position 

floating on the water giving no indication of having been disturbed. 
1.8. The opacity of the covers makes it difficult to see anyone underneath the cover. 

Tliis delays rescue. I=crsion time greatly affects the likelihood of recovery. 
1.9. Floating covers should, but often areril, cut to fit around pool ftuniturc such as 

ladders. If not the cover folds back leaving a gap of exposed water which may 
encourage someone to try to enter the pool with the cover on. 

1.10. Covers are often attached to a roller by a series of straps at one end. Unless 
fitted properly this end can "sit up" off the water. This could again encourage 
someone to get under the cover with the added risk of getting entangled in the 
straps. 

1.11. Anyone trying to swim underneath a cover faces possible entrapment. Ile cover 
may disorientate them and make it difficult to get to the edges. Surface tension 
and the behaviour of the material may make it difficult to lift the cover in the 
middle and get air. A "half-covcred" pool poses a risk to anyone trying to swim. 

1.12. Collected water on the cover (from the pool and rainwater) would o ffer a hazard 
to anyone supported on top of the cover. 

1.13. The material of the cover will degrade through contact with chemicals and 
ultraviolet fight thus affecting its strength. 



2 Winter Mesh Covers 

2.1. The cover may disguise the pool and encourage exploration. 
2.2. The effectiveness of this type of cover as a barrier to the pool depends on an 

effective securing system. Any system used should be'child resistant'. Tbc most 
common system uses buckles which children may be able to undo and pegs 
which they may be able to remove. 

2.3. Ibc securing system should ensure that once installed the edge of the cover 
cannot be tifted high enough for a child to climb undcmeath. Tbc most common 
system requires very careful adjustment to obtain the tension required to stop the 
edges being Bed. Tle cover may also "loosen" with time. 

2.4. Since they are secured all round the pool anyone rnanaging to get under these 
covers would have difficulty getting out and may get trapped. 

2.5. Anyone underneath the cover is likely to panic and/or become disorientated. 
2.6. The covers arc quite tightly woven and opaque and so anyone under the cover 

may be concealed and discovery would be delayed. 
2.7. Children and adults may be tempted to walk on top of the cover but it is 

unknown what weight it will support. 
2.8. The weight of a person may depress the cover into the water, causing a 

hazardous pool of water "seeping" through the mesh from the swimming pool. 
2.9. A cover that is carelessly installed or maintained will sag below the water line 

creating a pool of water into which anyone venturing onto the cover may fall or 
roll. 

2.10. The cover should always be fully removed in order to ensure that no one tries 
swimming under the cover risking entrapment. 

2.11. The material of the cover will degradc through contact with chemicals and ultra 
violet light and affect the strength of the cover. Close maintenance will be 
needed to check for ageing. 

3 NVimter Waterbag Cover 

3.1.7be cover tnaydisguisc the pool and encourage exploration. 
32.7be cover may give the impression that it is strong enough to walk on, but it is 

unknown what weight it will support. 
3.3. If a person fcll or stepped onto the cover the behaviour of the cover may cause 

entanglement and make it more difficult to get out of the water than if there were 
no cover. 

3.4. A person underneath the cover may be held under the water by the surface 
tension or weight of the cover. 

3.5. A person under the cover is h1cly to panic and/or become disoriented. 
3.6. Ibc cover is opaque and would obscure a person underneath and delay 

discovery. - 
3.7. Ibc water bags arc not secured to the cover and may be moved allowing the 

edge of the cover to be lifted and access to the pool gained. 
3.8. The bags are not fixed to positions around the cover so it may be possible to lift 

the edge of the cover if some bags arc further apart than others. 



3.9. The bags tnay puncture or wcar which would let out water and make them easier 
to Move. 

3.10. Tle bags may not be heavy or stable enough to hold the cover in place in the 
event of heavy minfaU. 

3.11. Ile cover wiU coUcct rainwater unless a drainage system is installcd and wiU 
offer a drowning hazard to anyone falling on the cover. 

3.12. Ile cover should always be My removed since swixmning with the cover half on 
will increase the risk of entrapment. 

4 Automatic Fleidble Covers 

4.1. Ile covers may disguise the pool and encourage exploration. 
4.2. The covers may appear as a play area when closed and arc often markeed as 

such. Ilds gives confused information to children about the safety of the pool 
area. Potential dangers when closed include collected rainwater and the hidden 
sharp edges of the pool. 

4.3. Ile covers arc designed to completely enclose the pool and thcrcfore form a 
barrier to the water. In order to do this no access should be allowed at any point 
around the cover. Access could be gained underneath the cover ifi 

4.4. Ile leading edge is flexible and can be lifted up enough for a child to climb 
under (type B). 

4.5. Ile cover is not closed properly and a gap is left between the end of the cover 
and the pool edge (both designs). 

4.6. a fault occurs in the tracking system (due to design, age or misuse) and the sides 
of the cover come free from the tracking. 

4.7. If the cover is left partially open anyone tempted to swim under the cover may 
risk entrapment. 

4.8. If the cover starts to close while someone is in the pool again there is danger of 
entrapment. 

4.9. Anyone swimming or trapped under the cover is likely to be disoriented or panic. 
4.10. The cover will obscure anyone underneath and delay discovery. 
4.11. Both designs have inadequate drainage systems (either manually activated or 

requiring a high depth of water to be self activated) so that minwater may collect 
and present a hazard to anyone walking or falling on the cover. 

4.12. Since the covers are motorised the pool will be easily accessible if the control 
box can be misusedL 

5 Automatic Rigid Covers 

5.1. The covers may disguise the pool and encourage exploration. 
5.2. On covers using handrails or safety ledges it may be possible to lift up the edge 

of the cover and so gain access to the water. 
5.3. if the cover is lcft partially open anyone tempted to swim under the cover may 

risk entrapment. 
5.4. if the cover starts to close while someone is in the pool again there is danger of 

entrapment. 
5.5. Anyone swimming or trapped under the cover is Rely to be disoriented or panic. 



5.6. The cover will obscure anyone underneath and delay discovery. 
5.7. When depressed the covers allow water from the pool to sccp through and 

collect on top of the cover so that anyone falling onto the cover will be lying in a 
pool of water. 

5.8. Since the covers arc motorised the pool will be casily accessible if the control 
box can be misused. 

Framed Pool Covers 

6.1. The covers may disguise the pool and encourage exploration. 
6.2. The cover is secured to the deck with rubber straps which may be easy to 

remove and so gain access to the pool by either Ming the cover up or sliding it 
across the pool. 

6.3. Since the cover is framed with aluminium, poles it would be difficult to lift up 
once caught underneath. 

6.4. Anyone under the cover is likely to panic and/or become disoriented. 
6.5. Ile cover will obscure anyone underneath and delay discovery. 
6.6. If the cover is left partially open anyone tempted to swim under the cover may 

risk entrapment. 
6.7. Since the cover has no drainage system rainwater will collect on top of the cover 

and offer an added hazart 
6.8. Ilese: scenarios combined with the accident statistics outlined in section 4 can be 

used to prioritise the potential risks of all cover designs. in order of greatest risk 
these are suggested as: 

L faffing under the edge of a bubble/foam, cover 
I access under the edge of a secured winter mesh cover 
HL access under a waterbag cover 
iv. collected rainwater on top of a waterbag or automatic flexiblc cover 
v. access under the edge of an automatic rigid cover 
vL access under the fire end of some types of automatic flexible covers 
viLwatcr seeped through from the pool on top of automatic rigid cover 



Appendix 6.5 

Subject details used In the SPC user trials. 

SCM Age 
(months) 

Wcight 
(kg) 

IIWIC 

- 

Staturc 
(mm) 

gilk Head 
Breadth 
MM 

9WO 

f 20 12 86.7 839 48, 134 7 
f 30 16.2 98.51 973 98.5 134 
f 32 13 7. 905 64.5 133 8915 
f 36 13 9.0 945 29 144 99.75 
r 36 14 22.0 1002 75.6 148 99.99 
r 37 14.6 32.0 1025 88 130 50 
f 37 12.8 8 989 66 131 58 
f 37 13.8 19 1020 86 142 99.4 
f 41 13.6 15 1000 74 143 99.5 
f 44 24.6 99.99 1170 99.99 145 99,99 
f 45 20.6 99.5 1095 99.5 144 99.75 
r 46 18.8 9.6 1120 99.99 138 94.5 

M 44 13 4 1005 62 147 88 

M 45 13.5 6.5 1023 75 138 38 
m 46 17.4 67 1035 82 141 56 
f 48 15.5 20 1069 62 142 88 
M 48 20.2 87 1167 98.5 147 93 
M 48 16.5 24 1105 85 149 99 
M 51 20.6 90 1180 99.5 155 99.99 
f 54 17.1 34 1090 so 142 62 
f 56 14.9 7 1067 64 147 SS 
f 59 20.5 1 88 1170 1 66.5 155 99.5 
m 61 20.6 89 1175 1 89 142 66 
M 87 21.8 21.5 1 1200 1 29 1 153 . 99. S 

Percentile values rloile) calculated isith reference to Pheasant (1996) and refer to 
single sex populations eccept. 

ufth reference to Sn)V&, 1975. 
compared to a combined ser population 



Appendix 7. 

Carbonated drinks bottles: PET standard neck and bottle 
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Appendix 7.2 

Carbonated drinks bottles: Subject details for the user trials 

First programmc: 

Age (years) Sex Height 
(mm) 

Weight 

_(kg) _ 

Hand length 
(mm) 

Hand breadth 
(mm) 

Span 
(mm) 

4 m 1128 124 64 I 129 
5 m 1157 13 72 156 
6 f 1225 128 70 147 
6 f 1272 130 72 165 
7 f 1251 139 67 155 
7 f 1219 20 125 72 142 
8 m 1275 29 143 79 165 
8 m 1315 28 143 70 157 
9 m 1335 30 149 76 163 
9 m 1315 31 141 83 164 
9 f 1317 34 155 83 168 
10 m 1357 29 146 !1 162 
11 f 1457 39 149 77 178 
11 f 1520 45 172 91 198 
12 m 1492 37 164 84 181 
12 f 1575 51 166 82 160 
12 f 1607 48 170 88 181 
12 f 1520 37 173 88 184 
13 m 1479 38 153 86 176 
13 m 1727 59 192 103 229 
13 m 1587 43 172 97 160 
13 f 1605 53 171 87 196 
13 f 1624 48 179 89 187 
14 m 1706 44 191 109 201 
16 m 1727 54 195 98 188 
17 m 1676 66 192 105 199 
18 m 1955 82 212 115 209 
18 m 1930 88 214 116 211 
19 m 1701 69 186 10 206 
19 f 1549 44 161 87 164 
19 f 1727.2 57 195 94 176 
20 m 1803.4 76 184 105 232 
20 f 1739.9 53 190 99 195 
21 M 1828.8 73 178 103 ISO 
26 - f 1727.2 65 179 so 170 
26 f 1625.6 61 179 93 169 

. 
27 m 1803.4 85 206 112 218 

129 =m l854.2 log 180 11 
-- 

LZ2ýý 



30 m 1701.8 84 183 102 204 
32 f 1676.4 68 181 99 195 
32 f 1625.6 48 171 85 166 
36 F 1524.0 61 176 85 171 
38 f 1625.6 72 194 100 19-1 
40 f 1587.5 9 184 91 175 
43 f 1689.1 63 is 96 184 
44 f 1676.4 61 178 95 183 
45 m 1828.8 114 198 110 217 
51 m 1701.8 95 is 102 iss 
53 f 1689.1 73 179 92 iss 
56 m 1727.2 69 174 95 184 
56 m 1701.8 68 191 103 201 
56 1778.0 82 185 105 206 
56 f 1574.8 88 168 86 171 
62 m 1676.4 69 173 100 187 
68 m 1727.2 63 184 100 190 
68 f 1549.4 69 175 92 iso 
68 f 1625.6 63 186 93 183 
69 m 1778.0 78 201 114 244 
69 f 1549.4 60 161 88 160 
73 f 1651.0 76 175 95 176 
76 f 1473.2 9 156 92 175 
79 1752.6 69 186 105 223 
79 f 1574.8 57 165 79 153 
79 f 1644.0 57 161 84 135 
82 f 1477.0 70 179 97 181 
84 f 1427.0 8 iss 95 178 
84 f 1397.0 

-- - 
175 78 4 

86 f 1310.0 1 38 172 76 145 

Second progmmme: 

Age 
(years) 

Sex Height 
(mm) 

Weight Hand length 
(mm) 

Hand breadth 

-(MM) 

Span 

-(mm) 22 m 1828.8 73 207 98 225 
22 m 1803.4 75 191 109 232 
29 m 1929.8 76 194 109 212 
30 m 1803.4 76 198 114 232 
32 m 1778 67 is 106 210 
22 f 1651 51 169 85 185 
26 f 1638.3 57 178 196 189 
28 
29 

f 
f 

1663.7 
1869.1 

54 
57 

176 
18 

93 
94 

1 
_194 198 

30 f 1638.3 54 174 1 1 
185 1 205 



Appendix 7.3 

Carbonated drinks bottles: Home study questionnaire 



USE OF POP BOTTLES 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please write down the first names and ages of everyone who lives 
in your home .................................................................................................... 

Where do you usually store bottles of pop at home? .............................. 

3 Do you ever find pop bottles difficult to open? ......................................... if so, what do you do to help you open difficult bottles? ........................ 
........... 6 .................................................... 

*.. 0 ........................................ 64.......... 

........................................................................... . ................ 0... $ ............... 

Have you ever used a pair of special openers to open a pop bottle? 
6............................................................................................................... 

........... o ................... ooo............. .................. . .... o6............. so ............ . .. 6 

...................................................................... 6.............................................. 6 

Have you ever used a pair of nutcrackers to open a pop bottle? ........... 
............................... ............................ . .......................... . .......................... 0.. * 

............................................................. . .. ot ........................................................ 

Have you ever used your teeth to open a pop bottle? ............................. 

........................................................................ 0 ............ 0 .............................. ....... 

Have you ever opened a pop bottle using a door frame/jamb? ............ 

8 Have you ever used anything else to help you open a pop bottle? 
if so, please describe ....................... . .......................... ..... . ..................... ...... 

9 If there are children in your home, or any who regularly visit, do 
they open pop bottles themselves? .............................................................. 
........................................................................................................................... 



10 What do they do if they find pop bottles difficult to open? .................... 
.............................................................................................................................. 

......................................................................... 6.................................................... 

Have you ever seen them use any of the above to open a pop bottle? 
If so, please describe ........................................................................................ 
.............................................................. # ................................. 6 ............................. 

..................................................................................................... # ........................ 

12 Which way do you turn the cap on a pop bottle to open it? .................. 
........................................................................................................................ 4 
................................................................... 6 .......................................................... 

13 Have you ever turned the cap on a pop bottle the wrong way while 
trying to open it? .............................................................................................. 

14 Have you ever had, or witnessed, an accident involving a pop 
bottle? ................................................................... 6 .......................... 4 ... 4 ..... 4 if so, please describe what happened ......................................................... 

....................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................... * .............................................. 

is Have you ever seen the top fly off a pop bottle? ...................................... If so, please describe what happened .......................................................... 
......................................................... . ................................................................... 
...................................... ........................................................................... ....... *.. 
............................... ......................... . ............................ . ........................ ........... 
............................. ...... . .................. . .. * 40 4............................................... 

....... .... .... ........ ........... .... ...... ........ .......... .......... ............................ ............. .... ...... 0 

Thank you very much for helping uswith our research. 

Please return tile completqd questionnaire in the envelope 
provided. 



Appendix 8.1 

ATBs: Background information 

a) Features of ATBs 

b) Glossary of tcrms used with ATBs 

C) Other bicycles not included in the study 



Appendix 8.1 b) Glossary of terms used with ATBs 

Barends 
Small removable extensions to the handlebars, normally fitted to race up and in front or 
the handlebar to aid the rider s grip when riding uphill. 
Bonding 
Similar to lugging and brazing except glue is used to secure tubes, allows the use or 
non-metals and the joining of different metals (cg titanium scat tube with cro-mo top 
tube). 
Bosses 
Studs on the forks and seat stays used to locate and provide a rotation point for the 
cantilever arms. 
Bottom Bracket 
Metal sheU at the intersection of the down tube, scat tube and the chain stays, contains 
the chainset axle and bcarings. 
Bunhom 
Elongated handlebars with end sections which curve for%vards and upwards to aid rider 
s grip especially when ring uphill. 
Butting 
Thickening of tube walls at ends where extra strength is required. 
Chainset 
CoUective term given to front sprockets, axle and bearings. 
Cluster/Cassette 
CoUectivc term for the rear sprockets. 
Crank Arms 
Metal shaft joining the pedals to the chainset. 
Derailleurs 
Mechanisms comectcd to the seat tube and right rear dropout for pushing the chain 
onto different sprockets for a gear change. 
Dropouts 
Located at the ends of the forks and the intersection of the scat and chainstays, these 
are slots into which the wheel hubs are located and secured. 
Gripshift 
Gear changing mechanism activated by the rider twisting a section of the handlebar 
grips. 
Groupsets 
Group of components fitted to a bike. UsuaUy consists of the braking and transmission 
systems but may include pedals, bottom bracket and other components. 
Gumwatls 
Tyres with wide sidewaUs. 
Hub 
Housing for the whecl axles, connected to the spokes. 
Indexed systems 
Gear systems which move the dcraMeurs, from one sprocket to the next in discrete 
steps rather than by analogue movement. 
Kevlar 
An aramid based fibre reinforced composite material which provides a high strength to 
weight ratio components, mainly used for bik-c tubes 
Lugging and Brazing 



Method ofjoining tubes by placing tubes into lugs (coUars) and securing them by 
brazing, now becoming redundant for bike construction. 
Ring Welding 
Used to join thick waUed steel tubes together, leaves a larger weld bcad than TIG 
welding. 
Sidewalls 
Side of the tyre, not intended for contact with the ground. 
Shimano 
Japanese company which dominates the cycle component market. 
Sh-inwalls 
Tyrcs with thin side waUs. 
SPDs 
Pedals made by Shimano which cHp to specially designed shoes to provide a good grip 
and sa fcty when Ming off a bikc. 
TIG Welding 
(Tungsten Inert Gas) Method for welding tubes, very popular in the manufacture of 
bikes as it leaves a thin weld bead (except when used with aluminium). 
Wheelbase 
The distance between the front and rear dropouts. 



Appendix 8.2 

Details of ATB variables considered for classification 

Bicycle specifications change frequently as new models are introduced and the 
information provided here is vaUd only for 1994, and some 1993 models. New models 
and specifications are released throughout the year but the major new ranges for 1995 
will become available towards the end of this year. In addition to new models, 
manufacturers and suppliers retain the right to change the specifications of aU models 
at any time and components and materials are frequently changed according to 
avaHabUity. Ibis can include different fr=e materials and even different groupscts to 
those incorporated into the model names. 

1. Retail price 
See discussion in Chapter 8. 

2. Frame material 
See discussion in Chapter 8. 

3. Method of construction 
Method of construction is dependent on frame material but appcars independent of 
retail price. The commonest method of constructing ATB frames is TIG welding, 
throughout all price ranges and for all fr=c materials, with the exception of Reynolds 
600, titanium and carbon fibre frames. All Re), nolds 600 frames arc lugged and brazed 
and this method seems to be favoured by individual manufacturers rather than 
according to material. Titanium fi-ames are nearly all adhesively bonded, probably 
since these frames often involvejoining two types, of metal eg titani= and cro-mo. 
Carbon fibre is bonded/moulded since the adhesive is incompatible with the frame 
material. 

4. Wheel rim material 
Most wheel rims are'metal alloys' and this includes those sold under trade names 
although their exact composition will be unknown. Steel wheel rims (which arc 
considered less effective than 'metal alloy rims) arc only found on ATBs less than 
MO. The addition of brand name wheel runs are often a selling feature of a bike and 
this is reflected in that no named wheel rims are found below MO. Thethrcemost 
popular named rims tend to bc related to retail price. Wheel rims arc not associated 
with fi-ame material. 

S. Handlebar material 
Handlebar material is not known for many of the cheaper bikes as it is not considered 
an important feature whereas it is often part of the spefficadon of more expensive 
bilces. Steel is found throughout the range of bikes, evcn on expensive bikM bccause 



handlebars are a feature where weight is sacrificed ror strength. Aluminium handicbars 
are rare, probably because of the need for strength and stiffness. Titanium bars arc 
found at all levels from E250 Mustrating this material s popular image. Brand name 
handlebars are also common above E250. flandlcbars arc mainly associated with retail 
price but also to some extent with frame material, in that aluminium and titanium bars 
are found almost exclusively on bikes with framcs of the samc umtcrial. 

6. Bar ends 
Less than half of the sample of ATBs have bar ends and these arc spread through out 
all price ranges and frame materials. Bullhorn (one piece) handlebars arc round in all 
categories up to 0000 and arc common in the lowest price catcgoty, this suggests that 
having a choice of bar ends and bar end material is more important in the more 
expensive bikes. Metal alloys arc the commonest material and found across all price 
ranges and frame materials. 71c more expensive materials (magncsium, and titanium) 
are only found in the top price range. Bar ends do not therefore seem to be related to 
either price or frame material. 

7. Fork material and/or suspension forks 
Suspension forks are found throughout the range of ATBs but are most common in the 
top price range where one third of ATBs have suspension forks. Despite the high 

price of suspension forks when bought separately (up to L350) they are found on bikes 
in the under L250 price range, indicating the popular image of suspension. For non. 
suspension forks, fork material is associated with price and frame material. Steel is the 
most common material under 1250 whereas no steel forks are found over L500, 
indicating the importance of weight saving on more expensive bikes. On entry level 
bikcs (L250-500), steel forks on cro-mo frames are more common than all-stcel 
frames, again indicating weight saving considerations. Aluminium. forks are usually 
found on aluminium frames and on bikes over L500. 

8. Rear suspension 
Rear suspension is very rare and was found only on thirteen bikes in the sample, and 
most of these were over L1000. However two bikes under JE250 have rear clastomcric 
suspension, which although it is considered less effective than other types of 
suspension, again indicates the popular image of suspension. Othcrwise, rcar 
suspension is only found on bikes over LSOO and predominantly, (5 out of 7), on 
aluminium, bikes, often with designer geometry to accommodate the suspension. 

9. Brake type 
only four ATBs were found to have sidepull brakes and these arc all under L250; the 
rest are all cantilever. Ile groupset (which includes the brakes) is the rnajor named 
component on any ATB, even those undcrE250, and nearly all arc made by Shimano 
(340 out of 359 named brake sets). Only25ofthe383 bikes over L250 have 
unnamed brakes. The different Shimano brake series tend to be reflected byrctail 
price and are not associated with frame material. 



s=Ucst available framcs arc II inches (length of the seat tube) and these arc only 
available in bikes over L 1000; the next smaUcst is 12 inches and these arc only 
available in bikes over L500.14 and 16 inch framcs are the commonest smallcst rmmc 
size and these are avaHablc throughout the range, although only three bikes under f. 250 
have 14 inch fi-ames. 'Me very short seat tubes are sometimes used along with frames 
altered sUghtly from the traditional two-tfianglc shape and my be used to incorporate 
suspension into the frames. 

Some bikes only start at framc sizes of 24 and 26 inches and tlicsc are all undcr. C250. 
Tbcre appears to be no relationship bctwccn framc size and framc matcrial. 

17. Largest frame size 
Largest frame size doesn't appear to be linked to price or frame material; 20,21 and 
22 inches are the most common largest frame sizes and these account for over 75% of 
the sample. A largest frame size of 19 inches is found throughout the range, including 
bikes over E 1000. 

I S. Tyre type 
Named brand tyres are more common as retail price increases; nearly all the bikes 
undcr. E250 have unknown or unnamed tyrcs yet most of the bikes ovcrE500 have 
named tyres. There are many types of tyres available and we have listed the four 
commonest brand names; Ritchey tyrcs arc the commonest and these arc round in all 
price ranges over L500. There appears to be no correlation with fraxne material. 



Appendix 8.3 

ATBs: Accident victims follow-up questionnaire 



UNI VE R 'SITY OF 
N OTTI N G, I IAN I 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Section I About your bike 

What type of bike were you riding when you had your accidenC (plexv itck) 
Ej mountain bike 0 BNIX 
C3 lwbrid C3 shopping bike 
C] road bike 0 folding bike 
(: ] touring bike 0 child's bike 
C] racing bike/ racer 0 other (please state) ......................................... 

2 Please describe the following features of the bike: (if known) 
manufacturer .................................... model 
frarne material .................................. wheel rim material 
number of gears ................................ sidepulli, cantilever brakes (please delete) 
did/ does it have quick release wheels? ............................................................................... 
did/ does it have any suspension? ........................................................................................ 
purchase price .................................. date 

................ new/ second hand (please delete) 

3 Does/ did the bike comply, with the British Standard for cy-cles (BS 6102)? 
C1 ý, es 0 didn't check 
C3 no Ei don't know 

Where did you buy the bike? 
If tile bike was ne%v: If the bike wis second hand: 
[: ) bike shop C3 from a friend 
Ej Halfords C3 bike shop 
(: ] department store [: 1 car boot sale/ market 
C3 mail order/catalogue shop 0 private sale eg newspaper or shop advert 
C3 tov shop C1 other (please describe) ................................... 
0 garage ................................................................................. 
C] market/one clay sale 
C3 other (please describe) ....................................................................................................... 

Please describe any assembly or adjustment you had to carrv out, if aliv, before 
you could use the bike: 



23 Were you wearing a helmet at the time of the accident? ............................................... 

24 Were you wearing any other protective clothing? .......................................................... 

25 Please give a full account of the accident including the stages leading up to the 
accident, any other people or vehicles that were involved, details of your injuries 
and anything that you feel may have saved you from being more severely 
injured: ....................................................................................................................................... 
......................... * ......................... 6 .... .... * ..... 0.. ** ... *.. * ......... *.. * ........ . 0.0 ......... 6 .... 0.. 

00............................................ 44.0.. a 646*. * 00006... » .......... 046. * 4 

...................... 040 to ..................................... ........... 6 ............... 6 ........... 

................................................. 4 666 .......... 

.. 0 ....................................................... 0 .... .................................... 

.......................................................... . ............................................. 

.060.40 ................. 6.0.66 666....... . ....... **. 0 ................................... . .. 

..................................................... 6 ...................... ........ 66 ................. 

................................ 6064......................... * 66 ............................................ 

0 ............................................................. . .......... . ........ . ........ . .... to* 6 

........................................... 00........... . ............................ . ................. 4 .................................. 

................................ . ........................ . ...... . .............. 0* 6.6 6 ..... . .... 64 

26 How many bike accidents have you been involved in in the past five years while 
on the road: ......................... . .......................................................... . ....................................... 
elsewhere: .............................................................................. .............. (please state where) 

27 Please describe any other serious accidents you have had %vWlst cycling: 
.................................. 6 ................ * ............ . .......... ..... . ..... ..... . ...................... 

........................................................................ .... . .... ........ 64 0 66.6.446664 

............................ . ...................................................... .... . ................... ................ 6 ................... 

. .................................. . ............................................ . ... 0 ............... 6 ........ . .... 

...... . ....... 6 .............. . ...... . .......................... . ........ . .... ....... . ............. . ..... . ... ........... 

............................................................ . ........................ . ... 0 .... . ...... . ... 

........................................................ . .............. 66........... 

THANKS AGAIN FOR YOUR HELPI 

Please return the questionnaire in the envelope provided or send it (no stamp 
needed) to: 

Beverley Norris 
FREEPOST 

Institute for Occupational Ergonomics 
Department of Manufacturing Engineering 

University of Nottingham 
Nottingham NG7 1BR 

Tel: 0602 514039 Fax: 0602 514000 



Appendix 8.4 

Positions of strain gauges on the frame and forks of the test 
ATBs 

Gaugcs 10 (Icft hand side of the handicbax) and II (stan) not sho%u 

1. Under the down tube 
2. Under to top tube 
3. On top of the down tube 
4. Bottom I& of the seat tube 
5. Bottom right of the seat tube 
6. Left seat stay 
7. Right seat stay 
8. Left chain stay 
9. Right chain stay 
10. Top left of the handlebars 
11. Top of the stem 
12. Back of right fork 
13. Side of left fork 
14. Back of right fork, 12 
15. Side of left fork above 13 
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Designing safety 
into products 
Making ergonomics and safety part of your design process 

Thi% i% a handbook for dc%iSncr% and pr(ximct, of 
tonsumer product%, written Iwý- The llrodti, t Satetv 
and Tc%fing ( roup at the Vniva%kv ol Nolling- 
liam and funded by the I )cparmictit (it Trade and 
Indumn, (I )TI ). 

The Product Sale 
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sat"Cly and design ofconstimer products. The 
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and the Department ofManufacturing Fnginecr- 
ingand 011crations Managcnicrit at the University 
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e\l-, crtisc and include% evaluatiom of product 
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ics, Product design and comurner safety issues. 
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This document is concerned 
with ergonomics factor%. It 
dov. not include the witability 
of material, used in produo%. 
Many products arc subie" to 
k-gal (minimurn) %afelystand- 
ards. ind thi% guide in no \%a\ 
replaccssuch requirenicnis. It 

in any doubt % ou %hould con - 
tact the Depirtment of Tridc 

and I ndustry'% Consumer 
Affair% and CornlMition PolicN 
Directorate at I Victoria Sti-cet, 
I, ondon SWI II OFI 



Foreword 
Product . alctv in the UK i, athic%cd through a 
number (if different but compIcnictitary measure- 

- regulations ( National and F"Airopcan). voluntarý 
standards, voluntary agi-ccnicrit%/codes of practice 
an(] con%tinicr %alctv awarcne%% initiatives. Them is 
however a more ba%ic means of improving prod- 
tict %afdy, which is sometimes overlooked: the 
ergonomics evaluation of safety of the pr(iduct 
throughout the dc%ign process. This requires the 
designer to take account (if the characteristics, abil- 
itics and limitations of potential users throughout 
the process of designing, developing and marka- 
ing products. 

In the past, the application of ergonomics to the 
product design process has been limited, some- 
times due to a lack of%pecific, applicable data but 

always by a lack of practical methodological 
advice. The dearth (if operational guidance does in 

part reflect the difficulty of providing such advice, 
in a form which is sufficiently general to be appro- 
priatc to a range (if productsand users, yet suffi- 
ciently specific to be directly applied by tho%c 
involved in design and production. A vital part of 
any ergonomics contribution to product develop- 

nicnt is the testing ofthe product-mer interaction, 
but assessing this can be extremely complex both 
in the methods usecland also during development. 

d ti 

I tic 1 *111% Cr%11% of \. i it tI nkgha m 11a, ,, III I, mcd %% IIh 
the I )cpartmcnt ot Trade and Ind u%try and the 
Dc%ign Council to develop this guidance docu- 

ment to help improve the design prtxms and 
'build in'%afct%-. Frgonomics evaluation within 
product design will have a number (if benefit% for 
both the producer and the uscr. (greater emphasis 
on safciy at the design stage will lead to reduced 
frequencvandseveritv of accidcrits for u%cr-and 
thus to fewer legal problems, either with dismtis- 
fied customers or with the enforcement authori- 
tics. At thesamc time usability and product 
quality will be improved. developments which %%ill 
boost UK business, as they increase busirims com- 
pctiti%, cnc-,,, s. and also benefit the consumer. 
Indeed early and continuing ergonomics evalua- 
tion, if applied at the right times and with the 
appropriate level of sophistication. can give signifi- 
cant gains in the efficiency of the development 

pr(wess. thus accelerating the development ofa 
new and better products. 

0 
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Moty 

N TI fl, ý things we suggest are nei 
Ti"I Ple-criPtive nor definitive 

e don't tell yotj in detail 
ho- to evaluate yourown prod- 
ucts Our advke is generK, and 
cc)vm the basK factors. What 

Parts of it you choose to follow 

vAll vary, depending on your 
Product. it, possible users and 
the circumstances in which it,, 
used 

DesiwUnq sa" into products (31 

About this book 

What this handbook contains 

Who should read it 

What this handbook contains 
111% I1JIIdINX'k wIII help vow 
undcroand the i%%uc%invoIvcd in cirgonomit% c%alta, mmi. And their 
Importance in product safety 
gain competitiveadvanlagc from improvingyourevaluafion 

develop a more formal and valuablccvaluation prme%,. -@ 
The advice we givc is wide enough to be rclevivil to moo %C.. 14jr% and 
types ofpr(xluct%. SimilarIv it I,. adaptable enough to be u%cd b%- %niall 
and large companies alike. We show how ergonomics evaluation can 
help when you are: 

devc1opinga cornplctc4. new product concept (fi, rcxample mobile 

phones. car airbags) 
designing a new product within an existing contcpt (a new %tair gate) 

redesigning an existing product to incorporate a new: 

- function (multi-funclion infant carrier) 

- feature (cordless power tmds) 

- control/operaling procedure (remoic versus hands-on) 

- display (head-up car display) 

- mechanism (child resistant lighters) 

- structure (railings on the side o(A cot) 

Mr f, 11 ITItt. 11, 

Who should read it 
I III ý II. Ind N It ILI, . 11111M pr 1111.1111% 111' 1, NJ lit I tie btII -I IIaIt, III: 

read by design manager%, directors and marketing managcm - anyone 
who is concerned %ith product %jfc"-. If vou have a basic undcrmand- 
ing ofergonomics you %ill he familiar -ith some ofthe issues we dis- 

cuss. 



Design safety 
and ergonomics 

p proa( hc% to vroonorn( % rý aI ua I ion 

How evaluation can help youý competitive advantagie and commetoall 
gain 6 

Bringing safety into the product development process 

What should you evaluate? 

This handtxxik is atxltjt improving the %jfct%- of vour products. As we 
shall wc this canal%o mean crihinting the c1lecimcnem of vour prod- 
uct a, well as cumortivirconvicnicricc and -at isfaction. To understand 
how to do this we need to introduce the : onccpt% of design %afety. crIttv. 
nomics and evaluation. 
Safety (if a product his two brtmd corri[xinents. ConstrijavensaArn- 
depends tin appropriate Use (if materials, comIxinents that do Y, ^-d weaf 
out. qualitv tit manufacturing - invthing related to how the product is 
constructed. no matter whit the de-ign. All producer,, %hould have in - 
house totil qujlitv procedurcs, and access to test hou, t- ht iC Tic, t 

M ng for design safety sary. to ensure the construction safetv of their pn-] ý,, t, 
nclude testing for con. 
electrical. chemical 

Vesqpt. ustitv is determined bv whether the concept i Tid pt %:, %- Tii. o i. ýY, 

and materials safety Thew are a product providcsanvone who might cortic intotonlal with it a IC'mil 

outside the remit of this hand- of sifcty that might rei-AinabN be cxMted. This %ifetv should cticnd 
book to users. bystanders and even misu%cr% - for instance. children w1w) 

m. iy'pljy* with a product in a way not intended. 

Because we are interested in design safety weare interested in intcrjK- 

tions. The study of how people interact with products, lasks,. environ- 

goriorprit More imIx-irtantly. ments and (, other people is called eri, -& 
ergonomic,. use-. the knt)wWgc from such %tudv it, improve cIT"five- 
ness, efficiency. comfort, %all- fiction, healthand safe"- of peopical 
work. in the home, (in transiximandat leisure. 

Frvorromio ewiduation is a process that incortx-iraics ergonomics data. 

ý ,, ledge and testing within the whole design prixess. It helps %1M im 

, i, tjrc your product is reascinably safe for its intended mirand its 

,7ý te ndcd users 

, \tcnd such %jfct%- to include foreseeable misuse. including use by 

_! i intended users such is children 

'cntifi- those , it risk 

i, ntifv the likelihood of iniury 

ý-iritify the likely severity of any iniury 

Jilightix)ssible design improvements. 

Iii, handIxiok encourages you to see ergonomics evaluation as son%- 
thing which takes place throughout the design prtKcs& 



DESIGN SAFETY AND ERGONOMICS 

Approaches to ergonomics evaluation 
I ficic -it c fow iii. imaill-inuch"to ergomm m , -h- 

( lievking agmi%t miurte% tit ergionoinuo. dala and guitichnet (we page 
131 - ergonomic% data describe the phv%ical. motor anti cognitive tapa 
bilitiv, - o(humans. for in%tance a%vtage arm length. the hirte requited Io 
turn a handle, stride distance. reaction time% and mi (in. trgonomit, % 
guidehne% will be general design rules deri%vd to take account of the uWt 
- avoiding %harp edge%. colout coding of contrwil%. varving %urface temp- 
craturr%. Taking data and guideline-% into atcount %%-hen dc%igning will 
give yOu %omc basic paramocr% within whot h "vur produt I inuo rot in 
ortict to be usable. but are fairly limited in term% of %alety. Thm is 
because most data and guidelines are generic and they do not enable you 
lo take --pevific conditiom or emit"ninental fattor% into actount. 1hev 
don't allow for people*-. attitudei. ot pretonception% to a produt'i tit 
%afetv. and because thev don't cnablcycou to consider mimaw. They give 
Mandard information. but people rarely behave in standard way%.. 
'% lodelling (we page 151 - modelling invoh-es u%ing%ome kind of repre- 
%critation of potential users to asws-. a design. The reprowntation f or 
model ý can be papct-bawd or computcr-bawd and can repi-Cwtit the 
u%cr to varying level- - two- and three -dimensional models thmugh io 
dynamic computer nuAcl%. Modelling is most useful for assessing the 
phvsical'fit'bctwccn users and products. for instance. reach to controls. 
movement spaces around product%. and the lines of vision around a 
product. 
De-ognapprai%al (see page 16) - design appraisal in%-ol%v% &%. king people 
with some specialist knoMedge (often other than the design icano to 
assess a design or product. This aim% to proOdc an insight into the prod- 
uct. and particularly its. safety. which wivuld not be primcled by the 
design team alone. The assessors can be people with a background in 
safety or in a particular group o(producu, specialists with knowledge 

about a specific- groups of users (such as the elderly). or ubers them- 
sel%v. % such as those who ha%v experience with a product or even who 
fi-, N e never used it. 

,r trial% (see page 17) - this is the name we use to dmribc observing 
1 1, d ineasuringa %ample ol"users'car"ing out a task with a prtxluL(and 
a%%c%%ing how they do it. A user can be anyoncwho may potentially 
come into contacliArith the produo (Kv page 10 for w"-sof idcniiýing 
them). This is most useful for safety. as the tests can citudy resemble real 
life. User trials air %itsl ifyou want to understand how a product %ill he 

used. to understand how an accident ought happen. or to identify 
unknown hazards. and are generally necessary when there arc no 
dimtly applicable data. guidelines or nuidels. 



DESIGN SAFETY AND ERGONOMICS 

m Safety standards 
and regulations 
All prodmt%are %ub)e(t toa 
general Safety requirement by 
law. For many products there 
are European or even interna 
tional safety standards to help 

clarify safety requirements. 

How evaluation can help you: 
competitive advantage and commercial gain 
Any of the four approaches to evaluation can lead to improved usability, 
better interface%, presentation and styling as well as safoy. These improve- 
ments will help to make your products competitive and increase custorricr 
satisfaction. Further commercial advantages can also be realised by mak- 
ing ergonomics evalUation an integral part of your design process. 
You must consider the issue of compliance with standards and 
regulations. m 
Of course designers take these standards seriously, and companies makc 
sure that their products comply with regulations. But in many companics. 
this is where concern wit h sia fety starts a nd finishes: 'As long as we comply 
with the regulat ions and don't do anythingwrong, then we're doing our 
bit, aren't %ve? ' 

While standardsand regulations ensure a basic level of consumer safety, a 
higher level of safety can only be achieved by thorough and systematic c%A- 
uation of products. 
This guide encourages you to make safety an initial concern, from early 
prototypes onwards. Doing so saves costs and time. It is usually easier to 
adapt a product while it is still at an early design stage, rather than change 
it later. Sa fety 'designed in'costs less than safety'bolted on'. Although the 
up-front costs of ergonomic, - evaluations can seem high, they should be 
recouped through: 

increased sales 
t-cducccl alteration costs in later stages of design and manufacturing 
improved company and product image 

i, -duccd accidents and associated legal costs. 

i iýonomics evaluation is particularly helpful in sectors or product ranges 
where: 

there are few standards. A well-run evaluation process can help you 
become a best-practice company, ahead of the competition and in a 
position where you are not so much complying with standards as setting 
them. In some markets you could then advertise safety advantages. Fur- 
thermore, over time your record could lead to a good relationship with 
consumer groups, strong showings in consumer tests (eg Miic/Ornaga- 
zinc) and a word-of-mouth reputation for safety, with consequent 
,t rong commercial advantages. 
i cpilations are constantly changing. If you find yourself having to 
liange products or even manufacturing processes to comply with new 

i cgulations, then the costs involved can harni your competitivenes;. 
Your aim should be to get ahead of the game in terms ofsjfety, rather 
than being reactive. 
regulations vary throughout the world. If you are selling your product in 
different geographical markets, you may find that safety levels accepta- 
ble in one are insufficient in another. The ideal approach is to achieve 
safety levels that exceed the standards of the most stringent market. 
This may mean you need to work harder at safety than prcviowslý. 
Ergonomics evaluation will help you achieve this. 

Designing safety into products [6] 



DESIGN SAFETY AND ERGONOMICS 

1 

-uw needs 

4 

Bringing safety into the product 
development process 
-1 hercarca num1wr oi in 1w uwd it w lit Itig 
mletv into the produo doign jrtwe%%. and there are varimm %tage% At 
which thi% tan hapivii. 

The diagram Ivelow indit. ate% where ergonoinki, demp contulctat it iiii, Atid 
input, fit inwa t%jital pr4xitio do-dolment prcwm%: 

4 4 4 

34 
requiremntý 
& constraints 

etgonoms(s data 
engineering (eg CH IL DATA, 
constraints ADULTDATAI) 
legal and ergonomics 
regulatory guidelines 
controls 
accident statistics 

Designing safety into products (7) 

ICHILDATA Whondbooko(chiddrneims4sernents 

ondcapobekties is a cokmion of data on over 180 

"wasurements on chddren, aged from birth to 16 years 
from Europe and elsewtwe. pubkOwd by the DTI The 
data imhode anthroporn". strength. pvrhok)gKal 
chatactenstimcs and prodW -frLOW pedoninance TV* 
handbook is a deugrw*s resourve awned at immasw%g 
the use of ergonon-oK s data in desig" kx cMdrien 
AvaAable from R Rose. C AC P 1.4 G 9.1 Vktoria Street, 
London SWIMMT t*4017121SO343 

A sarAm pubk~ on aduft - ADULTDATA - 
wA be pubkshed at the end of 199 7 



INTRODUCTION 

DESIGN SAFETY AND ERGONOMICS 

What should you evaluate? 
I lic interaction Ict%% cc na product and it% uscr i%. ittc, t,. -d by fourfacitcom 

the Icattirc% ot thc prod tic t: structure, moving parts. lxi%%-ct -. AIur%; mcjm- 

ings, packaging, control%, displays, informat ion and instruct ion$, fiyaqp 
andancillary equipment 
the physicaland psychological characteristics of the u. wr (See di 
below) 

what the user wants to do with the product 
environmental factors stich as the visual. thermal and auditory enmew 
111clit" of' tiscand "oti'll omdll ioll%. 

>ý examples 

Personal characteristics 
Anthropometric static body measurements stature, weight. limb lengths, headqzt. hd"jSg3r 
characteristics dynamic measurements reach, moverwrit 

Strength momentary or sustained forces that can be exerted pushing strerwk iliw 4"jj* 
Motor skills psychornotor skills hand-c 

' s-c co-ordination, reaction ri"its 
gross motor skills movement, baliance. dipribing stairs 4 

Psychological characteristics perceptual abilities i, iviiiilpcrceptiotiiipt, i, ititlitori, lwrception 
cognitive abilities information processing relatedii to tabeffirkt, aumtkuL wý IF 

Experience and exposure of a product, environment or tasks vears of driving. use ofpewvr kvb 

Personality motivation, risk taking, perseverance, attitude 

Physiological characteristics fatigue, endurance, energy expenditure 

Behaviour skilled performance at tasks specific to a product 

Sensory characteristics vision, hearing, taste, smell, touch, sensitivity to temperature vibration 
and tolerance 

Socio-economic background related to exposure and experience with products. tasks or environrnents 
11"loing, 

Cultural differences physical, social, language 

Disabilities permanent and temporary conditions 
prtWtiancy, f9itigue, prescribeddrugs 

YOU IIILISt consider all of the above factor-, when evaluating safety. Ytvj 
shOLIId also look at everystage ofyour prodii,: t's lifecycle, embraciW 

nia n Li fact tire 
transport 
packaging 
ilssellibly 
installation 

use byal I pOtC [It i. 11 Ll,,. crs 
misuse by all powntial users 

torage 

maintenance 
cleaning 
dismantling 

d is po., -. 11 

re-use (second-hand life) 

recycling. 

Designing safety into products (81 





EVALUATION 
PROCESS 

nC hildreriand the elderly are 

VUlnerable where a fit and 
healthy adult may not be. This 

extra vulnerability, coupled 

with a lack of data on such 

groups, means that evaluatiwi 
is even more important. How 

ever, user trials can be more 

problematic with these groups. 
Interactions may not be under 

stood, questionnaires not prop 

erly filled in and instructioný 

not followed consistently. Witt) 

children there are also potential 

ethical problems in exposinq 

them to the risks ofa test proc e 

clure or, less obviously, encour 

aging a habit or interest in a 

product or product feature 

which WeWOUld not want them 

I -- . 1.1.11.1 

First steps in evaluation 

Identify all possible users 10 
Identify all possible users 
I hink about evervilotiv who mig ,,: 4: 111tonicinto on- 

Identify potential hazards 11 taO with vour proklLld. "I'lik mcans lookingat: 

Set performance criteria 11 intended users - your target market 
ioteiiii, iiiisers-(ittierpeolilc%%-hotiiightti%c 

Choose a method of evaluation II Ilic product 

*1 lic issues discussed in tile tollowing pages ire not 
prewntc(i as step-by-step instructions. They cover 
a kwncriý. procc%%, which vou can pick and k: hoose 
trom and adapt into an approach ofyour own. 
You don't riced to do everything we suggest, rior 
do 

. %-oil ticed to do things in this order, thotqh theý 
are arranged logicallý. 

In sonic areas we set out a best case scerwrio, and 
OICII OLItliIlC tile implications of concessionary 
,, tells away from it. Terfect' testing is not alwavs 
Possible ill the real world, where tinic, cost, pet 
sonnel resources and other factors nced to be 
taken into account. 

- unintended users- people who are not expcoed 
to use the prodUCt Illit inav come into contact 
with it am-wav, such as chlidt-cn. 

If this process identifies vulnerable ustrs (for 
instance children, the elderly, or people with spc- 
cial need. %), then vou must t. ot us on their uw (if the 
produam 
If your product will be used internationally. or b%- 
different cultures or groups within the simc coun- 
try, then the users may have differinL e\periences 
or previous c\posurc to it. These will affect the 
\\a\ 01C 11f oklM t 11 Ilk'I'Cl\ Cd 111d 111"d 

While this process is I illlCd I, rimari Iy at impro\ i r. ý 
satety, it will also contribute to whcr a, pctt, (it 
your des ign and 111.11111f. lCtUring I, i, idw, ýý 
im p roved prod uct qua I it yaII rou ýid. 
The first steps ill the CValLlJti0ll J'T, ý, t 11 JI I],!, !I 
tify aII possible users of your prOdUkA . 1114A tI It 111: 
potential Imiard, 'I"M 1 111 OIL III 111"'IC till "I'! 
1\ rc ot c\ III mt lwý 
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A list of intended users, potential users and unin- 
tended users, plus their characteristics, abilities and 
perceptions as they relate to the product. 

Designing a newproduct concept -a mobile ph,, i-y 
Intended users: adults from teenage upwards 
Other potential users: elderly, physically impaired 

Unintended users: small children 



SUGGESTED EVALUATION PROCESS 

), 'I ,, 
dWIT 

-t, e DI I see page 'S 

me and Leisure Acci 

dent ýurveillance Systems 

gqcord the details of consumer 

accidents treated at a sampleof 
hoWital Accident and Emer- 

grncy departments. Estimates 

01 wiguity rates and details of 

C&wsareavailat, ', 

basis (the syst-' 

on a Europear 

F&Waccident, 
the tjorne Ac 
Database 
Othier sources include 
. Moyal Society for the Preývn 
don of Accidents (RoSPA) 

. Child Accident Prevent-,, 
jeja (CAFrn 

. #4orne Office - fire Stat, ýI 
you could follow up rxin-fatal 
accidents by contacting the 
jr#M, rd person through ai 
awstxxtrwire, te4ephorw 
ipce- to-face interview. F ata 
accidents can be folloviied u i- 

, OsAng coroners'reports, 
stowpugh these can be diffic k 
go access and cororters often 
have scarce information on the 

,, wwotaccidents and product s 
irwokvd- 
AM cornipanws shotild keep a 

, *card of custornef complaint s 

, ndniptums, for good business 

, raMe FollovAng th- up 
.., lirywWonformationonpoten- 
tial hazwds 

FIRST STEPS IN EVALUATION 

Identify potential hazards 
AIII 1k 111.11C 0 CI N Illing . 11, mit vout vioduo 111,11 
,. otild go wi-mig or tic dangerous - Its jjjjarl%. it 
helps to look at them in a %trustured way an,. ] 
conic tip with a considered and thorough list. 

How to identify potential hazards 
There area number (if thing%you can do arid 
%ources of information youcan use to draw up., 
li, i of potential hazards: 

ik \iew regulat ions arid standard%. IfIhcscvv,! 
f, i vour prMuct. then some potential haiarýi, 
%%ill alreadyhavebecti identified and minimi., 11 
safety criteria %et (or thern. 

analý-se accident statistics tow. c what tNlc%,, t 
accidents are occurring, who is being imured. 
where, when and how, m 

- produce a user specification hased on your list 
of potential u. wr-. (%cc page 10) 

tiiiildups, -cnariosofht)%-. -diffcrcnttx-tiple 
might uwa product in differctit circunwancc, ý 
ob, cnc and analv, c ho%% imilar prmitio, arc 
ý I, k ki. m 

-i i ty out design jpjr. u%. d i %cc page I (, ) %% ith 
other thin the design team who nmý 

haxe in idea about the way the pnxluct will be 
used and its potcnlial h. wards. 

Set performance criteria 
Onki: N (ILI haitc .1h, I tit potclit 1.11 11.1'rarck. % ou 
must assess how likely thcý- are. Fhis is known as 
the element of risk. To do this you must set perfor- 
mance criteria for each hj7ard. These criteria are 
effectively design sMificitions which your prod- 
uct must meet so that hazards do not ooccur, and 
which will form the basis ofyour testing proce- 

durm (I tic llrtxcv. % tit %citing Ivotirmant 4* ýI itmia 
I% %hown a% an example willmi'llitirr Imak*. %cc 
11.18C 20. ) 
In ca%cs where it Imiard Lannoi tic completcly 
'designed oufand you kannot avoid minic level tit 
risik. then make the mom of otheir nicani, of atci- 
dcnt pro-cimon such a% nimmomm. labelling and 
%. Ili IN ohli'llion 

A list of potential hazard% 
re"nding pedotmam, (wrtia 

In the example of a child safety gate. a potential haz- 
ard might be the inadvertent operation of the catch 
by a child. The performance cf iteirion for this hazard 
would be that the catch cannot be opened by any 
child under five years old. 

If a hazard cannot be completely'designed out'. per- 
fotmance criteria may have to be set for an accepta- 
ble level of risk. For instance, a catch on a safety 
gatethatcan beopened by I O%of two-yeat-oldchil- 
dren would be an unacceptable risk. but a mecha- 
nism with. 001 % risk of a bruised finger might be 
acceptable. 

Choose a method of evaluation 
11"d I,, %smk, mt whidit% p, otc%., Ina 

tion best suits the ha/at-d%and uscr%you have idcn- 
tified. The chart on page 12 give% %onic example 
suggestions. We explain these evaluation method% 
in the ncxtwLlions. sourcm ofmore detailed 
information (in most of the nicthods dim-ribed 
here arc given in the bibliography (we page 29). 

M Hazard anatos 
jrea numbef of tech- 

niques that have been deve- 

I, oped specifically (of analys- 
ing the way in which people 

use products and identifying 

the cause of accidents. meth- 

ods such as task analyus, pre- 
diciive human effor analysis 

and link analysis A brief 

description of task analysis is 

given since it is a common 

and useful tool. Fcx more 
information see bibliography 

(page 29) 

in the context of design safety 
task analysis aims to analyse 
functions of the product and 

user during an interaction to 
help predict hazards and their 
solution. it is the systematic 
anallysis of what is required of 
the user during the operation 
Of a Product- to meet certain 
goals. This can include the 
physical or the information 
processing requirements of 
the uset to understand the 
ways accidentl are caused, 
The information gathered in 
task analysis can include: 
- theftecluencyandsequence 
of task$ 

the obfectives of each task 
how well perto"noxecrite. 

ria are met 

PANITWRgm to look at poten 
tw misuse. such as prople 

not folloiriring instructions cm 

&ppl" more force than not 

mal Of the task anafysh is 
based on observing a %an4Ar 

of uws, it is aknost ahva" 
best to tesist'd""Ing'usen 

t(theystantogowtong this 

is what you to after. after Al 

But d necessary you can help 

u%irrscompk4ralask fix 

exaffsple if they need to com 

plete ux"hing in order to 

progress onto the neKt task 

Designing safety into products IIII 

, priorlt*%arnongad0ferent 
tasks 
- wtut'troggen'realmation 
that a task must becarned out 
and understanding of how to 
perform that task 
- what information is 
required ot used fix cKh task 
and what decisions and 
chcwei are rnade 
- how tasks are ordered or 
grouped(hiciarc hK&I, c lustef 
ing, temporal or furxtkxW 
groups) 
- what comnson is-Awsor Wa. 
toonships between tasks 
tilletv. 



FIRST STEPS IN EVALUA T ". 

Evaluation chart 

access to hazard 
(by wholf, hodv ý, r 1, ý, i Jý 
part) 

reach through guardin% child climbing check against anthropornetric d" 
over a stair gate, finger in electrical socket user trials possibly with simitslated 

user% 

entrapment/jamming/ 
pinch i ng/shearing 
between moving parts fingers trapped in doors che(kaoain%tanthropometrK doitai, 
in an aperture head in cot sides Computer simulation, user Inalls 
between %tructures open stair% possibly with either simulated Ka. -Ardt 

impact 
LJýer into produ(t 
product into user insecure fittings 
powered slippinq with a power tool 
%harp vd(j#'% dnipp'nq f, 1111r)') 6,11fo rI riaK possibly with sinvillated 

users or product. or by protecting uww 
fall during test 
hotv"'on , %ok f, ill dov. n 
on same level slippery floor surface 
unstable product fall from stepladder 

Ingestion hazards 
toxic substances , loaning products usff trials. with simulated users 
choking rnall parts swalkywed by children 

Explosive hazards batteries. pressurised containers or 
mobile phones in contact with fire 

Fire hazards children's use of lighters, clothes ergonomics guide4irws, uw trial& 
in conta. " with naked flames technical evaluatxxi 

Electrical hazards not unplugging product before 
maintenance. handgrip too close 
to live component 

Thermal hazards contact with cooker surfaces. metal 
(extremes of ambient surfaces in extremes of heat or cold. fires 
and surface temperatures) and room heaters. radiators, freezer pans 

Vibration hazards sustained use of power tools 
ergonomics guidelirws, user tnah woft 

Noise hazards prolonged exposure to alarms 
simulated users, checking agamst dam 
on human exporsure rates. technical 
evaluation 

Chemical hazards carbon monoxide poisoning. cosmetics 

Radiation hazards checking against data on exposure rates 

Designing safety into products 112) 



SUGGESTED 
EVALUATION Checking against ergonomics PROCESS 

data and guidelines 

How and where data can help 13 

Limitations of using ergonomics data and 
guidelines 14 

How and where data can help 

Checking your product again. %I %landard 
ergorionlics data is a useful starting point 
for evaluating safety. Some c\ampIc-, are: 

EM M, 0 
:;!, j: 11 011 ji I safety pictograms tecognilion and (onipieliension byall users 

warning alarms recognition and comprehension by 
ýpv, ific occupational users 

Social supervision w(ognition of child hazards by adults, 
environment design of warning systems 

Physical window and make usable by adults, elderly and disabled 
environment door handles but inoperable by children 

public movement areas optimal movement space for general 
use and in emergencies 

Personal space machine guarding prevent access to hazard through or 
around guard 

stairs 

fireguard 

Product medicines 
and packaging 

infant soother or 
pacifier 

prevent tripping and falls 

prevent access and operation of 
catch by children 

make child resistant (inoperable and 
unat-tractive) whilst accessible to adults, 
elderly and the disabled 

prevent swallowing by child 

bicycle redch to pedals and handlebars, 
size of handlebars 

undet %tam linq ot t ol( )w i 
perception of hazards 

auditory perception 

adult knowledge/perception of child 
capabilities 

overhead reach height. opening strength 
specific behaviour related to window 
handles 

general ergonomics guidelines and national 
building regulations for movement spaces 

maximum and minimum adult finger size, 
hand size, pushing and pulling strength 

step height, balance, foot length 

child finger size, hand strength, pushing 
and pulling strength, specific behaviour 
related to mechanism 

opening strength, psychomotor skills, 
cognitive/problem solving abilities of 
all potential users 

mouth and throat %ize 

arm length, leg length, sitting height, 
hand size 
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SUGGESTED EVALUATION PROCESS 

CHECKING AGAINST ERGONOMICS DATA AND 
GUIDELINES 

Limitations of using ergonomics 
data and guidelines 
I 1wrearca nunflm,, t iuc, iý, bear in mind 
1, cf, ire using publOwd data and guidelinc,: 

mII iroponictric or strength data may Im% ch ccn 
mc. mircd on a different population to that for 
%%I mh you are dc%igning- Farly anthroponicti ik 

t lata were measured on military pcr%onncI 
fairly inappropriate for the wider population 
There are less, or less accessible. data on chil 
drcn and the elderly because the)- were not 
nceded for occupational or military c1csign. 
( ficA who the data were collected for. 

xithroponictric data can also be out of datt, 

, onic human characteristics changeover twý, 
for instance people arc bigger now than the) 
wcrc fifty ycar% ago. Check when the data were 
" ý] lected. 

i lic conditions in which 'performance' data are 
, ollcacd should bc%imilar to those in which 
they will hcapplied: task conditions (eg size and 
position of controls), environmental conditions 
(lighting, temperature) and social conditions 
(time of day) will affect how people will per- 
forni. For instance, opening strength nicasured 
on a ; cni diameter horizontal door handle can- 
not be applied with confidence to assessing the 
%trength required to open a 2cm %crcw-top ona 
drugs container 

ergonomics guidelines can sometimes be too 
general to apply with confidence, or else too 
specific to thcapplication for which the)- were 
, 1riginally derived. 

guidelines often do not take account of u%trs' 
psychological characteristics -their previous 
experience with a product, expectations, percep- 
tion of risk, attitude - which will all affect how a 
product is used. 

I )a ta tall . 11%41 qI ftcli he diffic III find I fid u'. C.... 
, k, t. I, I I, III It" 1 .1pIIý -', ) 

Identify data relevant to your product and its usen 
Turn these data into basic design pararneters. if no 
appropriate data are available, consider how such 
data could be measured or estimated. 

Redesigning an existing product to incorporate a 
new mechanism -a child-resistant lighter, 
The designer might look at data for- 

child finger and hand size 

children and adult grip strength 

chi Id cogn itive ca pabi lities with preventiondeviices 

motivation to explore and play with the p"xkKt 
When you have found useful data. check when they 
werecollected and who they were measured on, and 
make sure you used the most up-to-date, appolicabir 
and reliable source. 
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SuGGIST( 
IVALUATIO'. Modelling 
"OCESS 

Nimidling in%-ol%vs u%cr reprewntation. usually to 
a%%c%% the phy%ical 'fit' of the pf-oduct to the u%cr. 
Methods include two- and three-dimensional 
computer modelling to evaluate. for m%tanic. 
reach to control%. moverneril %pace% around 
produo%, and lines. of vi%ion around a product. 
Modelling mcIhod% can be quick. cheapand %imple 
to use and can provide early answer% to qm, %t ion k 

"ah Ownselves (WT of fit and avoid the need for user trial%. w 
can orrfolve an ele- Two- and three-dimensional technique% in, ImIc 

., ode"intlhatsome- 
WqW it maybe necessary tou,, %tatic and moveable mannequin% and durnnuc%. 

a "Presem~ of the use( The limitations (if thesc techniques are: 
becAIWWcP(@ft%'ca1Or Fwact1cal thevusuallyonly rcprc%cnt aw. lectionof the 
mwkikxis (w"Oting a bok, 

p, q, 
ýwuljt ion, youare designing for 

&0" c,,, wtesting onstw 

'WV a rkkw kw instance). I i lie usefulness of dummies and mannequin% 
0,, efermcitoas simulatim dclicrids on how relevant the anthrotiorrictric 
,W tnalt and, s divussed d, itj on which they arc based are to your design 

. 
heck thcdata they arc based tin 

thcv cannot account for human behavioural ot 
psychological characteristics and the cffcct thcN 
have on safety. for instance the effect that mot i 
vation and stretching can have on maximum 
reach. 

Com rnerc ially- available computcruiftware 
enables des igncr-% to model some aspects ofthe 
product/uscr interaction. Most programs contain 
a model of the user which can be manipulated to 
some degree. These vary from stick drawings to 
Virtual Reality. Program, can model dimensional 
fit between the human. product and environment. 
force exertions and the cffects of manual handling 
on the body. 

Computer modelling i% "unt uwful when you arc 
a%%e%%inglif - the we of the pnidw. 1%. trath. 
movement and visual field%. Advantage% ire: 
- the abilitv to vi%ualiwý thinp clearly 
- the Ability to calculate %afely folerankm (lot 

inoantc the minimum thoance allowed 
howrrn the u%cr and a moving pariof a 
product) 

" modek can be rc-uw. d and adapted indefinitely 

" evaluation% are quick once modch, are c, %tab- 
h%hed 

" the ability it, integrate with other compuict 
technique, % such as (AD, and prew-niaison 
%4111warc 

" low running costs after initial purchase. 
Disadvantage% are. 

- models. mav havv unrealistic or limited 

mo%vffwnj 
"k'-ura"dcpcnd% on the data (in which the 
vttWarn is hawd 

goting the nwdelling %tarled can be time. 
,, ln%uming. 
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SUGGE ,IIý, 
EVALUA I Design appraisal PROCESS 

Dc%ign appraisal uses the knowlcdgcand insight of 
groups ot . people. usually other than the design 
team, to give in alternative view of the design and 
its sat'Cly. This Call lie c%pecially useful in iticritify- 
ing ha/ards or u%ability problems that the design 
team will not havc predicted. I )csign appraisal will 
rarely provide any 'measurements' (if safety or 
quantifiabic results, for instance that all elderly 
pcoplc will lie able to operate a fire extinguisher. 

Appraisals work best when they bring together a 
pancl drawn from as nianyas possible of- 

crgononiists 
safely professionals 

engineers 
other designers 

experts in the product (manufacturers, suppli- 
ers, installers, repairers, servicers) 

cxpcrts in the environment (school teachers, 
gardeners, residential care suppliers) 

experts in the task (parents, DI Y enthusiasts) 
experts in the user groups (nurscrýy staff, carers) 
existing users 

new/potential consumers 

people who have sonic experience with the 
product, the task, the environment or in design 

appraisals 

- people who have experienced injuries or diffi- 
culties with similar products. 

Design appraisal techniques include: 

Interviews 
Show the appraisal panel your design, or ask them 
to use it, and then interview them for their impres- 

%ionsand views. Interviews can be structured or 
%crni-%tructured, but need to focus on safety issues. 

Focusgroups 

Lead ail open and/or focused discussion of the 
product, stimulating ideas and thoughts. Focus 

groups usually work best with real or potential 
users of the product. who may be unused to other 
a%sessment techniques or to safety issues. 

Checklists 

Ask the appraisal panel to provide lists of factors 

relating to safety. Thest can be: 

hecked against for a particular product 

used to stimulate ideas if people arc new to the 

. q, prji. sjl process 

ict urned to later in the evaluat ion process. 

Walk-throughs 

The appraisal pand 'walks- through'imaginarv 
tasks orscenario. % to highlight tx)tcntiil prob1cm. 

Participative methods 
These focus 'u%cr' appraiscrs' attention on dcmttn 
issuesand call on their intuitive knowledge ofthe 
product or task. Typical exercises include: 

word map - participants volunteer words awki- 
ated with the product in order to suggest poten- 
tial problems 

round robin - an open -ended questionnaire is 
passed around in which each person his to find 
a new answer to each design problem 
users are asked to draw their own version of 
how the product is used 

ergonomics issues are discussed. then users 
draw their own ideal solutions to the design 
problem which are again presented and dis- 
cussed 

solutions arc sought by working in paim firm 
drawing the design. then working through to 
modelling layouts and building mock-ups. 

The results of thm- exercises can then be used in 
user trials, if appropriate. 
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SUGGESTED 
EVALUATION 
potoclss 

V ou must consider the'qual- 

4y- of the results you obtain. 
CKOBMV, wtwn evaluating prod 

Uct Salley. largely consists of 

mubility and validity. 

. refiability is the extent to 

vowr, h ttw sarne results would 

be obtained d the test were 

#Vpeated 
. , abday rs the extent to which 

aw results truly represent what 

ttwyamsupposedtoberneasur 
in% 

, rhew factors are discussed - 

,, xwe detail on page 22. 

gog~ with ways of increa, 

ing both 

User trials 

Choose your users 

Prepare the test 

Collect the results 

Working out statistical significance 

Applying test results 

pie. but low becauitc they may bevoincow-famil- 
17 tat with itencral "inomnot and. wfety ittmov, tit 
is with the testinit pttxc%% anti. at, a trituh. mav %caw 

to be teprritentativc of tht- c%ctitmi I m-rt% A itidinp 
22 may have little validt t,! a 

24 

2S 

User testing can be defined a% any evaluation pro- 
cm-. where the user is represented in the test. This 
most commonly takes the form of user trial%. 
where a sample of subiclas, reprc%critative of the 
intended user%. is observed using the product or 
carrying out an example of a task. Ilic ob%crvation 
can be of'natural u%c'or can be controlled so that 
measurements can be taken. Sometime% it may be 
necessary to simulate some or all of the featurm of 
the user. product, task or environmental condi- 
tion% twcausc of practical or ethical reNtrioion%. 

Choose your users 
Ensuring a representative sample of users 
It is clearly helpful to have a sample as representa- 
tivc as possible of all potential users. 
Howevcr, to make this feasible, it helps to think 
about what characteristics arc impt-irtant. Tbink 
about what 'represcritative* actually means in rela- 
tion to the tasks you intend to test. For example. a 
person's physical characteristics %ill have little 
bearing on how they interpret safety labelling, but 
their literacy and educational levels. %ocio-cco- 
nomic background, first language, prior expcri- 
encc and preconceptions of the product will 
almost certainly be critical. 

Recruiting users 
Recruiting users can be difficult. You need to cast 
your net wide enough to gather a sufficient range, 
yet small enough to recruit quickly and efficiently. 
Users can come from an existing group such as 
member-. of clubs or residents of a specific area. 
Advertising can he used to attract subiects. I low- 
ever this involves sel (-selection (people'% knowl- 

edge of their own characteristics is oficn 
un rcl ijbic, d uc to forget ful ness or tendencies to 
exaggerate or undcrcstimatc), and produces a cer- 
tain i%jc of subiect - motivated. but not necc%%ar- 
ily for the right reasons. You can always di%count 
the results from inappropriate people after the 
test. but this is not an cfficicni approach. 
You could keep a permanent 'ba nk'o(uscrs. You 
will gain from having experienced. available peo- 
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How many toch(x)-.,, 
You'll need enoulth uwt% to en%ure Mietble and 
valid results. If yout %ample i% too,, mall then the 
res. uh% may not he a very gotxl prediown (it what 
would happen in real life. There may n(v(bc 
enough variation (%irc. %ircrigth. attitudek). and 
there could he di%proponionate influence from 
%onwonc whow performance is very different to 
the'norm*. 

The'right numbet'depend% (in what i% being 
tested. While generally the more the better. it is 
not worth increasing %uhiecl number, % past the 
point where no new information is being gathered 
or where reliability is not being improved. 
Research sugg"s that i(you are collecting'opin- 
ions'. then a% few a% five u%cn will do for any -pe- 
cific group (el; i(vour %ample i-. all - ternale. the 
results can only predict lemalc performance). 
Such results best indicate idea% or t rends. and are 
most useful whcnvou are looking to generate 
design imprm-cments. identily potential prob- 
lcms, or for initial %tages ofevaluation. 
If you arc after more specific or critical data. then a 
mi"triturit of 10 people n recommended for'infor- 
mal'test ing (where statistical significance will not 
be assessed). and 15-20 (or'lormal' testing (where 
statistical significance is imporlant). 
On page 24 %%v discuss %tatntical --ignifitancc, and 
c%iraix, olating the findings o(a sample into popula- 
t ion -wide Judgements. 

Motivating your sample of users 
People%. all itudes to %afety. and their reauins and 
motivations. for taking part in )*our test may affect 
their performance. They may make thinjp% w-cm 
more o(a ri&k than they are. or ignore prublems in 
order to appear co-operative. You will need to he 

on your guard for these thin&%. and account (tit 
them in the way you plan your te-a- 
Evaluating (or safety often mean% vOu want people 
io %how extretnei, ofabilitics (it behaviour. (, it 
example their maximum pu%hing %trengili or Uat - 
esi reaction times. Your result, % will depend on 

whether peopic arc motivated to produce their 

maximum cffori- Thi% Lan lic liarlh. ulArl%- ull 
for children. who may not undcrilAnd m%trut 

I ions. tit (or the elderly. who may (car mitify or 
over-excilion. 



a Regardless of how safe the 
actual experiment may be, you 
should not exposechildren toa 
potentially hazardous product 
or feature until they are old 
enough to understand its dan- 

gers. Otherwise any exposure is 
likely to raise their interest in a 
product. Tests in such a case 
could therefore be disguised so 
that children cannot connect 
what they see and use to real 
life. 

V, k ups are cheap and easy 
test products. particuh0v 

varly design stages" I-, 
full product cannot be mant, ' 
tured. You only need to mo, 
the aspects you are testing 
instance, if you are testing I-- 
bility the mock-up doesn't n- 
operational controls but w-ý 
need to be the correct 
your test will look at all 
use, including mainten 
assembly and disassen,! 
the mock-up should be, rit", 
and mechanically fully func - 
tional. Factors that can be 

mocked up indude 

product clim, 
weight 

productstal, ý 
dynamics betvv, -n kj%v(, w, j 
product 

power source 

moving parts 

surface and texture 

posit ionandortentationolpro< I 
uct in relation to the 

environment 

positionandorientationofpro(t 
uct in relation to the user 

dimensions of controls 

resistance ofconlrols 
design and realism of display% 
information and labelling 

styling. 

UAK I HIALý. 

You can actively encourage Ivople, give them feed- 
back to let them know how well they are doing or 
offer rovard%/incoitives, m) long as this is the same 
for all users anti does not put 1hern at risk of injury. 

How much to tell them 
(tive everyone consistent instructions and infor- 
ination. so that you can compare performance on 
equal terms. I'lan the information you're going to 
give, and keepa written record in case more than 
title person is ru nni ng tests. 

Fthically, you should tell people exactly what the 
test will involve, and obtain their written consent. 
I lowcvcr, there are times when providing full 
information may compromist the ti-%cfulnc%. % ot 
the test. For instance, you may be looking at in 
unsafe behaviour such as whether people unpltjý 
electrical equipment before maintenince, or ho%% 
far they arc willing to ovcr-reach when using stel, 
ladders. Here the conditions of the experiment 
need to bc as natural as possib1c: you may necd i fic 

subjects to be unaware they are being obscr% td. ,i 
you may have to disguise the real experiment 
This lack of openness about the reasons for th, t,, t 
i, a u%cful tactic but can only be iustified if- 

t lie results cannot bc collected any other way 
ti, ers will not bc induced todo something they 
%% ould not otherwise agree to 
the iiiii, tirtanceofthcrcsultsitistificsl. ickt)f 

h'' " 

A large-enough sample of users, who represent 
potential users, aremotivated. havenoorfewprec 

ceptions about the product and who understand 

Rede%upimy an existingproduct to incorpororea 
new function -a multi-purpose inforit corrier. 

In this example, a designer wants to test how easily a 
child carrier can be secured into a car seat. An infor- 
mal test is developed using a doll instead of a child. 
and two groups of subjects are recruited. The first is 

a sample of ten parents from a local playgroup and 
the second is ten new parents from an ante-natal 
class. There are 15 women and 5 men; one is physi- 
cally disabled, and one is visually- impaired. Their 

ages range from 17 to 42. 

The purpose of the test is explained to them from a 
prepared set of instructions. They are encouraged to 
be as'rough'on the carrier as possible. 
The same group is reconvened at later stages to test 
improved designs. 
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Prepare the test 
How realistic can you be? - using simulation 

Thecloser to real- life conditions)-ourtem is. the 
more useful your result%arc likeh, to be. But mmne- 
times a 'real' interaction is impomibic, boýauwo( 
practical or ethical restrictions. In such cases 
need to simulate aspects of the test. 

Rcasons for simulation includc: 

" vou cannot make a full working model of the 
product 

" you cannot find a representativc sample of uwn 
" there are ethical restrictions a% to what vou can 

. i%k people to do (particulirly children, the elld. 
LAV and disabled) 

i here are practical restrictions on what vvvu can 

. i, 
k people to do, such as children who cann(A 

understand instructions 

i here are time limitations where, for instance. 

, miething necds to be used for longer periods 
,r more frequently thin is feasible to ask pccl* 
i hazard cannot be tested on people. such as 
head entrapment or the ability of the bo& to 
withstand in impact. 

The aim of any simulation is to ensurea safe. ethi. 
cal and efficient test while maintaining enough 
realism, reliability and validity and thusapplic&W- 
ity of results (these issues arc discussed on page 

-5). 
The maior requirement of any simutatitm is 

that you must account for all features, which.. ould 
affect the human-product interaction. For 

instance, finger probes used to test gap% in a fire 

guard should not only cover the range of finger 

, izes and shapes, but should also account for the 
force with which a finger would be pu%W and the 
resistance of the materials in the probeand gtunt 

simulation is often thought of as iust making a 
mock-up of the pr(Auct m. But vou can Asti simu- 
1.1te: 

User characteristics 

-i nthro[xmictric variablc% (whole lxxh-. btAy 
art) 
trength 

impacts on the body 

- movement (whole txxly. NAY part) 

,,, -Ight (impact, weight distribution. dýmami-c 
-ading) 

T, i,, ks 

peration of controls 
m/ardous contents or materials 
mergencyconditions 

distaticcofmovement 
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PrcWuct characteristics 
packaging 
controls 
displays 

" site 
" weight 
" dmarnic characteristics 
" phýsical contact points 
" power source 

Environmental conditions 
temperature 

noise 

vibration 
interactions %ith other producis. 

Where to test 
As %ith the considerations above. the location of 
ývur test %ill affect the u-. cfulnc-. -. of vour re%ulti. 
Environmental factors and condii wn, -m h., \, 
serious effect on %afrty. For insum, 

- cmironmcnialcondition% 

- temperature: extreme tcrnivratutc% tan if let i 
motor skills such as dcxtcrit-, - 

- visual conditions: glare. or general ambient 
lighting can affect %isual performance 

- noise: background noise can affect reaction 
times to auditory warnings 

- vibration: vibration of machinery can affect 
motor skills 

- :, )ndit ions of usc 
indoor-Jouldoors: weather conditions, 1cr- 
rain, lighting 
homc/work: use will be different due to 
responsibility to othcm ownership o(prod- 
U4. ts 

super%ision and training7 will the product be 
used without formal training or %upervi%ion 
supporting literature: %ill instructionstlabel- 
ling usually accompany the product 

- power supply: a real po%,, t upj, 1% , dl. ittt, i 
the way a prtxltj,. t i% tjwd 
s.. ial condition% 
j, rivaIc/puhli%: /obw. r% td: use will be diftcT (w 
according to who cl%c is present 
group use: group effects can include qu t, ý, i 
use, tornpoitivenevs. distraction. 

Ideally tems %hould be held in rcalimio. %, tindition%. 
4v(lcn calW field %-qvrk - thc h%imc. winkplatc. 
wevi (it %-hool. I however thi% i% often imprattkal. 
and you nmy need to carry oul your tomik in a 'Ish- 
oratory' envitorimcm. either in viltir %mmllanO, (a- 
Olm" m at a mic provided b). a third party. Hoth 
real-life %iluation% and laboiratory reph, ation, ohave 
advantagn and di%advantages (we dialtram on 
page 21 ). 

Erponornicoi and %afety comultantoi and other b4id- 
ics may be able to provide lacilitico, (tit w%ting. 
!. u,. h a% %uite% with video i- recording and one-way 
mirtor wrvices (we pagc . 18). 

Prepare your questions and tasks 
Although by now ýou ha%v idmilited what hai - 
ard, - exim, what level of ri%k m actcpiablc and what 
performance criteria tow, 1. it help% to formalme 
the quc%tions you %ill he asking and the taAs you 
%ill be %citing in your user trials. 

% %ill help: 
Isminate wasted time during the test 

make sure everyone complet" the same laslu 

oincentratc the test on ergonomic% and safety 
lactors and avoid redundant We issues. 

1(you do not do this, you mav end up with a room 
full of people all looking at dificrirnt aspc%: ts of 
your product. unsure what exactly they're %up- 
posed to be lesting and getting sidetracked into 
aesthetic value iudgcment% about whether they 
'like'thc product. 

You should already have set vour performance cri- 
tcria whiiLh dirfine whether your product will be 

safe(seepagesiland. l. U%ing thew, start gcncr- 
ating general questions about the way the product 
will be used, and try to turn these into %jvcific 
question%. The ta4o. youse people to do in the 
user trials should answer these %pccific questions. 
This process is shown on the next page using the 
example o(designing a stair gate (more informa- 
tion tin how towloa mca%urcments i% given in 
Ak". 41 LI 11i, I 'tit 0.11111 I(Al %1ý1101-111, C, IM '4 1 
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Generating performance criteria and test questions 
for eva I uation of a stair safety gate 

ý IWWJAVý ý 

( hild qetý pw't tilt, "talf gate 

Child op*ns lock Is lock operable by 
children? 

Child climbs over gate Can children climb over 
gate? 

Child pushes or pulls 
gate open 

Can children push or pull 
gate open 7 

Child gets stuck in the stairgate 
Child forces head/arm/ Can a child's head/arm/ 
hand/foot through gap(s) hand/foot pass through 

any gap and get stuck? 

No child in a specified age 
group should be able to 
open catch 

No child should be able to 
climb over gate or get 
injured trying to 

No child should be able to 
push or pull gate open 

i f-TaTI 

Define 'operable' 

What is a successful climb 
and how likely is a fall? 

Define'open' 

rime to open. amount 
opened 

Time to climb. stabfty 
of gate and child 
cluting climb 

Time to opm amount 
opened 

Ideally no child should be able What is maximum size of Specify mininturn head 
to pass their head/any part of gaps that prevents head/ size/body part to be 
body into gap and if they can body part of smallest child excluded and use dKa 
without risk of injury entering? What level of (eg CHILDATN) ot 

entrapment may cause injury? replicas to test gaps 

Child's limb is pinched by the stair gate 
Child pinches armthand/ Are there any moving parts No child should be able to 
finger/leg /to* in gate where child's arm/hand/ insert their finger/leg/toe 
or lock finger/leg/toe could get into any moving parts 

caught? 

Adult gets stuck in the stair gate 
Adult forces arrn/leg Can an adult's arm/leg pass 
through gap(s) through any gap? 

Adult falls over the stair gate 
Adult climbs over gate How easily can an adult 
when in place climb over the gate? 

No adult should be able to 
insert an arm or leg in any 
gap 

Can the smallest/largest 
child reach moving parts? 
Can the smallest child 
insert a fingerAeg/toe? 
What cognitive elements are 
involved? 

What level of entrapment is 
likely to cause injury? 
What is the maximum gap 
that still prevents the arm/ 
hand of the smallest adult 
entering? 

Check anthroponw" 
data (eg CHILDATA)to 
assess reach and test 
ability to reach or 
access pans 

Specify the rimnuTwm 
hand/foot size to be 
excluded and use dau 
(eg ADULTDATAI or 
replicas to test gaps 

ideally all adults should be 
ableto climb over the gate 
with acceptable ease 

Adult hurts themselves assembling the stair gate 

What is considered a 
successful climb? 
Can those users likely 
to fall be identified? 

Ease of assembly How could injuries occur All adults should be able to identify assembly tasks and 
during assembly? assemble the gate with no rate of occurrence. If safe 

risk of injury assembly is achievable by 
some users, identify which 
may have difficulty 
(eg elderly) 

ICEN committee TC2S2 are drafting a European safety standard on stair gates which addresses these issues 

'see page 7 

Time taken to 
successfully climb ovet 
Identify diffefences 
in climbing ability and 
techniques between 
adults 

identify differences in 
assembly ability 
between adults, 
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Types of testing: real life versus laboratory 

kdhm 

L----- 

Control 

Generality 

Bias 

Repeatability 

the vatiables that affe(t the use of the 
product lother people, equipment and 
~ronment) are represonted as ttwy 
would be in r" We 

ttw@ is a Lack of control over exte"wl 
facors 

Comparing designs 

Practicalities 

Time and resources 

Equipment 

.II.. - . 11 -IýI.!!, 
recreated in the laboratory but some 
realism will always be lost 

important variables can be controlled 
but it is difficult to control ewrrhing 

It is easier to generalise to mat We an arthficial situation reduces the 
ability to genef allse and therefore 
validity 

there is least bias as there is less control controlling variables can lead to bias 
over other variables 

as mh situation only happens once, 
repeating rnakes, the situation artificial 

it*s difrKuh to compare alternative 
designs in a real life situation because 
subtects, get used to the product and 
realism is lost d ttwy repeat the task 

it can be difficult to set up and run 

It can be time consuming to run 
evaluations in real Ide due to the 
availability of situations to obserw 

experimental and recording equipment 
needs to portable, and technical support 
may haw to be taken to the site 

the evaluation is repeatable as the 
equiprnent and subjects are available. 
allowing more analysis or tests to be 
done if necessary 

experimental is repeatable as the 
make comparisons between 
alternative designs 

it's much easier to set up and run 
evaluations in real-life situations 

recreating conditions in the 
laboratory can be expensive 
especially if special equipnwnt and 
rigs have to be built 

expetirnental'space'can be designed 
to suit the evaluation and technical 
support is on hwW 

Users users may be found more easily 'in-sft' you can establish &'bank'of users who 
if they are specific to the environment are used to going to one laboratory. 
eg children and carers in a playground, so long as familiarity Is not an Issue 
but d they're not in - srtu. you need to 
consider how practical it is for people to 
get them 

Confidentiality confidentiality and stKurity can be a the product can be kept In private and 
problem as the product needs to be taken secure conditions 
out to the public 
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Selecting variables 
By identifying hazards or hazard scenario% (see 
page II), you can specify the behaviours that 
might be found in normal safe use ofthe product 
that have some level of risk associated with it - 
cithcracceptable or unacceptable - and in the mis- 
use tit' the prodtio. Fxamples of each of thew type% 

behaviourare: 

reaching out to the side when on a stepladder 
not unpluggingan electrical appliance before 

cleaning it 

undesirable opening of a container by a child. 
For some products there is only one behaviour or 
interaction of intere%t for safety - for example, can 
children under tive years reach a window catch? 
For other products there may be several critical 
behaviours or interactions; with a stepladder we 
might want to know how far people are prepared 
to reach sideways, how high they go willingly, and 
whether they lock the stepladder correctly. Identi- 
fying them, bchaviours helps us decide what will be 

our measures of safe performance - in expcrimen- 
tal design these are called dependent variables. Our 

examples could be: 

the distance subiects are freely prepared to reach 
sideways 
the proportion of times a sample of users do not 
unplug the appliance 
the average time taken by children to open the 
container, and the success rate at opening the 
container. 

It is not enough only to test and measure the 
dependent variables. We need to consider all of 
the hazards and risks associated with a product in 
use and measure them. Examples of these might 
bt: the stepladder does not tip up when anybodý 
reaches out as far as they are prepared to; the appli- 
ance is only left plugged in on 511ýn of occasions; 
99% of children aged 2-3 years cannot open the 
container in ten minutes. 
While our measurements (dependent variables) 
tell us how safe t tie design is we have to decide 
which factor% influence behaviour and interac- 
tions; howsafe the design is. In experimental 
design these are called independent variable& They 
can be any aspect of the product design, person, 
environment or circumstances of use. Our exam- 
ple% could be: 

the width of stepladder treads 
the sim of warningon the appliance 

the diameter of the container closure 

In user trials we systernatically manipulate the kew 
independent variables and record how the comt"- 
nations of thewalfect the critical beha%iours - ouf 
measurements or detwndent variables. 

Collect the results 
The way you collect results should intrude as littk- 
po%sible into the test, while getting all the inforrrm- 
tion you need. The following three methods are in 
increasing order of intrusion: 

Directly recording users'actions 
This involves an observer noting and interpreting 
the users'actions or else making a record to he 
interpreted later. 

Work out beforehand what to record. and what 
not to record. This will helpyou avoid the prob- 
lems of having too much to analy%c. or not being 

able to keep pace with the speed or amount of 
events. 
Recording methods include: 

Hidden or unobtrusive observation - otirserve 
users from another location through either tmve- 
way mirrors or cameras. This encourages natu- 
ral behaviour (if the camera is hidden). but be 
aware of the ethics of not telling someone thev 
are being observed. If you do tell them then the 
point of being hidden may be diluted. 
Paper-based recording - u%c prepared recording 
sheets, with as man)- tick boxes, codes. marking 
diagrams and other short-cuts as po. %iblc. Train 
the people who will be recording, andassm 
them against a standard and each other to make 
sure they are consistent. 
Video recording - allows repeated jna4-siS, and 
is good for things that happen quickly or %%+ten 
several things happen at once. Useful for precise 
measurements of parameters such as reach. 
time, height and distance. Video recording can 
be public or hidden. Do not iust video every- 
thing and assume you'll get round toanalysing 
it later - analysing a video can take up to ten 
times as long as the event itself. 
Automated data collection - there are computer 
and mechanical methods fc)r collecting hunun 
performance data (heart rate. oxygen uptake I 
and product performance data (stress ina strw- 
ture). These may have to be developed sMifi- 
cal4l for each application, though some 
commercial versions exist such as equipment to 
record eye-movenient. 
Automatic event recording- these techniques 
record specified events such as theactivation 4 
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0 ouostionnaires 
t. 1,,, ýt, onnaife should moti- 

_1 I, I-ople and elicit accurate 

apd full responses. 

pilot your questionnaire. first 

on colleagues to highlight basic 

ptobk, rns and then on a sample 

of users. Use these basic guide- 

broes: 

. &rrange questions in an order 

tt, at is logical from the point of 

w, ew of the person filling it in 

use filter questions Cif'no' 

gg) to question seven'etc) to 

guide respondents past inappli 

cable questions, which other- 

Wirise can de-motivate them 

. questions should be: short. 

clear. unambiguous, specific, 

precise. non-leading, avoid 

blas, based on real information 

(, voiding hypothetical ques- 

tions) 
. questions can be: factual 

(yes/no), mutually exclusive 

(what type of product was 

used). multiple (what was the 

product used for), of responses 

(,, rho the product is used by, 

how often and why), open 

en, ded (allows unrestricted 

response, but means more 

effort later in interpreting and 

collating results), and closed 

(people can only choose one 

specific answer). You must 

cover all possible answers. 

jin, juding'other'and'dcm't 

kpow'categories. This may 

bias or force an answer, but it 

does allow easier analysis. and 

gerwates more meaningful 

responses. 

(See bibliography for more 

guidance on questionnaire 

design). 
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a movement %cn%or. the force imparictl between 
product and u. %cr. rc. i,. h lwý-omd tcrum dis- 
lancesand %o on. Again thc%c timialk- have to be 
do-cloped spccifically for cach applikalion. 

Users recording their own actions 
These rnethod- rely on uscrscitherrccordingor 
interpreting their own actions. Theyarc u%eful for 
field work, assessing use over longer time pcriods 
and in gain ing'honcst' assessments ofa product. 

Commentary - ask the user to comnicrit on 
what Ilicyarc doing and thinking during a task, 
the information the)- are u%ingand the decisions 
tho-are making (krum-n as protocol analysis). 
They should give concurrent, unprompted and 
natural description%. This is different to inter- 

which are interviewcr-led and which can 
he focused more on strategies than proccws, 
Bear in mind it can he time-con, unimýand do 
f 1, tilt to interpret commentaries. 
Pi ivate video Nxiths -encourage u%cT, ý to di, 

tuss their use ofa product in a more openand 
honest manner than if interviewed. The user is 
left alone with a camera to explain their behav- 
iour and preferences without any outside inter- 

tL'TCIICC. 

I )1. iries- userscan wlf- record their behaviour 

in i diary overlonger periods than is possible in 

,m obscrved test. Alt ernatively tags can be placed 
on the product for them to fill in regularly. 1-c-, s 
information can bc recorded in this way. and 
tags can he difficult to u%c, but it does enable 
naturalistic use of the product in a real environ- 
ment without any intrusive obscrvation. Diarýy 

rneth(ucls are particularly useful for recording 
information such as frequency, time, circum 
-stances of activity and use in combination %%it h 

other products. 

Recording users'opinions 
These methods ask users for theirverdicts in a 
structured format. Use them when: 

there are no direct measures of safet)-availabic 
% ou want to back up direct pert . ormance meas. 
urc% with subiective data 

you want to find out attitudes towards using a 
pr(Auct - for example asking people whether 
thev follow instruction latx-Is. 

You will find thew method% dcmribcd in detail in 
a tit mibcr of standard text% (%cc bibliogrjphý' jmýc 

, ome of the meth(wJ% include: 

kmiking- ask users to rank list% ofdcsign 
, pt ions (different tylv% ofcontrols, handle 
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mclhod-- ola%%cilibly) in otiler tit ptclcr 
ence againm %c%, ct. i I . ritctia (ca%c 411 uw. tom 
lort. %atdv). I )o not ask- them tit rank more Olin 

Ill tie opt I. on% at a time, ( )ften only the ranking, % 
at either end (if the %talc call lic con%idered of 
most value. 
Rating- a%k users to tat con a wile (u%ua I1 1-5 

(it 1-7) how thcý- feel alout m. ioicihing. Ali 
example is Liken %4. alc%. where people are asked 
to re%j-, ond 14) %latenient% %%I,. h as'thc calt, h I% 
ca%v to opcn* u%inga scale oI pomble all, wets. A 
5-point Likert %tile may lv: ", I ronglyagrec - 
agree- uncertain- di%agree %Ironglydi%agrcc*. 
Rating with an c%, cn nunilicr of point% (ic 
no neutral point ) -.. in he u%cd it) force it deci- 

%ion. Rating is lc%% %cnsiti%, c to diffcrences 
1-vetween oplion% than I% ranking. but allow% you 
to calculate the absolute position% on a scale 
i clated to each criterion. 
Paired comparisons -a powerful methocl where 
cvm. possible combinat ion ofpair% of design 

options is presented to the u%cr% in lurn. Thc 
users must say whik h option of each pair licst 

meet% the particular criterion. For in%tancc, if 
we wanted uscr% to evaluate the comfim of four 
hicycle %cats (A, B. C, 1) 1, we would ask cat h 
user to sav which I% more comfortable out (it the 
possible pairs (A/B. C/D, AM, H/C andso (in). 
Once all comparisons have been made. the prcf- 
crencc% can he converted inioa riling %talc with 
each ilem given a store. lkt: ju%c tile possible 
numl-wr of pairs can get large the nicthod works 
best with four to six and no more than eight 
items. especially if more than one criterion is 

used. Itcration, % (if the protc%% may he needed if 
ilic result% highlight ontradictions in pcoplc'% 
ludgenictit%. 
Qtjc%tionn. mc, w atc I flexible and widcl%, used 
nicthocl ofodlc, nnýdata. They call bcadminis- 

tcred face-to- latc. by mail or on the telephone. 
While quest ionnaircs can allow fast to the 
views and opinions of many pcopli: in a consist- 
ent fashion (lhcý- arc the only feasible way of 
gathering data from thousands of people) there 
are dra%%-batk%. 'l'hc)- can require con%kicralilc 
rc-. %)tir%: c-, toadminimcr, analv%c and interpret 

properly. AN), lvi: au%c they must usually lic rcl- 
atively short, they work lvst if the investigators 

and respiindcrits %hire a ýoninion i. ulturc, lan- 

guagcand at leamm. inic undmiandingol'thir 
110AICS. 
Interviews- flic%callowdaw lolw, ýollc%tcd in 

morc Mail thin lroin quotionnaircs indite 
more conlrollahlcand responsive. Di%Jdv-III- 



a Hemembert hat a result which 
may not be significant statisti 
(ally eg only a minority of 
users show hazardous behav 
iour - may be ofgreat practical 
importance. If that hazard car- 
ries risk of serious injury, then 
it may not matter ifthe chances 
are one in a hundred or one in a 
thousand, it is still unaccepta- 
ble. 

No If. ] nwa%k I re IN nornlý) I IV 

distributed (whi(h we assume 
for most anthropometric varia 
bles), we know that 95% of the 

population lies within a range 

of at least two standard devia 

tions either side of the mean 
Since we can never know the 

, tanclard deviation ofthewhole 
population. we calculate thf, 
next best thing, the Standard 
Error, (SE) which is a measure 
of the variability of the best esti- 
mate of the population. We say 
then that 95%ofthe population 
will lie within two Standard 
Errors either side ofthe mean 
we have calculated from our 
sample. This range is also 
called the confidence interval 

or confidence level - we say 
that we are 95% certain that the 
figures we have calculated will 
lie within this range 
We can calculate the Standard 
Error using the following equa 
lion: 

s SE 
n 

Where s= standard deviation of 
the sample and In = sample Nize 
You can see from this ecludtion 
that as you increase the number 
of subjects. the SE will 
decrease. This also means that 
as we increase the number of 
subjects, our confidence inter 

val decreases, and we can ho 

more accurate in our preclic 
tions. 

We can use these equations to 
calculate how many subjects 
we need to test to give us an 
acceptable confidence inter va I 
Research has shown that there 

are limited advantages to hav 
Ing more than 50 users in a user 
trial, as doing so does not dra 

matically affect the Standard 
Error. 

UAR I WALý 

tagc% can lie the tinic and planning needed, the 
necd to train iiitcr%-ie%%, cr% and the possibility of 
bias introduced by Individual interviewers. 

Clicckli%ts - use checklists to record a user's 
miction% and perceptions. The list qan lie drawn 

up by other users, 'experts' or evaluators. Check- 
lists arc limited by the fact that they are prescrill- 
five and arc based on someone else's 
pcrccptions of flic product. 

Working out statistical significance 
In %ome : ases you can be very confident about the 
result. % produced by user trials. For example, it 
may be possible to prove that no child, however 

small their limbs or however hard they try, will 
become stuck boween the bar% ofa new stair gate. 
In other cases, probably the maiority, your find- 
ing% will only indicate degrees of probability. Fur- 
thermore your sarnp1c, even if it is large. cannot 
contain the entire user population. In such cases 
you may need to work out exactly how confident 
you are in ý'Off results. This mcans working out 
statistical significance, which can be daunting at 
first. In the section below we run through the hasic 

calculations for generating statistically significant 
resultsm 

Extrapolating your results to the whole 
population 
Because you cannot test the wholle population and 
can only test a sample ofu%ers, ý'OLI need to know 
how well your results predict the performance of 
the %%, hole user population (which may be all 
potential users, or just those at risk, for instance 
children under five or the elderly). For this we 
need to know the sampling error. 
Pro% ided that your sample Of users has been ran- 
donily selected, you can work out the sampling 
error, or how representative your sample is ofthe 
general Population, by calculating the Standard 
Error (SE)of the results. The SF Is the way in which 
WC (ILIantify tile representativeness Of Our samples 
and we can use this to work out how rnaný- Users 
we need to test in a user triaLm 

Sampling 

Beingable it) calculate the sampling error depend% 
on whether the measure we are interested in i% nor- 
mallydi%tributed and vdicther the %ample we use is 
selected randonilv. 
londom selection mcim that every pcr%on in the 
tirget user po p ula I ion ha%an et I tialchance of 
beingselected fOr the ex Ile rimental sample. Tech- 
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niques tor randomly selecting (known as prqAmNl. 
itysampling) include things like random numbeir 
tables - it must he possible to assign chanice (or a 
number) to the whole population. 
Some common methods ot'sclecting %ubicct% &i 
not actually producca random sample. for 
instance accidental or availability sampling (peo- 
ple (in the street or telephone numbers from a 
directory). Ifthe sample is not random the %am- 
pling error cannot be calculated in the wav shown 
above. 
If you can't select your users randomly. you can 
estimate sampling error byCoMparing your m. As 
to statistical information on the target population, 
such as the mean and standard deviation ofa criti- 
cal characteristic (for example otwning forcc). 

However, such information is often not availaW, 
either because: 

no one has evcr collected data relcvant to the 
characteristic you are testing, or 
data exist for the characteristic, but do not fit 
with your target population. 

In these situations you may have to estimate the 
relationship between yoursubiects and the target 
populat ion by comparing a similar, related charw- 
teristic. For instance, ifyou are evaluating opening 
strength on a particular sizeand shape handle but 
no data exist on that exact operation, then standar- 
dised grip strength (data (in which are widelywaill- 
able) could be compared between your %ample 
and the target population. Take care when sctett- 
ing characteristics for comparison to ensure that 
thev: 

are related 
involve the s-atne part of the tx)dý 

i nvolve the same physiological function. 

If you can neither extrapolate your results nor 
make compari-, ons, then make % our sampleas rep. 
re%entative as possible of the target population. for 

example by increasing the number ofusem 

Comparing designs 

In sonic cases vou mav%vant to comparealtema- 
tive designs and you will need it) know whether 
the difference% in pert . ormance vou may tind arc 
truc differences, due to the chat iges you have nikk 
it) your design, and not due iust to chance. That is. 
that the difference. % are statisticallý- significant. You 

will need to consider formal statistical analysis of 
ý'OUr results, and think about thi% Iviore you start 
any evaluation. Guidance on cxperimental dmign 

and statistical testing is beyond the rcmit of this 



- mes the needs of relia. 

ýctfy controlled cor%6. 

., ý contradKi valKMY by 

the situatIc", artyficial 

Afteaw"Cly- M&I W tests 

OW giw valicift to reuilts. but 

0,, 4r Lack of COnW fn&Y 

k7w rekatpkty, 

dixurticni. but there are plentv oftc%t% io licil, 
(%cc bibliography). 

How confidently can you use your results? 
The rclijbilitv and validitv of your result,. will 
dctcrniinc how confidently you can use them to 
improve %jfclN-. 
Rchaklm is the extent to which the same results 
will he obtained if the lc%t is repeated with differ- 

ctit ti, cr% orat a cht1crent tinic. You can increase 
"habili". bti- 

-c. mng the numbct of users 

ii ring that everyone has the came instruc- 
i ionsand is cxpow. d to the same conditions %uc h 
as light. temperature and time of day. 

validitt. is the cmcni it) which results irulý- rcprc- 
sent %%-hit thev arc supposed it, be measuring. 
Internal validity is the extent to which your coni - 
pan%- can use the results to draw conclusions. 
Fxtcrnal validitv is the c\tcnt to which results can 
predict pci-formancc under different but similar 
tircurnslances. and for the rest ofthc population 
bcyond your %ample. 
You can increase validitv b-, -. 
- ýh(u), ingu. wr-. carefullý-toreprc%cntthc%vhole 

range of possible users 
- %clectings-cmilivemeasum, 

makingexpeTim, ni,. i, !tj, T, 
lati%. C as a 
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Applying test results 
I low %ot II I't I lic I cmill.. I if %I %c II 11.11% (. 111111 Ile m It 
conlo (if 1114KICIling . 111d de-kign appramil I will 
del, ocnod on whal i% 1wing o-alumed. Mo%I oficii Ilic 
mak will 1-, c: 
MAI lie expetted %a fet I. o( IV% )file it -king 
(or III I %u %I fig II lie ptlKlud. 4 It 

(2) comparing at: ro%% d if] ere if I#. ircum- 
%tan(C% ý Indclcrident varlables ) of: 

the jvr%on (age. wearing glovc-0 
the -. iAwial/envir(innientalt: t)iittititin% (time prcs- 
sure. lighting) 

the product itwlf(two ver-Oom of if control, 
%cvcral t%I'C% of warning label). 

In the fitm 4, a%c the purpow will lv imialiv it) 
. prove* the %afct%- tit the final dc, %ign IvIme going 
to production and market - %ornefinic% su,. h trial% 
will be -carried oul tin a wn-carly prototypc to %cc 
iffurthetdevc1opinctit -can he iustified. In the wc- 
ond caw the triak will normalk- Iva part of the 
development protcew to lic1pdetmon making 
atx)ut dc-. ign features. the targeted tmer pillula- 
tion (it protluct suitability for different Onmrn- 
staniccs. 
Whithever the ca%c, well thought -out tmertrials 
within ergonomic,, evaluation. as in integral part 
m the total development i, rfxc%%. will improve the 
rl, ýduo qualitv. the %ati%faction and %Actv o1con- 
, omers and the market l: xisifion ofthc producer. 



SUGGESTEO 
EVALUATION Acting on the results PROCESS 

Once you have carried out your tests, you need to 
turn the results into a safcty aswssnicnt or design 

solutions. Rcnicniber tests are part ofthe evalua- 
tion process, not an end in themselves. For in- 

stance. you may riccil to retest %-our altered design 
to check that a hazard has been eliminated. 
Frgonornics and design safety evaluation should 
not lie, is ha% already been cniplia%iscd, a 'bolt-on' 
towards the crid ot"product dc%-clopincrit. llroperlý 

and ctfitiently iniplemcnicd, such cvaluation will 
inform and improve product dc%ign and prc%enta- 
tion at all stages ot development (this is formative 

evaluation) as well as provide benchniarking and 
final as%cs-, nicrit against performance critcria for 

the cventual production prototype (surninative 
evaluation). 
The outcome,. ofany ergonomics evaluations - 
wlicther the cvaluation be data/guidclines, model- 
ling, design appraisals, simulations or user trials - 
will be a mixture ofideas. approvals, nica%ure- 
merits and stati%tically supported quantitative re- 
stilts. These outconic, must then be amalgamated 
and interpreted in term% of degrees of design safetý 
(, is well as product usability), and also will be used 
to generate ideas for improved designs. 

The inforniation and ideas in this guide should 
have given a first explanation of the ergonomics 
and design %afet, v evaluation process. This guide 

should also have given a clear tindcr%tanding of the 
businc%s gains as well as improved consumer safetý 
to be obtained from such a process. 
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FURTHER 
INFORMATION Sources ot help anci acivice 

Points of contact 
Con"imer Affairs and ( ompetition 

Policy Directorate 
Department ol Tradcand Industry 

I Victoria Strcct 
London N\\' III OFT 
tel 0 17 121 

ý) 
D383 

fax 0 171 215 03ý7 

Product Safety and Testing Group 
I k1lartment ot'Nianutacturing higincering 

, in(] Operation, %Lmagenient 
University ot Nottingham 
Nottingham 
N(l, 2RD 
telO 1139514039 
fax 011 ý 9514000 

Design Council 
Haymarket House 
I Oxendon Street 
London S%%'I)' 4F, F, 
tel 0 171 208 2 121 

0171839 6033 

Ergonomics Information Analysis Centre 
The University of Birmingham 
School ofManufacturingand Mechanical 

Fngineering 
FLIghastoll 
Birmingham BI; 2T1' 
tel 0 12 14 14 4239 
fax 0 12 14 14 34-, (,, 

The Ergonomics ', ,- 
Devonshire I loti,, 
Devonshire Squm 
Loughborough 
lxic"ter. %hirc It I131 A% 
tel/fax 01 iO9 234904 

ICE Ergonomics 
I lollywell Building 
I lollywell Way 
Loughborough 
Leicestershire I. F. II 3UZ 
tt, l 01 iO9 -183300 
fix 01 S09 283360 

Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents 
(RoSPA) 

Fdgbaston Park 
3ý3 Bri%tol Road 
Birmingham B5 7ST 
tel 0 12 1 2-18 2000 
W0121 2482001 

Child Amdent Prevention TtLj,, t ýCAPT 
Clerks Court 

18-20 Farringdoll Lalle 
I olidoll FIC IR 3AV 
tel 0171608 3828 
fax 0 171 608 3674 

Consumer Safety Institute 
Riiswiikstraat 2 
PO Box 7; 169 

1070 AD AniNterdani 
The Netherlands 
tel +3 1 20 5 1143 11 
fax +31 20 511 45 10 

British Standards Institute 
389 Ch iswick H igh Road 
London NV4 4AI. 
tel 0 18 1 996 9000 
fax 0 18 1 99(, 7400 

Ergonomics and 
safety consultancies 
These offer advice, traininvand assessment tin 
veneral ergonomics and product safety. and for 
example: 

pro,. idc advice oil the issues to bc considered in 
a particular. ipplication - types of ha7ards. the 
t N-pes of U sers at risk, whether or not data exist 
tor a particular problem 

provide anthropometric and design data and 
guidelines 
h ighlightgaps and inadequacies in your existing 
nictliods, and g guidelines on how to evaluate 
more effectively 

-irry out 'expert' evaluation of a product, either 
n tull or in part. 

Consultancies have the facilities, equipment and 
expertise to carr- ,v Out test%, including access to 
testers, video- recording suites and mir- 
rorservices. The cost of hiring these facilities or 
askinga consultancy to do part ofa test for vou 
may be less than trying to do it yourself. Re%tarch 
bodies aligned to university or acadernic institu- 
tions may sometimes be interested in titcoming 
involved in a product development or o-aluation 
proiect. 

A list of ergonomics consultancies is available 
from the Ergonomics Societv. 
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FURTHIE R 
INFORMATION Glossary 

confidence (interval) product safety 
The likelihood (usually 9; "(, or 991%) that it mea- The extent to which a product, whether used in 

%urement oftlic population will lie within a range expected or unexpected ways, does not cause harm 
that has been measured on a samplc of users to people. 

construction safety reliability 

Product safety through appropriate materials, Consistency of measurement; the extent to which 
manufacturing, assembly or inspection. a testing process would produce the same results if 

repeated again with different subiects or 
design process/development process at a different time. 
The creative and problern-solving process by 
which a concept becornes a product ready for nian- risk 

ut'. 1clure. Probability that a particular adverse event Nvill 
Occur as a resu It of a hazard, per unit of tirne, 

design safety usage or population. 
Product safety th rough an appropriate concept, 
presentation and associated information. risk perception 

Individuals'assessnients of degree of risk aw-, ci- 
ergonomics ated with a hazard. 
The%tudy of people's interactions with products, 

safety criteria 
environnientsand other people and use of the 
knowledge gained to develop safer, healthier, The level of a measurement (of dependent vari- 
inore satisfying, effective and efficient interactions. able) deerned to constitute reasonable safety. 

ergonomics evaluation (of products) test 

The process of assessing ergonomics aspects of Assessment of how well it product perfornis in 

product use against safety and usability criteria. comparison to safety criteria. 
Excludes any assessment of quality of 
materials or manufacturing. user 

In context of product safety, anyone who corno in 
hazard 

contact with a product, whether intentionally ur 
A situation, event or obiect that, in particular cir- inadvertently, using, misusing or abusing it. 

curnstances, could lead to harm. 
usersample 

hazard scenarios Group of people representing the population of 
Sets ofcircunistances by which a hazard does lead product users, taking part in an ergononlics and 
to harin through interactions of personal, task, design safety evaluation - usually in user trials. 
product and environmental factors. 

user trials 
population 

' 
Controlled process by which a sample (if user-. test 

polential users/ in isusers. The complete group ot aspects of . product performance and product use 

product with the results assessed against safety criteria 
(characteristics of product, task, environment or 

An%- item or artifact that is used or interacted with even people may be simulated in such trials). 
by people. (an include architectural and constrUC- 
tion features, or packagingand instructions. validity 

product design Relevance of measurement; the extent to which 
what was intended to be measured was actually 

The form, function, methods Of use, features, measured. 
structure, materials and styling ofa product. 
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